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INTRODUCTION. 

Tus Memorial Volume has been compiled in appreciation 

and commemoration of the persevering, judicious, and success- 

ful labours of the late Shams-ul-Ulama Dastir Peshotanji 

Behramji Sanjana, M.A., Ph.D., in the wide and perplexing 
field of Iranian research. Belonging to the Sanjana family, 

he was probably a descendant of one of the Parsi priests who 

accompanied the first fugitive immigrants from Persia and 

settled at Sanjan. At an early age he was adopted into the 

family of the well-known Dastur LEdalji Sanjana’s only 

brother ; and, after the death of that predecessor, in 1857, he 

was appointed high-priest of the Shahanshahi Parsis in 
Bombay, which dignity he worthily held till the day of his 

death (26th December 1898) at the age of 70 years, 

His succession to the high-priesthood occurred at a time 

when the steady advance of European education, among the 

Parsis in Bombay, was making them dissatisfied with the 

limited knowledge of the priests supplied to them by the Dastiirs 

of Navsari, by whom all such appointments were then made, 

and it was not till 1883 that Dastir Peshotanji was able 

to overcome the opposition of the Navsari priesthood, and 

to establish his right to initiate priests, and give them orders 

for practising as priests in Bombay. He published several 

pamphlets (such as his Tafsir-i Gah-i Gasani, Tafsir-i Gahan- 

bar, Nirang-i Javit-dinan, etc.) with the view of eliminating 

certain irregular practices and customs (some of which still 

continue) and of preserving the truth and purity of his religion. 
His success, in such controversial efforts, appears to have been 

chiefly due to his conciliatory firmness and his readiness to 

accept judicious compromise. 
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The late Professor Martin Haug of Muenchen, who, 

during his stay in India (in 1860-66), often met Dastir 

Peshotanji, had always a high opinion of his learning and his 

willingness to impart it to others. In 1874-76, when last in 
India, [also met him on several occasions, and formed the same 

opinion, having been much assisted by him in obtaining copies 

of many of the scattered folios of the Dinkard, and of another 

ancient MS, of miscellaneous texts, in his own library. 

His works connected with Pahlavi literature were both 

numerous and important, all indicating as competent a know- 

ledge of that complicated language as any contemporary scholar 

possessed, In most cases he has been the most advanced 

pioneer in his translations, well in advance of grammars and 

glossaries ; and, though future translators may improve upon 

his work hereafter, it is doubtful whether any one could have 

done better at the same period. 

His Vijirkard-i-Dénik (1848) is a Pahlavi treatise on 

various religious matters, resembling a Rivayat, said to have 

been transcribed in 1754, from an Iranian MS. written in 1240 

which the transcriber found in the Modi library at Surat, and 

containing several Avesta quotations, which are not easy to 

trace to their original source. This book is remarkable as being 

an early specimen of printing from Pahlavi and Avesta type. 

His Gujarati translation of the Pahlavi Karnamak of 

Ardashir Babagan (1853) was criticised by prejudiced Parsis 

as misrepresenting some of the actions of so virtuous a prince 

as Ardashir, forgetting that a successful Shahanshah has always 

considered himself as above the law. 

His Pahlavi Grammar (1871) is a voluminous and well 

arranged work, displaying a wide acquaintance with the 
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Pahlavi language and literature. It was much admired by 
Professor Haug, especially on account of its numerous quota- 

tions from Pahlavi MSS. which were then but little known. 

But his most important work was his Dinkard, giving the 

Pahlavi text, with a transliteration in Avesta characters and 

translations into Gujarati and English ; of which nine volumes 

have been published between 1874 and 1900. The first two 

books of this valuable Pahlavi text have not been discovered ; 

but his nine volumes contain the whole of the third, fourth, 

and fifth books; leaving four more books to be edited by his 

able successor, Dastur Darabji. 

He also published the Ganj-i Shayagan and three other 

short Pahlavi treatises, that occur in old MSS., in 1886, with 

translations. 

He was universally respected as the most learned Dastir 

of his time, and the government of Lord Reay selected him 

as the first recipient of the title of Shams-ul-Ulama in the 

Parsi community, as an official appreciation of his learning. 

He was Principal of the Sir Jamshedji Jijibhai Zartoshti Mad- 

ressa, from its foundation in 1863 till his death. He was 

Fellow of the Bombay University from 1866, and was a 
member of the Committee appointed by that University for 

establishing a course of studies in Avesta and Pahlavi for the 

higher examinations in Arts. The German Oriental Society 
also elected him as Member in 1875. Andall Pahlavi scholars 

would, no doubt, agree that these honours were well deserved. 

E. W. WEST. 
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AVESTA LITERATURE, 
FROM THE GERMAN OF 

KARL F. GELDNER. 

INTRODUCTION. 
Geyerat Lirerature. — Zend-Avesta, ouvrage de Zoroastre, contenant 

les Idées Théologiques, Physiques et Morales de ce Législateur, les Cérémonies 
du Calte Religieux qu'il a ¢tabli, et plusieurs traits importants relatifs a 
Yancienne Histoire des Perses: Traduit en Francois sur l’Original Zend, 
par M. Anquetit pu Perron, 8 Vols. in 4°, Paris 1771. [Tome premier, 
premitre partie contains: l’introduction au Zend-Avesta, la relation du 
voyage du traducteur aux Indes Orientales, suivie du plan de louvrage. 
Seconde partie: le Vendidad sadé (I’Izeschné, le Vispered et le Vendidad), 
la vie de Zoroastre.. Tome second contains: Ieschts sadés, le Si rouzé, la 

Boundehesch ; deux vocabulaires ; l’exposition des usages civils et religieux 
des Parses, et le systéme cérémonial et moral des livres Zends et Pehlvis, 

table des matiéres. } 

Jou. Fr. KiEvxer, Zend Avesta, Zoroaster’s lebendiges Wort, Riga 

1776-1777, 3 Vols. in 4. By the same author : Anhang zum Zend-Avesta, 
Riga 1781-83, 2 Bande in 5 Theilen.— Zend-Avesta im Kleinen! d. i, 

Ormuzd’s Lichtgesetz oder Wort des Lebens an Zoroaster dargestellt in 
“einem wesentlichen Auszuge aus den Zend-biichern ... vonJ. F. Kieuxer, 

3 Theile, Riga 1789. — Ormuzd’s lebendes Wort an Zoroaster, oder Zend- 
avesta im Auszuge von F. 8. Ecxarp, Greifswald 1789. 

M. Hava, Essays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Religion of the 
Parsees, Bombay 1862. Especially in the Second Edition which West has 
edited, London 1878, Third Edition 1884, — E, W. West in the Introduc- 
tions to the Pahlavi texts, SBE., Vols. V, XVIII, XXIV, XXXVI. 

C. pe Harz, Avesta, Livre sacré des sectateurs de Zoroastre traduit 

du texte, Li¢ge, 1875-77, 3 vols. Second entirely re-edited edition : Avesta, 
livre sacré du Zoroastrisme, traduit du texte Zend, Paris 1881: Bibliothdque 
Orientale Vol. V (with a careful introduction). 

A. Hoveacque, L’Avesta, Zoroastre et le Maidéisme, Paris 1880. 

J. Darmesterer, Introduction to the English Translation of the Vendi- 

dad, Oxford 1880, Vol. IV of the SBE.—Darmesteter, Ktudes Iraniennes, 

Paris 1883, 2 Vols.—Le Zend-Avesta, traduction nouvelle avec commen- 

1 : 
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taire historique et philologique, par JamEs Darmesrerer, Paris 1892-93, 3 

Vols. in 4°, published in the Annales du Musée Guimet, tome 21, 22, 24, 

[wherever Darmxsrerer simply is quoted, the reference is always to this 

main work]. 

Fr. SrreGEL, Eranische Alterthumskunde, Leipzig 1871-78, 3 Vols. 
especially the third Volume. 

M. DuncKer, Geschichte des Alterthums, Vierter Band, 4 Aufl. 
Leipzig 1877. é‘ 

Ep. Meyer, Geschichte des Alterthums, Erster Band, Geschichte des 

Orients bis zur Begrtindung des Perserreichs, Stuttgart 1884. [Das Awesta, 
pp. 501-510]. 

K. Getpner, Article “Zend-Awesta” in the Encyclopedia Britannica, 

Vol. XXIV, p. 775.—Prolegomena zur Avesta-Ausgabe (§ 11), 

Uw. ACKSON, Introduction to Avesta Grammar, Stuttgart 1892. 

0 GC —_ 

AWESTA. 

§ 1. The Iranian nation, so far asit reverenced Ahura Mazda as its 

God and Zarathushtra as His prophet, was once possessed of an extensive 
sacred literature similar to the Veda of the Indians—the Awesta 
(masc, or neut.). There has never been unanimity in Germany as to 
the gender of the name.! ‘The word comes to us from the Middle 

Persian which has no genders. The Pahlavi form is avistdk,? the 
Pazend avasid. Neriosangh reproducesit in Sanskrit by avisi@ as in 
avistavdk or avistdvdni, “ Awesta-speech.” The word can hardly be 
traced further back than the Sasanian era, Oppert is, however, of opinion 
that the word is already to be found in an inscription of the time of 

Darius in the form abastdm (Beh. IV, 64°), but the identification 

is at least doubtful. The word has been variously derived. The con- 
jecture of Professor Andreas, orally communicated, has most pro- 
bability on its side, namely, that Avistak or Avastak is to be traced back 

1 Kleuker, Haug, and Weber use Awesta and Zendawesta in the masculine, The 
neuter form, however, precominates, 

3 This reading is followed by West, while Darmesteter, on the other hand, has 
Apastak, I, XX XIX, note. 

S Oppert, JA. 1872, XIX, 293; De Harlez, JA. 1876, VIII, 487; Spiegel, Die 
alt persischen Keilinschriften, 2nd ed., p, 103. 
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to the old-form wpasid, and thus signifies “ foundation,” “‘ foundation- 

text’ (like the Skr. mala). 

This explanation also accords with the facts, inasmuch as avist@k 
generally involves ot expresses a contrast,' namely, the contrast 
between it and the added Pahlavi translation or explanation ( Zand ), 
which probably once was co-extensive with the whole Awesta literature, 
and which, in the form iu which we possess it, does not go further 
back than the 6th Century A.D., and was thus probably edited 
under the Jater Sasanids or soon after their era, The foundation-text 
and the corresponding Pablavi exposition were comprehended under the 
composite designation Avistadk va Zand (Neriosangh, avistdvdni vydkh- 
yanam ca ‘‘ Awesta language and exposition” ), The Parsi scholars of 
the present time also understand in this combination Awesta as the 
original text and Zand as the Pahlavi commentary.* The combi- 
nation Avistak va Zand occurs, however, not unfrequently in the Pahlavi 
translation of the Awesta itself. In this case Zand signifies the 
traditional exposition of the Awesta texts’ handed down by the 
Schools, which served as the foundation of the Pahlavi translation 

reduced to writing. Through a misunderstanding Anquetil, and, before 
him, also Hyde,* has turned this into Zendawesta, understanding 
by Zend the language in which the sacred writing, the Awesta, 
Was composed, an error which has asserted itself with great obstinacy 
since Anquetil’s time.’ 

The Awesta literature was composed in a nameless dialect, in the 
old sacred language of Iran, which it is now customary to call 
“ Awestic.” Nothing which was not written in this language can 
claim to be reckoned as part of the sacred writings of Iran. On the 
other hand, there does not exist in this language any other kind of 
documents, any inscription, or any profane literature. For the Parsi 
scholars of to-day, as for the older Pahlavi authors, the language 
and the scripture are completely identical ideas ; they call the language 

1 Cf. Dinkard, VIII, 6,1 ; 12, 1; 20, 69 : LX, 32, 20, 

2 West, Resays*, 119 ; so also Masndi 2, 126, 

* There the exposition is called dzainti, with which the Pahlayi word cand is 

connected, 

* Hyde, Historia Religionis Veterum Persarum, 1700, p, 887, With reference to the 

yarious forms of the name, see p, 332 of the same work, 

® Anquetil, II, p. 424, 
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itself in which these scriptures were written, Awesta. _ Since all con- 

jectures as to the home of this language are in the highest degree 
uncertain, it will be well to introduce into Europe also this usage 
which has the advantage of being ancient, and to call the language of 
the scriptures of the Parsis simply Avesta. 

West has already given an exhaustive definition of the expression 
in his Glossary tothe Arda Viraf under the word Avistak,! when he 

explains it thus:—*‘Scripture, the’ sacred writings of the Parsis in 
their original language and hence applied to the language itself, 

which is commonly but erroneously called Zend; any quotation or 
text from the same scriptures.” * | 

The Awesta literature has suffered an unfortunate fate, Already 
in ancient times after the period of Alexander near its decay, it was 

once more revived and rejuvenated under the Sasanids. From the 
9th or 10th Century of our era the number of the believers in Mazda 

was continually dwindling, and the extent of their sacred scriptures 
steadily diminished. The former, the so-called Parsis, number at 
present only a little over 80,000 souls. The portion of their sacred 
literature, which has been preserved to our time, is a mere fragment 
of that ancient literature, and, when reduced to book-form, attains the 

compass only of a single good-sized volume. This is the Awesta in 
the narrower sense, ; 

IDEA, CONTENTS, AND ANALYSIS OF THE AWESTA. 

§ 2. The Awesta, in the more restricted sense, is still in use 
amongst Parsisas Bible and Prayer-book at the present day. It contains 
the liturgies for the general sacrificial celebrations and the “ Law” that. 

is recited on such occasions, and, in addition, the solemn invocations 

addressed to individual saints and the forms of prayer prescribed 

for the various occasions in common life. It bears thus in its essential 
character a liturgical stamp. Itis only in consequence of their direct 
or indirect relation to liturgy that these scriptures have been so 
long preserved. Those portions of. the Avesta literature which were 

1 p. 13. 

2 Darmesteter, in the passage referred to, calls attention to an etymological play of 

words in the Bundahish. Avistak =avézak stayién, is accordingly said to mean ‘‘a pure - 
ascription of praise,” 
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outside the liturgy were no longer copied as being unnecessary for 
priestly purposes, and haye thus for the most part been lost. It is, 
however, probable that not everything which is found in the Avesta was 
intended absolutely only to serve such ends. 

Although, as already indicated, the Avesta is of moderate extent, 

there is no MS. which contains the whole Avesta, This alone is suffi- 
cient to make clear the character of the book. It is not a whole in 
the sense of a unity, but a complex collection of writings. It divides 
itself into a number of individual books, each complete in itself, and 
of loosely connected rubrics. The books and rubrical forms which are 
extant may be classified under five main divisions :— Yasna, Vispered, 
Vendiddd, Yashts and Khorda-Awesté, 

§ 3. Yasna (=Skr. yajiia), Phiv. yazisn, the modern Izeshne—in 
the Sanskrit of Neriosangh ijisni—the chief liturgical book which is 
recited in honour of all the divinities collectively. It was composed 
for the purposes of the high office of the Izeshne which, apart from a 
number of subordinate performances, consists chiefly in the ceremonial 
preparation and offering of the Parahém (Aw. parahaoma ), i.c., the 

juice extracted from the Haoma plant, mixed with consecrated water, 
milk and aromatic ingredients. At this ceremony the whole Yasna 
from beginning to end is recited. The high service of the Izeshne 
is preceded by a preparatory ceremonial entitled Paragra. 

The text has only in part a real and original connection with the 
ceremonial act which it accompanies. The Yasna is a variegated 
mixture of monotonous drawling formule and of interesting and in 
part very ancient texts. These heterogeneous elements have, how- 
ever, been skilfully knit together into one whole. The larger sections 

._ have appropriate introductions prefixed to them and close with longer 
or shorter reswmés. The Yasna is divided into 72 chapters, haiti, 
named Jater //@. This subdivision is traditional, although the MSS. 
of the Yasna do not namber the chapters consecutively, nor do they 
always clearly mark the close of each chapter. The sacred cord of 
the Parsis, which marks them out as belonging toa particular religious 
community, is woven with 72 threads, which are intended to represent 
the 72 chapters of the Yasna.'| This number is reached by an ertificial 
method, several chapters being simply repetitions of some of the others. 

=p 

» 4. Filhrer in the Encyclopmdia Britannica, XVIII, 325. 
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Thus Ha 5 is the same as 87 ; 18 the same as 47 with an introduction 
taken from 51, 7. Im like manner Has 63, 64, 66, 67 and 72 are 

simply made up of fragments of preceding texts. The Parsis divide 
the Yasna into two main sections,’ namely, 1-27, and 28 to the end. 
Also in the ritual of the Yasna offering there isa division of the 

ceremony at chapter 27. The whole book may, however, be better 

divided into three longer sections :—1-27; 28-55; 56-72, 

§ 4. The content of the Yasna, in other words, the course of 
the Yasna high service is as follows:—The introduction consists of 
formal invitations to the offering addressed to all the divinities and 

genii in a definite order according to their rank (1-2); the offering 

of the main oblation (myazda) and other offerings preceded by 
similar formule of invocation and consecration (8-7). This section 

ends at 8,4, Then follows a prayer 8, 5-8. 8, 9is an introduction 

to the interesting Hom-Yasht (Chaps. 9-11). In this the Haoma is 
glorified as a plant and as a divine being quite in the style which 
characterises the other Yashts (cf. §§ 8,21). At the close the priest (Zot) 
drinks the juice of the Haoma which has been prepared -in the 
Paragra ceremony. Ha 11, 16 again introduces a new section, the con- 

fession of faith of the Mazdayasnians which extends fro: 11, 17 to 

theend of 13. Thisconfession is, properly speaking, made up of several 

which are named from their opening words—namely, fravardné 
11, 16; frastwyé 11, 17—12, 8; and dstuyé? 12, 9 to the end of 18. 

The most interesting of these pieces is the quite ancient specialized 
confession of faith in Chap. 12, which, according to Y, 13, 8, is also 
named the fraorati (confession). 

At Chapter 14 begin the Staota Yesnya which extend, with 

interruptions, probably as far as Chap. 58 (cf. § 23}. They are inter- 

rupted by the invocation of the genii of the day (Chap. 16), of the 
times of the day and the seasons of the year, and the various forms 

of fire (17), by the homilies on the three most sacred prayers, ,.known 
as the Bakdn Yasht (19-21), Chaps, 22-27 contain an additional 
litany called Homdst Yasht, which accompanies the second preparation 
of the Haoma-juice which now begins. Chap. 27 at the same time 
forms the transition to the central part of the Staota Yesnya and to 

1 Anguetil I. 2,73, 

2 Cf. the short “Description of the Gathas ” in Shayast-la-Shayast, translated 

by West, Sacred Books of the Hast, Vol, V, pp. 352 seq. 
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the Gathés which are the centre and culmination of the whole Yasna, 
(vide § 22). These extend, with a few interruptions, from 28 to 54, 
Chap. 55 gives a short poetical resumé of them, Chap. 56, named “ the 
small Sroésh Yasht,” is preparatory to the large and comprehensive 
Srésh Yasht which is contained in 57, Chap, 58 contains the so-called 
Psi%om4thra, a glorification of prayer in general and the prayer to be 
uttered before the last judgment. This concludes the Staota 
Yesnya. Chap. 59 refers both to what precedes and to what follows and 
introduces the two next sections with renewed invocations. The first 
of these gives in Chap. 60 the so-called dahma afriti, “the blessing of 
the pious.” It is a blessing pronounced on the Mazdayasnian house ; 
joined with it is a form of exorcism (61) and the propitiation of fire 
(62). Then follows the Ab-zér, “ offering to the waters ”’ (consisting of 
consecrated water) 63-68, containing an introduction (63-64), the 
praise of Andhita the goddess jof water (65), the consecration and 
offering of the sacred water (66-68). Then follow renewed invoca- 
tions and the conclusion of the whole ceremony (69-72). 

§ 5. Vispzrep (from Aw. vispe ratavd “ all the chiefs,” ef. Yasht 
10, 122) is not an independent connected book but a collection of sup- 
plements to the Yasna. The official recitation of the Vispered can- 
not be thought of without supposing that the Yasna was at the same 
time included. The Vispered high ceremony is the Yasna ceremony 
enlarged by the addition of the Vispered portions. It is celebrated 
especially at the seasonal feasts, the Gahanbdrs.* The separate por- 
tions or chapters of the Vispered are called Kardes (properly “sections,” 
from an Ay. word karati). Here likewise the MSS. give us no help in 
fixing their number in so far as they do not number them consecu- 
tively. Anquetil divides the book into 27 chapters, so also Spiegel in 
his edition ; Westergaard, on the other hand, reckons 23, and the Bombay 
Gujerati edition which I have followed 24 Kardes. So far asits contents 
are concerned, the Vispered presents only a little that is new and interest- 
ing. The most of it consists of formal invocation in the style of the 
Yasna. Kardes 1 and 2 are thrown in after Yasna 1, 8 and 2, 8, in the 

1 This description in its esentials is based upon that given by Darmesteter I, 

LXXXI—LXXXVIIL An exhaustive description of the Paragra ceremony is given by 
West in his easays, pP- 394 seq. and a similar description of the Izeshne ceremony, pp. 403 

* Darmesteter I, LXVLI. 
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place of Yasna 1, 9:-and 2, 9. Here we see clearly that these two Kardes 
are only a lengthy spinning out of the Gahanbar formule of the 
Yasna. Kardes 8 and 4 fit into the ritual portions of Yasna ll. Karde 
5 does duty for Yasna 14 of which it is only a variation; Karde 12 for 
Yasna 27, 7. The second-half of the Vispered, Kardes 13-24, stands 
in very close relation to the Gathas or the Staota sin ( ef. the 
synopsis in § 12 ). Mees 9 

§ 6. VenprpAp (Av. vidaees datom, 66 the law against Sanaa 
Phly. jat-div-ddat or jat-sédad-dat ) is originally an finfteargiGal work ; it 
is the Leviticus of the Parsis, their ecclesiastical law-book which pre- 

scribes the priestly purifications, atonements and ecclesiastical penances. 
It formed originally the 19th Nask of the Sasanid Avesta. In its pre- 
sent form it contains 22 Chapters (Fargards) which the MSS. carefully 

number. The 12th Fargard is wanting in the older MSS. which contain 
the Pahlavi translation, and is found only in the so-called Vendidad 
Sdde. The MSS. above referred to, reckon, however, the following 
Fargard as the 13th. This omission cannot be explained by a mere gap 
in the Pahlavi archetype. The whole Fargard looks like a fabrication 
that is more modern than the rest of the Vendidad. Thesummary list 

of contents of the Vendidad which the Dinkard (8, 44) gives (vide 
below), deals minutely with all the Fargards except four; Fargard 12 
is not referred to; Fargards 10 and 11 are at least touched ina couple 
of words.' The Fargard in question was thus either not before the 

Pahlavi translator or not yet fully recognised.* 

wy 

24 ~ Cy 

The individual Fargards are partly connected together in this 
way that each supplies the answer to a question propounded in 
the Fargard which precedes it. This is the form of presentation, 
which is called in Sanskrit prasaktdnuprasaktam. Fargard 10 is 
a more detailed working out of 9,46; 14 of 18,5]. The begin- 

1 Of. West, Sacred Books of the East, XXXVII, p. 161. The words “ in smiting the 
fiend” (Dinkard 8, 44,51) are to be connected with Fargard 10 and answer to the 
motto of the chapter, namely, the words paiti parane, “in healing,” with sore 11. 
These correspond to the standing yaozhdathdne formula. ‘Spee 

2 Darmesteter (II, 165), endeavours, on the other hand, to make the existence of an 

old Pahlavi translation probable by referring to the words Kainind evatd puthram in 12,7, 

These, he suggests, are a gloss which has remained over from the former. The words are 

also found in the Persian MSS. (¢f. § 18). Awesta glosses occur, however, in other places 
Without any direct relation to the Pahlavi translation. I would Pee to the interesting | 

gloss a’kdmé in Vd. 20, 1, 

nN & a 
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ing and end of the Vendidad are mythological in their contents, 
the kernel of 3-21 contains the priests’ law proper. 

§ 7. Conrents or THe VENDIDAD.—Fargard | relates the creation 
of the best known countries and their plagues at the hands of 
Ormuzd and Abriman, respectively; Fargard 2 gives the history 
of Yima, his first and second call, the flood and Yima’s paradise ; 
Fargard 3 the joys and sufferings of the earth, the habitation, 
mode of life and end of the corpse-bearers, the praise of agri- 
culture, the pollution of the earth by dead bodies ; Fargard 4 contracts, 
their breach and relative expiations, bodily injuries and their ex- 
piations, education, perjury and ordeal; Fargards 5-9 the manifold 
uncleannesses of men and things through pollution by dead bodies 
and their relative expiations. Specially to be mentioned are the 
following:—The treatment of dead bodies in winter (10-14), the 

purification of the water of the whole world in the ocean Paitika 
(15-20), praise of Zarathushtra’s doctrine of purity (21-25), the 
woman with the still-born child (45-62) in Chap. 5. On the dakhmas 

or Towers of the Dead (44-51), in Chap. 6. Certificates of qualifica- 
tion and fees for physicians (36-44), consideration of the dakhmas 
(45-59) in Chap. 7. Disposal of the dead and sagdid (driving 
out of the corpse-female-demon by the dog) 1-22, and the Bahirim 
Fire (81-96) in Chap. 8, The Barashnim of the nine nights, i. ¢., the 
great purificatory ceremony in Chap. 9. Fargard 10 contains the 
Gatha verses to be repeated twice, thrice and four times for expel- 
ling demons; 11, the employment of Gatha verses for the purpose 
of purification ' 12, mourning for the dead ; 13, the dog, its kinds, its 
functions, the nourishment, diseases and itaibs of the dog, the otters ; 
14, expiation for the killing of an otter ; 15, five mortal sins, new 
born children and dogs ; 16, woman during the catamenia; 17, cutting 

of the nails and hair; 18 is the most interesting and the fullest 
chapter in the whole book, Amongst other things it treats of the true 
and the false priest, of the domestic cock that wakes men to prayer in 
the morniug, and of the Jahi (the dissolute woman), and narrates a 

conversation between Sraosha and the Druj with regard to the 
propagation of thelatter. | Farg. 19 relates the temptation of Zarathush- 
tra by Ahriman, the expiation of the desecrated Vohu Mand, the fate of 

souls after death. The last three chapters are devoted to priestly 
medicine. Chapter 20, the revelation of the art of healing by Mazda 
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and an enumeration of diseases; 21, the healing power of water, and the 

exorcism of a woman in childbirth; 22, narrative of the contagion 

and healing of Mazda. 

§ 8. Tue Yasurs AND THE Knorpa AwEstA,—Anquetil includes 
all besides the above that is extant of real Awesta texts under the title 
Yasht_ Sdde.* But it is better to divide this into two groups, the 

Yashts with their appendices and what is included under the compre- 
hensive name Khorda Avwesta, i.¢e., the Small or Minor Awesta. The 
dividing line is, however, not a very definite one in the MSS, inasmuch 

ascertain Yashts are necessary elements ofa Khorda Awesta. Both classes 
of MSS., the Yasht MSS, as wellas the Khorda Awesta MSS., are intro- 

duced by similar formule, and the Yasht and Khorda Awesta. texts are 
frequently combined in the MSS. to form one whole. Especially it is 

to be remembered that the Khorda Awesta is not a book of uniform 

content and fixed arrangement in the style of the Vendidad ; the Khorda 
Awesta MSS. are casual collections of varying extent, 

Yasur (Aw, yesti), like the word Yasna of allied root, signifies 

originally worship, offering. It has, however, become a technical 
expression. While the Yasna designates the general worship which 

embraces the whole Masdayasnian Pantheon, the Yashts are devoted 
to the worship of individual divinities and indeed almost exclusively to 
divine beings or Izeds (Aw. yazata), after whom the days of the month 

are named, Our collection numbers 21 or 22° Yashts in the follow- 
ing fixed order:—1, Yasht of Ahura Mazda (Hormazd) ; 2, Yasht of the | 

Amesa Spenta (Haft Ameshaspends); 38, Yasht of the Asa Vahista 
(Ardabahisht); 4, of the Haurvatat (Khordad); 5, of the Ardvi Sara 

Andahita (Ardui sir band) ; 6, of the Dvaraasaéta (Khurshed) ; 7, of the 

Mdongha (Mah) ; 8, of the Tistrya (Tishtar, also called Tir); 9, of the 
Drvaspa (Drvasp, also called Gosh Yasht); 10, ofthe Mtthra (Mihir) ; 11 
of the Sraoga (Srash Yasht, from the adhokht*); 11,a Srésh Yasht; 

12, the Yasht of the Rasnu (Rashn) ; 13, of /ravasi (Fravardin) ; 14, 

«of Varethraghna (Bahiram); 15, of Varyin (generally cz called Ram Yasht); 
16, of Razista Cista (generally called Din Yasht); 17, of Asi Vanguhi 
(Ard Yasht); 18, of Airyandm avarend (generally called Ashtad © 

1 Anguetil I, 1, cceclxxxvi ; II. 1. 

2 That is, the same number as that of the chapter in the Vendidad. According 
to the opinion of the Parsis each of the Ameshaspands sod Izeds once had its own ~~ 
special Yasht, ef. Anquetil II, 143, 

8 Cf. below § 17, * x 
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Yasht); 19, Yaskt of Kavaém evarand (generally called Zamyad ; in 
be older MSS. also Kayan Yasht) ; 20, of — (Hom) ; 21, of Vanant 

am This Te ttronstit is based upon the order of the days of the month 
__ in the Parsi Calendar.' Hight of the genii of the days of the month 

have no Yasht to represent them; conversely there is no day of the 
month corresponding to the last two Yashts. In the Calendar the 
day of Vohu Mano occupies the second place ; in the Yasht collection, 
however, the second place is occupied by that of the seven Amesha 

_ Spenta. In the case of Yashts 18 and 19 the connection with a 
_-_—__—s corresponding day of the month isa forced one. In Yasht 19 only 

; the first 8 sections are concerned with the genius of the earth (Zamyad). 
Inthe 18th Yasht there is absolutely no mention of the Ashtad. 
Several of the double names in the above list are explained by the 
fact that the proper hero of the Yasht is not one from whom the 
corresponding day derives its name, but a genius invoked along with 
him. Thus the 15th Yasht° is named after the Rama evdstra, which 
in Siroze 1, 21; 2,21 is invoked in the first place; it is, however, 
dedicated to Vays, who there takes the second place. We find the 
same in Yashts 9 and 16. 

Externally the Yashts are recognizable by their introductions and 
conclusions which run on the same lines. In respect of extent, age 
and contents they are, however, very unlike each other. The last two 
(20 and 21) consist for the most part only of Yasht formuls adorned 
with some quotations. The first four Yashts are for the most part 
a modern, ungrammatical manufacture. On the other hand, the 

_ middle and large Yashts (Nos. 5, 8, 14, 17 and, above all, 10, 13 
and 19) belong to the most prominent documents of this literature. 

Tt has already been remarked in § 4 that several Yashts have been 
embodied in the Yasna which, like the Hom Yasht, in their full extent 

do not belong to the Yasht collection in the strict sense. 

_-—s«§ 9. _ The Knorpa Awesra, “ the Minor Awesta, ” is, 80 to speak, 
_ ashort extract of the entire Awesta, intended for the .e of the laity, 
a collection of the forms of prayer most required by the layman at the 
various seasons and in the various circumstances of his life. These are 

_—‘Biroze (vide § 9) contains a complete list of genli of tho days with their attributes and 
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by no means composed exclusively in the Awesta language, but to a 

great extent in Pazend, Of the Yashts, especially the first (Hoérmazd) 
and the eleventh (Srésh), are included in almost all Khorda Awesta 
MSS. The editing of the Khorda Awesta has been ascribed to Adar- 
pad Mahraspand under Shapir IT. (310-379 A.D.). Besides a series of 
separate prayers and verses, the MSS. contain the following smaller 
collections of recitations :— 

1, The Nyaishes, fivein number. These are brief prayers to the 
Sun (Khurshéd), Mithra, the Moon (Mah), to the genii ofthe Water 
(Arduisir band) and the Fire (Atashi Bahirim).!' The Yashts of the 

corresponding Izéds, or portions of them, are partly insertedin the 
Nyaishes, e.g,, the entire Khurshéd Yasht in Nyaish 1, 10-17, the 
Mah Yasht in Nyaish 8, 2-9. 

2. ‘The Gahs, addressed to the genii of the respective times of the 

day and recited at these times. Their number is accordingly five. 

3. Sirdze (the thirty days), of which there are two, named the 

Minor aud the Larger. These are two Prayer Calendars extending 
each to 30 paragraphsin which the genii of the day are invoked in suc- 

cession together with their retinue, In their entirety these are recited 
principally on the 30th day after the death of a man.” 

4, The Afringans, words of blessing, which are accompanied by 
the gift of an offering and serve various ends. Generally four are 
quoted :— 

(a) Afringan i Dahman, recited to honour departed pious people, 
a kind of mass for the dead. 

(b) Afringan i Gatha, recited on the last five days of the year, the 
so-called Gatha days, on which the souls of the departed descend to 
the earth, thus as it were a kind of mass for souls.° 

(c) Afringan i Gahanbar, recited at the celebration of the six 
seasonal feasts, the so-called Gahanbar. This piece, however, contains 
not so much benedictions as precepts regarding the participation of 
the faithful in the six feasts. 

1 With reference to their special use, vide Anquetil II, 565 ; Darmesteter in the 
introductions to the different Nyaishes, II, 691 seq. . , 

2 Anqguetil II, 315, 573. 
8 Anquetil II, 575; West, Essays 226. 
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(d@) Afrmgan i Rapithwin, celebrated at the beginning and 
end of summer. 

$10. Fracments. These five books or collections of texts pretty 
well exhaust the canon of the Parsis of the present day, but they are by 
no means the whole of the extant Awesta literature. A treasure store, 

___ still partly unexplored, is hidden in Pahlavi books in the form of quo- 
__ tations from lost texts. Larger fragments have been preserved together 
__ with the Pahlavi commentary or have been incorporated in more modern 
Pahlavi writings. First among these stands the Nirangistan (cf. § 17), 
an extensive ritual work in three Fargards based upon an old collection 
_ of Awesta Nirangs, 1. e., ritual precepts in the Awesta language. 

y This collection has been worked up ina large Pahlavi tract and com- 
mented on. The commentary quotes besides a great number of other 

_ Awesta Nirangs from a different source. ‘These Nirangs are very fruit- 
____ ful sources for a knowledge of the ritual as well as for the enrichment 
of our Awesta vocabulary; unfortunately the text which has been 

handed down is very bad and the quantity of material in manuscripts 
very scanty." 

‘The Afrini Dahman named Aogomadaéecd from the first word 
of the first Awesta quotation is a Pahlavi tract interspersed with 

__ Awesta quotations the majority of which can no longer be traced in 
our Awesta, ° 

: _____ Larger connected fragments we have especially in the three - 
_ Fargards from the Hadokht Nask. The last two are eschatological in 
their contents; they narrate the lot of souls after death.’ A small 

__. fragment whieh Westergaard prints after Fargard 3 of this text as 
~ Yasht 22, 39-42 does not stand in immediate connection with the 
8rd Fergss of the Haddkht. Here we should add the Afrin i 
- Paighambar Zartusht, a ‘sie eal for kings and the so-called Vish- 

—_ 

+ Published and translated by Darmestotor IIT, 78 seq. —Photographic copy pubitsh- 
ed by Dastur Darab Peshotan Sanjana, Bombay, 1894. 
-—s-® Aogemadaéea a Parsi tract in Pazend, Old-Bactrian and Sanskrit, edited, trans- 

. /— Iateg and explained with Glossary by W. Geiger, Erlangen, 1878, C/. also West, Eesays, 

p99. 
is 8 Erroneonsly reckoned as Yashts 21 an 22 by Westergaarl. These pieces were 

published separately together with their Pahlavi translation by Hang and Wet as a 

hte Viraf (Bombay, London 1872), p. 269 eeq. 
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tdsp Yasht,' an obscure text, grammatically quite corrupt and com- 
piled from manifold sources without any inner connection, which has 

nothing to do with the ordinary Yashts. 

The Pahlavi commentaries on the Vendidad and the Yasna,°’ 

and other Pahlavi works such as Vijirkard i Dinik and Shdyast la- 
Shdyast are rich in Awesta citations. Numerous shorter Awesta quo- 
tations are contained in the so called Parsishnihd, a kind of catechism 

in Pahlavi. There are in all 124 Awesta quotations distributed over 

58 sections.® Many fragmentary texts, prayers and nirangs have 

found their way into individual MSS. of the Khorda Awesta. 
The best known are the Vispa Humata and the Airyama Isyéd.* We 
must not omit to mention the so-called Farhang i Oim Khadak, an 
Awesta-Pahlavi glossary which has preserved not merely many Awesta 
words but also certain phrases and quotations from Awesta books that 
have been lost.° Darmesteter has published a text-piece which, 
according to the subscription, must have come from the lost Nask 
Nikadiam.°® : 

Many of the liturgies are merely or almost entirely compilations of 
well-known texts and current formule, ¢.g., the Daran Baj, Darian 
Yasht,’ Mayda Yasht® (also named the Mayd Zohr®), the Cidak-avistal 

i gdsdn (a compilation of Gatha-stanzas), the numerous Afringans 

1 In Westergaard’s edition, pp. 800 and 302; translated in Darmesteter II. 660 

and 663. 
2 Collected by Darmesteter III. 29 seg. A large portion also in West SBE., 

XXXVII, pp. 471, 472, 474, 475, 484-487. 

8 Published and translated by Darmesteter, III, 53. 
* See the collection of fragments in Westergaard, pp. 331 seg. The MSS Hy and Mg, 

contain many hitherto unknown incantations ; of. K.Z. 27, 587. 

5 An old Zand-Pahlavi Glossary edited by Dastur Hoshangji Jamaspji, revised by 
Martin Haug, Bombay-Stuttgart 1867.—Herausgeg. von H. Reichelt, Wien 1900. 

6 Darmesteter, Une page Zende inéditein JA. 1886, VIII, p. 182. The fragment 
refers to mixed marriages with women who were not Parsis. According to the subscrip- 
tion it professes to belong to the Nask Nikddim, Fargard Vaétha, In Haug’s collection a 
fragment of the Vaétha in No. 35, which is not identical with the portion of the text 
published. 

7 The Darin Yasht is composed of an introductory formula and portions of the 

Yasna with partially altered liturgical forms, namely Yasna 3, 5-18; Yasna 23, 4. 5. 6, 1-6; 
11-15. 17. Y. 26,7.8, 1-8. 

8 So in the Persian MS called Mf,. The Mayd Yasht begins with the words nomas 

te siima (or sima) sovista aradvi siira 4ndhita z8nacthra ahurahe mazdad. 

® Soin Wilson’s MS entitled No, 1, 10 See West, Essay, p. 98, 
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and Khshniimans,' a calendar of the months found in Persian 
MSS.’ in imitation of the Sirdze and many others. 

§ 11. Eprrions or roe Awesra, 

(a) In Europe. 

J. Otsnausen, Vendidad, Zendavestae Pars XX, adhue superstes, 
P. I. Fargard I-V continens, Hamburg 1829.—Vendidad Sadél’un des 
livres de Zoroastrelithographié d’aprés le Manuscrit Zend de la Biblio- 
théque Royale et publi¢ par M. E. Burnovur Paris 1829-1843, gr. fol.— 
Vendidad Sade, die heiligen Schriften Zoroaster’s Yacna, Vispered und 
Vendidad. Nach den lithographirten Ausgaben von Paris und Bombay 
mit Index und Glossar herausgeg. v. H. Brooxnaus, Leipzig 1850.— 

-Zendavestae capita priora V, ed.emend. Cur. Lassen. Bonn 1852.— 
Zendavesta or the religious books.of the Zoroastrians, ed. transl, by N. L. 
Wesrer@aarD, Vol. i. The Zend texts (only so much appeared), Kopen- 
hagen 1852-54. Thisis up to date the completest edition.—Avesta 
die heiligen Schriften der Parsen zum ersten Mal im Grundtexte sammt 
der Huzvaresch Uebersetzung berausgeg. von Fr. Srreost, I. Band: 
der Vendidad, Wien 1853 ; Il. Band: Vispered and Yasna 1858.—Aves- 
ta, die heiligen Biicher der Parsen, im Auftrag der. K. Akademie der 
Wissenschaften in Wien herausgeg. v. K. F. Getpner, I. Teil: Yasna, 
Stuttgart 1886; II Teil: Vispered and Khorde Awesta, 1889; III Teil : 
Vendidad und Prolegomena, 1895. (Also in English under the title : 
Awesta, the Sacred Books of the Parsis, published under the patronage 
of the Secretary of State for India in Council. Stuttgart 1886-1895.) 

(6) In India. 

Kitab i Jud Divdad, edited by Dastur Ipatust Darassr Sawsana, 
Bombay, A.Y. 1200, large folio (cf. Brockhaus in the Preface 
VI).—The Yacna of the Parsis in the Zand Language, but 
Gujarati character, with a Gujarati Translation, Paraphraso and 
Comment, according to the traditional interpretation of the Zoroas- 
trians, by the late Framsi Asranprarsi and other Dasturs, Vol. 1. 2. 

Lithograph. for the Bombay Branch of the R. A. Society, by 
Appa Rama, 1843. The Vandidid Sade of the Parsis, &c., 1-2, 1842, 
The Vispered of the Parsis in the Zand Language, but Gujarati charac- 
ter, with a Gujarati Translation, Paraphrase and Comment; according 

to the traditional interpretation of the Zoroastrians, by the late Prams 

t i.e pieces with the standing formula a¥nidmaine. — 
3 Z.B. in the Copenhagen M8. No, 38. 
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Aspanpiarsi and other Dasturs. Lithogr. !843.—Avesta, the Sacred 

Books of the Parsis, Part I, Yasna ba Nirang, from Westergaard’s 
Edition of the Zend Avesta publ. (in Zend) by Teumuras DinsHaw 
ANKLESARIA, Bombay 1888. 

Chrestomathies :—Schleicher, Indogermanische Chrestomathies, 
Weimar 1869.—C. Dm Haruxz, Manuel de la langue del’ Avesta ; Gram- 
maire, Anthologie, Lexique, Paris 1878, 2e Hd. Paris 1882.—Hand- 
buch der Awestasprache, Grammatik, Chrestomathie, Worterbuch von 

W.Gerteur, Erlangen 1879.—A. V. Wituiams Jackson, Avesta Reader : 
First Series. Easier Texts, Notes and Vocabulary, Stuttgart 1893. 

THE MANUSCRIPTS OF THE AWKESTA. 
§ 12. Yasna, VispERED, AND VENDIDAD. These three texts were 

handed down in writing in different ways according as they were intend- 

ed to be studied and understood or to be simply mechanically learned 
by heart and recited. In the former case the Awesta is accompanied 

by a translation in Pahlavi, Sanskrit or Gujarati (see below); in the 
latter only the Awesta text, often interspersed with ritual directions, is 

given. If these ritual directions are composed in Pahlavi the technical 
expression is Nirang ; if they are given in Sanskrit or the Bhasha they 
are calied Kriyd, Kirid. The Nirangs are found specially in the MSS. 

which had their origin in Persia. The pure text as opposed to that 
which is intermingled with a translation has received the additional 

name sdde “ pure.’ 

The MSS. of the Awesia Sade give the text in its greatest fulness 
with all the appendices and formule as they are actually employed in 
liturgical service. The MSS., on the other hand, which are accom- 
panied by a translation, aim at greater brevity by omitting all super- 

fluous subsidiary additions and in the case of the numerous repeti- 
tions make use of abbreviations and occasionally also of contractions 

which are not at first sight and without the help of the Awesta Sdde 
intelligible. The difference between these two modes of committing to 
writing is most striking in the case of the Vispered,' 

The Yasna Sade is employed for the Yasna celebration in which only 
the Yasna is recited. Ifthe Yasna is celebrated with the sapplemen- 
tary portions of the Vispered, the celebration is called Vispered (high 
service) after the portions ofthe Vispered which are added. For this the 

1 A characteristic example of abbreviation is that of Vendidad 8, 82-96 in the 
MSS. with translation. ' 
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_ Vispered Sade (also called Vispered Gahanbir)' is intended. In the 
_ MSS. of the Vispered Sade only the Vispered is given in extenso ; the 
 Yasna chapters are only for the most part indicated. These MSS. are 
‘a eeppeipentary MSS. to the Yasna Sades, In some MSS., as for 

pele H,, K,,’, the Yasna Sade is given first and as supplement 
- the eto the Vispered with an abbreviated Yasna. Only rarely is the 
2 ‘asna also in this case written out in full, ¢.g., in the Iranian MSS. 

Fi, Kh,. 
im "See the three texts are recited in the great and most solemn high 

This celebration is the Vendidad high office, and the book of 
ts appointed for it is the Vendidad Sade in which the chapters of 
e Yasna, Vispered and Vendidad are intermingled.’ The order 

STenaeo is quite fixed, and is set forth and made clear by the 

ring synopsis ;— 

Vispered, Vendidad. toa Vispered. Vendidad, 

; : 
1 

9 
22 

10 
11 

23) 
24) 

ah 
12 

>| ng ah 
6 to end “ +f 

29 
30 

13 ; 
: : gil 

m : 2 

| Ss Jae ; 34 14 

4 Of. Westergnard, Preface, p. 13, and ae stag esau office is 

x in the Gahanbir Darmesteter I, uxvi 

it With retro tte egnaton a the MSS, of. the Prolegomena to Geld- 

en's Kaiti 

(+44 Darmesteter I, LXvrt. 

oon ani cen ts Venblal it 

‘Fie 
Sg 
 ° 
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Yasna. Vispered. Vendidad. Yasna. Vispered. Vendidad. 

7 bin 51 8 | 90 
15 15 

35 16 VIL 
to 21 
42 22 

16 17; 
17 i 1g j Vill 

9 2 
10 {Lv 53 

43 
to 23 

19 
18 99 j 1X 

11 54 
af ! 

47 24 
to 21) 
50 a2 (> 

19 Bb1 
13 ) to 
saps 71 

The Vendidad is accordingly distributed into 10 sections (one con- 
sisting of 4, the remainder of 2 fargards) and grouped around the most 

sacred part of the Yasna, the Gathas. Only chapters of the Vispered 
are incorporated with the first part of the Yasna, and these are either 

interpolated in the Yasna chapters or are added at the end. From 

chapter 27, that is, from the beginning of the Gathas, the Vendidad 
is also joined on to the Vispered. These interpolations entirely cease 

at the 55th Yasna, and only the Yasna is recited on to the end. 

A variety of the Vendidad Sade is the Vishtasp Sade in which 
in place of the 10 sections of the Vendidad the 8 fargards of the 
Vishtasp Yasht (cf §§ 10, 17, 18) are interpolated. The places occu- 

pied by the 8th and 10th Vendidad sections remain here blank.’ 

§ 13, Tue Manuscripts’ of the Avesta fall into two classes, the 
Indian and the Persian. Although the former ultimately entirely rest 

1 Yasna 62,1—6 comes in the Vd. Sade immediately after Y. 59. 

2 Dastur Jamaspji writes with reference to it:—“It is written exactly like the 
Vendidad Sade, the first part of the Yagna and Vispared is givenfirst, then the eight 
fargards of Vishtasp Yasht withthe Gathds and then the latter portion of Yacna and Vis- 
pared. Itis called the Vendidad of Ujairin gdh, because it is said that the Vishtasp 
Yasht was recited in this part of theday as the Vendidad is recited even now, in 
the Ushahin g4h—but it is no longer recited now.”—Letter of 5th June 1883. 

3 The best and most complete. collection of Avesta MSS. in Europe is that of Rask 
enriched by asecond collection of Westergaard in the University Library at Copenliagen, 
Next to this comes the collection of De Guise in the India Office. The MSS. which 
Anqueti] brought to Paris are mostly of inferior value. In India, the reverend Dastur 
Jamaspji Minocheherji and the Mula Firuz Library in Bombay possess the largest collec- 
tion ; the latter, the M. F, Library, especially. numerous Iranian MSS. 
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on Persian originals, a marked contrast between the two traditions has 
been developed in the course of the century. The oldest Indian 
MSS. date from the 13th and the beginning of the 14th century, the 
Persian MSS. do not go further back than the 17th. The Persian 
MSS. surpass considerably their Indian contemporaries in point of 
correctness and carefulness of execution. In Kirmin and Yazd, the 

two Parsi communities in Persia, there must have existed as late as last 
century a distinguished school of dasturs, which even the learned Parsis 
of India regarded as their mother-school. The Persian dasturs often 
helped their Indian brethren with their learning and with MSS. 
‘Sometimes Indian Parsis studied in Persia, Persian dasturs journeyed to 
visit their brethren in the faith beyond the Indus in order to settle dis- 
putes and inspected at the same time their MSS. The journey, for 
example, of Dastur Jamasp (Vilayati) from Kirman to India is well 
known. He found there great ignorance, and the MSS. in a wretched 

condition, and established a small circleof disciples who worked in 
Surat, Nosariand Broach. Thefirstdisciple of Jamasp was Darab in 
Surat, the subsequent teacher of Anquetil.' From the school of Jamasp 
has sprung a great number of copies of the Awesta. Externally the 
Persian MSS. are recognisable through their Lranian style of writing, 
through a very vigorous cursive and oblique handwriting, while the 
Indian manner of writing is rather straight and pointed. The Iranian 
style has, however, sometimes been imitated in India when the copyist 

had a Persian original before him. The better MSS, have, some of 
them, very full and unctuous colophons in which the writer names 
himself, gives his family tree, the original before him, and the date of 
the completion of the copy. Frequently the colophons of the original 
are copied word for word along with the original MS. itself, 

The MSS, of the three texts in question fall in the first place into two 
great classes independent of each other—the MSS. accompanied by a 
translation, and the Sade MSS. (cf. § 12). The former supply the foun- 
dation for all European editions; the MSS. belonging to this class being 
distinguished by their greater correctness and in part also by their higher 
antiquity. 

The MSS. of the Yasna with Pahlavi translation form again two 

distinct families. One is represented by the Copenhagen Yasna No. 5 

1 Of. Anquetil I,, 1, COOXXVI, 
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(K,) and by the MS., which, originally in the possession Of Dastur 
Dr. Jamaspji Minocheherji Jamasp Asana of Bombay, has now been 

presented by him to Oxford.' Both these MSS., which are in almost per- 
fect preservation, sprang from the same copyist, namely, Herbad Mitré- 
apan i Kai-Khisrévo i Mitrd-apan i Spend-dad I Mitrd-apan i Marzapan 
i Bahram. K, was finished at Cambay on the 17th November 1823 A.D. 

and was, according to the subscription, copied from the MS. of Rus- 

tami Mitr6-apain,* the great-great uncle of Mitro-apan. J, was finished 
on the 26th January 1823, The copyist here remains silent regarding 
his original. From their agreement, however, in many characteristic 

mistakes, omissions, &c., it is clear that J, also must-have been 

copied from the MS. of Rustam or its original. A comparison of 
K,; and J, as well as of K, and L, (see below), shews, however, that 
Mitro-apan did not bestow the care in detail that might have been 
desired in faithfully reproducing his original. 

In respect of correctness, the second family of MSS. stands in many 
cases above the first, although the members of this family which are 

extant belong to a much later time. This family is represented chiefly 
by Pt, and Mf,, both without date. - Pt,, the more correct and probably 
somewhat older MS. of the two, was, according to the family traditions 
of its former possessor, Shams-ul-Ulama Dastur Dr. Peshotanji 
Behramji Sanjana of Bombay, copied about 1780 A.D. from an old 
Iranian Yasna of Hoshang, son of Siyavakhsh. Pt, reproduces in the 

introduction the introduction of its original, by means of which we 

can trace the genealogy of the MS. several steps backwards. The 
genealogical tree is as follows :— 

MS. of Farnbag i Srosh-aiyyar (about 1110 7). 

»» », Mahpanah i Azad-mard, 

ane Mitro-apan i Spénd-did (about 1280), 

» 9 Héshang i Siyawakhsh (about 1478.) 

Pt, 
The introduction records further that Farnbag composed his copy 

from two separate originals, the Awesta text from the MS. of Mah- 

1 The photographic reproduction of this M8, is not accessible to me. 
2 He copied the Arda Viraf in Iran in 1269, Of, West, Essays, p. 94, note, 
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aiyyar and the Pahlavi text fromthe MS. of Mah-vindad, son of Nare- 
mahan. The latter copied the Dmkard in A. D. 1020.' The same 
Mah-vindad is several times cited as commentator in the Pahlavi 
Yasna. The final redaction of our Pahlavi translation of the Yasna 
may accordingly be due to Farnbag.® 

A second independent copy of the old Yasna of Hoshing is Mf, 
and finally Mf,, an Iranian MS. of Rustam Gishtasp Ardashir A.D. 
1741. This last gives, however, only the Awesta text. Pt,—Mf,—Mf, 

represent, notwithstanding their later age, the best Yasna tradition. 
In which member the two families meet when traced back cannot be 
asserted with definiteness,* 

A subordinate type of this class of MSS. are the MSS, with the 
Sanskrit translations of Neriosangh (sce below § 48), represented by 
the two old MSS. 8, and J,. Of these only 8, is a true representative 
of the Neriosangh text, J, being a later revision of S, and of less 
value. J, has been often copied. The Paris and Copenhagen Sanskrit 
Yasnas are copied from it, 

Of the Pahlavi-Vendidad only one family of MSS. has been 
preserved, represented by the London and Copenhagen Vendidad L, 
and K, which stand to each other in a relation precisely similar to that 
of K; and J, Unfortunately, neither of them has been completely 
preserved. In L, the beginning down to the opening of the 9th 
Fargard is wanting. Only a few leaves, which extend from Vd. 3, 14 
to 4, 29 are preserved ; the portion which has been preserved is in places 
very much destroyed. The beginning of K, down to the 5th Fargard 

f has been lost, and the middle portion from the 9th to the 18th Fargard 
completely destroyed. 

On the other hand, the Copenhagen MS. has a numerous progeny, 
which dates from the time when it was still perfectly preserved. The 

: be oldest copy taken direct from K, was formerly in the possession of a 

‘Teheran Parsi named Manekji Limji Hataria (MI,). It was written in 
Broach in A. D. 1594 and isa most ¢areful copy. From Ml, have 
sprung, directly or indirectly, the Bombay, Paris, Munich and later 

Copenhagen Pahlavi Vendidads. L, has onlya small number of descend- 

2 West, SBE. XXXVIL, Introd., p. 84. 
® Addition made by the Author to this English Version [Trans.) 
9 With reference to this the Prolegomena, which were not complete! when this 

article was propared, may now be consulted, 
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ants. The most important amongst these is the MS. Pt, written in 
A, D. 1787. It seems, however, not tohave been taken direct from L,. 
K, and L, come from the same Mitr6-apain i Kai-Khisrdv6, who twice 
copied the Pahlavi Yasna, In K, he adds to his own signature the two 
colophons of his predecessors, so that the family can also be traced toler- 
ably far back. The foundation MS. is that of HOmast of Seistan, which 

Aérdashir 1 Vohiiman copied in A. D, 1205. Mahyar brought Aérda- 
shir’s MS. to India, There it was copied by the well-known Ristam i 
Mitro-apan i Marzapan. K,is acopy of the MS. of Rustam completed 

in Cambay, 17th May 1324. L, has lost the last leaf with the signa- 
ture. But in Pt, the subscription of the copyist of L,, namely, Mitré- 
apan, together with those of his two predecessors, is re-copied, These 
last agree exactly with those in K,. L, must, therefore, have been copied 
from the MS. of Rustam, and, indeed, some months before K,. It was 
finished, according to the colophon in Pt,, on the 28th August 1325, in 

Nosari. The genealogical tree of the whole family is then as follows :— 

MS. of Homast 

»» 4, Aerdashir (1205) 

K, (1824)  L, 1828 

| 
Ml, Pt, 
| 

The late Pahlavi-Vendidads. 

The extant Vispereds with Pahlavi translation rest entirely on an 
old Copenhagen Codex K,. This MS. contains in its first part the oldest 
and best Vispered Sade (with Nirang), with a subscription of the 
copyist Rustam 1 Mitro-apan i Marzapan! and as date A.D, 1278. 
With this is connected the Pahlavi Vispered, manifestly by the same 
copyist. This is, therefore, the oldest Awesta MS, which has yet been 
discovered. The Vishasp Sade is represented by the excellent Iranian 
codex K,, copied in Kirman by Véh-mard, son of Frédiin, from a 

2 That is of the writer of the draft of K,, &c. But, perhaps, this M8, isan old 
copy of the Rustam MS, See Prolegomena XXXIX, 
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MS. of Vahrém, son of the Marzapan, who, in his turn, had copied the 
MS. of Khisrd-malka, son of Andshagribano (about 1585). K, is 
dated 26th July 1723. 

The Vendidad Sades are widely distributed in India ; they all go 
back in the last resort to one archetype. Only a few areolder than the 
preceding century. They represent the vulgate-text of the three books, 
which has degenerated through frequent copying, and has, further, 

_ been strongly influenced by an inexact oral tradition. Amongst these 
Indian Vendidid Sides two groups are to be distinguished, a superior 
one represented by the Copenhagen and a London Vendidad Sade, K,, 
and L,, and an inferior one to which the bulk of the MSS, belongs. 
The archetype of the Vendidad Sades, as also of the Yasna and Vispered 
Sades, was probably originally composed from the Pahlavi Awesta for 
liturgical use. And thus it becomes clear why numerous quotations 
from the Awesta, belonging to the Pahlavi Commentary, have found 
their way into the text of the Vendidad Sades. This archetype, 
we presume, must, however, after all be older than the oldest 
Pahlavi Awesta MSS. known to us. The Vendidid Sides have not 
unfrequently preserved the better reading in contrast to the Pahlavi- 
Awesta MSS. 

The Persian Vendidad Sades, represented by Mf, and Jp,, are 
favourably distinguished from the Indian copies, Jp, was copied 
by Frédiin Marzapin in A, D. 1638, and, indeed, from a MS, belong- 
ing to Marzapan, who, in his turn, had as his original a copy made by 
Shatroéyar Erdashir (about 1516). Mf, was written in A. D. 1618 
by Khisréb Andshirvan Rustam. The copyist, however, does not 

_ mention his original. In view of the close relationship of the two 
codices, it cannot, however, be a matter of doubt that Mf, was copied from 

the MS. of Marzapin or Shatrééyir. The Vendidid Sade type is 
unmistakable in both ; their arrangement of the text is that of the Indian 
Vendidid Sades almost without a change. But in individual readings 
they depart almost in every line from these last, while they agree some- 
times with the other class of MSS., and sometimes offer readings entire- 
ly original which are not unfrequently confirmed as genuine by the 
Pahlavi translation. On the one hand, they might be supposed to stand 
considerably nearer the archetype of their class; on the other hand, 
a revision of the Vendidid Side appears to have been made in Persia in 
the 16th century, or earlier, with the aid of other Pablavi-Awesta MSS. 
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(which since then have disappeared), in which Persia has been richer than 

India.' ‘The text which the Persian Vendidad Sades supply is free 
from many disturbing glosses with which the text of the Indian MSS. 

is laden. 

The MSS. of the Yasna Sade also presuppose an archetype 

which stood near to the Vendidad Sade. The best MS. of the group is 
that belonging to Shams-ul-Ulama Dastur Dr. Hoshangji Jamaspji of 
Poona (H,)’. | 

§ 14. Regarding the MSS. or rae Yasurs AND. THE. Kuorpa- 
Awesta there has,not been, since ancient times, so well-defined a system 
as for those we have just described (cf. above, § 8). We divide the MSS, 
into three groups, according to contents :—(a). Pure Yasht codices.” The 
oldest and most important representative is F, belonging to the year 
1591. The MS. begins quite in the usual style of the Khorda-Awesta 
with an alphabet, some forms of prayer (Nirangs and Baj’s), and the five 
Nyaishes. ‘he latter are inseparable in the MSS. from the Yashts. 

Then follow only the 22 Yashts in the usual order. These MSS. have 
served as source for the majority of the later Yasht codices, at least in 

part. (b) The Khorda-Awesta codices. The Oxford codex (O,) may 
be adduced as a specimen, as its contents may be taken as the average 

of this class. It contains in order :—the Awesta Alphabet, the 5 
Nydishes, the 3 Afringans, the 5 Gahs, the Yashts 1, 2,8, 4,9, 11, . 

12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, and numerous Nirangs. (c) The combined 
codices, Khorda-Awesta texts including all the Yashts. The chief 

representative of this class is Pt,, dated A. D. 1625. This MS. shews 

clearly that the writer proceeded eclectically. He took as his basis 
one or several Khorda-Awestas and supplied the missing Yashts from 

F,. Thus it happens that, for example, Pt, in Yasht 19 follows F, 
closely, while in Yasht 16 it represents a different and much inferior 
recension. 

Persian MSS, containing all the Yashts have not yet been 
discovered. On the other hand, the Persian Khorda-Awestas similarly 
occupy a unique position. The favourite Yasht of these MSS. is 
Yasht 13, the Farvardin Yasht, which, on the other hand, is wanting 

1 Westergaard was able to make full use of only a later copy of Mf., namely, 
K, of this class. 

2 Compare the introductions to Spiegel’s, Westergaard’s, and Geldner’s Editions. 
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in the Indian Khorda Awestas'. The finest and most correct 
Persian Khorda Awesta is F, of A. D, 1726. 

The text which the Awesta MSS. furnish is everywhere the same 
without variation so far as the order of the words, sentences and 
chapters i is concerned, oversights of the copyist in the matter of omis- 
Sions and repetitions being, of course, left out of account : ; only a very 
few fragments show traces of a double recension, On the other hand, 
the tradition and writing of individual words is often very uncertain and 
varying, and ots serious obstacles to the establishment of a correct 

of THE PRESENT AWESTA AND THE AWESTA UNDER 
THE SASANIDS. 

§15. Tue Nasxs. It is a well-known Parsi tradition that the 
_Awesta once consisted of 21 Nasks (Nosks).? Already we find Angquetil 
reporting, on the ground of this tradition, that the extant “Zend books” 
areonly a fragment of that great Awesta. He knows that only one Nask 
has been completely preserved, viz., the Vendidad. He further gives 
expression to the conjecture that the Yasna formed a part of the first 
and second Nasks (S¢toudiescht or Sétowlguer), that the Vispered was 
drawn from the fifteenth Nask (Baghantdst) and the Afringin Gabanbar 

4 from the Haddkht Nask.* The Parsi tradition of the 21 Nasks, 
Bs = ‘ui rests principally on the Persian Rivayets (Collections of the 
ae 
oe 

i 2 With this is connected a well-known history which the subscription to K,, (an 

Iranian MS, with the Farvardin Yasht) relates. For a thousand years after theit migra- 

tion to India the Parsis had no genuine Haoma plant nor tho Farvardin Yasht. (This 
: means that in the Khorda Awestas this Yasht had disappeared.) Dastar Jimisp Hakim, 

_ therefore, made a copy in Persia of the Yasht in question (K,,) and brought it personally 
 _ im 1722 to Surat as a present to the Parsi priests there, (Qf. also Prolegomena VIL.) 
. ® The expression is already found in the Awosta in the form nasko, Yagna 9, 22. 
i Attempted derivations in Wost’s Essays, p. 125 noto. Darmesteter III, XCIX note. : 
———-® Anquetil I, 1, p. 479; 1,2, pp. 74,75 ; I, 66. Anquetil gives a fall sccount 
"the contents of the Ness in the Journal dea Bpavan, Jui 1760, page 361 (in the Kesay, 

pire dans lequel on ¢tablit que les livres Zends . . . sont les propros ourvages do 

astre, in the place cited, pp. 386-872), He rightly calls in quostion (id. p. 369) the 
hiness of the list of Nasks given by Hyde ; compare Hyde, Historia Religionis 

m Persarum, Oxford 1700, p. 339, According to Anquctil I, 1, p. 479 note, Heart 
ond already divided the Zend-Awesta into three principal soctions of seven chapters 
set 
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Teachings of the old Dasturs on Religion) has in recent times received a 
scientific foundation through West’s comprehensive treatment of the 
literary sections of the Dinkard.! 

Tse DinxArp, the most comprehensive and the most learned 

work in Pahlavi literature, dating from the 9th century,’ is occupied 
in the 8th and 9th books with a minute treatment of the Nasks. 

At this time almostthe whole contents of the Sasanid Awesta must have 
been extant. The 8th book of the Dinkard gives a compressed survey 

of all the Nasks and an analysis of them expressed, however, in certain 

places in general phrases, This latter is very succinct and often conveys — 
nothing so far as it deals with the Nasks 1-14 and 19-21; on the other 
hand, for the Nasks 15-18 it goes into great detail. The author in the 
9th book returns again to the discussion of the first three Nasks and gives 
a quite exhaustive statement of their contents. According to his state- 

ment only the Awesta text of the 5th Nask was extant ; of the 11th 

Nask neither the Awesta text nor the Pahlavi translation (Zand) had 

been preserved. In regard to both these Nasks he abstains from all 
remark regarding their content. It follows from this that he knew 
all the rest from personal inspection and that his account is based 
simply on the Pahlavi commentary. In his time, therefore, there were 

still 20 Nasks extant and the commentary on 19 of them. When 

one compares his analysis of the Vendidad (D. 8, 44) with the book, 
it becomes clear that he was in a position, through the medium of the 
Pahlavi translation, to give us a correct representation of the contents 
of the Awesta. This is, however, not equally true in regard to all 

the Nasks, 

§16. Survey or roe Nasxs. The entire Awesta canon as re- 

_ edited under the Sasanids,the great Awesta with its Pahlavi translation, 
_ consisted of 21 books which are made to stand parallel with the 21 

words of the Ahano Vairyd, the most sacred prayer. The following 

are the names (according to West’s reading) in theorder given in the 

1 SBE. vol. XXXVII. Particular details taken from this Parsi tradition are 

already to be found in Haug: ‘t An old Pahlavi-Pazand Glossary, ’’ by Hoshangji and 

Haug, Bombay 1870, p, 165 ; West, Essays, p. 126. 

2 West, Introduction to the Dinkard, p. 33, 
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Dinkard (the contents are given in brackets where they can be stated 

in a few words) :-— pee 

1, Sutkar. 12. Citradat (History of human 
2. VarStmansar. families, in especial of the 
3. Bako. ; Iranian royal families). 
4. Damdat (History of Crea- 13, Spend (History of Zarathush- 

tion). tra). 
5. Natar. 14, Bakan Yast. 
6. Pajag (Ceremonial). 15. Nikatim. 
7. Rato-dat-aitag (especially 16, Ganaba-sar-nijat (Criminal 

dealing with the priest's Law, Civil and Military 
office). Law). ) 

8. Baris. 17. Hiisparam (Doctrine of the 
9, Kaskisrobo. Priests). 

10. YVi8stasp-sasto (Conversion 18, Sakatiim (Law of Property and 
and Instruction of King Family). 
Vishtasp). 19, Vendidat, 

11. Yastag (lost). 20. Hatokht. 
21. Stot Yast. 

The account given in the Dinkard is supplemented, it is true, by 

the less trustworthy accounts of the various Rivayets. They give 
in the case of all the Nasks not only the exact number of chapters, 
but, in the case of some, also the pre- and post-Alexandrine content. 
Thus it is said of the Nasks 7, 8, 9,10 and 11, which, before the invasion 
of Alexander, contained 50, 60, 60, 60, and 22 chapters, respectively, 
that when they were subsequently collected they mustered only 15, 
12, 15, 10 and 6 chapters. ' 

§17. THE REMAINING BOOKS BESIDES THE VENDIDAD. 

At first sight oneis struck by the fact that amongst the titles of the 
Nasks the remaining books of our Awesta have nothing answering to 
them as we find the Yasna has, The more recent researches of West and 
Darmesteter® have confirmed or corrected the conjecture of Anquetil.” 

1 West gives extracts from four Rivayets in SBE., pp. 418-438, The notices 
given above are taken from the Rivayet of Kamah Banrab. 

* “TIzeschne n’est pas un Nosk, mais une portion de Nosk,’ Anquctil in Journal 

des Scavans, Juin 1769, p. 369, “Je ne crains done pas de dire que, selon tout les Parses 
de Perse et de I’ Inde, Zoroastre avoit composé 21 Traités, dont il n'est resté d’entier que le 
Vendidad; et que les autres morceaux Zends, indiqués A la fin de la liste da Ravaét da 
Destour Barzou, ne sont que des portions de quelques-uns de ces Traités,”’ ib. p, 307. 

With reference to the list given in the Rivayet, see SBE, XXXVII, p. 437. 
% Darmesteter III, X sey. 
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The remaining. texts were extant in the Nasks in their elements 

partly under somewhat different names or scattered over different Nasks. 
The books of the Awesta include these texts taken from the Nasks and 

in the particular arrangement which the Liturgy prescribed,’ 

Several Nasks have portions of the Yasna. These portions which 
have been hitherto identified with tolerable certainty, distribute them- 
selves over the following Nasks:— (a) Stot Yast, (b) Bako, (c) Hatokht, 

(@) Bakan Yast. The Stot Yast has passed completely into the Yasna, 

and forms its proper kernel. The Stot Yast was the collection of the so- 
called Staota Yesnya (see below, § 23), which, however, with interrup- 

tions, extended from Yasna 14-58. The Bako Nask is represented by 

Yasna 19-21, three homilies regarding the most sacred prayers, 
which, according to the account given in the Dinkard 9,47, formed the 

first three Fargards of this Nask. The three chapters arestill named in 

the MSS. of the Yasna Bakan and are called in the original text baya 
ahunahe votiryche (Y. 19, 21), baya asahe vahistahe (20, 5), bava yenghe 
hadtam (21,5). Accordingly also the 55th Yasna, which according to the 
closing invocation, bears the title baya staotaném yesnyanaém “Homily 
of the Staota Y.” might have belonged to the Bako Nask, and have 
formed the conclusion of the 22nd Fargard. Theanalysis given inthe 

Dinkard (9, 68) contains, however, no allusionto this, and it is not clear 
from 9, 69 what the writer may have had in view. Still it is just as 
possible that Yasna 55 belonged to the Stot Yast and there formed a 
kind of colophon to the Gathas. The Hatokht Nask is represented by 
the f#a86 mathro hadhaokhto (this is the name. borne by the 58th chapter 
of the Yasna, cf. Y. 59, 33, perhaps specially only the section 58, 4-7) ; 
finally the Bakan Nask is represented by Yasna 57 (Srosh Yasht). 

1 The Yasna and Vispered liturgy in the form which later became customary, 

is atteated by the Varshtmansar Nask itself according to the analysis given in the Din- 
kard 9, 43, 7 (cf. West on this passage), further by Shayast 1a-Shayast (of the 7th cen- 

tury, West SBE., V, Pref. 65) 13,5, where Vispered 13 is discussed between Yasna 30 

and 31, in the very same place which it comes to occupy in the Vendidad ; compare also 
Datistan i Dinik 45,6. The Yasna-ceremonial (yazésn) is farther mentioned in Datistan j 

Djnik 23,1; 28, 1 (yazi8n drond), 4-7. Other passages with reference to the ritual are 

Dat. 30, 1; 47, 1; 48, 1; Bundahish 30, 25,28, Darmesteter (I, LXXXVIII; III, XXXII) 

communicates a passage from Masudi, according to which since the time when Ardeshir 
Bibak ascended the throne, the eustom had come in of reciting one of the chapters of the 

Awesta which they called Isned (Yasna). 
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The Dinkard (8, 15) gives the following short description of the 

Bakan Yast Mask (i. ¢., the Nask of the Yashts addressed to the baya 
or divinities) :—‘ The Bagin Yasht contains particulars, first , about the 

worship of Aiharmazd, the highest of the Baghas; and, secondly, of 
the worship of the angels and other invisible and visible worldly beings, 
out of whom are likewise the names of the days; also about their 
glory, power, triumph and marvellousness. Besides, also, many 
angels who are invoked by name’ at (the time of) their worship 
and the attention and obeisance due to them.” Already West® 
has drawn from this the evident conclusion that in this description 
the Yashts of the Awesta are intended, and that these formed 

one part of the Bakan Yasht, a conjecture which Darmesteter’ has 
worked out in greater detail, West found a confirmation of this 
view in a Persian Rivayet, according to which 16 specially named 
Yashts of our collection composed the Bakan Yast.’ And Darmes- 
teter rightly lays great stress on the fact that the oldest Yasht MS. 
F, has preserved a reminiscence of its having formerly belonged to 
this Nask in beginning with every Yasht a new fargard from the 14th 
Yasht of our collection (the Bahirém Yasht) to the 19th or Zamyad 
Yasht. The number of the fargards does not, however, agree with 
our reckoning, but differs continually by 3. In the numbering given 
by the Rivayet the Yashts 2-4 are wanting in the Yashts 1-19; the 
order is there the usual one; only the Khurshéd Yasht stands at the end. 
When it is put in its proper place, the result is a complete agreement 

_ between the numbering of the fargards in F', and the number of the 
Yashts, and it becomes)possible to reconstruct the arrangement of the 
old Bakin Yashts with exactness (the numbering of the fargard 
that is wanting in F’, being given in brackets). The present arrange- 
ment is: 1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,10, 11,° 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18,19. The 
arrangement in the Bakan Yasht: (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7, 8, 9, 10), 11, 
12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 

The Yashts 2-4, which are wanting in the Bakiin Yasht, are written 
in parts, ina very degenerate language; not less so, however, the 

1 Cf. Aokhténdmana Yaena in the Yaahte, 

* SBE., XXXVII, p. 36 n., 470 n. 

® Darmestoter, Il, XX VII, 
4 West, in tho pasange referred to in Pref, XLV. n. 
® This is tho second Srésh Yasht, which is identical with that in Yasna 67. 
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extant first Yasht. The Hoém-Yasht (contained in full in Yasna 9-11, 

an extract of it in Yasht 20) could accordingly have had no place in 
the Bakan Yasht. It is, however, to be remarked that the statements 

regarding its fargard-number vary. The Rivayets of Kamah Bahrah, 
Naréman Hoshang and Barzti Qiyamu-d-din give it as 17'; so also 

the Pahlavi Rivayet Din-Vijirgard.* 

Farther, from the Hatokht Nask have been taken the small Srdsh 
Yasht (Nr. 11), the supposed Yashts 21 and 22 as given by Wester- 
gaard and the Afringan Gahanbar (cf. § 9); from the Vishtasp-Sasto, 
the Vishtasp Yasht, and the Afrin Paighambar Zartusht (Yt. 23 in 
Westergaard), The ritual work Nirangistén had its place in the 
Hiisparam Nask, and, indeed, corresponds to the first two sections of 
this Nask, the Aérpatistan and the Nirangistan in the narrower sense.® 
Darmesieter has besides assigned a series of Awesta fragments, with 

more or less probability, to this or that Nask.* If, however, a not 
inconsiderable portion of our Awesta remains over, which cannot be 

recognised in the Analysis given in the Dinkard, this is due to the 
vague and all too scant description which in some places is characteristic 
of the Dinkard. Indirectly much has passed from the Nasks into 
the later Parsi literature.° 

West estimates the contents ofall the 21 Nasks of the Great Awesta 

at about 345,700 words.° About 83,000 of these have been preserved 
to us, 7. ¢. about one-fourth. There are many indications that the 

oldest elements of the Sasanid Awesta are those which have compara- 

tively suffered least loss. In particular the Great Awesta seems to have 
possessed no more of the Gathas proper than the Awesta of to-day.’ 

ELEMENTS AND CHARACTER OF THE AWESTA. 

§ 18. THe tHRrEE cLasszs Or Nasxs. The Dinkard (VIII. 1, 9-12) 
divides the Nasks according to their character into 3 classes, each 
consisting of 7, The first class is called gasdénik, with reference to the 

1 West, in the place referred to, pp. 426, 431, 436. 
2 Id., p. 444. 

3 West, ib., p 92. 

* Darmesteter, III, XVI, XVII, compare also p, 9, n. 8. 

* As specially valuable the collection entitled “extant fragments” in West, SBE., 
XXXVII, 451-488, is further to be mentioned. 

6 West, SBE, XXXYVII, Introduction, p. 45. 7 West. at the place cited, p. 42. 

EE 
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gdsan or Gathas ; the second datik, dealing with the dat or Law; and 
the third hdtak-mafsarik, with reference to the hadha-mathra. The 
first two classes are called also simply gdsdn or dat (Dink. VILI 1, 5). 
These classes divide the 21 Nasks as follows :— 

: Gasanik : Hatak-mansarik : Datik : 

i. Stot Yast. 1. Damdat, l. Nikatum. 
2. Sutkar. 2. Natar. 2, Ganaba-sar-nijat, 
3. Varstmansar. 3. Pajag. 3. Hispairam. 
4. Bako. 4. Rato-dat-aitag. 4. Sakatim. 
5. Vastag. 5. Baris. 5. Vendidat. 

6. Hatokht. 6. Kaiskisrdbo. 6. Citradat. 
7. Spend. 7. Vistasp-sasto. 7. Bakan Yast. 

The Gatha literature, the gd@sdn, is meant to contain the higher 
Spiritual knowledge and ethical code ; the dé, the law literature, 
the lower worldly knowledge and code of duty ; while the Hdétak-mdan- 
sarik is intended to include those teachings which lie midway between 
the first two ( Dink., VILL, 15 ). However, the Dinkard itself admits 
that this distinction cannot be rigidly carried out, inasmuch as each 
of the three classes contains elements that belong to the other two 
(8, 1,13). The classification from this standpoint is to some extent 
artificial, and springs from the endeavour to establish an exact analogy 
between the Awesta asa whole and the Ahuna Vairya strophe regarded 
as the quintessence and original of the whole Awesta revelation." 
Each of the three lines of this strophe is held to correspond to a branch 
of the literature—the first to the Gatha literature, the second to the 
Intermediate literatare, an. the third to the Law ( Dink, 8, 1, 7)”. * 

These three elements in the literature are already fully recognised 
in the Awesta. The expression g@thwya in the Awesta (Yasna 65,14; 
10,19) corresponds to the gdsdnik, and is applied in the latter passage 
to a quotation which has been borrowed only in part from our known _ 
Gathas. Hdtak-mdnsarik appears in the Awesta as hadha-mathra, and 
dat is the well-known ddtam. In the Vendidad-ritual, instead of Yasna 

——- 

1 This formula stands in Yasna 27, 15, It is as mysterious to-day as it was yoare 
ago. Wost traaslates the Pahlavi interpretation in SBR, XXXVII, p,Gm. It plays 
the same réle among the Parais as tho Gayatri amonget tho Hiadus. 

* In tho Awosta iteolf the 3 linoy (afeman) are made to run parallel with the 
threo fundamental-ideas of Zoroastrian othics huw ta, hdbhta, herrita, Yataa LY, 16. 
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1, 20, &c., “the Law’’, to which the Vendidad Nask is devoted, is invoked 
with the words :—Ddta hadha-data vidaéva Zarathushiri. The Vishtasp- 
ritual’ substitutes, as has been shewn above, in place of the Vendidad 
the Vishtasp Yasht, which has been borrowed from the Vishtasp Sasto 

Nask, 7. e.,a Nask of the Hatak-mansarik class, and is therefore to be 
assigned to the Intermediate class. Here at the same place (Y. 1, 20) 
the immediately following Vishtasp Yasht is introduced by the follow- 
ing parenthetical note: —hadha-mathra zaini-parsta. Now, if Darmes- 
teter is correct in hisinterpretation (I, 9) of datam hadha-datem as * the 
law and its appendix,” hadha-mathra must be taken as an appendix to 

the mathra proper, the sacred word, the real kernel of the revelation. | 

The Zdt-sparam® further divides the literature of the Law into 
two subdivisions—the law against Demons, represented by the Vendi- 
dad, and the law of Zartiisht, represented by the remaining Nasks, It 

sabdivides similarly the Hadhamanthra into two:—the Manthra of the 
Appointer, represented by the Nasks Pdcino and Rato-ddto-aito, and 

the Manthra of the good signs, represented by the remaining Nasks, 
Beyond this, neither from the Zat-sparam nor from the statements in 

the Dinkard which are of the scantiest just at this point, can we get 
any tangible information regarding the proper character and contents 
of the Intermediate literature. This entire group has on the whole 
suffered the greatest amount of decay. Our Awesta of to-day appears to 

have preserved only a very small amount of Hadhamanthra literature. 
Those Nasks, which besides the Stot Yasht, have the largest representa- 
tion in the extant Awesta texts, namely Hatokht, Bakan and Hiuspa- 
ram, are reckoned the first to the Gasanik Nasks, the two latter to the 

Datiks. Our Yashts, accordingly, belong only to the literature of the 
Law or worldly literature. West® conjectures with much plausibility 

that the Hadhamanthra literature was the semi-religicus portion and 
occupied itself with philosophy and the sciences. The loss of it 
is, therefore, doubly regrettable, but also easily explicable. The Gatha 

literature was the theological literature in the proper sense of 
the term.* It is so called not becauso it contains exclusively 

1 Cf. above § 12. 
2 West, at the place cited, p, 402. 

% At the place cited, p. 4. 

* See Darmesteter III, x. 
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Gatha texts, but because the Gatha texts in the Stot Yasht stand atthe 

head and also because the whole literature is based essentially on these 
oldest portions. The Datik literature was the worldly portion the 
knowledge of which was intended for the laity. It was so called 
because the Law formed an important part of it. The Hadkamanthra 
literature was the scientific literature which rested on theology and 
supplemented it, This tripartite division may have been analogous, 
mutatis mutandis, to the Indian classification into Veda, Vedinga and 
Smriti. Another passage compares the three classes of the literature with 

the three classes of men—probably the priests, philosophers antl the laity. 

§ 19. VeEnprpap. It follows from what has been said that this 
threefold division is no longer applicable to our Awesta. All that 
remains after deducting the Gathas in the proper sense and the law-book, 
the Vendidad, falls under two categories—the forms of prayer or 
litany, and the Yashts or religious poems of Iran, Of course, the entire 
Awesta, with the solitary exception perhaps of the Gathas, suffers from 
a certain formalism and schematism—the Yashts as well as the Vendidad. 
This lies in the character of the Zoroastrian religion, Everywhere 
there is the same tendency to follow certain ideas, wherever they occur, 
through the whole scale of their synonyms or the whole gradation of 
their relatives in order. The mention of the house (nmd@na) drags in 
that of the clan (vis, consisting of 15 couples in the system), then that 
of the district (zantu), and finally that of the country (dainghu).” The 
theory 4nd practice of the doctrine of the Vendidad on purification is 
often only a model casuistry classifying mechanically according to 
number, quantity and material. ‘ Where isthe first pleasantest thing 
on this earth, where the second pleasantest, and where the third and 
the fourth in the order of pleasantness ? Where is the first unpleasantest 
thing on this earth, where the second, etc.? ” (Vend. 3.) “ Whosoever 
throws on the earth the bone of a carcase as large as the last joint of his 
little finger, as large as the last joint of his middle finger, as large as 
the last joint of his largest finger, as long as a finyer ora rib, as 
long as two fingers or two ribs, as long as an armor leg, ete., 
receives 30, 50, 70, 90, 200, 400 stripes assigned i in order.” (Vend. 6, 

eee 

1 Weat, at t the place cited, p. 5 note ; compare also tho definition which Anquetil 
gives of the three clawes of Nasks according to information derived from the Parsis : 

_ 1, “ Du premier Principe, de }' © dos Stres, de 1’ Histoire da Genre humain,” &c.--2, 
“Sur la Morale et les Devoirs Civils et de Religion.”"—3. ‘La Médecine et l'Astronomic,” 
Anquetil I, 1, p. 479. 

* B.g. Yasna 9, 28; 57, 14. 
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10-21). In many cases, however, the detailed classification of offences 

and punishments has a deeper significance, as for example when in 
prescribing purifications the distinction is conscientiously marked, 

whether the wood is hard or soft, whether the ground is solid or loose, 
the vessels are of gold, silver, iron, copper or stone, whether the water 

is stagnant, from a cistern, from a fountain, snow-water oy river-water. 
But when (Vend. 15, 23) the Creator is asked for detailed information 
as to what is to be done with a bitch which litters in a camel’s, or 
horse’s, or cow’s or sheep’s stall or. on a wall, in a cellar, or on a mea- 
dow and the law-giver each time gives the same answer,’ we have a 

striking instance of the mania for spinning out the same thought in 
endless variations. Also the external form of tbe teachings of the Law 
is stereotyped :—‘Zarathushtra asked Ahura. Mazda: Ahura Mazda, 
holiest spirit, creator of all earthly beings, Holy one, when does the 
corpse-spirit spring on deadmen.” Thereupon Ahura Mazda said,” &c. 
‘he technical name for these instructive interviews between Ormuzd 

and Zoroaster is Ahairis frasnd and Ahdiris tkaéso “the Ahurian ques- 

tioning and the Ahurian teaching” (Yasna 71, 12; 57, 24). The same 
form of outward expression is usual also in other books, e.g., in Yasht 

1,1;14,1, Even the Gathas are at certain points thought of as conver- 
sations between the two, ¢. g. 50, 2. Ormuzd is often introduced as 
speaking without any preceding interpellation’, as in Vend, 1, 1; 
Yasht 8, 1;10, 1; 18, 1, and in many other places. In Yasna 71, 1 not 

Zoroaster but Frashaoshtra is introduced as the questiMmer and 

Zoroaster is himself the teacher. 

§ 20. THe FORMS OF PRAYER in the Awesta are long-winded 
ascriptions of praise without movement or content, sometimes a mere 
list of names and tables of gods, genii, and holy things, sometimes 

adorned with the usual adjectives. Their whole art and function lies 
in a circumstantial exhaustive recounting of the names and properties 
of the divine beings, their companions and helpers, and ideas related to 

them, according to the order supplied by rank, time, ritual, and the 
whole cosmological system of Zoroastrianism. The constantly recurring 

formula is yazamaide, “ We worship the——,” or a similar one. ‘‘ We 

here worship the souls of the dead, the Fravashis of the pious. We 
reverence the Fravashis of all ancestors, teachers and pupils, pious 

1 Vendidad 15, 28-42, At 2 Vendidad, 7, 1. - 
3 Only the solemn address to Mazda is wanting : Vd, 5, 1; 6, 1; 8, 1; 13,1515, 1. 
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men and pious women who died in this house. We worship the 
Fravashis of all pious teachers. We worship the Fravasbis of all pious 

_ pupils. We worship the Fravashis of all pious men ; we worship the 
___ Fravashis of all pious women.”'—‘* We worship the holy Sraosha, we 
___ worship the high Lord, namely Ahura Mazda, who is the highest 

(Lord) of Asha, who is the most richly helpful Lord of Asha, We 
reverence all Zoroastrian words, and we reverence al] good works, both 
past and future.”*--** We reverence Ahura Mazda, the gloriously 

renowned; we reverence the Amesha Spenta whose kingdom is good, 
__ the benefactors. We reverence Vuhu Mand, the Amesha Spenta; we 

_ reverence peace and victory, which is superior to the other creatures ; 
~_we reverence the inherent Mazda-created wisdom, we reverence the 
_ Mazda-created wisdom that has been heard by the ear.”> These forms 
a of _prayer fill up a considerable part of the whole Awesta, and have 
aad it, not unjustly, the discredit of being a dull insipid book.* 

5 21. Tue Yasars also are abundantly filled with such formule. 
The smaller Yashts, indeed, consist mainly of such forms. The larger 
xsi on the other hand, which alone have a real claim to the name, 

_ bear a somewhat higher stamp. They are artistically arranged, 
and in their inward essence they are real poetry. The outward 
- mark of a correct Yasht is the division into fargards with a standing 

4 introduction and refrain. This is confined to the following Yashts :— 
5, 8, 9, 10, 18, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19 and the great Srosh Yasht 
Difeins 57).5 The second criterion is the preponderance of metre. 

For the most part they are composed in measured language, not 

“ merely in a rhythmic pi se%, but in real metre, in the current eight- 
____ syllabled measure with lines of twelve syllables thrown in. The only 
metrical principle here followed seems to be the retention of the 
a definite number of syllables. ‘When the metre does not always come out 

¢ i quite correct, this is due in part to the somewhat later form of the 

eeeeemce the written texts, partly also to the want of a strict 
Jedberence to form on the part of the poets, but still more to the fact 

=/ 1 

a: % , 1 Yoma%6, 7-8 . -# Yasna 70,7. > Birozo 2, 1-2, 
__ # For acharacterization of the book, compare also Doncker, p. 74; Ep, Mayne, 

Thaw pA. 
_ # The Rashn Yasht (12) was first distributed into Fargards by the later MSS. Ft 

a aes tht f Un divinben 
 ® Dakwesreren, 1, p. 79n., and XCIX n. 
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that these writings have come to us re-edited and re-touched.' Also 
the religious poetry of the Iranians is predominantly sober and mono- 
tonous, only occasionally does a higher movement, the warm breath of 

natural vivacity, sweep through their compositions. 

Anquetil defines the Yashts as “ hymns of praise which set 
forth the principal characteristics of the genii, their relation to 

Ormuzd and His creation, their characteristics as the distributors of the 

blessings which Ormuzd has spread over Nature, and as the declared 
enemies of Ahriman and hisservants.”’ This definition reproduces only 
one side of the Yashts. The Yashts are composed of description and 
narrative ; the former is for the most part copious and extended, the. 

latter brief, lively and suggestive, like the history of the Aryan arrow- 

shooter Erekhsha’ in Yasht 8, 6, or the inroad of Ahriman upon the 
pure creation (Yasht 13, 77-73}; only rarely worked out at length like 
the story, spiced with a certain humour, of the contest between Azhi 

Dahaka and fire for the hvarand, the Iranian king’s splendour and the 
vain hunt of the Frangrasyan after it (Yasht 19, 46-64). These 

mythical episodes and characteristic touches, interspersed here and 
there, arethe most precious pearls in the Yashts. They are taken from 
the heroic Zpos of the ancient Iranians, and, since they are pretty 
abundant, they serve asa tolerable substitute forthis lost epic. ‘The 
entire hero-lore, which Firdusi celebrates at such length, is already 
contained in germ in the Yashts, from Haoshyangha(Hoshang) down- 
wards to Vishtaspa (Gushtisp), not seldom, indeed, set forth in richer 

form than in the Shahname, On the other hand, many an obscure 
reference in the Awesta to the old tradition has been first broughtinto 
its true light by Firdusi.* 

1 With reference to the metre, compare WESTPHAL, Zur Vergleichenden Metrik der 

Indogermanischen Volker, K,Z. 9,437, especially 444 seq.— Roth in Z.D.M.G,25,215.— 

ToOERPEL, De metrices partibus Zendavestae, Halle, 1874,—GzLDNER, Ueber die Metrik 

des jiingeren Avesta, Tiibingen, 1877.—F. Allen, Uber den Ursprung des homerischen 

Versmasses, K.Z., 24, 556, especially, p. 459 seg. The editors of the Awesta had no idea 
of the metre of the later Awesta ; but it forces itself on the reader unsought. 

2 AnquetiIL II, 143, Another definition contained in the Dinkard was given 
above, § 17. 

8 The Arish of the later Persian myth, Compare Nildeke i in Z.D.M.G@. 35, 445; 
DARMESTETER. Et. Ir., II, p. 229, 

* DARMeSTETER has worked in this direction especially with good ik Compare 
I, XLvI, and his translation of the Yashts, With reference to the agreement of the 

Awesta and the Shahname, in regard to the mythical history of lran, compare especially 

SpieGet: Awcertla und Shahuame, Z.D.M.G, 45, 187, 
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‘The chronology of the hero-traditions, the succession in the two 
mythical royal lines, the Paradhatas or Péshdads, and the Kavis or 

Kayauians, with the various interregnums, as it lies at the basis of the 
epic portions of the Awesta, agrees in all essential points with tke 
Shabname.' In the Yashts 5,9, 15, 17, the old heroes and kings 

of the Epos serve only asa foil. It is related how these reverenced the 
divinity in question and made sure ofits help for particalar ends. ‘They 
are brought forward in the traditional succession, and numerous 
mythical features are interwoven in the narrative. On the other hand 

the most original of all the Yashts, the 19th, contains the history of the 
hvarend, we might say of the Iranian kingly crown, and sketches in 
broad outlines the entire history of old Iranian dynasties, their con- 

flicts and the vicissitudes of their fortune. This is a real piece of 
epic writing. ‘The list of the kings is here most comp'ete. ‘This 

Yasht, at least from para. 9, where also the division into fargards begins, 
down to its close, bears with much greater right the title Kayan Yasht 

attested in the oldest MS. than that which is usually given, the Zamyad 
Yasht (cf.§ €). The conclusion (89—96) is an apocalypse depicting 

the passing of the Iranian royal crown to Sodshyds, the future Saviour, 
and the resurrection, the triamph of Sdshy6s and the fina! besiezing of 
Ahriman, The epic of descriptive elements, and those which deal with 

forms, by no means exhaust the contents of the Yashts. They contain 
many other kinds of teaching, which stand in some connection or 
other with the particular Yazad, on the subject of charms, amulets, 

oracles, sacrifices, atouements and heresy. In this respect the I4th 
Yasht is the most ss art | 

THE GATHAS. 

§ 22. Within the Awesta a small group of texts occupy a unique 
position by reason of the style of the language in which they are 

written. These are the so-called Gathas (gdihdo). Gatha, Phlv. gas, plur, 
gas@n, is employed in a wider sense, especially in later usage, and 
designates the entire Gatha literature (vide § 18) of which the Gathas, in 
the narrower aud strict sense, form the centre. Accordingly we are to in- 
clude under the Gathasall those Awesta texts which are composed in the 
Gatha dialect. In its narrower and proper sense the term is restricted 
to the metrical portions of the former, ¢.¢., to their five separate groups 

1 Néopexe : Kayanter im Awesta, in Z, DMG. 32, 570; The writer in K.%, 25, 379 ; 
DAKMesteTeR II, xxvii, 
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(cf. § 28). In a still narrower sense the Phlv. g@s designates the separate 

lines of a Gatha strophe which are called in the Awesta afsmana', The 
text of the Gathas had its place in the great Sasanid Awesta in the 
first of the Gatha Nasks, in the Stot Yasht, The next following three 
Nasks were, to judge by the preceding tests or from the statement of 

their contents given in the Dinkard, more modern productions which 
were related directly or indirectly to the Gathas—commentaries or 

homilies on them. They illustrated the Gathas theologically from 

various standpoints. The Sitkar was only loosely connected with 
the Gathas. Its aim was to draw useful doctrines from the Gathas, 
to illustrate them by the aid of legends, and to append to them fuller — 

discussions’ (Diukard 9, 2-23). The Nask Varshtmansar prefixed 
a chapter on the birth and call of Zarathushtra, the following 22 

chapters contained, according to the analysis given in the Dinkard, 

atable of contents of the Gathas, besides discussions thereon and 

appendices thereto, The original text of this Nask must have contained 

the quintessence of the more ancient indigenous interpretation of those 

pieces that date froma hoary antiquity? (Dinkard 9, 24-46). The 

character of the third Nask, the Bako, is most clearly seen in the three 

chapters of Yasna 19-21, by which it is represented in our Awesta 
(Dinkard 9, 47-68). Wesr calls it “an analytical commentary.’’* 
It appears to have adhered with greater closeness to the letter of the 
Gathas, In all the three commentaries there is a chapter devoted 
to one of the 17 metrical Gathas and the Atryama Ishyo (Y. 54), one 

devoted to the three sacred prayers which were prefixed to the Gathas, 

and one to the Yasna Haptanghaiti, The Siitkar and Bako counted 
accordingly each 22 and the Varshtmansar 23 Fargards, 

§ 23. The Stot Yasht was the collection of the texts named 

Stotdn Yasnan, from which it received its name. In the Awesta the 

Stotan Yasnin are called Staota Yesnya, and there designate this same 

collection incorporatedin the Yasna (cf. Yasna 54, 2; 55, 3. 6. 7 ; 58, 

8; 717.18; Visp.1,3; 3,7 ;12, 3; 23,1; Yasht 10, 122). They are 

1 West, Glossary, under the word véchast, p. 249, Haua, in “ Die Ahuna-vairya- 
Formel”’, Sitzungsberichte der philos. philol, und Hist, Kl. der K, OG, Akademie zu 
Miinchen, 1872, p. 97, : 

2 West, SBE, XXXVII, p.173 n, 
3 Fuller information in DARMESTETER IJ, CIV, \ 
4 Wust, at the passage cited, p, 303 n | 

. OT 
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called “the laws for the first life” (anallusion to Y. 33,1). The expres- 
sion occurs in a technical sense in a passage in the Gathas, somewhat 
in the same way in which in the Rig-veda reak occurs, not as the name 
of a completed collection, but as a specifie term for a particular kind of 
style. The Staota Yesnya secm to be somewhat more comprehensive 

than the Gathas properly so-called. On the other hand, they do not 
include everything that was written inthe Gatha-dialect, The interest- 
ing chapter 12 of the Yasna, is not includedinthem. In the Shdyast la- 

Shdyast 13, 1, we have the definite testimony that the Staota Yesnya 
begin with the words visdi ve amasd spanid, i.e., with Yasna 14, 1. On 

the other hand they are named for the last time in the liturgical note 
added at the end of the chapter in 58,8. They must. therefore, thus 
fall between 14-58,-but not continuously. According to the Riva- 

yets the Stot Yasht numbered 33 chapters.'| This number cannot now 
be made out with certainty. According to my view the Gatha-dialect 
is indispensable for the Stot Yasht. The chapters 16-17, 19-26, 52, 
55 and 57 would have to be eliminated. Chapter 18 is only aliturgical 

repetition of 51, 7 and 47. If we assume that the three most sacred 

prayers, to each of which the three Nask Commentaries devoted a 
separate fargard, formed in the original Nask three separate pieces, and 
that, further, the Yasna Haptanghiaiti, although in the Commentaries it 
is gathered upinto a unity (Dink. 9, 12, 35, 57), had retained its origi- 

nal division into chapters in the Stot Yasht from which it received its 
name, the number 33 would work out as follows : — 

Y. 14 Y. 34 ee 
15” ; 35 46 

Yatha aha vairyo ~ 36 47 
Asom vohi 37 48 
Yenghé hatam 58 49 
Y. 28 39 50 

29 40 51 
30 4] 53 
51 42 54 
52 45 56 
33 Af 58, 1-3° 

11 + 11 + 11 = 33 

® Not quite identical with Y, 1, 22. + West, SBE, XXXVI, p. 169 n. 
* The conclusion belongs to another Nask. 
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The Gathas occupy the largest space in these Staota Yesnya. 
They are divided into five separate groups according to the five different 

metres or strophes employed. ‘The individual groups are arranged 
in the descendiny order of their length. ‘hey are named from their 
initial words; similarly the individual chapters or Haitis of a group 

have titles taken from tueir first and, in isolated cases, from their 
second word. 

The first group is called the Ahunayaiti Gatha (34, 16) from the 
second word of the single strophe placed at the head of the group 
Yathé aha vairyd (the Shia Vairya, Honover in ANQUETIL). 

It is made up of the following seyen Chaptera':— 

1. Ahyasa Haiti, 11 Strophes, Xo 128 
2. XSmavya-gous-urva H. 11 - Yo. ee 
3. At-ta-vaxiya H. i ¥." Sp 
4. Ta-vo-urvata H. Ze a’ GAR | 

5. Xvaétumaithya H. 16 Se YY, $2 

6. Yathaisitha H.. 14 mS Y. 33 
7. Ya-Syaothana H. 15 a 1 ooe 

The strophe (vécast) of the Ahunavaiti Gatha, including the 

Ahuna Vairya, consists of 3 verses (gds)of 7+9 or 7+8 syllables. A 
ceesura occurs regularly at the end of the 7th syllable.’ 

The second group is the UStavaiti Gatha (Y. 46,20). It consists 
of 4 chapters: — 

1. UStavaiti Haiti, 16 Strophes, Y. 45 
2. Tat-thwa-perasa H. BO 55 | Y. 44 
3. At-fravaxsya H. 11 is Y. 45 

4. Kamnamaéza H. 19 4 acme nt |) 

The strophe of the Ushtavaiti Gatha consists of 5 lines® of 4+ 7 
syllables. The czesura occurs at the end of the fourth syllable. 

1 The names are partly modelled after the later Awesta. 

2 On the metre of the Gathas, compare AUREL MAYR, Resultate der Silbenziihlang 

aus den vier ersten Gathas, Wien 1871 (from the Juliheft der Sitzungsberichte der 
phil-hist. K]. der K, Akademie d. W. zu Wien, 1871).—Ch. BARTHOLOMAE, Arische For- 
schungen, Zweites Heft, Halle, 1886. pp. 1-32. 

3 With the exception of 46,15 where there are only four lines. With reference to 
this compare Shayast la-Shayast 18, 51. 
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The third group is called the Spenti-mainyu Gatha (Y. 50, 12). 
To it belong the following four chapters :— 

1. Spenta-mainyu Haiti 6 strophes Pe 
2. Yezidha H. 12 - x 40 
3. At-miyava H. 12 a sa a 

4. Kat-mdi-urva H. 11 3 YY. &O 

The Spenti-mainyu-strophe consists of four lines each of 4+7 
syllables, and thus corresponds to the Indian Tristubh. In individual 
cases the Jagati measure, 5+7 syllables, takes its place, especially in 
Y.48, 5 and 6. 

The last two groups comprise eachone chapter ; they are the 
Vohukhshathra Gatha with the Vohukhshathra Haiti—22  strophes,— 
Y. 51, and the Vahishtdishti Gatha with the Vahishtoishti Haiti—9 
strophes,—Y. 53. The strophe of tie former consists of three 
lines each of 7+7 syllables. The Vahishtdishti strophe is made up of 
two shorter and two longer lines, the former of 7+5 syllables with 
one cresura, the latter of 7+7+5 syllables with double casura. 
To the last Gatha is attached, without being reckoned, one of the 
Gathas proper, a single strophe the Airyama Ishyd. The metre is that 
of the Vahishtdishti Gatha, although the traditional division of the 

lines does not entirely agree with this metre. Of the three most sacred 
prayers prefixed tothe Gathas proper the Honover has been already 
mentioned. The Yenghé Hdt&m (complete in Y. 27, 15) consists of 
three lines of 11 syllables each. It is an imitation of the genuine 
Gatha strophe 51, 22, The Asom Voha prayer, which stands complete 
in Y, 27,14, so oft quotea in its opening words, is, on the other 
hand, prose. The Shayast Ja-Shayast (13,50) gives an exact numerical 
reckoning of all the strophes, lines, words and syllables of the 
Gathas, and Zat-sparam' the symbolism of these numbers. Each 
chapter of the Gathas is provided with a separate note at the end 
in the style usual in liturgical forms. 

§ 24. The Gathas are composed in an ancient richly developed 
language, which diyerges largely both in form and vocabulary from 
the ordinary Awesta. ‘The linguistic differences between the “ Gatha- 
dialect ” and the “ later Awesta,” belong to the department of gram- 

1 SBE. XXXVIL., pp. 403 seq. 

6 
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mar. The external characteristic of the Gatha-dialect is the uniform 

lengthening of the final vowel. In this respect it has many points of 

contact with the Old Persian of the Inscriptions. Further a dis- 
tinction must be made between the genuine ancient Gatha-dialect and 
the imitated or mixed form of it. The latter is found, for example, 

in Y. 56 and largely in the confessions, also in the Yenghe Hdtim 

prayer. 

The rest of the Awesta confirms the conjecture suggested by 
the language of these texts, namely, that they are the oldest portions 

of the whole book. They are the source and original text for the 
later Awesta, the sacred words par excellence. According to the 

Shayast la-Shayast 18, 8 they were formed out of the body of the holy 
man, They are often invoked as sacred things,’ quoted innumerable 
timesas wonder-working charms (e.g. Vd. 8, 20; Farg. 10 and 11), 
They are the basis of manifold imitations and particular forms of 
speech. These imitations of the Gathas are often nothing more than 
a:transference of the ancient dialect into the current modern Awesta 
language, Thus the line tat thwd porasd aras moi vaocd Ahurd 44, 1 is 
modernised in Vd. 19,10 into tat thwd parasé ars mé vaoca Ahura; 
and 49, 7 ya vorazandi vanguhim dat frasastim is varied into yd mé 
vurazdndt vanguhim dat frasastim Yasht 9, 26. Similarly in 7], 13 

compared with 46, 6 and elsewhere. 

Only the Gathas are held in the Awesta to be the immediate utter- 
ances of Zarathushtra, while the remaining books record his words more 

in the style of a report. They are called the Gathas of the holy Zara- 
thushtra (Y, 57, 8). Legend imagines Zarathushtra speaking in the 
Gathas on solemn occasions (Y. 9, 1), Zarathusthra has communicated 

in the Gathas all the moral laws which have been revealed in the 
whole contents of the Awesta and has given them their authority 
(Neriosangh before Yasna 28), 

Every Gatha chapter (Haiti) forms a complete whole in itself, the 
separate strophes of which are connected together, although often only 

loosely. In Yasna 44, every strophe, with the exception of the last, is 
introduced by the same question. Similarly, in Y. 43, strophes 5-6, 

7-8, 9-10, 11-12, 18-14, 15-16 hang together ;soalso 45, 1-6, The 
exordium and conclusion are most distinctly marked. The first strophe 

1 For example, Vend. 19, 38, 
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sometimes states the subject, ¢. g., in 30, 1. The concluding strophe is 
frequently an oratio pro domo of the prophet considered as speaker, e.g., 

33, 14; 43, 16; 45, 11; 49, 12; 50, 11. Zarathushtra speaks of bimself 
sometimes in the third person (28, 6; 33, 14; 43, 16; 46, 13 ;49,12; 41 

12 ; 53, 1), sometimes in the first person (28, 7; 43, 8; 46, 19), some- 
times in both together (50, 6;51, 15) ; sometimes he apostrophizes 
himself (46, 14), 

In the present imperfect state of the interpretation of the Gathas 
every judgment regarding these interesting texts must be accepted with 
great caution,’ A unique spirit, more profound than that which meets 
us in all the rest of the Awesta, speaks in the Gathas, Almost every 
strophe contains a pregnant thought. It is true that the Gathas 
always bring us back again to the fundamental ideas of the Mazda-reli- 
gion ; but these ideas appear constantly in a new and distinctive garb. 

’ The style of expression is almost entirely free from the influence of pat- 
A tern and uniformity, such as we find in most of the other texts ; nothing 

is commonplace or trivial, everything is measured and pithy. In their 
mystical obscurity and their compressed, often enigmatical, brevity they 
remind usin many ways of the old Upanishads. They deal much more with 
principles than details ; but they are preponderatingly eschatological in 
character. The conflict of the two spirits, which is the meaning of*this 
world, tbe final issue of this conflict, the eternal and temporal recom- 
pense of all deeds, the future judgment and trial by fire, the expected 
kingdom of Mazda,—these are the leading themes which ever recur in 
continual variation. 

The essential distinction-vetween the Gathas and all the other texts 
lies entirely in the personality of Zarathushtra. In the Gathas it presents 
itself in a much less legendary form, in a form brought much nearer 

- to our humanity. Mention is made only of his being called and 
taught by Vohu Mand and Ahura Mazda, but not of his bodily 
temptations through the instrumentality of Ahriman, Ilis relation 
to his patrons, especially to King Vishtispa and his councillors, stands 
forth more vividly and more” conspicuously, The subjective and 
personal element is predominant ; the texts are rich in allusions to enemies 
and experiences and occurrences of which the rest of the Avesta knows 

1 Compare also DAnMesteTer I, XCOVII seg., and Ormazd et Ahriman, Paris 

1877, p. 311; De HAnLez, Avesta, CLXXXII, 

ba - i r 

- _- : 
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nothing. In the second place the spirit-world of the Gathas is 
preponderatingly abstract, by which we by no means imply that the 
thoughts also of the Gathas are pure abstraction or speculation, The 
Haoma with its cult, the Fravashis, Mithra, and the entire concrete 

and naturalistic pantheon are unknown to the Gathas. In like manner 
also the ceremonial outward sacrificial worship gives place to the moral 

and spiritual element. From this silence of the texts it would, of 
course, not be legitimate to conclude that sensuous conceptions of 

the supernatural world and supernatural beings had been entirely 
banished from the older Mazda-religion,' and that the Gathas repre- 
sent the primitive, the later texts the degenerate Mazda-religion as 
adapted to the spirit of the people. The Gathas reflect rather only 

one side of the same Mazda-religion, its esoteric doctrine. They 

are intended for the narrower circle of the initiated, The greatest 
emphasis is laid on the “ knowing,” and the “‘ initiated” one (vidué, 

vacdemno). He has a preferential right before the multitude (pouras 
47,6)to the best of Mazda’s Revelation. Repeated allusion is made to 
the secret and higher doctrines (46, 3; 48, 3).° 

§ 25, The expression Gatha is notsimply to be interpreted etymo- 
logically as= hymn, or song. It is to beremembered that in India 

the expression gdihd is often used in a technical sense, It designates 
amongst the Brahmans as well as the Buddhists the verses scattered 
over narrative prose which either form an integral part of the narrative, 
or were tacked on to the prose, and in thiscase its contents recapitulated 

in a brief and easily remembered summary,’ By reason of their form 
they were quite peculiarly adapted for oral tradition, and were perhaps 
originally selected for this purpose, ‘They have often become detached. 
from the accompanying prose and have been preserved alone without the 

latter. If we might assume a similar position for the Gathas of the 
Awesta, these would also presuppose a lost prose substratum of which 
the Gathas formed the introduction, resumés and apercus. Their pecu- 
liar composition, their generally uniform arrangement, ma of 

2 Cf. PiscHEL in G.G.A, 1894, No. 6, p. 417. 
2 HUsscHMANN, Ein Zoroastrisches Lied, Miinchen 1872, p. 2. 
8 With reference to the secret doctrines and sayings, which, in the later books, 

are recommended to special discretion, compare Yasht, 4,9 ; 14, 46, 

* Compare Ep, MULLER, Der Dialekt des Gathas der Lalitavistara, Weimar. 1874, 

p. 3. 
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thought running through them even when the individual strophes are 
loosely connected, are all in favour of this supposition,’ Many 

strophes point to a lost context by a demonstrative which cannot be 
explained by anything in the preceding text (e.g., Yas. 30, 3.) 

We may, therefore, well suppose that in the Gathas has been 

preserved for us the quintessence of the doctrinal teachings ur sermons 
which the oldest tradition put iato the mouth of the prophet and caused 
to be preserved in the circle of the faithful, his school and privileged 

followers. But whethera certain authenticity may be ascribed further to 
these Sravdo Zurathustri “Zarathushtrian Utterances’’, is a question to 
which, in view of the fluctuating opinions with regard to Zoroaster’s 

age and historical person, no definite answer can be given. 

_ Each of the Gatha chapters seems to be related to a definite 
occurrence contained in the legends of the saint or to be conceived on 
the basis of some concrete situation, which indeed shines through in 

allusions, but in its entirety remaius veiled from our view. Nearly 
every one of thesa 17 chapters, while it has its own peculiar stamp, is, 
as it were, tuned to a different key. ‘l'ho background is most distinct 
in Yasna 53; it is a family scene, an address to his relatives and the 
princes who were related to him by marriage, perhaps on the occasion 
of the marriage of his daughter Pouruchista, Y- 47 might have been 
put ia his mouth in view of the fire-ordeal, to which, according to the 

later legend, Zoroaster had to submit himself. Unique in its style 
is Y, 29; they are the dialogue verses in the well-known myth of 
Gaus Urvan. Y. 30 is specially instructive in reyard to the dualistic 
system of doctrine. Chapter 43 depicts his call by Mazda, Personal 
relations are touched especially in 46 and 51, Y. 82 may be considered 
the most obscure Gatha.® 

§ 26. SAMPLE OF A TRANSLATION FROM THE GATHAS.— 

1. Yasna 45, 1-11 :—And I will speak, now listen, now hear ye 
who seek instraction from far and near; now all ye perceive Elim, for 
He is manifest ; the false-teacher shall not a second time destroy the 
world, the satanic tonguo which confessed a false faith, 

1 Sce Piscten and Geuoner, Vedischo Studien, Vol. L., Stuttgart 1889, p, 287. 

* For example, in the Zartisht Name, ¢f. Axquetit I. 2, n, 33. 

§ The Gathas have been edited particularly by Cu. Bartuotomat: Die Gathas, 
Halle, 1879, with a review of the metre aud an index of words. 
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2, And I will speak of the two spirits in the beginning of the 

world, of whom the holy one thus spake to the evil one : “ Neither our 

respective thoughts nor doctrines, nor knowledge, nor efforts, nor er 

nor deeds, nor religions, nor souls, can hesitant?” 

3. And I will speak of the first (most important) thing in this 
life which Ahura Mazda the Knowing One has proclaimed to me. ‘T’o 

those among you who do not fulfil it—the word—as I intend and say 

it, will the end of the world be sad. 

4, And I will speak of the Best One of this world—from Asha 

have I learned, O Mazda! Who created it—of the Fatherof the active 
Vohu Mano. And His daughter is the good-working Armaiti, The 
all-seeing Ahura is not to be deceived. 

5. And I will speak of that which the Holiest One has said to me, 
the word to hearken to which is the best for man : “ Those who will 
always yield obedience to Me, this one’ shall attain to Haurvatat 
and Ameretatat through the working of the Vohu Mano,” (so spake) He 

Ahura Mazda, 

6, And I will speak of Him Who is the greatest of all, pvaising 

Him, O. Asha! Who is the wisest of all, By His holy spirit shall Ahura 
Mazda hear it in Whose worship I was instructed by the Vohu Mano. 

According to His wisdom shall He teach me that which is best. 

7. They sball desire the advantage of this, which brings reward, 
namely, those who live, who were and shall be, The soul of the pious 

rejoice in that which is a torture in eternity for the men of Satan, And 

this Mazda Abura brings to pass by His Kingdom, . 

8. Iseek how to bring Him to us with hymns of entreaty*® since 
now I long to see it before my eyes (the kingdom) of good thinking, 
good action, and good speaking, I, O Asha! who know the Mazda 

Ahura. And in paradise we will offer Him homage. 

9. I seek Him that He may be graciously disposed to us, together 
with the Vohu Mano, Who can at His pleasure create for us comfort or 
discomfort, May Mazda, through His Kingdom, bring us to efficiency, 
and our cattle and people to prosperity, in consequence of the wisdom 
of Vohu Mano, O Asha! 

1 The Prophet. 

2 Literally ; “ with entreaty.” 
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10. Himwill I glorify with the prayers of piety Who in unchange- 

ableness is called Mazda Ahura because His Asha and Vohu Mano 

revealed that there shall be in His kingdom Haurvatiatand Ameretatat, 

in His abode might and continuance. 

11. To him therefore who in the future will contemn the Devs 
and the men who contemn him, andall othersexcept the man who pays 
reverence to him, the Saoshyant, as Master, as Lord, will the holy reli- 
gion be a friend, brother, or father, 0 Mazda Ahura ! 

Yasna 50, 4-6. And I will worship You praising You, O Mazda 

Ahura ! together with Asha and Vahishtem Manéand Khshathra and 
the wished for' (fem.) revealer® of the well-disposed, ye who wait for 
the faithful on the way to Paradise. 

5, Since are fulfilled, O Mazda Ahura! O Asha ! as soon as you 
are kindly disposed to your prophet with visible manifest help, your 

beckonings® which transport us into Paradise. 

6. When the Prophet Zarathushtra lifts his voice, O Mazda! as 
friend, O Asha! praying, may the Creator of wisdom teach him through 
Vohu Mané the rules that they may be a right path for my tongue. 

§ 27. Yaswa HapranenArti. In the midst of the Gathas proper, 
after the first group, according to the generally adopted principle of 
arrangement, a text of quite a unique character has been inserted, the 
so-called Seven-Chapter-Yasna (Yasna Haptanghaitis,cf. the subserip- 
tionin Y. 41, 8). In the Siitkar this portion is named simply the Yasna 
(Dink, 9, 12, 1 ), and is treated of in a single fargard; so also in the 
Varshtmansar (9, 35) and Bako Nask (9, 57). The Haptanghiiti 
proper extends from tat at in 35,3 to 41, 6. The introduction (35, 

1-2) and the concluding chapter (42) bear the impress of a later date. 
In the Shayast 1a-Shayast (13,16), Y. 35, 2 also is reckoned as part of 
the Haptanghaiti, ‘Che Seven-Chapter-Yasna is, with a few exceptions, 
prose ;* although tradition following the analogy ofthe Yasnas proper 
has divided it into strophes (vééast) and metrical lines (gds)’.. Its 

1 Literally: “ of the wish” = iy in the distinct parallel 48, 8. 

2 The Chinvat bridge which every one must pass over, Dink, 9, 20, 3. 

® Literally : “ wish with the hand.” 

4 The usual eight syllable metre is found in chapter 40, 

: Shiyast li-Shiyast 15, 16 seq., and the remarks in GaLDNER's edition on 
35, chapter 
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Janguage is as ancient as that of the metrical Gathas, but the thoughts 
and expression are simpler. In parts the yazamaide-formula which 

later became customary, preponderates especially in chapters 37, 88, and 
39. Each chapter is devoted toa special theme with regard to which 

Shayast la-Shayast in the place quoted may be compared. Chapter 86 
was intended to treat of the six fire-ordeals(var). In reality it speaks of 
fire, especially of that which plays the chief part in the fire-test in the 

last judgment. Chapter 87 is defined as a thanksgiving for the good 
creations of Mazda. The definition of the remaining chapters is less 
appropriate. Chapter 38 treats of the earth and its genti as also of the 
waters ; chapter 39 of animals, the souls of the pious and the Amesha 

Spentas ; 40 and 41 of rewards in this world and the next. There 
seems to be no close connection between the separate chapters. 

It is striking that the name of Zarathushtra does not occur in it,! 
This is, however, only an accident; for Y. 35, 9 and 19 contains an 

unmistakable allusion to him, One might be tempted to see in some 

chapters, especially the first, replies to Zarathushtra’s discourses from 
within the circle of his congregations, so that they thus form in some 

measure the complement to the metrical Gathas. Beyond this little 

can be asserted positively regarding their proper purpose and literary 

significance. 

§ 28, SAmpLeE oF A TRANSLATION FROM THE YASNA HapranoHattt, 

Yasna 35, 3-10 :— 

3. ‘ And this will we choose for ourselves, O Mazda Ahura! O 

beautiful Asha! that we think, speak, and do them, namely those which 

are the best of all works for the world. 4. By reason ofthe rewards for 
these best works will we strive both learned and unlearned, rulers and 
servants, to give rest and fodder to the cattle. 5. Evermore will we, so 

far as in us lies, keep possession of and impart to others the rule of the 

best ruler and prepare it, namely, the rule of Mazda Ahura and Asha 
Vahishta. 6. And as any one knows clearly—be heman or woman—so 
shall he do for himself according to his best knowledge that which is 

good, and further teach it to those whoshould doit as the case may be. 
7. Since we reckon as the best the paying of worship and homage to 

1Compare the exhaustive monograph by TH, BAUNACK: Die drei wichtigsten 

Gebete . . . und das siebentcilige Gebet, in den Studien, von Jon. und Tu, 

BAUNACK, Leipzic 1888, p 451. 
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Ahura Mazda and the feeding of the cattle. That will we do and 

further teach it as far as we are able. 8. And in the rule of Asha 
and amongst the people of Asha there is for every man the best life as 
reward in both worlds. 9. And these (Thy) revelations, O Ahura 
Mazda! will we further teach with the best thought of Asha and in 

thee’ we possess the best receiver and teacher from the side of Asha 
and Vohu Mano and the good Khshathra and from Thyself, O Ahura, in 
consequence of his' hymnsupon hymns, from Thyself, in consequence of 
his speeches upon speeches, from Thyself, in consequence of his offering 
upon offering.” 

HISTORY AND ORIGIN OF THE AWESTA, 

§ 29. The existence of a sacred literature of Iran before the Sasa- 
nid era is abundantly attested by Western writers, It suffices to cull a 
few notices from their accounts.* Herodotus notes only that the 
Magians sang the Theogony on the occasion of their sacrifices.> Her- 
-mippus of Smyrna (3rd century B. C.) is the earliest writer who knew 
of the writings of Zoroaster. Hermippus wrote a book on the doctrines 
of the Magians which, according to Pliny, contained a statement of the 
contents of the two million verses which Zoroaster had composed,* 

Nikolaus of Damascus® and Dio Chrysostomus® speak of the Adja 
of Zoroaster which the Persians revered as sacred, ‘The latter adds 
that the Magians had learned them from Zoroaster. We learn from 
Strabo’ and Pausanias®, who report as eye-witnesses, that the 

Magians performed religious services in their fire-temples that lasted — 

for hours, and that they read them from a book in -# barbarous \ 

tongue, Philo of Byblus (about 80-130 A. D.) quotesa passage from a 

collection of the sacred writings of the Persians as the very words of 

Zoroaster, a philosophical poetical description of the Supreme Cod. 

1 The Prophet Zarathushtra is meant, ' 

® Compare the collections in KLeUKer, Supplement II, part 1, pp. 5 seq. —Rarr, Die 

Religion and Sitte der Perser und tibrigen Tranier nach den grieshischen und rémischen 

Quellen, Z.D.M.G, 19, 1 seg. Compare especially p, 35,— DUNCKrB, Geschichte, pp. 40 seq. 

Ed. Meyer, Geschichte, p. 504. 
- § Herodotus L, 132. 

* Plinias, Hist. Nat, 30, 2; compare also Diog. Laert., De vita philos, prooem VI. 

5 Kleuker, p, 8. 
® Dio Chrys. ed, Dind. 2, 69. 

7 Strabo XV., 733. 
% Pausan, 5, 27, 3. 

7 
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He adds that Ostanes says the same in his Oktatewch.' Eusebins in 
the first century of the Sasanid dynasty speaks of a collection of sacred 
writings in which Zoroaster is represented as speaking.? Among 

later Arabian writers the notice given by Tabari is interesting, namely, 

that Zoroaster’s writings covered 12,000 cow hides.° 

§ 30. More valuable are the notices that come from the home of 
the Awesta, those given in the Pahlavi literature. The Dinkard has 

preserved the quintessence of the Parsi tradition in the two-fold account, 
which it contains.* The one account in the last chapter of the third 

book*® asserts that the work before it, was based on the sacred revela- 

tion which Zoroaster imparted to his first disciple in answer to his ques- 
tions. King Vishtasp, it says, had written down the original teaching, had 
deposited the original MS. in the royaltreasury, and a copy of it in the 

archives, and had put further copies into circulation. When thegreat 
calamity of Alexander’s usurpation came upon the monarchy the one copy 
was burned, the other fell into the hands of the Greeks and was translat- 

ed bythem into Greek. When King Ardashir, the son of Papak, restor- 
ed the monarchy in Ivan, he caused the scattered copies to be collected. 
At his order, his high priest Tansar completed and published (or ex- 
plained? ) this collection®, and thus gave “a faithful reproduction of 

1 Philonis Bybl. frag. 9 in Miller III., 573, 9. 

2 Euseb. praep. ev. 1, 10. 

8 Hyde (1700) p. 314, (1760) p.318. According to Masnudi also there were 
12,000 cow hides, Duncker, p. 40. 

* Hava, Essay on Pahlavi (in the Pahlavi-Pazend Glossary, Bombay 1870) 

pp. 145 seqg.; Hava, Zend-Pahlavi Glossary, Introd. p. xxxvi ; West, SBE. XXXVII,, 
Pref, xxx., and p. 412 ; DARMESTETER III,, XXI, and SBE. IV., Introd xxxii, 

6 This account is published by HAUG in Zand-Pahlavi Gl. XXXI.; the second by 
Have in his Essay on Pahlavi, p. 149. 

6 Wesr translates this important passage thus :—‘‘ And that Artakhshatar, king of 

kings, whe was son of Papak, came for the restoration of the monarchy of Iran, and. the 
same scripture was brought from a scattered state to one place. The righteous Tosar of 

the primitive faith, who was the priest of priests, appeared with an eaposition recovered 
Srom the Avesta, and was ordered to complete the scripture from that exposition,’ &c. 
DARMESTETER, on the other hand, paraphrases it thus : “Quand Artakhshatr, Roi des Rois, 

fils de Papak, vint restaurer l’empire d’Ivan, il réunit en un seul lieu toutes les écritures 

dispersées ; et le Herbed des Herbeds, le saint Tansar, le Porydtkésh, vint et incorpora une 

révélation de l’Avesta; et en donnant cette révélation au complet, il donna une image 
exacte,” etc. The question is just what we are to understand by the Pahlavi padtakih, 
which HavG translates by “ publication,” Was? by “exposition,” and DARMESTETER by 
‘* révélation. ” 
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the original ight”  Ardashir also caused one copy to be preserved in 
the treasury and other copies to be distributed. 

_ Still fuller is the second account given in the fourth book of the 
Dinkard. King Vishtasp, after his campaign against Arjisp, had the 
scriptures of the Mazdayasna-religion collected. Dara, the son of Dara," 
gave orders that the whole of the Awesta, with its explanation, should 
be preserved in two copies, the one in the treasury, theother in the 

Archives. Valkhash (Vologeses), the son of Ashkan, organized the careful 
collection and transcription from original sources of the entire Awesta 
so far as it had descended pure to that time, all of it that had been 
preserved in Iran, handed down in writing or by oral tradition, in a 
fragmentary state since the invasion of Alexander. Ardashir, the son 
of Papak, invited Tansar to his court and had the ecattered original 
documents of the religion collected by him. He imparted canonical 
validity to his collection by proscribing as contrary to the religion all 
doctrines which did not proceed in this way direct from Tansar.? 
Ardashir’s son Shahpihr caused all the non-religious writings on 
astronomy, medicine, mathematics, and philosophy which were scattered 
in India, Greece and elsewhere to be collected and added tothe Awesta, 

and a correct copy of both writings to be deposited in the treasury. 

Under King Shahpihr, son of Atiharmazd, a tribunal was summoned 
to investigate the religious controversies in the land. Before this 

tribunal Adarpid submitted to the fire-ordeal (probably on behalf of the 
_Awesta as restored to its pureform by him). He fixed the numbering 
of the Nasks, and the king declared that from henceforth, now that 
the true religion stood visible before men’s eyes, he would no longer 

tolerate any false religion. 

According to another passage in the Dinkard, King Khosrau Parviz 
caused a new interpretation of the Awesta and Zend to be prepared by 
the most intelligent of the priests.” 

Another Pahlavi book, the Ardi Viraf, relates in the introduction 

that the religion which Zoroaster had founded flourished in its purity for 

1 According to Bandahish 34,8, the last Darius ig meant. 

2 Wesr real formerly “ Tésar,’ DARMesreree reads “ Tansar.” With reference 

to an interesting letter of this Herbad, ef, DanMzsterne III., xxvil.,; J.RA.8, 1894, 

Ppp. 200, 502, 
§ Hava, Essay on Pahlavi, p, 147. 
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300 years till Alexander burned the entire Awesta, which, written with 
golden ink upon cow-skin (parchment), was preserved iu the archives 
at Persepolis. Thereafter anarchy in things secular and religious, 
unbelief, sectarianism and ignorance of religion reigned in the land, 

and diverse books of the law were current up to the time of the holy 
Adarpad, son of Mahraspand, who subjected himself to the ordeal of 

fire! The introduction to the Persian translation of the Arda Viraf 
supplements the account of King Ardashir by the statement that he 

summoned all the Dasturs and Mobeds, who assembled to the number 

of 40,000. He caused this great multitude to be continually sifted in 

order to discover which of them remembered most of the Awesta. At 
last only 40 remained, who had by heart the entire Awesta together 
with its interpretation. From among these he chose the seven who had 
the highest moral character.” 

§ 31. When we set aside al] the embellishments which we find 

in these narratives, which tosome extent have au unhistorical ring, 

there remains, as the kernel of the tradition, the following :—the 
existence ofa religious book, an edited collection of sacred books before 
-the time of Alexander, the decay and scattering of this collection after 

the time of Alexander, a first regathering of these writings under a 

certain Vologeses, a new edition of the Awesta under Ardashir Papakan 
(A. D. 226-240) by Tansar, asupplementary selection under Shabpthr 

‘I, (240-271), a final revision by Adarpad, and a proclamation of the 
sacred canon under Shahpiihr II. ( 310-379 ), and a remodelling of the 
Pahlavi translation under Khosrau I, (581-579), 

Which of the five Vologeses is intended is quite uncertain. 

Darmesteter conjectures that it was the most celebrated, Vologeses L., 

the contemporary of Nero, because Western historians bear testimony to 
the pronounced Zoroastrianism of his relations.’ But in all probability 

the later Vologeses were not less good Zoroastrians. From the middle 
of the first century A. D. the Greek influence in Parthia was in decay 
and nationalism in steady rise. From the time of Mithradates VI., the 
contemporary of Trajan, Pablavi inscriptions preponderate on the 
coins.* It would thus be more natural to identify Valkhash with one 

1 Arda Viraf I, 1-16. 

2 HauG, Introductory Essay to AV., p. xv. 

8 DARMESTETER, SBE, IV. p. xxxiv, and Le Zend-Avesta, IIL, xxiii, 
* GUTSCHMID in Encyclopedia Britannica, XVIII. 601, 
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‘of the later Vologeses, and to place the first attempts directed towards 
the collection and preservation of the sacred writings, as precursors of 

‘the proper national religious revival under Ardashir, in closer connec- 
tion in point of time with the latter. Vologeses III. might be thought 
of, whose long reign (148-191) was conspicuously peaceful in its 
internal affairs. 

§ 32. Individual features in the domestic traditions may, as we 
have said, appear uuhistorical or doubtfal. The fanaticism of the 
priesthood ascribes immediately to Alexander the destruction of the 
sacred writings, whereas the neglect and partial joss of them was only 
@ consequence of that religicus and national decline which began with 

_ Alexander. The fact, however, remains that Alexander caused the 
royal fort in Persepolis to be burnt down (Diodor. 17, 72 ; Curtius 
5, 7.) But the kernel of the Parsi tradition, regarding the history of 
the Awesta, seems thoroughly trustworthy. Its accounts disguise 
nothing, spare nothing. They confess, without reserve, that the 
Awesta of the Sasanids is no longer the ancient book. Another 
passage in the Dinkard says that all that could be discovered of the 
Awesta was. not morethan a single priest could conveniently carry in 
his head.' And, in the second place, the account given agrees 

admirably with the structure of our Awesta, the disproportioned, 
unequal, and, in certain places, fragmentary character? of the book, 
In point of language three classes of texts can be distinguished, 
In many portions the grammar is still handled with great certainty 
and correctness,’ in others loosely and uncertainly,’ and again other 
portions are in language and grammar quite barbarous.’ Such bar- 
barism cannot be explained as corruptions resulting from careless 
tradition, because all the three classes of passages occur in the same 
book and the tradition is of the same kind throughout and, where the 
old MSS. are extant, it is on the whole very faithful. In a case in 
which we have to deal with the internal chronology of writings which 
are composed in a dead language, the language itself is a criterion 
which is not to be altogether rejected. 

1 Dinkard 8, 1, 21. 
2 It is sufficient to point to Vendidad 4, beginning and end, to Vendidad 23 

where the conclusion is quite clearly lost. 
* For example, Yasna 9, 1-15. 

~ & For example, Vond. 1. 2,1—5 ; Yas, 60, 11, 
5 For example, Yasht 15, 48, 67; 10, 120; 2,11; Yas, 23,3; 68, 14 
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We cannot, therefore, do better than adapt, as far as possible, our 

view of the Awesta to this Parsi tradition, which is both trustworthy 
in itself and in good agreement with the facts. The Awésta with the 

21 nasks, of which we now possess only a fragment, is a work of the 
Sasanian epoch, the result of the labours of the collectors and editors 
(diaskeuasts) under King Ardashir with Tansar at their head. The 
way had been prepared by a more ancient collection of sacred texts 
which took place under a certain Vologeses. The text received its 
final form probably through the revision of Adarpid Mahraspand., 
The editing of the Khorda Awesta is specially ascribed to this Adarpad, 

This Sasanid’ origin of the Awestais, however, to be understood 

in this sense that the diaskeuasis or editors composed a new ~canon 

out of remains and fragments which were still extant. They construct- 
ed a new building with old materials. It is impossible to determine, in 
regard to the whole or individual parts, what they found extant, or 
what new additions they made, how far they reproduced literally what 

they found or remodelled it. We may credit the dtaskeuasts with 
having fabricated not only the outward framework of many chapters 

and various connecting passages and supplements which the transfor- 

mation of a number of fragments into one book rendered necessary, 
but also the formule and typical portions according to extant patterns 

as they found necessary. ‘The completing of the Awesta, of which the 

account given in the Dinkard speaks, consisted of work of this nature. 
These formal portions belong in respect of language chiefly to the second 

or third class of texts above distinguished. The parts of the Awesta which 

contain the real substance of the work, especially the Gathas and the 

central portion of the great and middle Yashts, might have been found 

by the first collectors in the form in which they have reproduced them. 
I have aless unfavourable opinion than West of the amount of learning 
possessed by the diaskewasts and of their knowledge of the sacred 
language, but I agree with him in essentials when he expresses the 

following view :—‘‘ How far they (the learned men of the Sasanids) 

may have been able to write ordinary Awesta text is more uncertain, 

but any such writing was probably confined to a few phrases for 

uniting the fragments of old Awesta which they discovered, or for 

interpolating opinions of their own.” — “That the Awesta texts 

1 Ep. Meyer in his Geschichte, p. 503, has expressed this most clearly. 

a 
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themselves were not written, to any great extent, in the Sasanian 
times, is shown by the quantity of Pahlavi commentary necessary to 
adapt them to the altered circumstances of those times.’”! 

Especially would I claim the metrical portions in their entirety 

for the more ancient and truly creative period as against the later 
period of imitation and restoration, of course, without excluding 
later imitations of these. Hxcept in the case of the Gathas the learned 

men of the Sasanids had already lost all consciousness of having to do 
with metrical composition. Especially in the Vendidad the smaller 
metrical pieces stand out conspicuously from their surroundings and 
accordingly look as if they had been found as fragments by some later 
compiler and had been stuck by him at suitable points into his- own 
monotonous composition and compilation. I refer especially to the 

interesting third fargard of the Vendidad. The fargard begins in the dry 
pedantic doctrinal style which is peculiar to the Vendidad. But from 
para. 24 onwards this is interrupted by a vivid spirited description of 

' agriculture, The fruitful earth waiting cultivation is compared to a young 
bride, and almost the entire piece is metrical. Often, however, even 
in ancient contexts metre and prose may have been intermingled. 

From what has been said it is clear that criticism would set up 
for itself an impossible goal if it aimed at paring down the extant 
Awesta until it arrived at so-called original Awesta, a pre-Sasanid 
Awesta. Old and new have been fused together in the book into an 
indissoluble unity. Critical efforts in ‘this direction are as uncertain 
as in the Vedic field and lead only to the purest subjectivity.® 

§ 33. In like manner, it follows from what has been said that the 

question as to a definite age of the Awesta texts has been entirely 

pS: 

¥ West, SBE. XXXVI, Pref. XLII. 
2 Any one who possesses a special taste for such textual criticism will still 

éasily detect the hand of the interpolator in many passages, for example, when the text 

in Yas. 67, 14 thus runs :— 

dirat hata ahmdat nmanat — 

durdt hata ainghat visat 

durat haéa ahmdat zantaot 

diirat hata ainghdt dainghaot — 

aydo ithyejdo voiyndo yeinti 

yenghe nmdnaya sraosd adyd rercthrajdo, ete. 
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wrongly stated.' ‘he few chronological data which the Awesta 
itself offers have only a relative evidential value. Thus Kerasani in 

Yas. 9, 24 is represented in the Pahlavi translation by Kilisyak. 
Darmesteter refers this to Alexander.? Assuming the correctness 
of Darmesteter’s identification, no one could accept this passage 
asa proof of the post-Alexandrian origin of the entire Awesta,® 
It would only prove that also after the time of Alexander writings 
were composed in Awesta, that Alexander is not to be associated with 
any interruption in literary production, that he does not mark the 

beginning of an interval destitute of literature. The latter supposi- 
tion is in itself quite improbable according to Western accounts. 

The period of the composition of the Awesta texts extends down- 

wards to King Shahpihr II., backwards probably to the earliest times 
of the Zoroastrian Church. ‘lhe earliest gems of the whole literature 

are to be conceived of after the analogy of Buddhistic and Christian 
sacred literature. Sayings and speeches (sermons) which tradition 
putinto the mouth of the great prophet were first formulated and. ~ 
propagated in the priestly circles. Of this most ancient tradition only 
the Gathas have been preserved. In order to reach an approximate. 
upper limit of time, it would be, above all, necessary to attain certainty 

and agreement as to the age of Zoroaster himself by whose historical 

personality I am disposed to stand fast. As against the extravagant 

Here from the occurrence of nmdnaya in the latter part it might be conjectured that 

originally in the former part only nma@na was mentioned and that a later hand had 
spun out the first verse after the well-known model (vis, zantu, dainghu). But appearances 
may also deceive. I give up my own earlier attempts in this direction as failures. 

2 Compare with reference to this question as to age, especially Dz Harixz, Intro- 
duction 192 : Das Alter und die Heimat des Avesta in BB, 12, 109 ; DuncKer, Ueber 

die Zeit der Abfassung des Avesta, in the Monatsberichten der Kgl. Pr. Akademie der 

Wiss., zu Berlin 1877, pp. 517-27 (DuncKeR places the Awesta between 800 and 600 
B.C. ;) SP1zGEL, Ueber das Vaterland and Zeitalter des Awesta, Z.D.M.G. 35, 629 ; 41, 
280 ;GeIGeR, Vaterland und Zeitalter des Awesta und seiner Kultur, in the Sitzungs- 

berichten, der philos. philol. Klasse der b. Akademie, zu Miinchen 1884, pp. 315 seq., 

English Translation by Dastur Darab Peshotan Sanjana, Vol. IT, pp. 85-164, London 

1886. 

2 DARMESrETER I, 80; III, XXXVIII. With reference to this passage compare 
also A, WEBER in the Ind. Str. 2,429. Weber tries to see another allusion to Alexander 

in Yasht 19, 43, cf. A. WeBer, Die Griechen in Indien (Sitzungsberichte der K. Pr. 
Akademie der Wiss,, zu Berlin 1890, p.7 of the separately printed report.) 

% Not of course for the post-Alexandrian origin of the entire Hém-Yasht since 

this does not present any such unity as the other Yashts. Cf, Westin J.R.A.8., 1893, 
p. 660, 
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chronology into which the Greeks fell, the indigenous notes of time 
confine themselves within much more moderate bounds. Floigl, for 
example, rightly endeavours to Vindicate the Parsi tradition also in this 
point as the more trustworthy. According to the Arda Viraf (cf. § 30) 
Zoroaster taught about 300 years before the time of Alexander, 
according to the Bundahish (34, 8) 258 years before the collapse 
of the Achimenian dynasty. Zoroaster would accordingly be a con- 
temporary of Cyrus and Vishtispa of the Awesta identical with the 

| historical Hystaspes.? What the later Awesta relates of Vishtispa 
| wd is East Iranian legend which from a kind of teleological conception 

_ of history connected Vishtaspa immediately with the Kayanian dynasty. 

Accordingly 560 B.C, and 379 A.D. would be the extreme limits 
| of the period within which the history of the development of the 
? Awesta falls.» The Achiimenian, Arsacid and Sasanid epochs have 

| probably an equal claim to the book. But no sure criterion has yet 
been discovered by which we can distinguish these periods within the 

= Awesta itself. According to traditionthe unity of thecanon was lost 
2 during the Arsacid period down to a certain Vologeses. This does not 

exclude the possibility of many of our texts having been remodelled 
: according to extant patterns during this epoch, while during the same 

period much of the old passed into oblivion.* 

§ 34. Just as little are we entitled to speak of a distinct home of 
_ the Awesta or ofa separate Awesta-people within Iran and a well- 
marked-off homogeneous period of civilization represented by it. 

ii i ile el an i eae 
; 1 Cf. Rapp in Z.D.M.G, 19, 25. 

. _# Vicror FLoiGL, Cyrus und Herodot, nach den neugefundenen Keilinschriften, 
Leipzig 1881, p. 18. Compare also E, Ritu, Geschichte unserer abendiiiodischen 

“j Philosophie, I, p. 376. 

> § This estimate agrees substantially with the view of De HArLez: Ona done tout 

lien de croire que la majeure partie de I’ Avesta a été composée pendant les cing derniers 
sitcles de l’tre ancienne, Intr. CXCIV, 
_ * Compare also Bréat, Sur la composition des livres Zends, in his Mélanges de 

Mythologie et de Linguistique, Paris 1877, pp. 207—215. 
5 The ideas and circumstances of the Iranian civilization as these appear in the 

Awesta, together with the geography of the Awesta, have been collected in a summary 

by W. GeiGer, Ostirinische Kultur im Alterthum, Erlangen 1882 ; English Translation 
by Danab Dastur PesnoTan SANJANA, “Civilization of the Eastern Iranians in Ancient 

Times”, London 1885, Compare also W. Gricrn, Le pays du peuple de l Avesta dans ses 
conditions physiquce in Le Muséon, 1883, p. 84. On the calendar of the Awesta compare 
V.Gurscumip, Ber. sichs. Ges, 1862; Bezzennencen, G N., 1878, p. 261; Rom, 
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The geography’ of the Awesta which in part is legendary, points to 
the East as well as to the North-West, it gravitates, however, towards 

the East. The sea of Urumia (Caécasta) pointsto the West and Airyanem 

Vazjo (the later Arran between Kur and Aras’) to the extreme North- 
West, to North Media and Hyrcania Ragha, Demavend (Arozira), 
Alborz (Hera-berezaiti). On the other hand, the Iranian legend of 

the kings has for the most part its scenes laid in the East; the home- 
land of the Kayanians is placed in Seistan.? The mountains in Seistan 

(Usidarena), the Parapanisos (Updirisaéna) and Hindukish (Hindava 
gairi, Yasht 8,32) are well-known. Yasht 19, 66 gives a poetical deli- 

neation of Seistian, a vivid description of the Hélmend river (Haétumant) 
and its tributaries.t ‘The Kdasava Lake, situated in Seistan, plays a 
great role in story and legend. In a similarly metrical passage 

(Yasht 10, 15) the homeland of the Aryans is described and there the 

regions named are almost entirely those of Kast Iran. In respect of 
climate the puritying beneficent effect of the south-wind isto be 
noted (Vend. 3,42; Afring.-Rap. 6). 

§ 35. ‘Nor can the language be adduced as an evidence in favour 
of either a narrower home ora definite period for the origin of the 

Awesta, even if we possessed stronger evidence than mere conjectures 
with regard to the original home of the Iranian dialect.° The 

language in which the oldest religious records of the Zoroastrian faith 
are composed, or a somewhat more modern development of it, remained 
the standard for all succeeding time as the sacred language of the 

Z.D.M,G. 34, 698; SPIEGEL, Z4,D.M.G, 35, 642; 38, 433; De Hartez, Le calendrier 

avestique et le pays originaire de l’ A westa, Louvain 1882 ; DARMESTETER I, 33 seq. 

1 The well-known list of countries in the first fargard of the Vendidad gave rise 

to repeated discussions ; on this see Lassen, J. A.? I, 685 n.; HAUG in BUNSEN : Egyptens 

Stelle in der Weltgeschichte V, IL. p. 104; Kizperr : Ueber die geographische Anordnung 
der Namen arischer Landschaften im ersten Fargard des Vendidad, Monatsber. der K. Pr. 

AK. d, W. 1856, p. 621 ; SpreGen : Das erste Kapitel des Vendidad, Miinchen G. Anz. 

1859, No. 43-46 ; Brea, De la Géographie de l’Avesta, in Melanges de Mythologie, etc., 
pp- 187-199; Eb. Muysr Geschichte p. 527, Compare also Rapp in Z.D.M.G. 19,3, 

2 See SPIEGEL, Commentar zum Awesta I, p. 10; FLorGy, at the place quoted, 
p. 16; DanmesteTxr II, 5 n, . 

3 Yashi 19, 65 seq. 

4 Of, A, Srein ; “Afghanistan in Avestic Geography” in the Academy, 16 May, 1885, 
5 Its origin is usually placed in Bactiia and it is called ‘ Bactrian” or ‘* Old 

Bactrian, ” DARMESTETER formerlyjregardcd it as Median, Et, Ir. I, 10, but now hesi- 

\ tates between Media and Arachosia III, XC, 
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priests and became international within the boundaries of Iran, In 
this language men could teach, write and compose wherever an abode of 
priestly learning existed, and it was once understood as faras the Mazda- 
worship extended. It wasthus to a certain degree raised above the 
limits of space and time. Taught and learned as a sacred language it 
would continue to lead an artificial life long after it had died out of the 
mouths of the people.' Jt is to be placed side by side with the other 
artificially preserved ‘‘ dead’’ languages, the Latin of the middle ages, 
the Hebrew of the Rabbinical schools and the Sanskrit of the Brah- 
manical schools, It is also natural that the knowledge of these Church 
languages should have gradually diminished, dried up and ultimately 
died out. We expressed our belief above that only from this latter 
point of view are we justified in taking the language of the Awesta 
as a criterion for the relative chronology of the different kinds of_ 
texts? ors 

L. § 36. Danmesrerer’s Taeory.—The latest hypothesis’ of Dar- 
mesteter is much more radical than the view advanced above in 
§ 33. According to him the entire body of the sacred writings, 
ifindeed the Achiimenian period possessed such, was lost after Alex- 
ander’s invasion of Persia and under Greek rule,* ‘he reformation 

. which began under King Vologeses I (§ 31) produced in reality an 
| entirely new book. As regards the subject-matter Darmesteter 
i distinguishes two strata, an ancient pre-Alexandrian and a modern 

post-Alexandrian stratum ; but not a single page of the old Awesta 
has been literally reproduced in the new.° The Gathas are a type 
of the second class, the law sections of the Vendidad proper are a type 
of the first. The Gathas were written in the. middle of the first 
century of our era, and, indeed, under the influence of Gnosticism.’ The 
idea of Vohu Mand, which plays the chief rdle in the Gathas, is 
probably borrowed from the School of Philo Judwus or employed in 
imitation of that School.® 

1 Compare the excellent remarks of Ev, Meyer, Geschichte, p. 504. 
2 This of course assumes a most intimate acquaintance with the texts, 
5 DanMesterer III, LII. seq., LXXXV seq. ; of. West in J.R.A.S., 1893, p. 654, 
* Darmesrerer Ill, XCVII, 

. § Ibid il, XOL. 
® Ibid LXXXVI. 
7 Ibid LVI, 
§ Thid LVI, LXXXVIIL, 
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This is not the place to subject to a thorough criticism this revo- 
lutionary hypothesis of Darmesteter. Further investigation as to 

whether any other points of contact can be found between the Gathas 
and Gnosticism is necessary. ‘To me the two appear to be otherwise 

toto coelo distinct from each other. A certain resemblance between 

the Vohu mano and the déyos seios of Philo’ must be admitted. The 

fact that Strabo ( p. 512 ) bears witness to the worship of the Persian 

divinity ’Quavos (t.e. Vohu-Man6)' and to having himself seen solemn 
processions of the image*® of Omanos (p. 783) is sufficient to disprove 
the theory that Vohu Mand was borrowed from Philo. In the time of 
Strabo the original abstraction of Vohw Mano had already been com- 

pletely anthropomorphized. Strabo travelled over Western Asia before 
29 B. C.; Philo was not born before 20 B. ©, If now Darmesteter 

(p. Ixxxviii.) says that Xsathram Vairim only came into existence 

through the Gathas, the same must holdalso of the Mazdayasnian: Vohu 
Mand. The Gathas must thus have arisen distinctly before the time 

of Strabo. If an analogy between the Adyos deios and the Vohu Mano 

really exists, so striking that the borrowing on one side is probable, even 
if it be ouly of individual features, then Philo, whose doctrine is a 
loose tissue full of contradictions, must have been the borrower,’ 

1 As Ahuramazda=’Qpopda¢ns, This identification, from which all doubt is 
excluded, was made by HAuG-Wsst, Essays, p. 10, and Ep. Meyer, p. 532. 

2 Vend, 19, 20-25, seems also to allude to such an image of Vohu Mano. 
5 A. GFRORER, Philo. und die alexandrinische Theosophie, Stuttgart, 1831, I1., p. 1. 

‘‘ Philo did not create his system, but reared it out of the materials of his time,” id. 3,— 
KLEUKER gives a passing judgment with regard to this Gnosticism : “ Oriental cosmo- 
gonies and the doctrine of spirits was their favourite subject and the basis of their entire 
Gnosis,” Anhang zum Z. A. I.,1,p.12. At any rate, the completed system of the 
Amesha Spenta with Vohu Mand and Asem, the old rtam, does not look like a stranger 
in the Mazda-religion.—DaRMESTETER ( III, LXV.) is perfectly right in. holding that 

Plutarch in the famous passage with regard to the Ameshapands in de Is, et Os, 47, has 

not made use of Theopompus, The only question isas to the Other writer, except 

Theopompus, who was his authority.—As a proof of the Arsacid origin of the Awesta 

DarMesteteR (III., XL.) adduces the well-known territorial distribution, which 
beginning with nmana, ends with dainghu the province or country. There is wanting, he 

points out, the kingdom with the Shahinshah atits head (III., XL.). But in Yasht 10, 87 ; 
Yasna 62, 5; 68, 5 over the dahyw stands the dainghusasti, i, e., the kingdom, the imperium, 
and thus Darmesteter explains also in I., 388, note 20,—DARMESTETER’S conjecture that 

the chronological principle of arrangement in the Yashts is borrowed from the Bible can 
scarcely be considered probable (III., XCII.)—According to PaULUs CASSEL : Zorouster, 

sein Name und seine Zeit, Berlin 1886, also the name Zoroaster is to be explained as 
Jewish = son of the stars. 
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“THE HISTORY OF AWESTA RESEARCH. 
§ 37. The fame of having been always the first in Awesta research 

belongs to France. The three names, Anquetil,Burnouf, Darmesteter, 
mark each a new epoch. Long before the time of Anguetil 
individual travellers and English officers had drawn attention to the 
sacred books of their faith which the Parsis kept secret—the 
Zendawesta—as, for example, Henry Lord,;' Gabr, de Chinon,’ Char- 
din.” But none of these succeeded in turning the. attention of 
learned Europe to. them and awakening an abiding interest in 
them. The first to attempt to explore the doctrine of the Magi 
by means of the Oriental, 7.¢., Arabic and later Persian, sources accessible 
to him was the celebrated Oxford scholar, Thomas Hyde.*. The Awesta 
itself, of which at that time already anumber of MSS, were in England, 
remained to him a closed book, in spite ofall his efforts to decipher it. 
The French Orientalist, Anquetil-Duperron, found himself dissatisfied 
and at the same time powerfully attracted by Hyde’s researches. The 
repeated and fruitless attempts of Englishmen to. penetrate the 
secret of these books, especially those of George Bourchier and Frazer 
who brought new MSS. to England, stirred the knightly. Frenchman, 
who was as ambitious as he was eager for knowledge, to try to find 

himself the key to these books. An accident brought to a head his 
resolve to make a journey to India in order to learn the language of 
these books on the spot from the Parsi priests. In the year 1754 he 

3 had chanced to see in Paris some passages of the Oxford Vendidad Sade, 
then still chained up’ and hid from knowledge. “In that moment,” 
he writes, “I resolved to enrich my fatherland with this rare treasure, 
I dared to contemplate a translation of it, and resolved to this end to 

1 Henry Lorp, The Religion of the Parsis, 1630, p. 31, Henry LoD was pastor 
of the English Church in Surat.—BRISssON, whose learned work on Persia (De regio 

Persarum principatu libri tres. Paris, 1590) is based upon the Western historians of 
antiquity, could have known nothing of the Zendawesta, since he himsclf was never in 
the East, The best information regarding the early history of Awesta research is to be 
found in KLEUKER, Anhang II, 1, pp. 36 seq.; farther in HovELACQUE, L'Avesta, 

pp. 3 seq. ; DARMesteTER I., IX ; Weer, Eseays, pp. 16 seq. 
. KLxUxmn, in the place quoted, p. 38.  -§ Thid. p. 4. 

_ # Hype, Veterum Persarum et Parthorum et Medorum Religio, also ander the 
title: Historia Religionis veteram Persarum, eoramque Magorum. Zoroastris vita 

etc., Oxonii, 1700. Cf. expecially Chap, XXVI, pp. 337-342, 
9 ANQUETIL I., 1, p. 458, 
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learn the ancient Persian language in Guzarat or Kirman,”! With- - 
out means as he was, but too impatient to await the expected support 
of the Academy, he entered straightway the service ofthe Indian Com- 

pany as a private soldier. He sailed on the 7th February 1755, landed 
at Pondicherry on the 10th August, and in 1758 after many adven- 

tures arrived in Surat, where he remained till 1761, The result of his 

sojourn in India, of which his narrative reads almost like a novel,? is 

preserved in his chief work : Zend- Avesta, Ouvrage de Zoroastre.* 

Although variously criticised* at the time of its appearance, the 
work made a great stir in the whole learned world, Anguetil’s trans- 
lation of the Awesta rests on the foundation of the inadequate know- 

ledge of Pahlavi and the still more inadequate knowledge of Awesta 

possessed by his teacher, Dastur Darab in Surat, whom he may often 
enough have failed to understand correctly, He was able, however, by 
the aid of his own lively imaginative faculty to get over these deficien- 
cies. Hedid not make his way far into the knowledge of the original 
language. It would be an easy task at this time of day to pull to pieces 
his translation in detail and to prove its uselessness. But, on the whole, 

he reproduces the spirit and the ideas of the book correctly. And his 
learned supplementary contributions and notes, his description of the 
Parsi ritual, all based upon conscientious personal observation, oral 

Parsi tradition, and personal study, are full of instruction to-day and in 
their completeness unequalled. 

§ 38. The succeeding period was occupied in the first instance 

not so much with the questionas to the trustworthiness and correctness of 

Anquetil’s translation as with that of the genuineness of the Awesta and 
the “Zend language.” The discussion turned upon the question 
whether the book was in fact the ancient religious book of Zoroaster, and 
its language a language of the ancient Persian kingdom, or whether it 
was a dialect of Sanskrit, and the whole thing a modern fabrication. 
This controversy lasted for more than 50 years, and did not adyance 

1 Anqguetil I, 1, 6. 

2 Ibid, 1. 1, XXI—OCCCXXXVIII, also separately translated into German ; 

Anquetils du Perron Reisen nach Ostindien nebst einer Beschreibung der biirgerlichen 
und Religionsgebriiuche der Parsen, als eine Einleitung zum Zend-Awesta in das Dentache 

libersetzt von JOH. GEORG PURMANN, Frankfurt’ a,M, 1776, 
5 Title and contents given under “ General Literature’ at the beginning. 
+ Cf. Darmesteter I., XIII, 
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the knowledge of the original a single step. During all this time 
An quetil’s work remained the source and, for those who were convinced, 

the only authority. The Englishmen, Jones’ and Richardson,’ 

. and the German Meiners, * were the chief opponents of the genuineness 
‘of the book; the champions of the theory that ‘‘ Zend” is to be derived 
from Sanskrit were Jones* in one of his later writings, and 
especially John Leyden,’ Erskine,® P. von Bohlen.’ The defend- 
ers of Anquetil, on the other hand, were his German translator 
and editor Kleuker,® further Tychsen,? Paulinus a Santo Bar- 
tholomaeo,’” and Rhode.'! But no one prepared the way for the 
succeeding period more than the celebrated Danish philologist Rask. 
The fruit of the journey which he undertook by land to Persia and 
India, 1819-1822, was two-fold: the collection of the oldest and best 
Awesta MSS. which are preserved in the University Library at Copen- 
hagen, and the pioneer-like brochure: “Om Zendsprogets og 

- Zendavestas wlde og wgthed,”'* in which “Zend” receives its proper 
place in the circle of the Persian languages, its relation to Sanskrit is 
defined, and at the same time its genuineness and that of the book 
finally demonstrated. 

_ 1 Lettre 4 M. Anguetil du Perron, dans laquelle est compris l'examen de sa 

traduction deg livres attribués 4 Zoroaster, Londres s, a. (reprinted in the Works of 
Sir William Jones, Vol. X. p. 403, London, 1807.) 
2 A Dissertation on the Languages, Literature, and Manners of Eastern Nations, as 
Introduction to “A Dictionary, Persian, Arabic ard English,”. Oxford, 1777. 

3 De Zorvastris vita, Institutis et Librisin “* Novi Commentarii Socictatis regi,” 
Gittingen, 1777-79. 
' # Asiatick Researches JI. p. 43. Calcutta 1790. 
| 5 Asiatic Researches X., 282. 
_ © Onthe Sacred Books and Religion of the Parsis in the Transactions of the 
Literary Society of Bombay, 1819. 

a 7 Commentatio de Origine linguac zendicae e sanscrita Yepetendac Kinigsberg, 
s”. 1601. ; 

Lard ~ § Of. the “ General Literature " at the beginning. 
® Commentatio prior Obeervationes Historico-criticas de Zoroastre cjusque soriptis 

et Placitis extibens in : “ Commentationes Soc. Reg.” p. 112, Gittingen 1793, 
' 10 Ne antiquitate et affinitate linguae zendicae, samecredanicae ot germanicac, 
Rome 1793, 
4 Die heilige Sage und das gesammte Religionssystem der alten Baktrer, Medor 

and Perser oder des Zendvolks, Frankfurt 1820, 
a” 32 Kopenhagen, 1826. Translated into German by F. H. v. d. HAGE, under the 
title: Ueber das Alter und die Echtheit der Zend-Sprache und des Zendaverta” . 
i 1826, Cy, aleo the “ Gesammelten Auftlitze” of Rask 1., 310; 315, LLL, 4, 

vw 
» 

~ 
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' § 39. The great Frenchman Eugéne Burnouf established the sys- 
tematic decipherment of the Awesta itself. Iffrom the time of Anquetil 
scholars had only busied themselves with general ideas and had fought 
with great watchwords, Burnouf began the laborious, gradual investiga- 

tion of the book in detail. He went back to the sources, to the MSS. lying 

unused in Paris since the time of Anquetil, and to the genuine domestic 
interpretation of the book. He sought, by a comparison of the MSS., 

tc establish a reliable text, and based his interpretation, in the first 

instance, on Neriosangh’s Sanskrit translation of the Awesta asthe most 
ancient form of traditional Awesta interpretation available, at the same 

time bringing to light a Sanskrit translation hitherto known only by 

name. He follows it, however, by no means slavishly, but weighs it 
word by word and justifies or rejects it. tand in hand with this 

proceeds the systematic examination of the texts, the collecting and 
sifting of the grammatical and lexical material of the language. Many 

of his points have remained incontrovertible. On the other hand, his 
labours in this field lack definiteness of conclusion. He was content 
to be the pioneer of the scientific method, and in his last years, 
before his premature death, he scarcely ever returned to this field of 

investigation, . 

Burnouf’s researches are preserved in his great Commentary on the 
Yasna.' It suffers from its own peculiar cumbrousness. In the 

extensive quarto volume of the 72 chapters of the Yasna, only the first is 
explained. Of course side-lights are thrown in numerous excursus 

on many other passages and the general laws of the language are laid 

down. His later exposition of Yasna 9 is written under much stricter 

limitations.? Burnouf bestowed little attention on the Gathas, and 

with fine tact he has kept clear of those general questions which gather 
around the Awesta. a 

1 Commentaire sur le Yacna, lun des Livres Religieux des Parses. Ouvrage con- 

tenant le texte Zend expliqué pour la premiére fois, les variantes des quatre manuscrits 
de la Bibliothéque royale et la version Sanscrite inédite de Nériosangh, Vol. 1, Paris 

1838-35—previously announced in Nouy. J.A., Vol. III., p. 321, 

2 Appeared in various essaysin the J.A. 1844-46. These, together with other 
essays also published separately under the title : “ Etudes sur la langue et sur les textes 

zends,” Vol.1., Paris 1840-50, Burnouf’s revised text and translation of Yasna 9 

are published by BROCKHAUS in his edition of the Vendidad Sade, pp, 407 seq. 
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a bd _ About the same time as Burnouf, but with much scantier apparatus 
and from a different standpoint, Fr. Bopp began to occupy himself with 
- the Awesta. The first part of the first edition of Bopp’s Comparative 
_ Grammar appeared almost contemporaneously with Burnouf’s Com- 

mentary, In the later parts andin the second edition Bopp rests largely 
| Sb Burnout, While for Burnouf the explanation of the religious book 

oy ‘was an end jn itself, Bopp aims at making it subserve the purposes of his 
_ Comparative Grammar. He regards the 7 peer apna of the book 
_ essentially as an exercise in Sanskrit Philology.’ The comparison with 
~ Sanskrit decides matters essential for him, He has very little confidence 
ay inthe translation of Neriosangh.? Between Burnouf and Bopp there 
is already latent the opposition which led to the later wepacation of the 
> sehools,: 

‘ § 40. Soon after the death of Burnouf (1852) two critical editions 

of the Awesta began to appear,— Westergaard’s complete edition of the 
test and the edition of the Vendidad, Vispered and Yasna with Pahlavi 

tion by Spiegel,> the latter being also provided with a German 
tion of the entire Awesta. Now it was possible to go back to the 

Jest form of the vernacular interpretation of the Awesta, The apple 
orate which long continued, was at the same time thrown into the 
science: “ The Tradition,” the value or worthlessness of the old Sasanid 
_ tion, the question as to whether there was really a genuine 

dition, i. é.,@ continuity of interpretation reaching back to the time of 
e composition of the Awesta, or whether this tradition was only an 

ficial reconstruction and subjective opinion of the ancient Parsi 
3, and not objective truth, The traditional and the anti-tradi- 

tional schools from this time forward developed a pronounced an- 
tagonism. Spiegel" followed by Justi’, was the chief advocate of 

= asics dui (p. X in the reprint in the 2ad Edition), 
——-# Mid, X,n, ; 
~ aad 8 Of. the literature given at § 11, 
oe 4B, Sprecen, Commentar fiber das Avesta, 1 Band, Der Vendidad. Leipzig 186 4 

1, Band, Vispered, Yagna und Khorda Avesta, 1868, By the same author: Zor Inte 

stion des Vendidad, Leipzig 1853, — Einleitung in dic traditionellen Schriften der 
- Teil, Grammatik der Huzvdresch-Sprache, Leipzig 1856; 11 Teil, Dio trali- 

yi) ell  Tateratar der Parsen, 1860,—Burnonf's altbaktrische Forechangen und jhr 

“4 nM nible nis tur Tradition in Kuhn's Beitr, 7, 267,—Arische Studien, Leipzig 1S74.—Zur 
E iran g des Awesta, Z.D.M,G, 25, 207 ; 26, 697 ; 27,049. Zur Textkritik des Awesta, 

| dda Ober dl. 19 Farg. des Vend., Abbandl, der bair. Akad, Bd. VI—VIL, 
“* Mandbuch der Zendspracho, Leipeig 1964, 
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the genuineness and trustworthiness of tradition. According to them, 
the clue was to be found in tradition. Also Harlez' and Geiger? 
gave their adherence to this view although with much more modera- 
tion, Benfey® and especially Roth* accuse the tradition of manifold 
incoherence and inadequacy, and think that they are able to substitute 

for it a better and surer method of interpretation. Haug was in the 

beginning an enthusiastic follower of this latter view, but returned 
from India in patt converted to the opposite views.° Windischmann 
took up an intermediate position between the two sets of views.° 

1 C. Dr HARLEZ: De lexégtse et de la correction des textes avestiques, Leipzig 

1883, — Etudes éraniennes, Paris 1880. (de..]’alphabet avestique et de sa transcription, 

Métrique du Gatha Vahistoistis, etc.) — Etudes avestiques 1. J.A. 1876, VIII, 487; II. 
1877, IX, 97; IIL id, 289. Z.D,M.G. 36, 627.—Zur Erkliirung des Awesta, Z.D,M.G. 

37, 256. — L'Avestique Mada et la tradition persane id. 88, 133.—Avestica, ete., in 
B.B. 13, 245 ; 15, 317; 16, 338.—Un fragment d'un commentaire sur Je Vendidad, J. A. 
1881, XVIII, 517.--Un frag. du Com. de M. Darmesteter as supplement to J.A, 1881, 

XVIII (also Louvain 1881).—Les observations de M. James Darmesteter sur le Vendidad, 

Louvain 1883. 
2 W. GEIGER, Das dritte Kapitel des Vendidad, Z.D.M.G. 34, 415 seg.; cf. also Hin- 

leitung zum Aogemadaéca, p. 3. 

3 Hinige Beitriige zur Erklirung des Zend, Gottingen 1850. Weitere Beitrage zur 

Erklirung des Zend, Gottingen 1852-53 (both from the G.G.A.) 

4 R. Roru, Ueber gelehrte Tradition im Alterthume, besondersin Indien, Z.D.M.G., 

21,1 (especially p. 8).—Beitriige zur Erklérung des Awesta I and IL, Z.D.M.G, 25, 1; 

I11, ib, 215.—Ueber Yacna 31, Tiibingen 1876.—Der Ahuna Vairya, Z.D.M.G. 38, 437, 

. 5 M. Have, Das erste Kapitel des Vendidad iibers. und erlaiitert, bei BUNSEN, 

ride § 34,—Die fiinf Gathas oder Sammlungen von Liedern und Spriichen Zarathustra’s, 

seiner Jiinger und Nachfolger. Herausgegeben, ucbersetzt und erliiutert von M. Haug. 

1, Abteilung : Die erste Sammlung (Gatha Ahunavaiti), Leipzig 1858. 2 Abteilung : Die 

vier iibrigen Sammlungen, Leipzig 1860. (In den Abhandlungen fiir die Kunde des 

Morgenliindes). By the same author, Ueber die Unzverliissigkeit der Pahlavitiberset- 
zung des Zendawesta in Z.D.M.G. 19. 578 seg,—Ueber den gegenwirtigen Stand der Zend 
philologie, Stuttgart 1868,—Das achtzehnte Kapitel des Wendidad iibersetzt und erklart, 

in den Sitzungsberivhten der K. bay, Akademie der Wiss, zu Miinchen, Jahrgang 1868, 
Bd. IJ. (seperate reprint: Miinchen 1869) —Die .Ahuna-vairya-Formel, das heiligste 
Gebet der Zoroastier, mit dem alten Zend-Commentar (Yasna 19) in den Sitzungsberich- 

ten der K. bayr. Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Miinchen, 1872, p. 89. 
6 Die persische Anahita oder Anaitis. Ein Beitrag, zur Mythengeschichte des Orients 

ven Fr, WINDISCHMANN, Abhandlungen der K. bayr. Akademie. d. W. I. Kl. VIII, 

Bd., 1, Abt., Miinchen 1856,—Mithra. Ein Beitriig zur Mythengeschichte des Orients, von 
Fr, WINDIScHMANN, Leipzig 1857, In the Abhandlungen zur Mythologie und Sagenge- 
schichte des alten Iran, von F. W, published after the author’s death by F, Spiegel. 
Berlin 1863,—WeBrEr is near the standpoint of Windischmann. Gf. Die Recensionen in 

den Indischen Streifen, Band 2, 421-493, especially p. 435, 
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§ 41. Roth was followed in essentials by those linguists who, after 
the death of Schleicher, returning to the example set by Bopp ad- 
dressed themselves independently to the exegesis of the Awesta. A 
great deal of printer's ink was wasted over the question of transcription. 
The enduring contribution, however, of linguistic science is a solid 
seientific grammar of the Awesta language which no one can now 
ignore with impunity. The labours, especially of Hiibschmann,' 
Bartholomae* and Joh. Schmidt,’ contributed to this result, It 
must, however, be distinctly noted that in relation to the tradition-ques- 
tion Hiibschmann represented an independent and, I may add, the only 
correct standpoint. 

Roth’s position was that, in the first instance, the Awesta should 
be explained from and by itself, by searching out and comparing parallel 
passages, similar grouping of words and related ideas, and in this 
respect he has gone deeper than those who depended absolutely on the 
tradition. It does not touch the kernel of the uestion when his 
method is simply called the method of etymology.* In the long run 
all have worked with etymology, some more, some less, but all too 
much. loth availed himself of Sanskrit, the Sanskrit of the Vedas as 

the chief aid, the key to the solution of the problem. The dogma of 
the complete identity of Sanskrit and Awesta,in which the school 
of Roth was supposed to believe, existed only in me imagination of the 
traditionalists.’ 

The controversy with respect to the Pahlavi translation was con- 
ducted on both sides in too theoretical a manner and with insufficient 
materials. In particular points both sides have not by any means 
remained true to their leading principle. In practice the anti-tradi- 
tionalists have not denied all rights to tradition ; indeed many a time 

they have been able to secure justice for some misunderstood traditional 
interpretation. As regards the Pahlavi translation for a long time 

1 Tranische Studien, in K.Z, 24, 323 and elsewhere passim in K. Z. 
® Handbuch der altiranischen Dialekte, Leipzig 1883. 
3 Jon, Scumipr passim in K, Z—Die Plural-bildungen der Indo-germanlichen 

Nentra., Weimer 1889. 
* Darmesterer I, XXVII ; in another place : “ l'école étymologique cu védisante,” 

8 It is RorH who always seeks to deduce the specific meaning of the Awesta word, 
often, however, with insufficient means, 
© EB, g., the Hamestakdn souls in Y, 33,1; Barrnotomar in Z.D,M.G, 35, 157, 

and Ror ib, 37, £23, (Contested by De Hantez Z.D.M.G., 36, 631 ; of. aleo BB, 

9,204). Even so vyam in Yas. 48, 7; of. K.Z, 30, 532. 
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it was a question of simple faith or simple unbelief. Its opponents were 

not able to refute nor its followers to convince, because Pahlavi research 

was itselfstillin its infancy. The tooexclusive trust in the help of Sans- 

krit, the depreciation of the Pahlavi translation, proved fatal to Roth 
and his school. On this rock all our labours finally come to shipwreck. 

The last decade has brought about a complete revolution, both in 
the field of ihe Awesta and the Veda, in the views taken of the indigenous 

tradition, and has made converts or adherents of those who in the 

beginning were opponents. Although unanimity has not yet been 

reached, the practical result of the whole controversy may be reduced 
to this: the defenders of the native tradition had more right on their 
side in theory ; in method and in the practical carrying out of his 
principle, Roth was superior to his adversaries. 

This revolution is the fruit essentially of the ever-growing study 
of Pahlavi. Haug’s later labours were already devoted to Pahlavi, 
and proved fruitful. The real pioneer is E. W. West. His unequalled 
learning and accuracy have raised Pahlavi research from the lowest 

stage to that of a science, and to this extent West has become indirect- 
ly a reformer of Awesta research, It is Darmesteter who has, with 
equal sagacity and learning, made the right application of this knowledge 

to the advantage of the study of the Awesta. From the beginning 
a warm defender of the Sasanid translation, and possessed of a thorough 

knowledge of Pahlavi, he did not base his interpretation on this 
translation alone, but recognised that, in the midst of the controversy 

with regard to the best method, nothing but a comprehensive widening 
of our horizon would lead out of this fumbling and guessing to clear- 

ness and truth. His direct aids are the native traditions carefully 
utilized in detail and thoroughly studied as a whole—the entire body 

of learning accumulated in them, His indirect aids are the entire 

tradition from the Sasanid time to the present day, the entire 
Pahlavi and Pazend literature accessible to him, the Shahname, the 
Arabian chroniciers, and the historical notices of ancient writers, the 
personal instruction received from living Parsis, their customs, views, 

the present ritual, which likewise isa piece of genuine tradition, 
and, on the side of language, the entire Iranian linguistic treasures 

in all stages of its development and dialectical ramifications, and also 
Sanskrit, especially Vedic Sanskrit*, The start and beginning had — 

1 DARMESTETER I, XLIII. 

Se ek 
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been made in each department. before his time, although imperfectly 
and with insufficient aids; Darmesteter has gathered them together 
and developed them further to a certain definite result. The ripest 
fruit of these efforts is his latest monumental work : Le Zend Awesta’. 
Darmesteter has given a new youth to the traditional school, and is 
the proper creator of what he calls the historical method of Awesta 
research, Darmesteter has accumulated an enormous quantity of 
material for the interpretation of the Awesta. How far he has 
succeeded in this, how far he has shot beyond the mark in detail, the 
sequel will shew. 

. 
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§ 42, Tue Pantavi Transation.—At the time of the Dinkard 
there existed a translation or rather a commentary iu Pablavi to all the 
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Nasks, with the exception of the Natar and the Vashtag Nask. Pro- 

bably, the labours of the scholiasts went hand in hand with those of the 

diaskeuasts or editors of the texts, without, however, reaching definite 

completion contemporaneously with the revision of the Awesta under 

Adarpad Mahraspand. The Pahlavi translation must have been again 
and again extended and supplemented after the time of Adarpad.! The 

commentary to the Vendidad cannot have received its present form 
before 528 A. D., since it mentions, under. Vend, 4, 49, the false teach- 

ing of Mazdak, the son of Bamdad, who, in the year named, was 
condemned to death by King Khiisrai Anosharavan, 

. Only the Pahlavi translation of Yasna, Vispered and Vendidad, of 
the fragments of the Hatokht Nask including the Sroésh Yasht, of Vish- 
tasp Yasht, of Bahram Yasht, and some smaller Yashts, namely 
Ormuzd, Haftan, Khtrshéd, and Mah Yasht, of Khirshéd, Atash and 
Abin Nyaish, of the two Sirdze and the Afringan Dahman, Gatha, 
Gahanbar, has .been preserved’, The Pahlayi reproduction of the 

Nirangistan (cf. § 10) is something intermediate between a commentary 

and an independent work. The Pahlavi translation is inseparable in the 
MSS. from the Awesta text. The Awesta text is distributed into 

longer or shorter passages, and the Pahlavi translation directly 
attached to each. 

§ 43. The character of the Pahlavi translation is that of an 

interlinear version. It consists generally of the rendering of the 
text, word for word, by means of a Pahlavi equivalentin the exact order 
of the original. In this lies at once the strength and the weakness 

of this scholiast work. The full sense of the whole passage often 
cannot be brought out in this way. This was felt by the translator 

or translators themselves, and they have tried to keep out the inter- 

pretation by means of numerous interpolated and appended glosses, 
In these the translation given is re-written® according to the sense, 
supplemented or modified, and then attempts are made to render the 

sense and context of the whole clear, frequently the varying opinions 
of other teachers whose names are given are cited, and the interpreta- 
tion established by quotations and all kinds of explanatory additions. 

1 West, SBE., XXVII, p, XXXLII 
2 WEST, Essays, p. 98. | 

3 Like the Sanskrit ity arthah, ity etat, iti bhavah, 
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Often the glosses extend to long learned disquisitions. Sometimes 
_ the translator excuses himself by saying that of some particular 
4 passage no interpretation has been handed down, and leaves the 

_ passage unexplained, for example, in Yas. 10,11. This is of great 
_ importance for an estimate of the value of his work. 

§ 44. Sampre or Pantavi TRANSLATION.—From Vendidad 1, 1 
_ (the words of the translation proper are in italics): 1, 1. There spake 
—— Auharmazd to Spitdman Zaratasht: I created, Spitdman Zaratfsht, 
the place fora joy-creation, where no pleasantness is sought. This 
r _ means: that man considers the place where he is born, where he is 
brought up, to be beautiful, i.¢., the best and most pleasant that I have 

_ ereated, Since if I hal not created, O Spitaman Zaratisht, the place for 
 @ joy-creation, where no pleasantness is sought, then would the whole 
corporeal world have wandered away to Airdn V2j. They would have 

_ failed in this attempt, since it would not have been possible for them to 
migrate, for it is not possible to go from one part of the earth to 

__ another without the help of the angels, Some say that it is also possible 
__ with the help of the devils. 
q . Yasna 56, 1-2,.—Attention must here be given to the offering of 

_ Auharmazd, i. e., may come to it, Who desires good deeds, He the holy 
— Auharmazl Who ‘Listias our happiness. As at the first Iwas medi- 
en on this liturgy, so also at the last, so meditating will I perform 
its close. Here shall it be so. 2, Attention must here be given to the 
gd of the good waters and the holy Ferver who desire the happiness 

: souls, As at the first 90 at the last shall we perform its close.? 
a attending here is happiness at the offering of the good waters 
eames the holy Ferver who desire the happiness of our souls. 

§ 45. Sometimes, however, the translation is freer; several words 

of tho original text are gathered together and reproduced by a single 

word. Thus in Yas. 10,13 the words usndm and vaédhya are combined 

2 and represented by warsandih “contentment,” which is quite correct, 

; oles signify : “ fulfilment of the desires.” In other cases the 

nple usan (neutr.= desire, pleasure) is reproduced by #@rsand 

Py: 44,10) or warsandih (45,9)? In Vend. 22, 7: para-didhi upa 

Be» 72 2 The conclusion of 56,1, is not translated, ax being a repetition. 
® These words have in the M&S, found their way into the following clause, 

, MS Wea hare a converse cace in Tou. 66,4, whore eronavataéed is reproduced by tersa- 
hae haetar, in 52,3 however alayé srenavante by farsahdsih vddintnd (Huzvirerb for 

fe 
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vazanguha avi nmdnem ete. only the first verb is translated by a 
verb, what follows being freely reproduced thus:—bard satin min 
latammun madam val tamman yin man “ go away from here thither to 
your house.” 

The whole is worked out with great care and consistency. The 
same word of the original text obtains in the Pahlavi translation the 

same equivalent. The rule is, however, not without exception. Anman 
is translated by astazbih, astabo “non-exhaustion,”’ in Y. 30,7 and 44, 20; 

but in Y. 45, 10, by Semzh (more accurately : with another name) ; cdit_ 
in Y. 12, 5, is paraphrased by cigan gaft, but in60, 11 it is ignored. The 
etymological connection of allied words is often rightly felt by the 
translator, e.g. dang 45,11: dastdbar ;dastvam (46,7): dastdbarth, 
The Awesta word is not infrequently represented with instinctive 

correctness by the identical middle Persian word: w*athra—w#*arih. 

§ 46, The translations of the individual books can scarcely have 
proceeded from the same hand; their value is very various. The trans- 
lation of the minor Yashts, Afringans etc., seems to be less trustworthy 
and to be of later origin. The most aol and most important is the 
Pahlavi translation of the Vendidad, although it is far from attaining 
to the monumental greatness of the Indian commentaries of a Samkara 
or Mallinatha or the Kasika. In learning, method and accuracy the 
Indian scholiasts are superior to the Persian. 

The strength of the Pahlavi translation lies in its vocabulary and 

in its cursory glosses. In the latter as well as in the interpretation 
proper there has beon preserved a store of ancient genuine school 
tradition. The glosses, although often awkwardly expressed, still 

contribute essentially to the true understanding of the meaning. I 
would point to Yasna 10, 20, 

gave namo gave namo 

gave uadhem gave varathram 

gave xvarotham gave vastram. 

The Pahlavi commentator paraphrases this: “ He who (gives) the 
cattle its request, water and fodder, to him (comes) from the cattle 
milk and calves. And to him from the cattle speech, to him from the 
cattle victory. And to him from the cattle nourishment and to him 

a eee 
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from the cattle clothing. As is said in the Gathas: ‘ He who gives the 
cattle its request, obtains from the cattle his request’, so say I here: ‘he 
who praises the H6m becomes more victorious’.” (This refers to para. 

This explanation makes first clear the purpose of the 
quotation in its context and the antithesis in the quotation itself. The 

. subject under consideration is the well-known relation of mutual 
_ obligation which in this case exists between man and beast. On the 

basis of the Pahlavi translation and following Darmesteter, we may 
: “ The cow has a request and we have a request to the cow. 

The cow asks for friendly address and protection ; the cow is asked to 
a hy nourishment and clothing.’’ Nemé is here, as in Vendidad 4, 1, 

_ @ request in the sense of demand, a demand for what is due. Similar is 
_ the relation between the Haoma and its praiser ; the former bestows 
upon him veer as the thanks due for the praise. For the thought 
compare Y, 65, 

The Pahlavi translation is also decisive in matters of textual 
_ criticism in cases where, by reason of a variation in the manuscript tra- 

_ dition, the meaning is left doubtful, as magahyad—madahyd in Y. 48, 
(10; kamaredhaja, kamarodhata in Vo +, 49; anguharastatem, hangha- 

| restatom ib., sayanom (shadow), Saye. m (dwelling) in Vd. 1, 9. 

_ The majority of the varying readings are, of course, connected with 
° saad of grammar or orthography (mazda, mazddo, mazddi; abangho, 

6). Im such cases the Pahlavi translation is of no account. 

Ear init always decisive in points of higher textual criticism. Es- 
pecially i in the Vendidad, where the MSS, with their translation, have 
_ come to us only in one family, not a few clauses together with their 
translation are wanting. If the text of the translation had been handed 
down as a book by itself, independent of the original text, it would have 
_ been an absolutely reliable witness. In most cases, however, it is 

natural to suspect that through the carelessness of the copyist the 
. = sentence has been left out, and that this oversight has 

involved also a similar omission in the translation. When one 
2 Be eucsines it more narrowly, there ave omitted sometimes clauses 
isan either in their beginning or end coincide with a neigh- 

bouring clause ; cf. Vendidad 3, 27 (two sentences begin with bddha), 

text, together with the translation of the preceding clause, has 
© ead e.g. 18, 47; 15,8. Again, in other passages, only the 

| m eee. identical with the following para). In other passages the. 
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Awesta clause has been omitted in the Pahlavi- Vendidad, e. g. 3, 

32; 13,48. In both such cases the presence of the translation is a 

sure evidence of the genuineness of the words. 

For the rest, we must look to the future for the full use of the 
translation for the criticism of the text and an investigation of the 

text on the basis of which the Pahlavi editor worked, and its relation 

to the traditional text, when the requirement indicated in § 49 
shall have been fulfilled. Meanwhile the two texts are sometimes 
irreconcilable. The translator leaves out, without any visible reason, 

an Awesta word, which all the MSS. unanimously preserve, or he 
seems to have had an entirely different word before him. 

§ 47. The weaknesses of the Pahlavi interpreter are due to his 
want of grammatical training and the grammatical consciousness. In 

this respect the interpreter of the Yasna is inferior to that of the 
Vendidad. This alone is sufficient to shew the improbability of the 
translator having been a single person. It seems many a time as if 

the translator of the Yasna had no longer any idea of the declensions 
and conjugations of the language he was translating. In this respect 
he attempts things which no one can seriously defend. We could 

more easily excuse the etymological artifices and subtleties. But when, 
g. g., the words in Yasna 45, 11 : yast@ daéveng apard masyascad taromasta 

are made to mean, “the devs have come and behind them the 
despising of men”, or the words in 30,1, at t@ vaasyd isontd yd mazdatha, 
are translated “so are both these speeches desirable which are Mazda’s 

gifts’, or Y. 50,11: at va staotd arjdi mazdd anghded is translated 
“for me your praise is power,” all philological principles are set at 

defiance'. It would be false, in order to save the credit of the 

Pahlavi translator, to ascribe this indifference to grammar, which often 
degenerates into absolute lawlessness, to the Awesta text. It is just 
this great gulf that separates the original parts of the Awesta from 

the grammatical barbarisms of the translator, which proves that the 
distance in time between them cannot be so small as, ¢.g., Darmesteter 

assumes, ) , 

On the other hand, it must be said to the credit of the translator 

or translators that many of the defects which belong to their work 

1 DaRMesTETeER : Arriére les Daévas et les hommes ! Burnouf’s grammatical con- 

science would certainly have been roused against such explanations, 
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have their root in the nature of the Pahlavi language itself. Pahlavi 
is the most unsuitable language for a scholiast. As compared with 

Awesta, its vocabulary is defective and it wants logical and grammatical 
precision and definiteness. It thoroughly suppresses the grammatical 

consciousness. Instead of explaining, it stands itself often in need 
of explanation,’ 

§ 48. In Persia Pahlavi remained until the last century the 
learned language of the Parsi theologians, at least, of course, in a greatly 

degenerated form. In India, on the other hand, this science fell much 
sooner into decay. Of the remains of the Pahlavi translation which 
were preserved, a part was translated into other languages. The most 
important of these translations is that of the Commentary on the Yasna 
into Sanskrit by Neriosangh, son of Dhaval. Anquetil remarks that 
this Neriosangh lived 300 years before his own time.? According to 
the Parsi Sorabji Shapurji Bengalee (1852), Neriosangh must have lived 
about 500 years before. West* and Darmesteter’ place Neriosangh about 
the year 1200 A. D., reckoning according to the genealogical tables. 
Besides the Sanskrit Yasna we possessa Sanskrit translation of the 
Khorda Awesta, which is likewise attributed to Neriosangh. According 

1 The Pahlavi interpretation of the Vendidad, Vispered and Yasna has been edited 
by SPIEGEL, together with the Awesta text. C/. ‘* Literature ” shewn at § 11. That of 

the three Fargards of the Hatokht Nask with an English translation by Haug and West 

as a Supplement to the Arda Viraf (Bombay 1872), pp. 269 seq. That of some parts of the 
Khorda Awesta, namely Khurshed Nyaish, including Khurshed Yasht, Mah Ya-ht, Srésh 
Yasht Hatokht by Danmesrerer, Bt. ir. 11., 275 seg. That of the first Yasht by O. 

SALEMANN : Ueber eine Parsenbandschrift, St. Petersburg 1879, p. 30. Portions of the 
Pahlavi Translation have been. translated or paraphrased by HaAvG-West, Essays, 
pp. 338-393, (namely : Pahlavi Yasna 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 1; Vendidad I, 18. 19. 20), 
Vendidad 9, 1-36 translated by West in the treatise: The Bareshniim Ceremony, 

BBE, XVIIL. pp. 431 seq. Yosna 19-21 translated by West, SBE. XXXVII, pp. 
453 seq—The Pahlavi version of Yasna 30 and 57 has been translated by H. 

Htpscumann ; see the “ Literature” shewn above, § 41.—Further, Geiger : Die 
Pehlevi Version des ersten Capitels des Vendidad, Erlangen 1877,—Hoan, Ucberseteung- 
en aus dem Pahlavi-Vendidad, in Z.D,.M.G. 43,31; Beitriige zur Erkliirang dee Pablavi- 
Vendidad : 1. , B.B, 17,257.—L. H, Mints, A Study of the five Zaratbushtrian Gathas 
with . . . . the Pablavi translation, Parts 1.—IV. Oxford 1592-94,—Mills, Yasna 
43, 1-10 with the Pahlavi text deciphered and tranglated, Z,D,M.G, 42, 439. 

2 Anquertit I, 2, V. 

* SrreceL, Einleitung zur Ausgabe des Neriosangh, p. 1. 
* Communicated by lotter, 

® Darmestoter I, CXIII, 
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to Anquetil, a Sanskrit Commentary of the first six fargards of the 
Vendidad is said to have existed,’ But no trace of it can any longer be 

found, Neriosangh was a thorough master of Pahlavi; his Sanskrit lays 
no claim to being classical. His rendering of the Pahlavi Commentary 

is free in various places; the author has added much from his own 

knowledge. For the understanding of the Pahlavi translation Nerio-. 
sangh is of great value. 

Neriosangh himself appears only to have gotas faras Yasna chap, 48 

in his rendering. From that point a second translator, whose know- 

ledge of Pahlavi aud Sanskrit was equally deep, has taken up the thread. 
This translator also did not reach the end ; he breaks off at _Yasna 57, 

From 54, however, his translation is only fragmentary, and the entire 

remainder is of no value. According to Anquetil, the Sanskrit render- 
ing of the Yasna is ascribed to two Parsis, Neriosangh and Ormazdyar, 
son of Ramyar? and cousin of Neriosangh. According to Darmesteter,? 
this Ormazdyar is to be regarded as an incapable continuer of the work 
of Neriosangh. But this is impossible, for the continuer cannot have 

written before the year 1323, since he makes use of the MS. Ké 
for his continuation,* 

Ata still later period the older commentaries were translated 

into the generally known modern languages, Gujarati and modern 

Persian.” 

§ 49, A-correct method of Awesta interpretation must aim at 

uniting the two tendencies represented by Roth and Darmesteter 

respectively and at reconciling their contradictions. The traditional 

interpretation is not to be condemned in the lump because of the 

defects from which it suffers, nor are its mistakes to be accepted on 

simple trust. The Awesta must be explained as an Iranian religious 

1 Angnuetil I, 2, 262. 
2 Ibid, I, 2, 74. 
3 DARMESTETER l,, CXII. 

4 Neriosangh’s Yasna has been edited by Fr. SPIEGEL: Neriosangh’s Sanskrit-. 

Ucbersetzung des Yagna, Leipzig 1861. Spiegel used as his MSS. a Paris and a Copen- 

hagén MS., both of which are copies of the ancient M§, belonging to Dastur Jamaspji of 

Bombay. Darmesteter has edited some Sanskrit and also modern Persian translations of 

the Khorda Awesta in the Mt, ir. I1., 256 seg. See also § 13 and Prolegomena XXXIII. 
5 The Gujarati translation by Mobed Framji Aspandiarji is specially known. Cf. 

“ Literature ” shewn at § 11, Pahlavi-Awesta MSS. aud Awesta-Sade MSS, have often 

an interlinear translation in modern Persian, 
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book, and not from the vague standpoint of Indo-German linguistics, 
A thorough study of Pablavi is indispensable. Pahlavi literature is a 

true aid to the knowledge of the Awesta. On this side Darmesteter’s 
labours must remain as our example, For detailed research, according 

to Darmesteter, a great field of activity remains. With the mere 
knowledge of the Pahlavi translation the knowledge of the original is 
not achieved, but it often, very often, proves a finger-post. At any 
rate, it deserves everywhere to be listened to. It is with the Pahlavi 
translation very much as with Sayana’s Commentary to the Rig Veda, 

So long as Sayana was consulted only occasionally for this or that 
% passage, le repelled rather than satisfied many. The result was that 

in the one case as in the other the prejudice against the scholiast 
became a fashion in learning. If we accustom ourselves to the sys- 
tematic use of him, and to derive from this the practical sum-total of 
his aid, the original prejudice soon gives place toa growing appreciation. 
So also the Pahlavi translation must be worked upon and digested as a 
whole, and, as a necessary preliminary, made more accessible and more 
intelligible to science before the last word can be said regarding it. In 
essentials, however, the judgment, which Hiibschmann in 1872 passed 
upon its yalue,in various ways, should remain: “The gain will, of 

-__ course, be various: abundant for the Vendidad, satisfactory for the later 

Yasna, but scanty for the Gathas.”' In the difficult ancient parts 
_of the Awesta the Parsi interpreter was often no longer able to grasp 
“the meaning and the construction of the sentences. So far the result 
must be called scant. But for the fixing of the meaning of individual 
_ words and conceptions even his interpretation of the Gathas is very 
_ fruitful of result. Above all, we must endeavour to distinguish the 
eases in which a firm tradition was still in existence from those in 
which the scholiast, by combination or etymological analysis, endea- 
yours to regain the lost or only dimly-guessed meaning of the words. 
To the latter class belong cases such as advdo Y. 31, 2=agamdnikih, Ner. 

7a apt 3 uluruy2 32,16 = frdea hosih = prt‘ulacaitanyena ; 
 manardis 48, 10 = avo li gabra “to my man”; spayathrahya 30, 

10 = sipah; yasta 31, 7 = matas = prdptoca ; yastom 46, 4 = pavan 
eal 4 mat = prapte. 
—_— - 

a 2 Avesta Studien, yon H. HUBscHMANn, in the Sitzungsberichten der philos. philol, 
— Scion K. b. Akademie der Wiss., zu Miinchen 1872, Band II. I Zur Bourtheilung der 

-_traditionellen Uebersetzung des Avesta, pp. 689 seq.—Ep, Mrver, Geschichte, p. 502, 
_ gives a purely objective and accurate criticism of these methods, 
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Such interpretations @ la Yadska are, however, by no means the rule, 
The distinction between the Indian nirukti- and radi- interpretation, 
which is not always sufficiently estimated, has its analogy in Iran. 

Here as there the rad‘i-interpretation is the better as resting upon genuine 

tradition. Such striking and immediately convincing rudi-interpreta- 
tions are, ¢.g., vy¥am Y. 48, 7 = navid “joyful tidings” (ip, Neriosangh 
manojiam is to read as an emendation for manonyam )} vanghu 81, 
19; 47, 6 = vizdrisn “ decision,’ Ner. vyakit; a-moyastra 30, 5 = 
fee tanvanskih “assembly ” (the assembly of the satvdstardn, of which 
Bund. 30, 10 speaks, is meant) ; r@na dual (81, 8. 9, &.) = patkar- 

ddrdn = prativddin ; fsaratu (38, 12) = sarddrih = prabhutva. 

The Sasanian interpreter often fails with the means at his dis- 
posal to make the meaning perfectly clear ; he comes near to the Rater 

n without grasping it. Here the philological method of interpre 
must come in to supplement his labours. Akdo( Y, 48, 8; 50, 4) is 

explained as askdrak “clear,” “manifest,” Ner. prakata. An reality 

v7 

it is a substantive, and means the revelation, manifestatio, the clear |) 

distinguishing of the good and evil in the judgment. Vidisa (this is 
_) the best attested reading) 58, 4, is literally explained by bard dahisnih' 
| “bestowal.” The distribution of reward and punishment is meant, 

_ ef. vidditt and vyada in 38, 5 ; 60, 2. araidhyaed (33, 7),a in 29,6 is 

said to be = pavan paimman “ with the mouth,” while it really, as 

elsewhere, means “personally,” “ self.”? That the recollection of the 
original meaning is often only a dim recollection, is shewn in Y. 41, 
12, where caratased is explained by sart “cold,” while in reality this 

must be the meaning of the following word aoderaséa> Caratased 
\' is to be determined according to Vend. 13, 49. 

The gain to be obtained from the Pahlavi translation will come in 
the first instance to the vocabulary of Awesta. A scientific dictionary 
is not possible till special indices have been prepared tothe whole 
Pahlavi translation with corresponding Awesta equivalents, and to the 
Awesta texts with the corresponding Pahlavi equivalents. For the latter, 

1 Tt is a drawback to the Pahlavi translation that verbal compounds are rendered 
in a stereotyped fashion, and thus their specific meaning is often lost. 

2 5is nom. sing. of the root a= I, thou, or self; toit also belongs asvit 46, 18. 

Similarly-thwa- signifies not only ‘‘tuus,” but also ‘thou thyself” (e.g. Y. 35, 10, of. § 
28), just as the Sanskrit sva signifies ‘‘suus” and “ self.” 

8 Cf. KZ, 30, 524, 
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however, a new edition of the whole of the Pahlavi commentaries, with 

the aid of the ‘actual materials which have considerably increased 
since Spiegel’s time, is an indispensable condition. 

§ 50. Sanskrit, the living knowledge especially of the Veda 
literature, will be certain, next tothe Iranian languages, always to exert 

an important influence on Awesta research, for this reason alone that 
for more than a fourth part of the Awesta texts no indigenous inter- 
pretation has come down to us, and because Sanskrit involuntarily com- 
pels a strict observation and following of grammatical rules, while those 
who depend unconditionally on the tradition still proceed rather loosely 
in this respect. No one will deny that Awesta and Sanskrit have pre- 
served between them in common more linguistic store than any other 
two languages of different tribes of people. Their close relationship is 
not limited only to individual words, but entire combinations, even 
sentences are almost identical in the two. Oarmdni mlataini “ tanned 
skins” (R.V. 8, 55, 3) appears in the Awesta as mrdtom ¢arema 
(Yasht 17, 12);' payed vad vi vd mrityet (Gat. Br. 9, 5, 2, 14) as fri- |. 
thyeitica puyeitica ( Vend. 6,28). Side by side with Gathasentence: Ke 
mo nd thraid vist anyd akdt thwated (Y. 501) may be placed: na nas > ' 
trata vidyate vai tvad anyah (Mbh. 1, 232,9.) In Sanskrit at a first 

meeting the question is ko’si kasydsi (e. g. Mbh. 1,131, 34), in 
Awesta cis ahi kahyd ahi (Yas. 43, 7). 

In order to shew, however, that the Iranian often took its own 

separate path in the evolution of meanings of words, and that quite the 
opposite of the Sanskrit, and that all etymology or comparison with 
Sanskrit must give way before clear facts or testimonies in the Iranian 
field, | do not require to bring anew into the field the examples often 
quoted of danghu-dasyu, daéva-deva. The Awesta mairya has been 
attempted to be etymologically explained’ as = “destructive,” ‘‘fatal” 
or “worthy of death.” Formally it is = Skr. mdrya “a young man.” 
Its corresponding Pahlavi in which mar signifies “rogue,” “black- 
guard” (Nerios. nréasa) decides the point, 

The different development of idea in the two languages can be 
made clear a posteriori. Skr. mdrya is “a young man” in the good 
sense with a touch of the erotic “the fellow or lover;” Aw. mairya, 
on the other hand, is “the young lad,” in the bad sense “the knave.”’ 

1 B.B, 17, p. 349. 

2 (f. Justi, Handbuch, s, vy. ; HAvG, das 18 Kap. des Vd., p. 5. 
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Awesta research must always take account of such Iranian peculiari- 
ties. Where Sanskrit and the later Iranian languages come in colli- 

sion with each other the Iranian must decide, asin the case of Skr. 
arusa, Aw. aurusa, where the Pahlavi arés, Paz. alds (Ner. sveta) 
shew that auruia means “white,” not “reddish,” as the Skr. aruia 
signifies. 3°92 =O") ¥) =9)) 

It will perhaps be difficult for any single interpreter to satisfy all 
the conditions above specified, Pahlavi assumes a complete acquaint- 
ance with modern Persian and a knowledge of the Semitic tongues, 
Awesta philology sits as it were between two stools, The coming 
Sdshyds, who will really explain the whole Awesta to us, must unite in 

himself all these requirements. If Anquetil’s prophecy holds true, we 
must, however, wait a long time for him.,' 

D., MACKICHAN, 

2 Anquetil 1.,1, Pref, XVII. 
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DLE PARTHER. 

1. NAMEN. 

Kine yollkommen sichere Erwahnung der Parther finden wir, 

wie Oxssausen' richtig sagt, in den Inschriften des Darius. Dort 

findet sich Parthava am hiufigsten als Bezeichnung des Landes; der 

LBewohner heisst ebenso nnd héchst wahrscheinlich ist Bh, II, 92 das 

Wort in der Bedeutung der Parther, der Bewohner der Landschhaft 

Parthien zu fassen. Deutlicher tritt diese Doppelheit der Bedeutung 

hervor in der anarischen Uebersetzung. NR. 17 dieser Uebersetzung 

wird Parthava (nach Orrert’s Lesung) durch Parcguva wiedergegeben, 

dagegen Bh, Il, 3 durch Parguuap, wo p das Zeichen des Plurals 

ist, Bh. Il, 69, 71, 75, 78 durch Parguvas zumeist mit Vorsetzung 

des Zeichens, welches vor geographische Bezeichnungen gesetzt wird 

einmal II, 68 auch Parguvaspe, wo pe wider den Plural ausdriickt. 

Wie man sieht, entspricht Parguvas nicht genau der Form parthava, 

sondern eher einem parthwa oder perethwa im Avesta. In der 

assyrisch-babylonischen Uebersetzung steht (nach von Bezold) meist 

Pa-ar-tu-i, einmal NR. 12 auch Par-tu-%. Die Griechen schliessen 

sich ziemlich genau an die persische Form an, doch hat Herodot LIT, 

93, 117 und VII, 66 die ktirzere Form Mapéu, wie auch die Romer 

Parthi sagen, Wie Ktesias den Namen geschrieben haben mag, geht 

aus den uns erhaltenen Fragmenten nicht mehr mit Sicherheit hervor. 

In CO, Miiller’s Ausgabe dieser Fragmente findet sich p. 14 (= Diod. 

II, 2) die Form Mapévaiwv dagegen p. 42 ( = Diod, II, 34) mdpéovs, 

endlich p. 47 in den Ausziigen des Photius Mapéwy Strabo schreibt 

Mapévara doch auch (XI, 524) tapéx Ptolemaeus Mapéa Alle diese 

Abinderungen der Form in auswiirtigen Schriften brauchen uns nicht 

1 Of. Ovsuavsen’s Abhandlung in den Sitzungsberichten der Berliner Akademic 

der Wissenschaften 1877: larthava und Pahlav, Mida und Adh, 
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weiter zu kimmern, wir kénnen sie nur als Umgestaltungen der 

ErAnrscHen Form Parthava ansehen, an die wir uns zu halten haben. 

Ueber die Etymologie des Wortes parthava hat wohl zuerst 

I, Oprerr gesprochen (Inser, des Achéménides, p, 29 des Sonderdracks), 

Er leitet das Wort auf das avestische paréthu, griech. mdarés zuriick, 

dem ein altpers. parthu entsprechen musste. Dem Worte parthava 

giebt er die Bedeutung “ fort, héros, prince.’”’ Ich kann nicht sehen, 

wie man zu dieser Bedeutung gelangen kann. Das indische pdrthiva, 

Krieger, First, Konig geht auf sanskr. prithivi, die breite, die Erde 

zuriick, ein Wort und eine Bedeutung, die fiir das Erdnische nicht 

nachweisbar ist. OLsHausen denkt an die Wurzel pareth, kiimpfen, aus 

der ein pareth-u, Kampfer abzuleiten wire. Spreaun (Hran. Alter- 

thumsk. III, 746 ff.) meint, dass Parthava die Auswanderer, die 

Uebergesiedelien bedeute. Dass dies die wahre Bedeutung des Wortes 

sei, bezweifle ich auch jetzt noch, vgl. Zeitschr. d, Deutsch. Morgenl, 

Gesellschaft Bd, 42, S. 96, wo ich uber perethwa gehandelt habe. 

Ausserdem ist noch Lacarps, Lexikographie p. 57, Ges, Abh. p. 221 zu 

vergleichen. Mir scheint Parthava seiner Form nach nur ein Patrony- 

micum eines Wortes’ Parthu sein zu kénnen, das ich fur einen 

Higennamen halte und mit sanskr. prithu vergleichen mochte, wenn 

auch bei den Indern Paérthava RV. 468, 8 vorkommt, 

Die anarische Form Par¢uvas legt es nahe, an verschiedene andere 

Worter zu denken, die der Form Parthava nahe stehen und sich 

hauptsichlich dadurch unterscheiden, dass sie ¢ statt th einsetzen. 

OxsHAUSEN hat schon tber dieselben gesprochen. Er hat zunichst an 

die in assyrischen Inschriften vorkommenden Parsua erinnert, in 

welchen man vielleicht die Vorfahren der Parthava sehen konnte, 

Indessen hat er die Bedenken nicht verschwiegen, welche einer solchen 

Ansicht entgegenstehen, deun die Parsua der assyrischen Inschriften 

sind nicht in der Gegend zu suchen, in welcher die Parthava wohnten, 

sondern mehr nérdlich von denselben nach Atropatene, wie Scurapzr 

gezeigt hat (Keilinschr. u. Geschichtsforschung, p. 168 fg.), Mit 

Rucksicht auf diese Wobnsitze der Parsua brauchen wir auch die 

| 
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Frage nicht niher zu erdrtern, die auch bereits OLsHAusEN auf- 

geworfen und beseitigt hat, ob niimlich die Parsua identisch seien mit 

den Persern, den Pérsa der Keilinschriften. Es versteht sich, dass 

dies nicht der Fall ist. Dagegen verdient das nahe Anklingen des 

indischen par¢gu an Parthva, Pdrsa und das anarische Parguvas und 

Parsua Beachtung. RV. 626, 46 steht pargu als Name eines Mannes 

auch RV, 599, 1 will Lupwie bei dem Worte prithu-pargavas die 

gewohnliche Auffassung ‘“ breite Krummsibel tragend, breitaxtig” 

verlassen und uebersetzen, die ‘ ParrueR und PersEr”’(Vgl. Kommentar 

zur Rigveda-Uebersetzung II. Teil, p. 547.) _ Nach Pan. V., 3, 117 
wird als Name eines Kriegerstammes angefiirt, im Sing. pdrgavah, 

Dual pérgavau, Plural aber pargavah, letztere Form deutet auf einen 

Singular pargu. Hiermit muss auch das Wort péracava zusammen- 

hiingen, der Name eines Volkes imSiidwesten von Madhyadeca und 

auch Name einer Mischlingskaste, der Sohn eines Brahmanen mit einer 

Sudrafrau. Ueber ein tapyia (bei Ptol. VI, 18, 4 und 5) im Lande der 

Paropanisaden hat Lassen (Ind, Alterthumsk. III, 135) gesprochen 

und die Stadt in dem heutigen PErRscH wiedergefunden. Zu _ beachten 

ist auch Parsiana=Nadgil am Alingar (Lassen 1. 1, p. 136). Hieraus 

ergiebt sich soviel, dass an Pdrsa anklingende Namen wie Par¢avas, 

Péragava, Wapésia Auch im Osten Erins und noch dariiber hinaus 

vorkommen und es ist nicht unwahrscheinlich, dass Stamme oder 

Stammesabieilungen in verschiedenen Teilen Erans dieselben oder 

doch fast identische Namen fiihrten, 

2, LAND. 

Eine genaue Angabe der Grenzen Parthiens in alter Zeit, nament- 

lich gegen Westen, liegt uns nicht vor. Aus den Keilinschriften 

Bh. 11, 92 fg., wo die Parther mit den Varkdna oder Hyrkaniern 

zusammen genannt werden, lisst sich schliessen, dass sie wohl den 

letzteren benachbart sein konnten. Herodot nennt sie an verschie- 

denen Stellen seines Werkes mit andern Volkern vereinigt, aber 

wegen der Steuerverweigerung, wie III, 93 oder wegen der Heeresab- 

teilung, wie VIJ, 66. Daraus folgt nicht, dass sie den mit ibnen 
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zusammengefassten Volkern benachbart sein mussten. Am wich- 
tigsten ist die Bemerkung, dass der Fluss Axes durch das Gebiet der 

Parther fliesse. Da dies der Evrex ist, wie Lassen gezeigt hat, so 

muss wenigstens ein Teil ihres Gebietes ostlich vom kaspischen Meere 

gelegen haben. Arrian sagt Anab. III; 20, 2, dass Alexander nach 

Ragha gekommen sei, als der fliichtige Darius in die rida ray Kaoriov 

gekommen war, die eine T'agereise von Ragha entfernt waren. EKbenda 

III, 20, 4 heisst es: airs 02 &s emi TMapbvaious fye Kau Ki pev mporn mods Tais 

Kaorias midas éorparomésevoe, Wonach man wohl annehmen darf, dass die 

kaspischen Thore schon zu Parthien gehérten und wahrscheinlich die 

westliche Grenze bildeten. Nach Arrian Parth. 3 waren die Parther 

unter Sesostris aus Skythien in ihre spateren Wohnsitze eingewandert, 

‘Wo Arrian in der Anabasis von den Parthern spricht, da meint er 

augenscheinlich immer blos den Stamm, den auch Darius als Parthava 

bezeichnet, auch an der letzteren Stelle redet er wohl von diesem, den 

er also aus Skythien hergezogen betrachtet. Ob dies mit Recht 

geschieht oder ob eine Verwechslung vorliegt, sind wir nicht mehr im 

Stande auszumachen, ebensowenig ob Arrian dadurch, dass er den 

Ursprung der Parther in Skythien sucht, sie zu Turaniern machen will. 

Wie dem auch sein mag, sicher ist, dass von einigen Schriftstellern 

dieser Stamm Parthava von den Parthern selbst geschieden wird. 

Curtius, der diesen Partherstamm mit dem Namen Parrarent -bezeich- 

net, sagt LV. 12,17: Parthienorum deinde gens incolentium terras, 

quas nunc Parthi Scythia profecti tenent, clandebant agmen. Nach 

Isidor von Charax liegt eine Provinz PArrHyENE jenseits des kaspi- 

schen Meeres und scheint einen viel kleineren Bezirk zu bilden als die 

alten Parthava besassen: es ist das Land von Dehistin bis an die 

Grenze Margianas zwischen Jajerm, Kabficdn und Meshhed, Nach 

einer leider etwas verdorbenen Stelle des Isidor lag dort ParrHauNisa, 

wo die koniglichen Griiber waren, Dieser Name kann nichts anderes 

bedeuten als: Niederlassung der Parther. Im Altpersischen wiirde ein 

Parthava-nisdya einem avest. Parthao-nisdya (cf. rao-ratha)entsprechen. 

Nisa, d.i. nisdya, das neupers. # bedeu'et blos Niederlassung und 
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kommt deshalb auch in verschiedenen Teilen Erans vor. Es ist in 

diesem Parthyaia, dass Strabo von Arsakes sagt XI, 515: Gevyovra 6¢ rip 

avfnow trav mepi Aioroy droorica tiv Mapbvaiay, dass also dort im Osten, in 

der Nithe Baktriens, das parthische Reich begann. 

3. HERKUNFT, 

Es ist ausserst schwer, iber die Herkunft der Parther etwas 

Sicheres zu sagen, nach den Erorterungen der letzten Jahre scheint mir 

jedoch, namentlich nach dem, was Droysky,' Alfred vy. Gurscumr,? 

Lassen> und Sprecet* iiber diese Sache gesagt haben, eine erneute 

Behandlung der Frage am Platze zu sein. 

Nach der Angabe des Arrian Parth, 3 sind, wie bereits bemerkt, 

die Parther in unvordenklichen Zeiten, zur Zeit des iigyptischen 

‘ "4 ; Kénigs Sesostris, nach Erin aus Skythien eingewandert. Demnach 

wiiren sie urspriinglich Skythen gewesen und keine Eranier, und zwar 

1 Geschichte des Hellenismus, Gotha 1877. ITI*, 358 ff. 

2 Geschichte Irans und seiner Nachbariiinder von Alexander dem Grossen bis zum 
Untergang der Arsaciden. Tiibingen 1888. 

! 8 Zur Geschichte der Griechischen nnd Indoskythischen Kénige. Bonn 1838 und 

Indische Alterthumskunde IL, 277 ff., 352 ff., $11 ff. (1. Ausg.). 

_ # ErAnische Alterthumskunde, 3 Bde. Leipzig 1871-78. 
Die iiltesten Werke neuerer Schriftsteller tiber parthische Geschichte sind : I. Foy 

Vaillant, Arsacidarum imperium (Paris 1728. 8°), L. Du Four Dr Dr Lonavrrvr, 

Annales Arsacidarum, (Strassburg 1732, 4°), G.£.T. GUILHEM be SAInre-Crorx, 
Memoire sur le gouvernement des Parthes (Mem. de !’Acad. des Inver. L, 48ff. 755 ff. 
Die Miinzen erliiutern geschichtlich die Werke von E. Q. Visconti, Iconographic 
Greeque III. p. 58ff.; v. BARTHOLOMAEI, Recherches sur !a numismatique Arsacide 
(Mém. de la soc. d’archéol. I1., p. 1 £.); A. de LonGrrrier, Mémoires sur la chronologic 

_ et ’iconographie des rois Parthes Arsacides (Paris 1853, 4°); E. Drouin, Onomastique 

_ Arsacide, essais d’explication des noms des rois Parthes (Revue Numism, 138, p. 360-88, 
1895). Wichtig sind die Miinzkataloge von: Le Cte ProkescH-Osten, Les monnaics de 
rois Parthes (Paris 1874-75, 4°), und Percy Garpnen, The Parthian Coinage (London 

1877, 4°), Vgl. L Linnsay, Ueber parthische Numismatik, Ausserdem sind in neucrer 
Zeit Schriften tiber parthische Geschichte erschienen von: SCHNEIDERWIRTH, Dic 
Parther oder Das neupersische Reich unter den Arsaciden, Hoiligenstadt, 1874 ; G, 

> Sagan aa Sixth Great Orienta)] Monarchy, or Geography, History, ete,, of Parthia, 

London 1873, DemseLnen, Parthia in der “ Story of Nations,” London 1893 ; and Ferdin, 
Just1, Geschichte Irans von den iiltesten Zeiten bis zum Ausgang der Sisiden in 
“ Grundriss dor iranischen Philologie” IT, 480 ff., 1897. 
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schon jene Parther, die wir zur Zeit des Darius als Parthava innerhalb 

der Grenzen seines Reiches vorfinden. Hier fragt es sich nun erstens, 

ob damit gesagt sein soll, dass die Parther als Skythen anderer 

Herkunft waren als die Eranier, ob sie urspriinglich zu den turanischen 

Volkerschaften gehoren, die wir jetzt im Norden Erans vorfinden, 

Bekanntlich ist neuerdings diese Ansicht recht zweifelhaft geworden, 

dass sich schon im Alterthum diese turanischen Volker im Norden 

Erans fest gesetzt hatten, man nimmt vielmehr jetzt an, dass urspring- 

lich auch die Nomadenstiimme im Norden Erans zu den ¢éranischen 

Stimmen gehorten und dass erst seit dem 2. Jahrh. vor Chr. Turanier 

den Jaxartes iiberschritten und die Steppen im Norden Erans in 

dauernden Besitz nahmen. Hiernach wire es méglich, dass die Parther, 

trotz ihrer EKinwanderung aus Skythien, von jeher zu den Eraniern 

gehort hiitten. Es fragt sich aber auch zweitens, ob auf diese Nachricht 

Arrians iiber die urspriingliche Hinwanderung der Parther viel zu 

geben ist, ob es sich nicht blos um eine unbegriindete Ueberlieferung 

handelt, daraus entstanden, dass Arsakes mit den Parnern wirklich nach 

Parthyaia einwanderte und dort seine Herrschaft begriindete. In der 

Zeit, in welcher dieses geschah, konnten turdnische Volker bereits den 

Jaxartes tiberschritten und sich an den Grenzen Erins festgesetat 

haben. Darum ware es nicht unmoglich, dass die Parnmr, welche dem 

Arsakes zur Griindung seiner Herrschaft behilflich waren, zu den 

Turaniern gehorten. Ueber den Arsakes selbst sind zwei Ansichten. 

vorhanden, Wiihrend ihn Strabo geradezu als dvip 2xiyps bezeichnet, 

erwihnt er doch auch, dass Andere ihn fiir einen Baxrrer hielten, 

Aus diesen unsicheren Angaben lassen sich verschiedene Combinationen, 

ableiten. Entweder: 1) Arsakes war ein Turdnier, ebenso die Parner, 

mit deren Hilfe er sich in Parthyaia feotsetzte, oder 2) Arsakes war zwar 

ein Eranier, bediente sich aber turdnischer Hilfe. 3) Arsakes war ein 

Turanier, aber die Parner waren ein Stamm nomadischer Eranier. 

Endlich, 4) sowohl Arsakes als die Parner waren Eranier. Von diesen 

vier Moglichkeiten scheint mir die erste die wahrscheinlichere. Kein 

Zweifel ist ibrigens, dass wenigstens die kénigliche Familie sehr bald 
in Sprache, Sitten und Gebrauchen an die Erdnier sich méglichst 
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genau anschloss, die Parner aber werden sowohl zur Belohnung ihrer 

Dienste, wie auch als sichere Verbiindete des Konigs in dessen Nahe 

angesiedelt wordensein. Ist dies richtig, dann werden die Verhiltnisse 

damals ihnlich gewesen sein wie gegenwartig bei der KAGARENDYNASTIE 

und dem Stamm der ArsHAR. 

4, PAHLAYV. 

Es wiirde uns sehr erwiinscht sein zu erfahren, wie lange der Name 

Parther in Eran und den benachbarten Gegenden iiberhaupt gebraucht 

wurde, Ohne Zweifel war ParrHAva wahrend der ganzen Herrschaft 

der Achimeniden als Name eines éranischen Stammes im Gebrauche 

und wird dieselbe auch iiberdauert haben; weun aber griechische 

Quellen auch in den folgenden Jahrhunderten fortwihrend von 

Parthern sprechen, so folgen sie wohl mehr alten Gewohnheiten als 

einer bestimmten Ueberlieferung. Bei Orientalen erscheint er von 

nun an nicht mehr, ausgenommen bei den Armeniern, die aber den 

Namen von den Griechen haben diirften. Auch fehlt es uns durchaus 

an einem Schliissel zu der Verwirrung, die wir nun bei den abendliin- 

dischen Geschichtschreibern finden. Dass man das neue ¢ranische 

Reich als das PArruiscue bezeichnet, kann man ebensogut billigen, als 

wie man die beiden iilteren Reiche als das Mxpiscus und Persiscux 
bezeichnet. Aber wir wissen gar nicht, ob in diesem neuen Reiche 

der Stamm der Parther in derselben Weise an die Spitze getreten ist, 

-wie friiher die Meder und Perser, man scheint vielmehr unter Parthern 

etwas Fremdes zu verstehen, eine auslandische Regentenfamilie oder 

gar einen ausliindischen Stamm, der sich der Herrschuft iiber Eran 

‘bemiichtigt hatte und nur nach und nach mit den Bewohnern dieses 
_ Landes verwuchs. Leider geben uns einheimische Nachrichten uber diese 

Dynastie ebenso wenig Aufschluss wie iiber den Namen des Volkes der 
Parther, das Wenige, was sie berichten, scheinen sie mir aus fremden 

Quellen erhalten zu haben. Die Dynastie wird die der Asuxanter 
‘genannt, was sich mit dem Namen der ArsaxipEn deckt. Der Name 

‘ist vollkommen begreiflich, wenn man daran denkt, dass der Stifter 

derselben Arsaxes hiess. Wie man auch iiber die Herkunft dieser 
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Arsakiden denken mag, das ist wohl sicher, dass ihr Stifter Arsakes 

nicht von der alten K6nigsfamilie der Achiimeniden in Wirklichkeit 

abstammte, es ist aber begreiflich, dass spiiter die Dynastie einen 

solchen Zusammenhang herzustellen suchte. Nach der Angabe des 

Synkellos (I, 539 ed. Bonn.) scheint man dazu den Namen Arsakus 

benutzt zu haben, um eine Verwanditschaft mit Artaxerxes II, her- 

zustellen, der vor seiner Thronbesteigung, wie Ktesias (c. 57) 

behauptet, diesen Namen fiihrt?. Spitere Nachrichten der Orientalen 

schweigen von dieser Verwandtschaft und wollen einen Ankiip- 

fungspunkt fiir die Familie der Arsakiden in den mythischen Perioden 

finden, indem sie dieselben zu Nachkommen des Kar Anrisu, des KAva 

ARSHAN des Avesta, des zweitgebornen Sohnes (oder Enkels) des 

Kargosdp machen. Nach ihnen endet die Linie des erstgebornen 

Sohnes mit Kart Kuosrav, ihm folgt dann Lonrasp, der auffallender 

Weise als Nachkomme des Kar Pisutn, des dritten Sohnes des Kaiqo- 

bad hingestellt wird, offenbar um den Kai Arish ftir die spateren 

Arsakiden aufzubewahren. 

Kine nicht zu tibersehende Wichtigkeit ftir die Frage, welche uns 

hier beschaftigt, haben die armenischen Geschichtschreiber. Zwar 

sind sie den Verhlitnissen nicht gleichzeitig, sie stehen ihnen aber 

doch immer um einen Schritt niher als unsere anderen Quellen, 

denn die wichtigsten derselben lebten unter den Sasaniden, wihrend 

die neueren éranischen Schriftsteller nicht einmal unter diesen, son- 

dern noch spiter lebten und hochstens Werke benutzten, welche in 

die Zeit der Sasaniden zurtickgehen. Zuerst miissen wir bemerken, dass 

es nicht richtig ist, wenn man annimmt, dass Parruer und Pannav 

identisch seien, Moses von Khorni nennt Parther und Pahlav an — 

verschiedenen Stellen neben einander, so II, 71 und 72 und besonders 

c, 90, wo sie bestimmt geschieden werden und zwar als ganz vor- 

schiedene Volker oder als verschiedene Stiimme desselben Geschlechts. 

Ueber die Pahlav spricht Moses II, 28, wo er sagt, dass der Kénig 

ArsHAvir drei Sohne hatte Arrasues, KAren und Suren und eine 

Tochter Gosum, die er an seinen Aspahapet, oder Oberfeldherrn 
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verheiratet hatte. Nach dem Vorschlage des Abgar sei festgesetzt 

worden, dass der iilteste Artashes und seine Nachkommen regieren, 

die beiden andern aber den Titel ‘Pahlav’ fiihren und zur Nachfolge 

berechtight sein sollten, wenn die iiltere Linie ausgestorben wiire. 

Ebenso die Nachkommen der Schwester, deren Mann den Titel 

‘Aspahapet Pahlav’ fiihren solle. Auch c. 91 wird Parthien als Reich 

und Pahlay als District bestimmt geschieden. Ebenso scheidet 

Korivn (pag. 95 der franzés. Uebersetz.) die Pahlav und die Parther. 

Die Parther selbst gehen nach Moses von Khorni auf Arsnak 

guriick, der von Abraham und der Qettira abstammt. Arshak 

begriindet ihr Reich und regiert in Bani d.i.in Baktrien, im Lande 

der Kuusuan. Auch Agathangelos (pag. 28) nennt die Khushan als 

Freunde und Verwandte der Parther, ebenso Faustus von Byzanz 

(V., 87). Diese Khushan ziihlt Elisaeus (pag. 21) zu den Hunnen, sie 

waren also keine Arier. Nach Ansicht der Armenier (Mos. Khor II,, 

72) bleibt der Hauptzweig der Familie, der sich Vehsajan Pahlav nennt, 

in Ostéran zuriick und residiert in Balkh, der Hauptstadt des Bezirkes 

Pahlav. Dieses alte Stammland verspricht nach Moses II. 74 Arpasnir 

BAnxcin den Arsakiden in Persien wiederzugeben: das Vaterland 

Pahlay, die Residenz Bahl und das ganze Land Khushan, Etwas 

 Anderes will gewiss auch Zenobius mit Partay nicht sagen. 

_ Sehr verchieden lauten nun die Nachrichten, welche uns muham- 

medanische Schriftsteller geben aus Quellen, die noch in die Zeit der 

Sasaniden zuriickreichen und die OrsHAvsEN schon grossenteils gesam- 

melt hat. Wihrend die Armenier auf das bestimmteste die Provinz 

Panay nach dem Osren setzen und Banxt als die Hauptstadt derselben 

; ca _-nennen, behaupten dagegen die Muhammedaner, dass die Landschaft 

Panta im Westen Erins liege. So die auf den dieser Dinge so 

kundigen Abdallah ibn al-Muqaffa zuriikgehende Nachricht des 

Fihrist (pag. 13), der unter dem Namen Falla die Gebiete von 

Ispaihin, Rai, Hamadin, Mah-Nehavand und Adarbaijin versteht, 

__ Weniger zusagend ist eine andere Nachricht (bei OrsHausEN pag. 20), 
welche das Gebiet von Fahla noch weiter nach Westen ausdehnt, dafiir 
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aber Rai und Ispahin ausschliesst. Vielleicht gehort diese Begren- 

zung einer spiiteren Periode des Partherreiches an. Es fragt sich nun, 

wie man diese anscheinend so verschiedenen Nachrichten erklaren soll. 

Sie haben meiner Ansicht nach nichts Unbegreifliches an sich, wenn 

man den verschiedenen Standpunkt der einzelnen Berichterstatter in 

Betracht zieht. Wir sind gewohnt unter dem Partherreiche einen 

einheitlichen, ganz ebenso unter E1NzIGeEN Dynastie stehenden 

Staat zu verstehen, welche der ilteren Dynastie der Achiimeniden 

vollkommen ebenbiirtig war und zu der die verschiedenen Stiimme 

Hrans ganz in demselben Verhiiltnisse standen wie zu dem friiheren 

Konig der Konige, und so scheinen auch Griechen und Rémer die 

Sache angesehen zu haben. Dies ist jedoch nicht die Ansicht der 

Orientalen, wie sie namentlich Hamza von Isfahan und Andere entwi- 

ckeln. Sie gestehen den Arsakiden nur einen gewissen Vorrang vor 

den ubrigen Stammesk6nigen zu und nennen die Zeit der Arsakiden 

die Zeit der Stammeskonige, im Gegensatze zu der geschlossenen 

Sasanidendynastie. In der That laisst sich auch fiir die Ansicht der 

Orientalen ein nicht unwichtiger Grund anfuhren. Die Miinzen der 

parthischen Konige, die uns erhalten sind, zeigen allerdings, dass die 

Arsakiden ebenso wie die Achimeniden den Anspruch machen die 

Kénige der Kinige zu sein, wir finden aber andrerseits auch in 

Baktrien Miinzen, deren Triiger denselben Anspruch erheben. Neben 

vielen fremdartigen Namen auf denselben begegnen wir auch rein 

parthischen wie Arsaxes und Vonongs, die aber mit den Personen, 

welche uns bisher unter diesen Namen bekanntwaren, nicht identisch 

sind. Hine andere Reihe von baktrischen Miinzen, die nach dem 

Erloschen der griechischen Konige zu setzen sind von AzEs an, zeigt 

zwar fremde Namen, aber, wie Sauer richtig bemerkt, konnen es 

ebenso gut Parther wie Skythen sein. Wir werden durch diese 

Denkmale zu der Ansicht gedrangt, dass zur Zeit der Arsakiden 

zwei Reiche bestanden, von welchen ein jedes beanspruchte an der 

Spitze des Staates zu stehen. Griechen und Romer, sowie die Schrift- 

steller, welche aus den Berichten der Sasanidenperiode schopfen, 

sprechen nur von dem Westiicuen Zweige der Arsakiden, die 

a 
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Armenier dagegen von dem OstiicuEn. Dieser letztere Zweig scheint 

auch unter den Sasaniden seine Anspriiche auf Erin nicht aufgegeben 

zu haben, daher die so hiiufigen Kriege der Sasaniden gegen die 

Khushan, die von Elisaeus, wie bereits bemerkt, entschieden zu den 

Hannen gerechnet werden. Aus diesem Allen scheint mir mit ziewli- 

cher Sicherheit hervorzugehen, dass die Armenier die von ihnen 

PAnLAy genannten Familien aus dem Osren Erans, aus Balkh, herlei- 

teten und dort den Ursitz ihrer Familie und zwar eine NicHT ERAN- 

ISCHE annehmen. Abweichend davon ist die Ansicht der spiiteren 

Muhammedaner, deren Nachrichten aber friihestens aus der Sasaniden- 

zeit stammen. 

5. PAHLAVI. 

Dieser Name findet sich zuerst bei den Armeniern in der Form 

PaHLAvik und hingt ohne Frage zuniichst mit dem Substantiv Pahlav 

oder Pahlau zasammen, welches eine Gegend Ostérans bezeichnet, 

wie wir gesehen haben ; Pahlavik sollte also'einen AngehOrigen dieser 

Gegend bezeichnen, wir finden aber, dass es von den armenischen 

Schriftstellern in einer eingeschrankteren Bedeutung gefasst wird, 

namlich als Arsaxipr, Angehoriger der asarkidischen Konigsfamilie. 

So wird bei Moses II, 80 (Trr1pares) ein Pahlavik genannt ; III, 34 

ist von einem Pahlavik ALANAozAN die Rede, der ein Verwandter des 

asarkidischen Kénigs von Armenien, Arshak war, ebendaIII, 51 horen 

wir, dass der Katholikus Isaak geehrt wurde, weil er dem berthmten 

Stamme der Pahlavik angehérte und auf das Geschlecht des Sunren 

Pautay zuriickgeht. Ebenso gebraucht findet man das ,Wort bei 

Faustus IV, 32 und IV, 38. 

In einem viel weitern Sinne werden diese Worter bei Firpavusi 

gebraucht, dem iiltesten Schriftsteller, auf den wir zuriickgehen kin- 

neu, Das von ihm gebrauchte Wort ¢¢»\4) miissen wir auf »!4z zuriick- 

fiihren, das in der Bedeutung: 1‘ Kénigsburg, Residenzstadt, ” 

2 Held” noch oft genug vorkommt. In der ersten Bedeutung steht es 

2. Bs: — 
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Shah. (ed. Turner Macan) 237, 14 = Vull. 325, 5 

S352 sles 5 Orga St} 99 
wears yl gis S90 Krae poles 

Ebenso Shah. 298,12 = Vull. 410, 8; Sh. 402, 7 = V. 558, 13. 

Dass an den genannten Stellen dem Wort »¢2 die Bedeutung, 

“ Residenzstudt’ zukommt, hat Rucxerr in der Zeitschrift der Deut- 

schen Morgenlindischen Gesellschaft Bd. X, 242 ff. sehr richtig 

nachgewiesen. Die Bedeutung ‘Held’ hat das Wort recht hiaufig, z, 

B. Shah. 169, 1 = Vullers 232, 4: — : 
39445 sles wij laiorey 

7d SBzozdy dels y Vo 

Vergl, auch Shah. 170, 8 = Vall. 238, 18; Sh. 175, 2 = V. 237, 

9; Sh. 174,°10 = V..230,'3.; Sh.577, 10 = Vall. 809, 5. Demnach 

wiirde 243 bedevten : “ von Helden -s kommend, heldenmiissig.” Auch 

dies Wort gebraucht Firpavst recht hiufig und wendet es fur ver- 

schiedene Dinge an. Von der‘ Gegend ’ gebraucht finden wir es Shah. 

708, 7 = Vullers 994, 7 :— , 

cs 388 51 5 (cA 5 cite 5 
cs ates 5! 9 oy® 9 ollie 5 

Oft begegnet uns der Ausdruck co sl¢ez ole “ Heldenkleid,” z. B. 

Sh. 217, 6 = V. 297,6; Sh. 478,15 = V. 668, 6; Sh. 772, 16 = V. 
1093, 13 ; in derselben Bedeutungauch co s\43 Z.B. Sh. 543, L., y. 

u. = Vullers 759,10, Das “ Heldenross”’ heisst Sh. 1142, 3 = V. 1606, 

19 585% ces!42 Hinige Male wird das Wort auch von der Rexiaion der 

alten Helden gebraucht, z. B. lesen wir Sh. 1070, II, v. u. — Vull. 

1503, 16 c&4S coals und 1248, 1 = Vull. 1756, 3 costes wie Meistens 

wird aber der Ausdruck ¢¢94¢3 von der Spracue oder von der Scurirr 

gebraucht, so in der Redensart cs2¢2.5 4% wo Schrift und Sprache 

zu gleicher Zeit gemeint ist, verg]. Shah 22,10 = Vull. 28,9; Sh, 

552, 1 = V. 772, 1; Sh. 686, 5 = V..891, 18 ; Sh. $10, 6= V. 1283,. 

10; Sh. ed. Turn. Mac, 1386, 18 ; allein yon der Schrift Sh. ed. Turn, 

Mac. 1897, 12 ; 156], 7 ; ebenso an den verschiedenen Stellen, wo von 

Pehlevibriefen (44 (<9J¢s) die Rede ist. Gar nicht verschieden von 

i 
| 
\ 
. . 
‘ 

- 
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is2i42 ist auch gily'e3 So stehn beide Worter GieicusepEvreND 

Sh. 1750, 11.13. Vgl. ilylez! von der Spracue 2041, 6 v. u. (Zeit 

Khosray I1.), ferner w** ile 1766, 5 v. u. csilyles Bo 1766, 4 v. 

u, und ww; lyles Sh. 39,11 = Vall. 51, 9; 39,3 v.u = V. 52, 5; 

432,9 = V. 602, 5; ef. 921, 6 = V. 1285, 10; Sh. 2134, 138. Nach 

Firpausis Ausdrucksweise wird dieses Pehlevi, oder Pehlevani sowohl 

in der alten Heldenzeit, z. B. von Siydvakhsh gesprochen als noch spiter 

unter den Sasaniden. Es ist deutlich die alte Sprache, wie sie vor dem 

Islam gesprocheu wurde, andere Unterschiede kennt I'irpavsi nicht. 

Man muss sich dieselbe dem Neupersischen ziemlich iihnlich denken, 

wie schon OLsaAusEN gesagt hat. Ob wir nun unter diesem gespro- 

chenen und geschriebenen Pehlevi pir Sprache verstehen sollen, die 

wir in den Schriften der Parsen als Uebersetzung ihrer alten Texte 

finden und die bekanntlich mit semitischen Elementen gemischt ist, 

scheint mir nicht so ganz selbstverstandlich zu sei, wie man 

gewohnlich annimmt. Sicher ist dass die von Frrpausi citierten 

Pehleviworter siimtlich INDOGuRMANIScH sind, wie dies nachfolgende 

Zusammenstellung zeigen wird. 

Shah. 22, 10 (Turner Macan) = Vullers 28, % lesen wir das 

Pehlevi-zahlwort 5542 und den Konigsnamen ww 942, dessen beide 

Bestandteile auf die avestischen Wérter g) ayy p40 10,000 und aj» 

Pferd zuriickgehen, Shih. 39, 1i=Vullers 51, 9 erklirt Firvausi 

durch das arabische As», was der Name des Flusses Ticris ist, das 

Pehleviwort 45,1, das nichts anderes ist als das im Avesta so hiufig 

gebrauchte yee »” schnell, stark, Shah. 39,3 v. u. = Vallers 

52,5 begegnet uns der Ortsnamo 4230 4S Diese Pehleviwérter 

ibertragt Finpausi durch die arabischen (» %!) 242, Beit-ul-mu- 

qaddas oder das geheiligte Haus. Wine iltere Form Oo) aus 

dem Minokhired fiihrt Srrecet in seiner Parsigrammatik pag. 138, 169 

an. Im ersten Teile nun dieses Ortsnamens erblicken wir das an zwei 

Stellen des Avesta (Yt. 5, 54.57) und im Bundehesh oft vorkommende 

=O), das mit dem Kaiidizh des Mindkhired und dem Gangdiz des 
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Shahname. identisch sein ciirfte und jedesfalls im Norden Erans zu 

suchen ist, wo auch die Chinesen ein Reich Khankiu kennen. Das 

Wort 5» ist sicherlich von der avestischen Wurzel. eo § aufhdufen, 

aufwerfen = Skr. dih abzuleiten, Im Altpersischen deutet noch die 

Nominalform didd, Festung auf die Wurzel hin, ebenso im Neuper- 

sischen 30 ara, castellum. “Dass endlich “ay = yp nichts anderes 

sein kann als das avestische weody w heiliges Wort, liegt auf der 

Hand. Weiter wird auch Shah. 910, 6 = Vullers 1283, 10 die Stadt 

5S, eine jungere Form des Namens, die wohl der ilteren Kaindizh 

gleichzusetzen ist, als identisch mit der Stadt BarKanp in der Nahe 

von Boxuéri erwihnt. Endlich weise ich noch hin auf eine Peblevi- 

glosse aus dem Kampfe Rustems mit Kak, einer Episode, die nicht von 

Firpausi herrthrt, wo das Pehleviwort «SiS durch das arabische 

was, locus munitus erliutert wird. 

Die Ausdriicke ¢¢ 544) und «ys als Bezeichnung zweier Sprachen 

NEBEN EINANDER habe ich nur einmal gefunden, namlich Shah, 2029, 

10, wo dem Wachter des Kuosrtav II. befohlen wird, er solle nur in 

seiner Gegenwart Jemanden mit dem Shah reden lassen, es moge 

Pruuevi oder Parsi sein. 

cores 9! O29F ccm yly 81 

Diese Stelle scheint allerdings darauf hinzudeuten, dass man in 

jener Zeit am persischen Hofe bald in der einen, bald in der andern 

Sprache verkehrte. . So wird von Firpausi auch schon ein Schreiben 

in Parsi von der Hand des Khosrav I. erwahnt Shah. 1798, 7 Nirgends 

geht aber aus den Andeutungen persischer Schriftsteller hervor, dass 

PeHLEVi etwas anderes als eine ERANIscHE Sprache gewesen sel. 

EUGEN WILHELM. 



THE PAHLAVI JAMASP-NAMAK, 

So far as it was extant in 1876 in @ very old Manuscript 

belonging to the late Shams-ul-Ulama Dastur 

Dr. Peshotanji Behramji Sanjana.* 

Pa-nam u kam u ram u panash-i Hormazd khudai dadar-i vah 

kirfah-kar minian gétiyan mahist ameshasfendan avani izdan-i minian 

u izdan-i gétiyan didi nik u paranash u pirtizgarash u déstash u bésh- 

zanushnash u hii-baimash u kharash unikash u har vahan shnayish u 

azbayish An chi nirang u hamainim yash u firtizkarash dadar Hormazd 

khudai kirfah-kar minian gétiyan mahist afzinitum ameshasfendan 

khudayan hi-dagin din-i vah-i Mazdayasnan ashoan vahan avazaran 

avazinyan frohar u hama izdan-i miniian izdan-i gétiyan avadash-i vah 

dadar Ormazd ash hand. 

In ashnad-kar® Jamaspi khwanand pa 4n gah navisht kih Vishtasp 

shah dahyivad bid, azash din raya jad, azash khudai bi pa sparik 

kard, azash 67 hushmandan buzurg karizar ava paristash khananbidi, 

azash Jamasp Adarpadakan kih vataran riidasta chin pas az Zaratusht 

Asfentamin modbadin mobad Jamisp bid, azashan Jamasp paidiiyish 

khyanand, 

An az pas Vishtasp shah, pa zivishn~i Zaratusht, édim guft: Man 

Ormazd ra farmin Jamasp ra dina kard, hama danad. Pas pésh-i 

Vishtasp shah Jamasp raft u idin guft: Man hama danam az andshah- 

rawain Zaratusht Asfentaman, ki in chi dina ki in yak 6 damastan kih 

1 As folios 1-16, 20-26, and 32 were missing in the DP. (Dastur Peshotanji's) MS., 
the text, thus lost, is supplied from the Persian-Pazand (or Parsi) version in Haug’s M8, 
No. 7 (now No, 52 of the Zand Codices in Munich Staatsbibliothek), The smaller defects 
in DP, are also rectified in accordance with H?. This Parsi version contains several mis- 

readings of the Pahlavi, such as sh for the abstract suffix ih ; this error, and some others 
when noticed in the Parsi text, are italicized, as well as defective words rectified in 

the Pahlavi text. 

2 For aydd-kar. 

17 
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arad chand srishk,u koh chand, u zamin chand, u dasht chand, u 

darya davarid, in chi danéd kih pa Orvaran u gifah chand, u shikifah 

chand, u Orvar darakht andar géhan ast ; in chi dana ki Asman star ra 

chand har yak star ra pa tan chand kih khwésh; in chi dana ku andar 

ramah-i gospendan u gavan, siyah mii chand u mii saféd chand, mii 

shumar hama dainam, Ormazd ra farman pursid gah-i géhan ta sar 
Be nat os * 

(51) pasukh chaharum. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Chi hama béd, u chi hama bid, u_ hast 

bah guzasht u akanar gui ? 

Guftash Jamasp Bétash ki: Shinti dahyavad, ain chi hama bid 

awaj Hormazd andar roshanai, u roshanai az Ormazd an bed kash 

Hormazd andar khvanéd, chi azash din rabayishn bid; azash zaman 

hama bidash Ormazd bid, chin hast mini rainidarash. Ameshasfen- 
dan, izdin, Awanichi har dam u dahishn-i vah Ormazdafrid bakhshid, 

bah avézhash fraz dad vinid az roshani u tariki bid; Ahriman chi 

Ahriman pa farjam pa avasayad, u agar chi zan Gana-minii béd, nah 

ano dami dahishn anaghra chish-i géti, ta nuh hazar sal, pa gumizash 

ravéd, chi nah az yak gohar hand, chi az roshani u tariki az rodshani 

hii-bandash vakhshash har nékash ramishn. Az tariki har anaghash 

kih hand, jud-gohari ra, yak 6 dud haméstar u hamishasni hand, chun 

sardi awa garmi u gandagi awa hi-boi, u tariki awa roshani, awani- 

chi har vatari awa bahi, az chi in awa shayad danéd kih nah ham-nirui 

ham-gohar hand, chi ham-gohar nah chunash gohar haméstar, nah pa 

avazivanidar nirdi chi dadar band, édin chin aj kih 67 aj rasad, vad 

kih 6i vad rasad, atash kih 6i atash rasad, ham gohar ra yak didigar 

ra afzayish giréd, anaghra chi jud gohar hand; roshani kih 67 tariki, 

hi-boi kih Gi gandi, garmi kih Gi sardi, u khushki kih oi tari rasad 

rashid kunam kunéd. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Hormazd dim kih nukhust afrid, azash 

geéti nukhust chi dad? 

Guftash Jamasp Bétash ki: Hormazd nukhust dam ameshasfendan 
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. dad, chi chin gujastah Ahriman andar tariki 6 ham bad, Ormazd 

pa an vah-minishni vah-danishni avar minid, az an vab-minishni Vohu- Pe 

man fraz dad, anaghra Vohuman nam chi az vah-minishni Ormazd bi- 

bud, Vohuman ashahi bi-sitayad, az an ashahi Vohuman bi-sitayad 

Ardavahisht fraz biid; pas Ardibahisht ashahi bi-sitayad, az an sitayishn 

4 Shahrivar chin hast mini; Ormazd az Shabrivar Asfandarmad, u az 

4 Asfandarmad Khurdad, u az Khurdad Amardad, yak az dadigar, paida 

bid; yak az did hast bi-bid chi chiraghaz chiragh girad, az an chi- 

ragh kam nah béd, didigar an avazani mad; azash oshan ameshasfen- 

dan, yak az did pa in ayin by-avaréd; azash avizhah kih dana bina 

yazidar u farzainah dad, dshin nishast havash darad, guft ki: Bun-i 

khuda u dastir kih sazad bidan; pas ameshasfendan pa nam-chisht 

, Ardibahisht guft yak javidani 6 hama bid u hama béd, an ama khuda 

4 u dastiir yaha'’ dadar Hormazd 6 man rainidar yihi? kat ama dad 

afrid az kwésh-minishni frarin az-éshin pa-ham dad stayish yak ava 

é did, Ormazd pa khudayish bah minid, u Ormezd vazarishu in kih 

re khudai dana, u kash khudai khvésh paida kard bid; azash az dam-i 

géti nakhust asman, didigar av, sadigar zamin, chahairum airvar, 

panjum gospend, shashum mardum dad; azash mirad ava ravishn-i 

ameshasfendan pa khirishnash-i pur-ramishnash bi-kard ; azash gahanbar 

nam nihad ; azash nakhust gav, didigar GayOmard dad; az padvand-i 

an gay dvisat u hashtad u do sardah stor u gdspend by-afrid kih 

patyarah 6 dam mad ; nakhust Oi giv az an gavan hand sard az sard 

bi-bad, kih 61 GayOmard mad. Pusar murd® pa jai mardum az tokhm-i 

Gayomard rawayish kirfah az zamin avar imad: panjih sal an bid, 

kih shan zanish u shavishn na-bad; u navad u hasht sal, u hasht mah, 

am bid kih shan zanish u shavish kard, az éshan haft shikanbah farzand 

déganah bi-zid, yak madah u yak nar bi-bid; yak bah dadigar pa 

yenish u shavishn brad hand, u padvand ribishn-i janvaran géti 

az Oshin ab bi-bid. In hast dim dahishnash u patyarah mad azash u 

dam gumikht bi-bid, ta ristakhéz tan-i pasin fn palid na shavad. 

In gohar chunin guftash ashé Zaratusht jud dév in dyin avaz 6 ham 

1 Pers, fii, 2 Pers. ti hasti. % Pers, muzd. 
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dyad, andar bad khrastaran, an chi kih bah an pirtizash an bikhtash 

pa an hamavandash. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah az Jamasp Bétash ki: Nukhust dahytvad 

khudai kih bad? Oshan khudayan yak yak ravishn ravishn chi bid ? 

Az-éshan din u dad salarash padshah chin bid, u chin kard ? 

Guftash Jamasp Bétash ki: Nukhust khudai Gaydmard shah 

bud, sih hazar sal andar apatyarash, u si sal patyarash hand ash zivast, 

azash kar dadistan chunan bid, az din paida danist narm bid, ham 

chuninash patyarah avar mad pa jai murd azash pa zaman andar ba- 

padirashnash édin kt nék chin man az kam ashahi dahish ra patyarah 

avar mad; azash tokhm bah atrvar shud, aurvar bah na paziraft, ba 

zamin shud, zamin na paziraft; sisal andar zamin bud. Pas ravash 

karfah az zamin abrist, az-e€shan nakhust zad shatid, ran az avid, mard 

u zan bah paivand sim nah murd bah paivand pa Hoéshang, mard u 

zan zad, chihal sal khudai kard avar bum haft. Hoshang bud péshdad, 

kih dad-i khudayish pésh avar Vakard, azash haft héshm bi-zad, u yak 

drij avar kard. U az Hoshang Vivigaban mard u zan aad; 

61 Vingahan bid, oi chin pari bid, ash pa dam-i dadar fraz girift. zad 

Kakbkhumirap, u azash chi Spendivar Tahmuras bad zad kash gardad, 

in padash avar haft kishvar si sal Kheshm-i Abhriman pa_bara-é 

humana azir rani dasht, si sal hich gunah na tavanast kardan; azash 

vash zad shah u pari u déy; azash shah az hami rasnash u ham 

nishastash-i marduman judakard. Az Vivingahan mard u zan zad, Jam 

u Jami zad, u Jamshéd-i hiram bud, pur khirah u rajavand tagish! 

parvavan pirozgarash; azash avar girift haft kishvar pa khudayash 

avar marduman u dévan haftsad sal u hafdah sal u haft mah; pa an 

rozgar abar u vad u varan andar farman-i 6 bid; azash shah-i dév u 

driij pa paristishin bandah 61 marduman dad, dévan kard, marduman 

khird-i mardum andar dsayish-i kam zivishnash bud hand, Pa an Jam 

khudayish nah sarma bud, nah garma, nah zarma,’ nah margash, nah 

arishk bid, dévan dad in hama bid hand bah 63 kih az kar avaj dasht 

istadah hand. Azash haft pari kih pa star kiirdshan ravad, az 
—— 

1 Pers. surdvar. 2 Pers, puri. 
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i paristarakan 6i starakan kokhshinand, chashm jud az kinan avani 

 girift zivandin kard, azash kinan pa ‘yak chashm ki kard, azash 

 padman az oshan avaj éstad; azash sarma u garma har chish avaj 

padman kard ; azash géhan paravantar’ bi-kard pa bundash haftsad 

sal u hafdah sal u haft mah andar an-i khvésh cadar hi-sipas bi-bid ; 

sad sal pari nihan-ribishnash andar darya raft, ava Jam rati; pas chi 

az an chin bi-sipas khvast gavishn bid, zanish varj khurah azash 

azar bud; di giriftarash mad gujistah Azh-dahak, kih shin Bévariasp 

chi khvanand, ava spédi dar khanah chi vas dév chi andar girift pa 

ard burid hazar tégh, azash avar girift ; khudai-i Azh-dahak sih zavar,’ 

_ Shash chashm, hazar zavastir,° avar bim-i haft kishvar, avar dévan 

‘u mardaman, hazar sal; azash vanah u ziyan u anaghash pa marduman 

% 3 angam kard; azash har roz do mard-i javan bi-girift, hajat-i an da- 

— mairash pa gardan bid, azash maghz-i mardumain sér kard; pas 

_ khid nan khird; azash anaghash angam numidan, azat was adadish 

‘avézhah jama kunishnash pa-marduman angam kard andakht. U bundash 
 hazar sal kam yak nimroz, u Faridin Atvyan Jam din khvéshandin 

BD. shud; azash, pa kin-i Jam, Bévarasp girift, pa an shikufttum band pa 

4g koh-i Damavand bast; khvésh varj hand-ash tagish Faridiin khudash 

id frag girift ba-kishvar-i Khaniras, avar dévan u marduman, pansad sal ; 

— azash Ormazd din paziraft, azash afsin nirang u darman az Grisso 

 fmikht, vash déstash u bésh- zivashnash pa diman-i Hormazd kard, 

-weash farmid, u 61 marduman kii marduman-inak klivésh zivéd raved 

a tx khvéshkarash tukhshéd, aztin nist ava dévin kar kardand, nah 

‘Ahird nah hamish nah dushirmash ava khiid yek ava doam pa 

S - diisharmash dadistan hi-parastish zivéd rainéd, dad-i frarin giréd, 

ae an-i avarin bih varavéd,* chi shuma ava dévan chish chi kar nist, 

gah yak Mazandar, yak Hézand darya, u pa pa-i Oi darad di kishvar-i 
P Rhanine amadand ; az-éshan marduman Hézand giriftah hast, u khird 
at _~ipas marduman bah girzishn-i Mazandaran 6i pésh-i Faridiin amad 
hand azeéshan guft kih: Azh-dahak khuda-i vatar bid az har aish; 

475 “ian 1 dushman mirv fvaj dasht; ti dishtan na-tavan. Pas Faridan 

oh nazdik-i Mazandaran shud, azash 6i Oshin guft kih: Mardum 

; — ® Pers, farukh. ® subdn dahan. * mard cir. * garacéd, 
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az-in kishvar ma giréd, pa avézhah danish bi-shavéd. Oshan guft ku: 

Ema az idar bih na shavim, nah chi idar zivand hilam. U Faridin 

kash pa an ayin shinid pa varj khurah an aish az yazad avar mad éstad, 

andwa' avar shud; azash vini pazaft,* azash az har kist yak vini 

sang yak chand hazar min afzintar har yak chand koh yak avar oshan 

afgand; ishan Mazandaran hiras® az-in kishvar apéda bid hand. U 

az Faridiin zad sih pas, Salm u Tar u Irach nam bid hand ; azash har 

sih 61 pésh kbwand, 6i Oshan yak yak guft ki: Géhan avar shuma 

ham& ba-khashm har yaké an atan vah shahid khwahéd ta tan 

navash daham; Salm vash sej bash, Tur tagi, u Trach az-an chinash 

khurah kyan avar bad dad din khwast. Faridin guft ki: Edin 

chandin khwast, atan ham-gunah ba-rasad. Zamin-i Arim, ta Oi 

darya u bar, 61 Salm dad; u Turkistan ba-vahaj, ta oi darya bar, ba 

Tar dad; Iran shahar u Hindugan, ta darya bar, Oi Irach mad. 

Faridin andar zanan anagh 6 sitayam az sar-i khwésh éstad, pa an 

Irach sar hand, guft ki: Nist an-i man khirah pa an-i Irach sar ta 

havanan pursi kard kardarash hama zivandash-i tu farzandan-i ti avar 

farzandan-1 Salm u Tur, u khudayash u padshahash bad, Salm u Tur 

kih shan pa an ain did, guft ki: In chih bad Faridin pad-i ama kard, 

kash salarash na 61 farzand-i mas, na 6i farzand-i miyanah dad, bah 

61 farzand-i kas dads Az-éshan Irach, brad-i khiid, avazad, farzandan-i 

hibakhtagan ba-kanizak yak, Virak nam, ta hich zivand bah nah 

halam. Pas Faridin an kanizak bah nihan hama parvard ; az padvand-i 

in kanizak andar koh pinhan manad szhsad u si sal, si hazar mardum 

bi-shud ba-salarash-i Manashvyar u farman-i Nérydsang 61 Iran shahar 

amad hand ; az éshan bahar Irach khvast, az éshin Salm u Tir avazad. 

Manashvyar Irach pa khudayash-i Iran shahar, azshan Manashvyar 

anaghra nam kard, chish chihar pa an Jrach manast; az éshan guft ki: 

Manand bah chihar pa chiharah-i Ivach, azash kard, u sad u bist sal 

khudayash andar khudayash-i 6 géhin avadan, pur-nékash, avi-bim 

bud, Andar vahan khudayash-i Manashvyar, avani Afradsyab-i Tur 

jadi dvazdah sal padshahi éstadi Manashvyar, avani Irach andar 

koh-i Padashkhwargar zivishnah bidah hand, Pas Sfendarmad 6i gét-i 

1 Pers. anduh, 2 bi-suft, 3 bi-zad, 
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karosh vast, az-éshin vas avazar chahar parhéz yarash ;Avani minian-i 

vah Zamin az Afrasyab avaj sitad. Pas Manashvyar Azo bin Tahmaspan 

kard panch sal; u Kai-Kubad-i Kayan sad sal; u Kai-Kais sad u 

panjah sal; Kai-Khusro Syavakhshan shast sil; u Kai Lahurasp sad n 

bist sal; az Kai Lahurasp khudai 67 shuma by-ayad. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah 67 Jaimasp Bétash ki: Oshan mardumin 

pa Arzah, u Shavah, u Fradadafsh, u Vidadafsh, u Voribarsht, u 

Voriizarsht jud jud dad ravishn chi pa jim kih éstad? Az-éshin 

khirishn bar ham padmizan chin? Az-éshin zivandash chand hen ? 

O7 kih afganand az-éshan ravan 6 kih shavad ? 

Guftash Jamasp ki: Pa Arzah Shavah mardam damastin Srdsh 

ra yazishn, pa an pad-dahishn Sroésh avar dshan khudiyash faristéd ; az 

-éshan dad bahash u din poryd-dkéshash ; az-éshiin zivandash vas vas 

hast az-éshan kih si-sad sal bi-zivand ; az shan kar bar nékash az 

1924+ AY, mira mahi vas pa kam-i Oshan khudasalarSrdsh; 6 kih 

mirand asho hand; 6 an kih awani kishvar hast pa koh-manishn, u 

hast atrvar-manishn, hast u yar hast u khir hast u vahisht hast, u 

dizakh na-shavand. 

Porsid Gushtasp shah ki: Oshin marduman kih pa Alburz, an 

-chi pa Alburz 6i an kust manand, éshan did u varzishn chi? u zivishn 

chi u chin? 

Guftash Jamasp Bétish ki: Oshan marduman éshan jai rdshan- 

khish har nékash hast, azéshin zivandash vas khuda yar bahdin ravan 

dost un din dost hand, az éshan khuda dahyiivad Srésh, az éshan 

patyarah kam, kih mirand asho hand. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Eshin mardumin bah Kangdizh, an 

chih pa Var-i Jamkard, an chih pa Iran-véj manand, éshan did u din 

u ravishn u zivandash u khirishn chin? u kih mirend rayan 6 kih 

shavand ? 

Guftash Jamasp ki: Kangdizh géhinash bami kard avar kamar-i 

‘dévan, azash rah-i viran' piramin haft-sad farsang, avash haft firast 

=e 1 khalis, 
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hast, nakhust ahinin, dédigar riyin, sadigar paladin, chaharum 
burinjin, panjum kansakin,' shashum simin, haftum zarin; azash 

kushk gah simin, azasb kih zarin barham-and; azash haft margh-zar 

andar vas nékash u parvar; azash haft rid bala az andaran by-ayad : 

an ja hamishah bahar avadi-chi darakht pa bar; azash sarma u garma: 

éstad, nah bed. Azash avani patyarah kam manand u khib zivishn u 

yar-i bah-din hand; az-éshan dad bahish, u din poryddkéshash ; 

az-éshan zivandash vas kih mirand ashd hand. Azshan rad Péshdtan 

-bami shuma pus, u khuda u salar Khusrob ; éshan géhan u marduman 

pa Var-i Jamkard hama bah-din, ravan-dost, kirfah-kar hand; azshan 

zivandash vas hast si-sad sal bi-zivéd ; pa har chihal sal, az mard-é, u 

zan-é, farzand-é bi-ziyad; azshin patydrah kam; andar an aé kih 

Malkias jadi damastan aédin shikuft mirad béd, mardum u avani stor 

u janvar pa-zayast bi ufténd, u mardum u avani stor u janvar az and 

by-azard, éshan avaz khursand. U mardum pah Iran-véj manand 

hama yar-i bah-din ; az-éshan bar nék, u dad, dam, mirvan, mahin, 

gio, u gospend vas ; u dah mah iinja damastan u do mah hamin, u an 

chih d6 mah sard ; azshan patyarah zamastan u mar-i avi vas béd: kih 

mirand asho hand, u az-éshan zivandash haftad sal. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Oshin marduman pah Hindigan u 

Chinyan u Turkistan u Tazigan u Barbaristan, jud jud, dad u ravishn 

chih ? Azshan zivandash nékash chun? Kaih mirand 6 kih afganad? 

Azshan ravan 6 kih shavand?- 

Guftash Jamasp ki: Hindtgan shahar buzurg hast, u sard hast u 

garm hast, u tar hast u khushk hast; dar u darakht hast; kih dasht 

sakht hast, kih niyaz hast, kih éshan zivishnash az barinj hast, u kih az 

shir-i g46 hast, kih az tokhmha khurand ; azshan, késh u dad u ravishn 

vas u hast pah nimah-i Atrmazd u hast pa nimah-i Ahriman jadiyash 

ashkara kunand; ukih mirand hast kih andar zamin nihan kunand, u 

hast 61 av afganand,u hast pah atash bi-sozand; u har kih nah 

ha-din 61 dizakh shavand. U Chinastan shaharha-i buzurg vasi zar, 

vas muskh, vas gohar, vas an-chish andar band kard Oi niz aman bar 

yak vinash estad band, u but paristand; kih mirand darvand hand. 

1 husah, 
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Tazigan u Barbarigin shahar garm u khushk vyavan, nist bar 6 av; 

dod azshan khirishn shir a kharastarin u mish u mar u gurbah u 

rabah u kaftar u avani mash anazdish' parastinand; az éshan 

zivishn ushtar u chahar-payash chish. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Oshan u var-chashmin u vargéshan u 
duvalpayan u tash-tézan u kahruba-sarin® bim u zamin chin ? 

pah nimah-i Airmazd éstand, aya pah nimah-i Ahriman? az-éshan dad 

u din chan? khirishn u zivishn chih u chin? kih mirand 6 kih 

afganand? azshan ravan Oi kih shavad? 

Guftash Jamisp kih: Oshin marduman pah zamin var- 

chashman manand, azshin jul zumin-i paryan u_ paris-nishin 

and; azash dar u darakht vas béd, u gad vas darand; azshan salar 

khida inast pah nimah-i Ahriman éstad; 6 kih mirand bi-khirand, 

ba-har-yak kih dshin 617 dtash afganand, u andar miyanah pur bad 

zivandash har janvar éshan khurah karad_ bi-khirand. Var-goshan 

hamginah, b-éshan khirish barg-i darakhtan va-giyah (+0); u nah 

did shinasand, nah din; kih mirand darvand hand. U tash-tézagin 

shahar Kizi, u khwésh chih pah tan kanizak bah niz guman u zir 

parastar band; bah nimah-i Airmazd hand, u hamyarah ava var-gdshan 

pah gavishn vakhshash karizar éstand; u kih mirand hast Oi vahisht, 

hast 6i dizakh shavand. Duvalpayan u sih*-saran varzidar vasturg u 

rimano, nah dad, nah din, nah kirfah, nah gunah shinasand ; az-éshan 

mah salar nist, u pah nimah-i Ahriman éstad, u har chih asho hand 

bi-khirand ; u har kib shan azash bi-mirand bi-khirand ; azshin pak 

pakizi nist; azshan ravyain nimah i Ahriman, 61 dizakh shavand. 

Pursid Gushtisp shah kih: O7 dshin marduman-i Silani, u an 

chih andar zarah darya manand, az éshan zivishn vadarishn chih? az 

éshan khudai salir kih? pa nimah-i kih éstad ?* 

eer we by wy power Sigod eo bs sinew eps 

e spighé roods te SU) eDYHY UI Pay 
1 Perhaps : dish atizdésh. * Perhaps: kalbd-sardn. ® For sag. 
* Here the Pahlavi text, extant in DP,, begins with folio 17. 
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Zanan sakht, az éshain zanain pah shalvar ustuyar hand, u 

marzishn vas kunand; az éshan didan chih dar u chashm did, 

vas sard u vas garmtar band, az éshan hamvar yak ava did vakhshash 

karizar, u an varzishn béd; az éshin margash khvar afsénd, andar 

chih an kishvar hast, u kih az @ pasénd dad, in kih padiraft éstad, kisht 

varz ayadanash kunand; kih mirand 6i bé-shak afganand, 6 hast oi 

bahisht, 6 hast 61 dizakh 6 hamistakan shavand, 6 kih nist Syyos1d5) 

Oshan chih avaz Sy yo ds) azshin minishn u varzishn ava marduman 

bed. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Ti in kidakash az chih kih chiin avar 

mad éstad, chi-ra khudayin dahyuvadan in kiidakash avar nah mad 

éstad? haft in kidakash u agahash 61 kas chasid u guft tavan, aya nah 

haft? nakhust 61 kard ayaft az ashkam-i madur dashtand? tu Jamasp 

1 No. 7 has :—mar bud zivishn. 

2 Pahlavi Folios 20-26 are missing; the Parsi text that follows is supplied from 
Haug’s MS. No.7. 
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andar-an zaman ravan Garothmani, aya nah haft hargiz dardgh euft 

ayao, nah ? 

Guftash Jamasp ki: Man in agahash az din-i Atrmazd u 

Zaratusht khish mad éstad, u in kidakash u zirakash 61 man chin an 

mard kih 61 shoma dahyiivad khiidayash éstad ; avam nah az padar nah 

aZ midar seyyy vandadam bah 6i kas chashidan 61 kardan tavan 

ayam in kidakash u agihash acdin khish mad éstad, kih in har 

aihanah? mardum hama roz zad u mirad, in kit chih nam, u kih pis, u 

az kadim tukhm u chih éshan, u pah kadim akhtar yar, u kadim 
avakhtar hamimal, az éshan zan u farzand u zuban nakhust, u 

khudayash u padshahash chand, chin, chih ayin, u an chih ta 

frashakard u tan-i pasin dainam; avam Oi dahyiivadan mardnaman 

chashidan 61 kard tiban, chin man Jamasp pah an zaman rayan 

Gardthmani, avam hargiz darogh va-guft, nah chih goyam. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: In hama dahyivadin u khudayan in 

frivan gah chand sal nishinam ? avman kar kirfah chih pah khoésh- 

kartar sazad fraz girift kardan? 

Guftash Jaimasp ki: Pa-kar kirfah kardan tukhshash biyad 

farmidan Py addin biid ha pah padid bad, u an “QV —> 
Airmazd u Zaratusht padiraft, padash avirtar tukhshid, u az har 

vanah frod minad, pésh parhézéd ; in hama mardumin kih shan shuma 

_ avar khudaiu padshah hi minadu gah avi bim dasht, azshan \e 

bé-kar-i madar-i ma chih har mardum andar géti barhin Amadan, 

barhan bi-shavad; chish chih avai bah nah baréd, jud az kunishn-i 

nék-i shuma, chih chand tawan-ha, kar kirfah avizi' ma di hilad, 

chih ziid béd, kih tan pah kirfah kardan kama avad an zaman nah béd, 

chih tan goyam; shuma dabyiivadan kit pésh az yak sal 6 vadirdnash 

u natistas’ rasad. 

Pas Gushtasp shih, kash an ashniid, a Peydo» kir kard, 

andih-khvar man azash pis u dukht az si | azash vidoh hand, u 

1 yaft. : gaia’, 3 pusht, * digar. UD ~) (2) 
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avani b-an bavishnan u farzandan kasin an kar ashnid, hama pah 

4 6 tamam shavéd shudah hand. O kih Gushtasp khurah, andar 

6i giriftan, andih afganand, u gunahgar yak afganand, u kar girand. 

Pas Jamasp farm@n d@d ki: Bar ma vashéd farda frod afgandan 

kash Q9)p2@) min hiland. 

U pas Gushtasp shah, ham-chin 9 » bud, 6 Jamasp guft ki: 

Ama in kih man in din-i avézhah padiraft, andar géhan rava kard, 6 

man hand, u dév drij u PICMG \syo zadan avazadan az Iran shahar 

birin kard u Asfendyar, man farzand, avaj dasht, u vas ham man sipah 

u dahan az bahar-i din ra avazadan avaman dasht pah shan in avayad 

bid, chim hibin 6 paida bid, u man, Vishtasp az-in gah u az-in 

géhan pah sid rozkar juda bid, man az-in bradaran u farzandan u 

man bosban u takht u khurah-i Kayan hand, stayam davar vad Kayan. 

U pas Jamasp guft ki: Oshan ravan girad, in khirah-i Kayan 

_pah shuma avar nishastéd, ma azaréd, u dard bahar di tan ma hiléd, o 

pah yazishn dahishn khvésh tan andar ramishn daréd, ava farzandan u 

bradaran b-an bavistan mézad kunéd, ayin gah u khib pah ramishn 

daréd, chih zivandishn basim nék u yak sal nah az hazar sal andar 

abasimash avadan’ in chih goyam kih marg kash avaz na-gired, u 

zaman na dadéd, chih Gayomard bud Airmazd-dad, kash zaman mad, 

Ahriman pah marenchinid, u dadigar yak yak khudayan pésh bidah 

hand, kash 4n zaman fraz mad, chish az kardan na-tavan, pa namchist 

Tahmorap kash si sal Ahriman bah bar dasht, u chih kash khvésh fraz 

mad, khvésh tan az khtsh ava dasht na-tavan. U pas Gushtasp, kih 

shin azash shinid, andar khvésh tan ~S\yoyp padiraft, azash andar 

gchan sipasdarash kardan, u Jamasp afrin kard. 

Pursid Gushtasp shah ki: Az pas hama dahyivadan u khudayan 

in faravan gah kih kadam khuda darad jud chih? u kih pas az tukhm ~ 

kadam band? uw har yak kishvar chand sal darénd? kih 4n-i nék, u 
—_— 

1 akhar. 
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kih an-i yatar? pas az ma cbih angim u zamanah rasad? in din-i 
Mazdayasnan ta ki chand sal ravad ? 

Guftash Jamasp ki: Tan gdyam, pas az shuma az in frivan gah 

oi Ardibahisht Asfendyar rasad, u darad kishvar pah khudayash sad 

u dvazdah sal, ava dam, kash Chihar-fzad chih khvanand, si sal 

khudiyash bi-girad. Darai Darayfn sézdah sal khudayash bi-girad. 

Pas az kih 67 Askandar-i Rimi sézdah sal. Pas bah 6 tukhmi u dad 

rasad, 6 Khusro ba-Ardavan rasad, u az panand dovist u hashtad u dé 

sal, Pah oshan khudayan sar anakash andak andak pas dyad, u nékash 

sapar! yak, u kishvar andar avadanash avibimash,u mardum andar 

kamah-zivishnash dasht éstad band. U pas khudayash 6i Ardashir 

Babakan rasid, darad kishvar pah khudayash chahardah sal. Shapir 

Ardashir bist sal. Shapir Shapirain yak sal. Aitrmazd ddd yak sil 

u d6 mah. Bahram Bahramyan, yash khvanand Sikan shah, chahal 

_ sal. Narsi, Bahram bradar, nuh sal. Shavar® Airmazdan haftad u do 

sal. Ashadvarin haftad u panj sal. Bahram Shavaran, khvanand 

Karmanshah, yazdah sal. Shakit Shadvaran® bist u yak salu panj 

mah. Varahrim Shakitan, kash Bahram-gor khvanand, bist u sih 

sil u dah mah. Shakit* Varahram panjdah sal u chahar mah. 

Piroz Shakitin bist u do sal. Lis® Pirdzin chahar sal. Kobad 

Pirdzin ava sal chihal dd. Jaimiasp Khamist chihal u haft sal u haft 

mah u haft réz. Atrmazd Khusrodan duviazdah sal. Khusrdb 

‘Aiirmazdin, Avarvéz® shah si u haft sal. Kabad Khusrodb, kash 

Shirtyah khvanand, nuh sal. Ardashir, khiid vastar-i Kabadan, yak 

sal u panj mah. Shakit’ Shaharyar bist sal az an fraz na-panand, 
Oshin khid pah khid bah avasinand; pas pah dimand-i Tazigan 

avazirad varas az tukhmi héshm u pah andak ziir u zavar Iran shahar 

fraz girand si-sad u hasht@d u do sal u nuh mah u haft roz u chahar 

_ sa‘at. 

Pursid Gushtisp shah ki: In din-i avézah chand sil rava béd ? 
u pas az an chih atibam u zaman rasad ? 

1 akhar, * Shdpur. 5 Yazdakard ¢ Shapurdn, 

* Yardakard. ® Palask. * Parvé:. * Yaedakard, 
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Guftash Jamasp ki: In din hazar sal rava béd, pas oshan 

marduman andar an hangam band, hama oi mihr-drukhsh éstand, yak 

ava did nivaresh u drdgh kunand, u pah 4n chim Iran shahar 67 

Tazigan avasparaud; u Tazigan har r6z pah réz nirotar dahand, shahar 

shahar fraz girand, mardum hamii 6i avarini drogh vardinand, u har 

chish an goyand u girand, azshan khvésh tan sudmandtar, azshin 

ravishn-i frariin azash azar béd, avéz sanast in Iran shahar.! 
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Rest of Pahlavi is lost. The Parsi version continues one line further, as follows :— 

1 darya bar mard-é Mihr Izad bah avaziid, Mihr Izad vas. . . . 
and then breaks off in the middle of a sentence. 
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THE LIFE AND LEGEND OF ZARATHUSHTRA.’ 
oe 

Zarathustra (Zoroaster), the founder of the Iranian religion of the 
_ invokers of light, received in antiquity such universal homage, that 
___ he was honoured not only by the Medes and Persians, who revered 

him as a Lawgiver and Teacher of religion sent from God, but also by 

their political enemies, the Greeks, who compared him to Zaleukos, 

Minos, Numa, and Lykurgos; and many of their own celebrated 

philosophers became students of Zoroaster and of the Magi, his‘followers. 

The Zoroastrian religion was the first to reject the ancient Aryan 

heathenism as false doctrine, and in an age, when allthe world knelt 

e: before Baal and Astaroth, shuddered at the demons with which they 

____ peopled nature, or worshipped trees and animals, it taught the existence 

of ahigher being, presiding in perpetual light, who was too holy to 

accept bloody sacrifices, only demanding good thoughts, words, and 

actions, to enable the realm of truth and purity to become triumphant 
over falsehood and darkness.’ 
y To the imagination of the Jews, the Zoroastrian king of Persia, Kyros 

(the first conqueror of the world, who no longer allowed vanquished 

ay _ kings to be skinned alive and to have their eyes put out) appeared 

‘ as the promised Anointed One, or Messiah,® who, by direction of 
_ Jahweh, the God of heaven,* commanded the restoration of the temple 

“a of Jerusalem ; and tradition allows the Magi, or Median priests, to 
hip the child Jesus,’ whereby the Jewish Christian religion does 

not entirely reject the Zoroastrian faith which also expects the coming 

aa of a Saviour, so separating it from the Mythology of the Goyim 
 (“ Gentiles”), or Pagans. 

4 ZarathuStra is the exact pronunciation of this Ancient Median name; the Z 
has the soft hissing sound asin French, th has the same sound as the hard th in the 

English word thum), and ¥ has a sound between « and +h, 
—- ® Mills : The Initiatire of the Avesta. Journal, Royal Asiatic Society, 1899, p, 273. 

3 The later Isaiah, xlv., 1. 4 Ezra, i, 2. + Matthew, ii., 1,2. 
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No wonder that, 300 years ago, scholars began to collect every 

detail that antiquity had preserved about this remarkable man who, by 

his theories, that the cultivation ofthe land and the advancement of 

every kind of culture was an act of worsbip, stands out really as the 

founder of civilization in Iran. 

Barnabas Brisson® was the first to collect all records of antiquity 

relating to the Prophet. Thomas Hyde’ quotes the statements of Has- 

tern authors on Zoroaster. Adolf Rapp,® has again worked all these 

ancient records into a collection that is. well worth reading; andso is the 

collection of Arabic, Syriac, and other Kastern allusions to the prophet, 

edited, a few years ago, by R. Gottheil.® 

Professor Williams Jackson!° has rendered important service by 

his writings and treatises on the language of the Awesta, and by his 

comprehension of these sacred books; he has also written a shorter 

work on the same subject! and has made such an exhaustive collection 

of notes, concerning Zoroaster, from the Ancients and Oriental sources, 

with name and subject index, that one is virtually relieved of the 

trouble of referring to the numerous works that he has used. This 

collection from the fountain-head, the contents of which ave based 

partly on the Zoroastrian legend, and are partly a correction of the 

same, have been separated from the descriptive portion of the work 

and placed in the appendix. 

He relates the life of the Biaotes chiefly from the Pahlawi works, 

Dinkart and Zat-sparam’s Selections, written in the ninth century, and 

also from the Zartusht Namah, written in the thirteenth century, in 

6 De regio Persarum principatu libri Il]. Paris, 1590 ; with notes andindex. New 

edition by Friedr. Sylburg, 1595 and 1606 ; also with Latin translation of the Greek cita- 

tions, and revised index by I. Heinr. Lederlin. Strassburg 1710. Lib, II. Cap. 57 seq. 

7 Veterum Persarum et Parthornum et Medorum religionis historia, Oxford 1760. 

8 Zeitschrift der Morg. Gesell. XIX. (1865), 21 ff. 

9 References to Zoroaster in Syriac and Arabic Literature (in Classical Studies in 

honour of Henry Drisler), New York, 1894. 
10 Zoroaster, the Prophet of Ancient Iran, by A. V, Williams Jackson, Professor of 

Indo-Jranian Languages in Columbia University, New York ; 1899; (with a splendid 

map). 

11 Journal of the American Oricutal Bocicty, xv., xvi., xvii. 

} 
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the modern Persian language, which is chiefly based on the above- 

mentioned works, and at the same time he submits the relation of the 

legend to a comparison with the text of the Awesta. 

As Jackson evidently intended to supply the complete material 

for the investigation of the life of Zarathu8tra, he presents the legend 

to us with the suppression of all the positive incongruities quoted at 

length; this one accepts with gratitude, but with the reserve that they 

have no historical worth, and it only gives information of the manner 

in which such an edifying work of exegetical essays can be put 

together, by the help ofancient traditions preserved in the sanctuaries 

We could have wished that the author had laid more stress on the 

unreliability of the legend, which he admits (p. 141); instead of 

arousing the impression that he himself believed in the details. 

There is surely no sense in tracing out plans of battles (pp. 120— 

122) for which a poet, even were he Firdausi, had used a picture of 

his own fancy for a basis ; for Firdausi could not possibly know the 

tradition of the battle with Arjasp in Khorasan (pp. 118, 119), It is 
also hardly necessary, because of Pythagoras, to refer to the Desitir 

written in 1818, and on account of the murder of the Prophet, to quote 

authorities like Majdi (end of 16th century, p. 131.); neither he, nor 

Firdausi, could. supply a single historical note, if it were not in the 

Awesta, for neither of them had any other source. Only to some 

extent, impartial accompanying statements, particularly those that 

contradict the legend, offer some certainty that they are not influenced 

by it, and may:have some historical character. 

F How much nonsense a complete collection of all the wisdom 

produced by wiseacres about Zoroaster offers, appears, among the rest, 

from the opinion, upheld by monkish narrow-mindedness and Jewish 

presumption, that Zaroaster was Baruch, the scribe of Jeremiah. 
Tabari also notices this opinion (648, 10), and Bishop Jesudadh (about 

. 852), ina commentary on Mat. ii, 1, on the Magi, makes the remark, 

(that “this Jewish renegade wrote that vomit of Satan, the book of 

en) As Jackson remarks (pp. 165, 166), the similarity of the 
——————— 

a mo - Lia 
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Syriac name Ermayé (Jeremiah) and Urmiya, the birthplace of 

Zarathustra, has, no doubt, given rise to this discovery. 

What is known of the conditions of life of the Prophet amounts to 

very little ; his descent from Airyana-vaéj6, his residence at the court 

of his protector Wistaspa, the names of a number of members of his 

family and of the prince’s court are noticed in the oldest parts of the 

Awesta, in the Gatha poems, or metrical sermon-psalms, written in the 

Atropatenian dialect. The other portions of the Awesta describe him 

as already a saint, and can therefore be quoted for many facts in ‘the 

history of the religion, but cannot be considered asa source for 

biographical details. 

As Zaruthustra’s patron did not belong to the line of the 

Meiian great kings, it is difficult to fix the time ofthe founding 

of the religion; therefore one is surprised to find in Jackson’s work 

that he gives exact dates, not only for Zarathustra’s life in general but 

also of separate events, his missionary travels to countries not exactly 

defined geographically (p. 207), as also a battle of the religious war, 

Dr. West, the chief expert in Sasanian Pahlawi literature 

(which Jackson compares to the Patristic literature of the Christian — 

church), has lately examined the artificial holy chronology of the 

Parsi priests, that had been partly known for a long time in the Bun- 

dahishn (a cosmography), and which he has illustrated’ in a 

chronological table of holy events. According to it, the time of the 
founding of the religion was 300 years before the burning of Persepolis 

by Alexander, that is in the year 630 B. C.2 The figures are variously 

given, those derived from Pahlawi books, or authors instructed by the 

Magi of the time soon after the downfall of the Sasanian dynasty, 

even Tabari and Firdausi, give the years 300, 280 and 258. The 

variation may arise from this, that sometimes they had had the birth of 

Zarathustra in their mind’s eye, sometimes the founding of the religion, 

and sometimes the conversion of Wistaspa, or the death of the Prophet. 

12 Pahlavi Texts V, Oxford 1897, p. XXVII. seq.; Jackson, p, 179. See also on 

that date, Sheriarji D. Bharucha in Cama Memorial Volume, p. 1. 
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One cannot designate this chronology, as has been done lately, “a 

deplorable fabrication,” for these figures make a fairly correct impres- 

sion, as they are moderate, compared with the improbable estimates 

of time by other religions, and because the occurrence of the founding 

of the religion would then coincide with the culminating point of the 
Median dominion. It is quite possible that, at Alexander's time, 

people still possessed data for estimating the age of the religion ; or, 

just as in Islam, the years were first counted from some definite event, 

and that this important knowledge was prea ren till the construction 

of the holy chronology. 

Already Hyde and Anquetil du Perron, and recently Geldner, '° 

have accepted the reckoning of the Magias correct. For separate items 

this artificial system is untrustworthy; it is also suspicious that 

exactly 1,000 years after the proclamation of the religion, the Awesta 

was edited anew by command of Sapor II, and furnished with a 

complete translation in the Pahlawi language, under the direction of 

the supreme high-priest Atarpat (Atropates) Mahraspend, whose son 

Zarathustra followed his father in his priestly office in the year 371 ~ 

and could, therefore, pass as the Prophet Ukhshyad-ereta (Oshédar- 

bami), appearing 1,000 years after the founding of the religion. '* 

Yet, atthe same time, the idea would not lie far away that by the 
establishment of the strict doctrine of the Magi, the re-writing of the 

Awesta and its translation into the Sasanian language, undertaken by 

the Sasanids, they had really had at first the intention to erect, in this 

great work, a landmark and memorial, just at the epoch of the end 

of the first and beginning of the second millennium. 

The error, already noticed by Masiidi, that the Parthians have only 
4 _ 284 years in the chronicle is compensated for by the traditionally great ay length of the reigns of Wistasp and his grandson Bahman. The 

a ‘é 18 Grundriss der irfinisohen Philologie, Il, 37. Compare Spiegel, Eranische Alter- 
 thumskunde, I, 193. Zeitachrift der morgenliind, Gesellschaft, XLV, 202, Justi, Beilage 

 #ur aligemeinen Zeitung, Mtinchen, 11. Nov. 1888. | 

44 West, Pahlavi Texts V., p. XXXVII, On AtUrpit soo Livre d’Ardi-Viraf trad. 
_ par M. A, Barthélemy, Paris 1887, p. 148. 
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Muhammadan authors, particularly Al-Bérini, who is here of great 

authority, accept the Persian chronology as correct, and it is known 

that the Persians have been in possession of an exact calendar since 

1075 (the era of Jelal-ud-din Melekshah), which proves their com- 

petence for such calculation,’ 

Greek and Roman references contain important statements 

conducive to a knowledge of the Zoroastrian religion and of its founder, 

and are particularly valuable, because the periods in which the writers 

lived are known, and their statements can, therefore, be applied to a 

temporary, definable phase of the religion; whereas among the present 

day professors of the religion, the Parsis in India, one finds their latest 

phases. ‘We know, for instance, from many authors, that in Iran the 

dead were neither burnt or buried, but exposed on tower-like edifices 

to be devoured by wild beasts and birds of prey, as is still the case 

among the Parsis of to-day. That this custom prevailed at the time 

of the Sasaniaus, yea even of the Parthians, is authenticated by the 

contemporary works of Justinus, Prokopios and Agathias. On the 

~ other hand, we learn from the older writers, Herodotos, Xenophon, and 

Arrianos, that, till the time of Alexander, the Persians buried their dead, 

and only the Median Magi exposed them ; that these statements are 

accurate, is proved by the fact of stone sepulchres existing among the 

Achzmenians, and the mention of burying and burning the dead in 

Arachosia and Khorasan (Chakhra) in the Awesta.’® And from this we 

may draw the conclusion that the Median custom extended only by 

degrees over Iran, and was particularly propagated by the Sasfinians 
who, by the help of the Magi (to whom their ancestor belonged),'’ 

spread the strict observance of this custom through the kingdom, \ 
J 

15 Ideler, Handbuch der Chronologie, II, 524. Prinsep, Essays on Indian Anti- 

quities, Thomas, Useful Tables, p. 142. West, Grundriss der irdnischen Philologie, II, 

p. 121, Hyde, Veter. Pers. Relig. Historia, p, 194. 

16 Wendidad I, 12 (48), 16 (66), aT 

17 The prince of Istakhr (Persepolis) is called on pre-Sasinian coins Fratakara 

(‘the Firemaker”), later, a/-Hirbadh (“the Priest’’), anno 638, 644, Tabari 2546, 17. 

Beladhori, ed, J. deGoeje 388, 11- 
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All statements of the ancients, and of non-Zoroastrian eastern 

writers, are thrown into the shade by what the holy scripture of the 

Magi, the Awesta, declares, which has been gained for science only in 

modern times, and the manuscripts of which are chiefly in Bombay, 

Paris, Oxford and Copenhagen. It has been edited in Europe by Spiegel, 

Westergaard and Geldner, and translated by Spiegel, C. de Harlez, 

Darmesteter, Mills and others. As its oldest portion, the Awesta 

contains the already-mentioned Gathas which, as the Awesta expressly 

mentions (Yasna 57, 8), aud which is universally allowed, originated 

among the disciples of Zarathustra. The other components of the 

Yasna and Wisperad, liturgical invocations of the higher beings, and 

the Wendidad or the Law, group themselves round the Gathas, and 

become a book of the rules of worship and practice of sacrifices, but 

belong to amuch later age. Still later appeared the Yashts or sacri- 

ficial prayers for household use, which point to a later form of religion 

with a leaning to polytheism, and contain, besides the hymns of praise 

to the genii and divine beings, many accounts of heroic myths, partly 

of Parthian and partly of Sasanian times.'® 

Any one who wishes to use the legend of Zoroaster for an his- 

torical representation of the life of the Prophet, must investigate its 

relation to the Awesta, with which, as is usual in such literary works, 

it is connected partly by natural and partly by mystical interpretations. 

The legend only seldom touches the real meaning of the religion, when 

it mentions the cause of the introduction of a religious custom or the 

genesis of a doctrine, but engages itself more with the birth of the 

founder, which is related as an event that the Deity had prepared for 

the salvation of mankind, and arranged to take place with extra- 

ordinary circumstances and miracles, ‘lhe new-born child laughs in- 

stead of crying, and his brain beats so violently that it repels a hand 

laid uponit; a token which is attested by Pliny'® already at the begin- 

ning of our era. 

18 In Yasht XIII. 106, Atirpat is mentioned by the title of Rastare-raihent; 

compare West, Pahlavi Texts V, p. XXXVI, 

1 Plinius, Hist. Nat, 7, 1s. : 
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The spiritual development of the Prophet is effected not only by 

the natural cultivation of his talents, but also by inspiration for which 

he is prepared by ascetic exercises in the wilderness ; just as in the 

book of Arda-Wiraf, even soa narcotic (mang, ‘‘ hemp’’) helps this holy 

man to the vision of heaven and hell.” 

How untrustworthy this legend (which has already been critically 

treated by Spiegel)! is from an historical point of view, is shown by 

the attempt toconnect Artaxerxes I (Ardashir-dirazdast) with Isfen- 

diar, the sonof Wistaspa; whereby it is sought to connect this prince, 

or Danghupaiti, in Media, with the dynasty of the Achemenians, of 

whose glorious names the tradition of the Median priests, besides Arda- 

shir, has still preserved only the two Daras, father and son (Darius I, 

aud III). We, therefore, prefer to go back to the Awesta, the source 

of the Zartusht Namah, although we have to satisfy our thirst for 

knowledge with fewer, but more trustworthy statements ; and the sacred 

book itself would be an exception to all writings of this class, if it did 

not separate the sacred from the profane impulse, and express 

mysteries in mythological symbols. 

Not only the Karapan and Kawi, (the priests of the old religion 

and their followers the princes) mentioned in the Gathas, already lay 

snares for the child, but also from wolves (often mentioned in the 

Awesta) and wild horses, and even danger from fire, the child is mira- 

culously delivered ; and in manhood Zarathustra has to endure temp- 

tation by the devil himself. The legend exhibits the soul’s struggle, 

which the renunciation of the faith of his fathers and the conviction 

of the truth of the new doctrine occasioned as outward occur- 

rences of the appearance of the tempter, because religiously excited 

conditions could really produce visions of this kind. 

The Book of the Law contains the oldest version, originally a 
portion of the Spend Nask (according to the classification of the whole 
Awesta into 21 Nasks, or books,*) which contained the history of 

20 Livre d’Arda-Viraf, trad. par Barthélemy XIX, 6, 147, 149, 

21 Sitzungsberichte der Kgl. baiyerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. 5 Jan. 1867, 

22 Geldner, Grundriss der ifan. Phil,, II, 17. 

‘ 
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Zarathustra. That this passage is, however, one of the latest portions 

of the Avesta follows from this, that to words out of the old books is 

attributed the witchcraft for scaring away the demons and that the 

language is already treated artificially, as the grammatical error at the 

very beginning reveals, where it is said : “ Kill, O holy Zarathustra !” 

instead of “the holy Zarathustra”. The vocative appears in nearly all 

the MSS., and is undoubtedly the original reading ; the copyist was 

used to the vocative, as it occurs hundreds of times in the conversational 

structure of the Book of the Law. A scholar, whom the error surprised, 

{ corrected it by using the nominative:** ‘‘ Kill, the holy Zoroaster.” 

The incorrect use of the Median language is often apparent. 

To give an example of the style of the original legend, the extract 

here translated may suffice: — ** 

‘From the north region, out of the north regions, rushed Angra- 

Mainyno (Ahriman), the death-fraught devil of devils (daéwa, Pers. diw). 

Thus spoke the evil-intending Angra-mainyu, the death-fraught one: 

‘Fiend! rush here, kill the holy Zarathustra,’ The fiend rushes around 

him, the devil Biiti, the creeping destruction,*’ the evil-intending. 

** Zarathustra recited the (prayer) Ahuna-Vairya (‘as the desired 

guide,’ etc.), ‘ honoured the good waters of the good Daitya,®° acknow- 

ledged the Mazdayasnian religion.’ ‘he fiend rushed away from him 

confounded, the devil Buiti, the creeping destruction, the evil-intending, 

“ The fiend spoke to him :‘ Thou tormentor, Angra-mainyu ! I can 

see no death in him, the Spitama Zarathustra, Much glory of light 

has the holy Zarathustra.’ Zarathustra perceived in bis mind: ‘The 

fiendish demons are plotting my death.’ 

“ Up started Zarathustra, forward stepped Zarathustra, uninjured 

by evil thought, through the severity of the malicious questions, holding 

23 For the accusative. 

#* Wendidad XIX., 1 seg. Jackson, p. 51. 
% According to later opinion, ithyejo (Pers. sej) is a demon who endeavours to 

bring destruction upon the house in which an infant lives ; he flees from the crowing of 

a cock. 
26 The river in Airyanem Waéjé. 
27 The religion that worships Ahura Mazda (Ormazd). 
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stones in his hands, stones®® as big as a house; he, the holy Zarathu8tra, 

had received them from the Creator, Ahura Mazda: ‘ Where hadst 

thou them on this earth, the broad, round and far-ending, in the house 

of Pourushaspa, on the bank of the Dareji ?’?° 

“Zarathustra replied to Angra-mainyu: ‘ O evil-intending Angra- 

mainyu! I will smite the creation produced by the devils, 1 will smite 

the corpse-phantom created by the devils, I will smite the Pairika 

(sorceress, fairy) who is worshipped(?), until the Saviour, the victorious, 

shall be born from the water of Kansaoya® from the eastern region, 

out of the eastern regions.’ 

“Thereupon answered him the lord of the evil creation : ‘ Destroy 

not my creatures, O holy Zarathustra! Thou art the son of Pou- 

rushaspa, by thy mother was I invoked ; abjure the good Mazdayasnian 

religion, so that thou mayest gain the favour which the monarch Wadha- 

ghna* has obtained.’ 

“Him answered Spitama Zarathustra: ‘I will not abjure the good 

Mazdayasnian religion, even if body, life, and consciousness be sun- 

dered.’ 

“To him retorted Angra-mainyu, the lord of the evil creation : 

‘With whose word wilt thou vanquish, with whose word wilt thou 

drive away, through what weapon (will) the good creatures (vanquish) 

the creatures of me, Angra-mainyu? ’ 

“Spitima Zarathustra answered him: ‘The mortar, cup, and 

haoma {the holy draught prepared in the mortar and poured into the 

28 The Parsis explain this term as “ a stone-weapon,” and by nogav'a, which means 

a shepherd’s crook with nine knots(?) that would imply Pers. nuh-girih, 

29 The construction and meaning of this sentence are difficult. Perhaps the writer 

meant to say : how camest thon from thy father’s house, to conquer for thyself, with 

this stone-weapon, the whole world, over which the power of us demons is spread ? 

According to the Bandahishn and the Selections of Zat-sparam, Dareji is the river 
in Airyana-vaéjo, on whose banks the father of the prophet lived. The identification 
with the Darja-i-Urd (Darmesteter) rests on the error that took the j (=y) in Darja (Pers. 

for “ river’) for the French j; see Jackson, 193—5 
30 The lake of Segestan (Sistan). 
31 A name of the tyrant Dahaka, see ‘ The Dina i Maina i Khrat’, edited by Darab 

Dastur Peshotan Sanjan3, Bombay, L895, p. 80, 8. LIranisches Namenbuch, 332, 337. 
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cup) and the word spoken by Mazda are my best weapons; with this 

word will I vanquish, with this word will I drive away, with this 

weapon (will strike) the well-created ones (thy creations), O evil- 

thinking Angra-mainyu! (The word and weapon) the holy spirit 

‘ created ; he created them in boundless time; they were created 

___ by the holy immortals (Ameshaspends), the good rulers, the very wise 
: ones, 

“ Zarathustra recited the prayer Ahuna-Vairya.” 

After a lengthy interpolation, this history of the temptation closes 

with the account of the disappearance of the evil spirits, as itis written in 

another place.** “Thou causedst all the demons to hide themselves in the 

earth.” “Thus spoke the evil-thinking Angra-maioyn, the death-fraught 

one: ‘What shall we bring together, through collecting, we wicked 

devils, we evil-thinking ones, on the head (skull!) of the Arezira?’** 

“Hither they rushed, they consulted the devils, the wicked evil- 

thinking ones; they lamented, they consulted the devils, 

the wicked evil-thinking ones; they cast the evil eye, the 

devils, the wicked evil-thinking ones. 

; ‘This will we bring together by collecting on the head of the 

o Arezira. Born is, alas! the holy Zarathustra, in the house of Pouru- 

__Shaspa ; how may we procure his death? He will be a blow to the 

__ deyils, an adversary of the devils, he the fiend’s antagonist ; down fall 

_ the devil’s imps, the corpse-spectre (nasus) created by the devil, and 

the deceitfully-spoken lie.’ ” ** 

- an If we look away from the mythical parts of the legend, then it is 

“a of particular importance that they state that Zoroaster was born and 

_ prepared for his prophetic career in Atropatene; but later let him take 

a 8 Yem1X,16(6) 8 8 _ | | 
J *% The mountain at the entrance to hell. on the Demiwend. 

__-** Several expressions are used in this clause, which are «nly used for evil spirits : 
the devils do not walk, they rash; they do not speak, but howl; they have no head, no 
eye, no hand, but a skull, a squinter, a paw, etc, Also, in ancient Persian, the word kara 
_ “state-army"’) is related to the German Heer, but a hostile army is ha/ne (Sanskrit 

a 
> 328 
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refuge with Wistaspa, the king of Bactria. This opinion stands mid- 

way between two others. In the beginning of these researches, when 
people still defended the hypothesis, although supported by no single 

historical tradition or anthropological fact, that the Indo-Germans 

had originated from Centrai Asia, Zoroaster passed for a Bactrian who 

lived in the year 1200, and his doctrine was said to have extended 

itself westward by degrees, The other opinion endeavours to prove the 

proposition that Zoroaster had never been in Bactria, and that the 

religion of the Zoroastrians, or Magianism, has proceeded from Media. 

The evidence is, therefore, somewhat complicated, as the legend has 

transferred Wistaspa to Bactria, and, on account of the connection of 

his dynasty with the Achzmenian, even let him issue from Persis, 

The contradictions of facts, which the legend has not regarded, are so 

numerous that we are well enabled to discover the real circumstances, 

The question of the origin of the religion of the Awesta is not only 

important for its own history, but also for the history of religion in 

general, as Zoroaster’s achievement records an important and effective 

step for the development of religious thought in mankind, beyond the 

worship of nature, and other preliminaries of a pure understanding of 

God, onwards to a contemplation of a world of higher moral capacity.* 

Man is no more called into existence by the caprice of a wrathful 

despot, to be shortly afterwards (according to the impulses that had 

been planted in him) condemned to everlasting ruin, or destined for 

eternal bliss "hich cannot be so to us as long as we know our brother 

is tortured by hell-fires. But he is, through the fulfilment of his 

duties, through founding a family, cultivation of the land, resistance 

of harmful violence in nature, through advancement of prosperity, 

and thereby rendering charity, intended forthe partisan of the heavenly 

beings, which, under the guidance of the Creator, endeavour to remove 

the obstacles prepared by the evil ones for the coming of God’s 

Kingdom, 

55 Compare Mills’ copious essay in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1899, 

P- 273. 

—_—— 
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The Persians haye been educated, by theteacher of their religion, 

for rulers and heroes, not for slaves and monks, Yea, even in paradise 

that arises, on the earth itself, out of the ashes of a great universal 

fire, destroying sin and the devil, the pious Mazda-worshipper, with 

his relations, will wander in the unfading garden of trees (Paradeisos) 

that he once planted here on earth, and will enjoy other pleasures, to 

which he had himself laid the foundation during his earthly existence. 

The Persian religion, certainly like others, much injured in its purity by 

the people who hate the sublime, and by the rulers who make it useful 

for their own purposes, has once lent to the declining heathenism of the 

West a last support by their Mithra-mysteries ; and, through the 

Gnostic dualism of Mani, put the Christianity into excitement. 

The following particulars are intended, partly to substantiate 

Jackson’s views through some further details, partly, where he has 

hesitated between two opposing views, to indicate the right one. 

Nobody now believes that Zoroaster may be a mythical figure, as 

was once affirmed. The names of his family, mentioned in the Awesta, 

have no religious or mythological signification, as would be the case if 

they were invented. Of the ancestors mentioned in his pedigree,™ 
_ Haéchadaspa occurs in the Gathas, Chakhshni and Pourushaspa in 

other portions of the Awesta; the family is called Spitamdonhé in the 

i _Giathis, which reminds one of the Median Spitamas, the husband of 

- -Amytis, the daughter of Astyages, who was probably a descendant of 

>: en and the Zarathushtrotema (Mas-i-Mughdn), the great priest 

of Ragha, and by his high rank the son-in-law of the Median King. 

__ These names show, firstly, the descent from Media (Atropatene); 

Sm that the family belonged to the nobility, as only nobles, or 

Di cans, bear names ending with aspa (“ horse”). Zoroaster’s name 

_ means “ one possessing old camels” (or quiet camels, grown grey in 

service)’ ; it appears that the need was felt to give him a more 

Road 

es - _ — em —_ —. - = 

8 Jackson. seg. 18, Tranisches Namenbuch, 39% 

__ ™ Bartholomas, Grandriss der Iran.Phil. 1. 182, n. 44. Jackson, 12, 15, 
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spiritual name, and they therefore called him Zoroastrés, one half of 

which name would be the Greek pronunciation of Awesta zdvare 

(power, Persian zér), the other half, a version of yashtdr (the 

sacrificer) : —“ whose sacrifice has strength, or effect.”” Also the name 

Zathraustes, quoted by Diodoros, seems to contain another interpretation 

of the name :—Z@thra-wahishta (like Tithraustes = Chithra-wahishta), 

“the best by birth,” with reference to his marvellous birth. 

The country in which Zoroaster was born, and where he prepared 

himself for his ministry, is, according to the legend and the Awesta, 

Airyanem-vaéjd, which comprises the countries between Armenia, 

the Caspian Sea, and great Media, This nameis the Awetic term for 

Atropatene (Pahlawi, Aturpdtakdn, now Adharbaijan),a country called 

after Atropates, the prince of the Kadusians and Sakesines, who was | 

said, as it seems, a descendant of Atarepata, the son of Wishtaspa. 

Atropates was confirmed in the possession of his land by Alexander, 

and founded a dynasty, whose capital, during the summer, had become 

Phraaspa, or Shiz, and during the winter Gandzak (now Leilan) ; and 

whose last descendant, Artawazd (Aw. Ashuwazdah), after his father’s 

dethronement (A. D. 10), died in Rome when 39 years old. 

If the Awestic term should really describe the Aryan source, or 

mother-land (vaéjo is explained by kdn, ‘pit or mine”**), then the 

naming would agree with the oldest habitations of the Mada and Parsua 

at the time of the later kings of Assyria, and the scene of the founding 

of the kingdom of Media ; for it might already have disappeared trom 

their recollection that both nations had originally immigrated from 

further east. The name Ariana is still used by Apollodoros to designates 

the country contiguous to the land of the Kadusians (Gilan)*?. 

By collecting all the accounts of the ancients (among which those 

that are not influenced by the legend are the most important), the 

£8 Therefore the ‘ officina Ariornm,’ comp, Jordanis Getica, ed. Mommsen, IV, 25, 
p. 60, Spiegel, Commentar ueber das Awesta, 1.8. It cannot be the same thing as 

Pers. vikh, ** root.” 

8* Stephanos Byzant. s,. v. Ariania; comp. Strabo XV, 2, 8 
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~ Zoroastrian writings of ancient and modern times, and those of the 
Muhammadan geographers and chroniclers”, who usually call Urmiah 
the town of Zaradasht, Jackson has provided an overwhelming refuta- 
tion of the formerly accepted view, that Zoroaster’s descent and doctrine 
and the language of the Awesta had proceeded from Bactria, ‘I'bis 
view (now relegated to the lumber-room) about the founder of Magian- 
ism and the head of the Median priests, the moghu, ancient Persian 
magu, Armenian, from the Median, mog, whose official name was 
athrava, “priest of fire,” ripaéus,' arises from this, that the legend 
transfers to Balkh (Baktra) the residence of King Wistaspa, to whose 

court the prophet proceeds from Aturpatakan. The reason of this will 
hecome evident later on. 

That some ancient authors also speak incorrectly of Bactria appears 

from the fable of Ktesias, preserved by Diodoros, according to which 

Ninos and Semiramis defeated King Oxyartes of Bactria. Other 

writers (instead of the Oxyartes, father of Roxane, who first appeared 

in the text in Alexander’s time) have the Zoroastres, or Zathraustes, 

intended by Ktesias, as wellas Diodoros. A few writers add Magus 
to the names, to support the error. 

Bactria is here chosen as the outermost land in the east 

(as Egypt and the land of the Scythians are in the west and north), 

and accepted by Ktesias to produce a really great impression, An 

Assyrian army never penetrated beyond the Caspian Gates, and neither 

a Ninos (the hero of the City of Nineveh, Greek Ninos), nor a Semi- 

ramis (the human form of the goddess Ishtar of Nineveh), has reigned 

~ over Assyria, 

Also the attempt, through a very uncertain reference to the cam- 
paigns of the Assyrian Shamsi-Adnd, who (B, C. 820) captured the 

king of Gizilbunda, and defeated the Medes there, at the ‘‘ white moun- 

‘© Hamadhani (Biblioth. Geograph. Arab. V, 285, 5. 986, 3 Tbn Khurdad-bih 
(id. VE) 119, 17, 121, 13, note A. 

* Rapp, Zeitschrift der Morgen!. Ges. 19,21. ©. de Harlez, Verbandl. d, Berliner 
_ Orientalisten Congresses, Berlin, 1042, Il, 2, 272. 

** Eusebios, soo Jackson 243 ; comp. Gilmors, Ktosias, Lond. 1988, p. 20, 29 seg. 

| : 
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tain ” (shadi pisi), the Kiz Kapan, westwardfrom Takht-i Suleiman, or 

Shiz,* and to Shammuramat, the wife of Adad-Nirari, B, C. 811—782 

(who likewise made war in Media), to find an historical background 

for the Ktesian fable, would be to accord it too much honour, 

Even an author so generally trustworthy as Ammianus Marcel- 

linus, who, as participator in Julian’s campaign in Persia, would be 

able to make enquirics, says that the Bactrian Zoroaster has added 

much out of the secrets of the Chaldees to Magianism ; but Hystaspes, 

the wise father of Darius, had appropriated, in India, the knowledge of 

the Brahmans about the path of the stars, and of the earth, and 

about prophecies; nevertheless Ammianus-cannot have heard this from 

Persians, who never speak of a Bactrian Zoroaster, but only of 

Spitama, or ashava (“pure, holy”) Zarathustra, later of Zaradusht 

from Adharbaijin; but his words are only a reminiscence from 

Trogus.** 

Moses of Khorni, who preserved many absurdities, is disconcerted 

by the passage, quoted from Africanus (and further on by Kephalion), 

of the Berosian Sibylla,*” where Zradasht Mog arkay Baktriatsvots, 

is called king of the Bactrians, and adds, in explanation, “ that is, of 

the Medes ”;and again (I, 17) he calls Zoroaster a Magian and chief of 

the Medes (Markh), and states that he is made governor of Nineveh 

and Assyria by Semiramis, because she wishes to go for her recreation 

to Armenia, where she has built Shamiramakert, or Wan. As Zoroaster 

tries to make himself independent, the queen marches against him, 

but is defeated and slain by her son Ninyas. 

The comment of Moses, whereby he here takes the Bactrians for 

Medes, might lead to the source of the original Ktesian error. The Per- 

sian Empire, or Atrdn-khshathr (Pers. Irdn-shahr, Awesta. Azryanam 

khshathrem), was divided into four groups of provinces, or countries, 

*3 Billerbeck, das Sandschak Suleimania ; Leipzig, 1898, p. 66. 

4¢ Justinus, I, 1,9. The Brahmans, besides the Magians, name him so ; also Nearch 

in Strabo, 15, 1. 59,61 66. Arrian 6, 16,5. Appianus, de bello eivili II. c.54, 

*5 Jackson, p. 187, 
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named after the four quarters of the heavens, and jgoverned by four 

Spahpets (ancient Persian, spddhapati), commanders-in-chief, or govern- 

ing field-marshals. The northern of these provinces contained Media 

and Atropatene, and is called by Khurdadbih and others that of 

Adharbadhakan, or Adharbaijan ; but, by Ibn Rosteh and Masudi, 

Bakhtar, “the north””’ (Pahlawi, apdkhtar; Awesta, apdkhtara). In 

the so-called geography of Moses are also mentioned “the Scythians 

who are Apakhtarkh, that is, Turks.” As Ktesias lived 17 years in 

Persia and understood the language, it might be thought that, in his 

cursory manner, he had taken Apakhtara for Bakhtra. Also to Moses, 

who lived in the time of the Sasanians, when Armenia was under Persian 

rule, the expression for the ‘‘ North,” and its applicability to Media, 

must have been known and may have occasioned his remark. It is 

worthy of notice that Burnouf,” by the name Bactra, refers to that 

Bakhtar. 

Besides the literary evidences, fully collected and commented on 

by Jackson, there are also historical relations to consider. Without an 

impulse from outside, no religion usually changes much, or is replaced 

by another. Putting aside missions, which aim at the introduction of a 

new religion into foreign lands, religious opinions also spread unnoticed 

from land to land, by the intercourse of nations, and especially nations 

of lesser civilization accept, from their more important neighbours, 

useful knowledge, skill, instruction relating to the nature of things, 

and the religious views which were connected with these things in 

ancient times, because by these means they procure a pleasanter 

existence, and are able to gratify their curiosity about many phenomena 

in heaven and earth. The religion and mythology of the Greeks is 

inconceivable without their intercourse with Asia Minor and Egypt; 

how should the Medes, and still more the Bactriuns, who were far 

*° Tabari 894, in Néldeke, Tabari’s History of the Persians, 155. J. de Goeje 

Biblioth. Geograph, Arab, VI, 118, 

47 J. de Goeje, Bibl. VII, 103, 22, VIII, 31, 6. 

«® Commentaire sur le Yagna. Paris, 1835. Notes, p. cxii. 
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removed, in ancient times, from the cultivated States which were making 

the history of the world, without having received such an impulse, have 

arrived at making analteration in their old Aryan religion that had been 

sufficient for their social circumstances. In Indiathe change of religion 

occurred indeed without foreign incitation, but went. hand in hand with 

an immense convulsion of the people who were confined by the system 

of caste, and suffering under oppression by the priests. The Medes, 

and after them the Persians, already early in contact with the Assyrians 

and Susians, became, by their conquest, the heirs of the ancient 

Mesopotamian and Western Asiatic civilization, and it could not be 

long before the religions of; the nations, conquered by them, also 

excited their attention. 

The most ancient Great-King had already established a mighty 

empire, after the Assyrian model, by the union of small principalities, 

and surrounded the royal castle of Agbatana, in which he shut himself 

with a sevenfold wall, whose battlements were painted with the colours 

of the planets.*® This statement, even if it should be uncertain, proves 

that the Babylonian star-worship had spread out over Iran. And to 

that the Chaldacorum arcana of Ammianus could most appropriately 

refer. 

In the Zoroastrian religion the reverence of stars is certainly not 

very conspicuous; in the cosmic system the planets are the enemies 

of the fixed stars, because, according to the dualistic view of the world, 

the army of heaven is drawn into the conflict of good and evil, and, 

exactly like the Persian empire and army, remains under four Spadha- 

patis, among whom Hapto-iringa, or ‘‘ the seven stars,” as Spadhapati 

of the North, is the opponent of the planet Mars (Wahram),*° This 

view, however, appeared late; in the oldest portions of the Awesta 

there is no occasion to mention any other astronomical events than the 

course of the sun and stars, and the waxing and waning of the 

moon’, 

#9 Herodotus, 1, 98. 

50 Bundahishn (Westerg-), p. 7, 1.7; p. 12, 1.19, 
51 Yasna, XLIV., 3. 

4 

, 
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The manner in which the Deity makes use of the mouth of a seer 

and prophet to impart revelations and holy laws to the faithful, is 

peculiarly developed with the Semites, though seers also appear 

in the Weda, whose words are inspired. The system of oracles, or 

the communication of the will of the gods, through dreams, signs and 

precepts to mankind, is an important religious institution with the 

Hellenes, but of which the Greeks themselves said, that the oldest 

oracle existed in Meroé in Nubia; yet the direct communication be- 

tween God and the prophets is really a Semitic view, and Zoroaster 

reminds us of this when, in the Book of the Law, or Wendidad, he asks 

Ahura Mazda, and the latter, in his answers, communicates the Law 

tohim. It certainly cannot be proved that this circumstance was 

very ancient, and in the anthems, originating from Zoroaster and his 

immediate followers, there is only one poem (Yasna XLIV) whose 

twenty strophes contain questions of Zoroaster to Ahura, which, 

however, are not answered, because every arswer would repeat the 

thought that Ahura Mazda is the author of all things mentioned in 

the questions. Still it is not impossible, that the later favourite 

dialogistic form has been constructed on the model of this ancient 

poem. 

As Spiegel has remarked, the doctrine of sin and holiness (in the 

first place cleanliness of the body, then freedom from moral contamin- 

ation) also reminds one of Semitic ideas ; and Hyde®* points to the 

resemblance of the Zoroastrian and the Christian Hierarchy. By these 

details one comes, however, no further onward than a general impres- 

sion; and the Iranian religion is rooted too deeply in the nature of the 

country, and of the views about nature of its followers, and is far too 

peculiarly and independently developed to allow of the entry of strange 

elements, 

“Great men are the children of their age. Heirs to the heritage 

of the past, they are charged with thy, .tewardship of the possessions to 

be handed down to the future. Summing up, within the teaching ofa 

52 Veterpm Persarum rc ‘ig, hist., 354. 
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prophet is the voice of the age in which he lives; his preaching is the 

echo of the heart of the people of his day. ‘The era of a prophet is, 

therefore, not without its historic significance, it is an event that 

marks an epoch in the life of mankind.’’** 

Important, however, here is the cult of the sacred fire,** which is 

characteristic of the Zoroastrian religion; while other Indo-Germans, 

indeed, worshipped, as holy, the hearth-fire (the Hestia or Vesta) burnt in 

the perpetual lamps of their temples, the Iranians, however, as is known, 

connected it with the naphtha springs which are found chiefly in the 

neighbourhood of Tiflis, Salian, Shemakha, and Baki,** with the penin- 

sula of Apsheron, and the island Swjatoi, therefore in Airyanem Waéjo ; 

even on the other side of the Caucasus, in the province of the upper 

Kuban, or Hypanis, in the country of the fire-worshippers the 

Sauromates,”’ who came from Media; in Assyria, to the south of Arbela 

near Demetrias, where naphtha and petroleum springs are mentioned in 

the temple of the Nanaia to the north of the residence of Dareios I. 

Sadrakae (Tel Ser*’), also at Nimrud and at the other side in Sinn,*® at 

el-Fathah, where the river Tigris traverses the mountains of Hamrin,*? 

at Kirkuk or Mennis and Kufri, at Taiz Khurmatu,°° between these two 

places, at Mendeli, to the east of Baghdad on the Pusht-i-Kuh,® in 

Babylonia at Hit on the Euphrates,°’ Zoroaster must have found the 

worship of fire as a holy spirit, to be already in existence in those parts 

and changed this into the doctrine, that fire, “the son of Aburi 

Mazda,” was the emanation and the earthly sign of the sacred spirit 

5% Jackson, 150. Compare the grand account of the Jewish prophecy in Wellhausen’s 

Israelitische und Jiidische Geschichte, Berlin: 1895, 108, 

5+ Istakhri (J. de Goeje, Geogr. Arab. I.,, 190. | 
55 Masudi, Kitab at-tanbih (¢b. VIIL.) 64, 13 seq. 

56 Clemens. Alex., ed. Frid, Sylburg. isugd. Batav. 1616, p. 32, 1, 37. 

67 Strabo 738, ed. Meineke, 1028, 20, 

58 Map of Jones, Journ, Asiat. Soc. XV, 

°9 Chesney, Expedition to the river Euphrates, Map No. 6. 
60 Curtius, 5, 1,16. Ker Porter. Tra ‘_-©}, 440, Rich, Koordistan 1, 22. 31. 2, 277, 
61 Petermann’s Mittheilungen, 1874, -), Heft 9, p. 344, Comp. Brisson, III, 94, 
62 Plutarch’s Alexander, Chap. XXXV. Comp. Maunsell, Proceedings, Geog. Soc. 9 

(1897) 528. 
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of light, and in which he manifested himself to his worshippers, or, as 
Firdusi says, “ Fire is not a God, but the Mihrab,” or, according to 

the werds of Nasir Khusrau, “the Kiblah or prayer-niche of the 

Dihkin.”® Bel‘ami®* asserts, indeed, that the fire-cult comes from 

Atropatene, aud Shahrastani,® the historian of Oriental religions, 

’ agrees with Firdiisi, that the fire-temples are more ancient than 

Zoroaster and that the Parsi books and Firdiisi are not making an 

anachronism in stating that the pre-Zoroastrian kings built houses for 

the fire. The worship of fire by the Assyrians is shown by their 

monuments in the palace of Sanherib at Koyundjik, Nineveh, %6 
Samuel Johnson*®’ refers to the naphtha springs and calls Iran the 
fire-temple of the world, but at the same time considers Ractria as the 

home of Zoroaster and of the Awesta, and gives as his reason the 

limitation of sacred geography to the east, and the placing of the 
wicked in the west. In the same way that this fire-cult points to 

Atropatene and Media as the original seat of the Magian religion, the 

legends and traditions take this north lranian land as their scene of 

action. At the time of the Kawi-dynasty mention is often made of the 

Diws of Mazenderan (in Awesta : daewa mdzainya), who were especially 

attacked by Kai Kaiis (Kawa Usa). Diws are usually demons, also 

animals, like lions, wild-asses and locusts, also powerful enemies of 

mau, often withthe attributes of other races; Tahmurath, the Tamer of 

Diws, had himself been instructed by them in handwriting. Jamshéd 

made them build brick buildings, which points directly to the fact of 

the introduction of these things from foreign countries. Firdusi calls 

the King of the Slavs, Shah-i Seklab, but the Barzi-nameh calls 

him Diw-i-Seklab, and the Russians are called Khakani Diws or 

diw-lashkerdn or armies of devils.°? The Mazenderanis, the neigh- 
ee 

®9 Firdiisi, 1386, 2235, Ethé, Géttinger Nachrichten, 1882, 149, 14, 

®* Tabari transl. by Zotenberg, 3, 494. 
** Ed. Haarbriicker Halle, 1850, 1, 281, 298. 
*® Layard, Nineveh and its remains, II, 441, 467. Monuments of Nineveh II, 24, 
*7 Oriental Religions, Persia. Lond, 1885, p. 24. 30, 125, 144. 
°S Firdusi, 22, 44, 24, 34. 
®% Dorn, Caspia (Mom. de l'Acad,, Imp, XXIII), Petersburg, 1875, p. 305, 9690, 
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bouring people to Atropatene, are a race that, like the Kadusians in 

ancient times, always defended their independence and whose country 

was protected by the high mountains of Alburz (Hara-lerezaitt) and 

the swamps of the lowlands. A mountain to the west of Amul was 

formerly crowned by a fortress, Ispiriz or Aspréz, whose commander, 

the Diw-i-sepid (the white devil) of Kijir was only conquered 

by Rustam after sustaining many dangerous adventures.7° If the 

dynasty had originally been considered to be in Bactria, one would 

have more probably let them take the war-path against the robber 

tribes in Paropanisos, Even the most aucient recollections and 

legends are connected with places in the mountainous countries to the 

south of the Caspian Sea: the hero Thraetaona (7.e., who possesses three- 

fold strength) is born at Warena Chathrugaosha (the four-cornered), 

that 1s in Warek, three Farsangs east of Sari,’?! which is also called 

Gosh.’7? From the smith Kaweh of Ispahan, who first goes to help 

Feridin (Thraétaona), are descended the Karin who rule over Taba- 

ristan. Feridin carries the conquered tyrant Zahhak (Azhi-dahaka) to 

Shérchwan’’; his grave is in Tammisha, which was on the borders of 

Tabaristan and Gurgan, 16 Farsangs from Sari in the south-eastern 

corner of the Caspian Sea.”* His sons are buried in Sari.’ That this 

is a very ancient account is proved by the fact, that no other place 

in Iran has claimed the honour, as is usually the case with saints and 

their bones. The Kai Kai fell from his balloon to earth at Amul 

79 Firdusi, 325, 16%, $27, 196, Rastam’s Journey to Mazenderan is the prototype of 
Ispendiar’s Adventures to the bronze castle (Dis-i-rain) or Paikand in Tiiran (Marquart, 
Zeitschrift Morgenl. Gesellsch. 49, 639). Comp. Zahir-ed-din ed. Dorn, 136, 5.10. Dorn. 

Caspia, 83, Melgunof, the Southern Shore of the Caspian Seca, 219. 

71 Melgunof, 171. Warek, Zahir-ed-din, 11, 11. 
72 By Firdusi, 64, 48, Gosh (manuscripts give the reading Kos) is called the seat of 

Feridin in Tammisha; Zahir-ed.din, who quotes Firdusi’s Distichon, has Késh (Gosh) 
73 To the south of Demiwend, Firdusi, 60, 513, Zahir-ed-din, 291, 9.6, Comp 

Marquart, Zeitsch. Morgenl. Gesellsch, 49, 665. . 
7* Firdusi, 64,47. Zabir-ed-din, 12, 10. 566,2. Yakiit, 3, 547,14, 17. Melgunof 

216. Tomaschek, historische Topographie von Persien, Wien, 1883, 60. 83. Spiegel, 
Iran, Alterth. 1, 54%, Dorn, Caspia, 127b, 181h. 

75 Melgunof, 165. 
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(or at Sari”). As the Dejokes castle is connected with Assyrian pro- 

totypes, or perhaps with the kindred Alarodian or old Armenian 

architecture, so the royal architecture of the Persians also sprang from — 

the west. The tomb of Kyros shews the type of the Mesopotamian 

gradient temples with Greek outlines’’; the tombs of the kings at 

_  Naksh-i Rustam are inspired by the Egyptian ; the ground plan of the 

| fire-temples as they appear in the quadratic buildings at Pasargadae, 

near Naksh-i Rustam, and in Naubandagin, as well as on the Perse- 
ae politan coins of the Fratakaras from. Seleukidian times, is also 

_____ developed in the Lykian town-towers of Pinara and stone sarcophagi 

z a as those at Phellos®; Assyrian, Greek and Egyptian Art has part in 
ae 

___ the composition of the Persepolitan pillars, the wall decorations are 

undoubtedly carved out by Greek sculptors, and has its prototype in 

i _ Khorsabad, and, what is still more important for our subject, hieratic 

i a ‘representations, like the winged figure of the divinity,’ or the repre- 

___ sentation of the Ahrimanian monster, or of Hades” with a wolf's throat, 

1 ace lion’s forepaw, and birds-of-prey claws, so to speak a Patyara or 

_ countar-creation to the winged Cherubim on the Palace gates,®! are 

borrowed from Babylonian and Assyrian plastic art, and it would be 

erat if nothing from the contents and meaning of these repre- 

_ sentations had found an entrance into the Iranian religion. All this is 

not to be conceived in Bactria, Kyen Rudolf Roth, who was so much 

a pon by the Bactrian crigin of the Awesta, allowed in a very 

on 

4 « oe. 79 Virdusi, 412,482. 1689, 2519. 
ne 77 George N. Curzon, Persia, II, Lond. 1892, 142, 190, 
snag ’ 78 Fellows, Account of Discoveries in Asia Minor, 142. Benndorf und Niemann 

7 e in Lykien, Wien, 1884, 54. 109. Tab. 37, Justi, Geschichte der Oriental, Vélker 

412. 414, 453. Stack, Six Months in Persia, Lond. 1882, 60, 
¢ 1 Sam. Johnson, Oriental Religions, 1.29, Blochet, Revue de I'Histoire des Reli- 

~ gions, 38, 1898, p. 81, 
a oo = Hades and Abriman,: Rapp, Zeitschrift d. Morgenl. Gesell:ch. 19, 1865 

ae Observe the Nergal or Hades on the bronze plate from Palmyra; COlermont- 
au, Revue Archéolog. XII. Dec, 1879. Pl, XXV. Maspero, Histoire ancienne 

rient, 1, 1895, 691, The figure walking : Dieulafoy, Acropole de Suse, repeated by 
Seber, Allgemeine Kunst-geschichte, 1, 145, 
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fine essay®’ that the Calendar of the Awesta, computed on the climatic 

and agricultural conditions of Bactria, would also suit Media. 

Ch. de Harlez®* points out that the calendar of the Magi can only have 

originated in Media at a much later time.®* Even if a Bactrian 

kingdom had existed before the Achemenian, which, face to face with 

the accounts of the battles of Kyros against the nomads of that district, is 

not probable, there would have been no occasion to alter the old Arian 

religion, especially as the customs of the Bactrians are still described 

in Alexander’s time as rough.” That the Bactrians were not only 

Arians ina broad sense, as perhaps a Sakian tribe, but Iranians, is 

shown by their armour, which Herodotus 7, 64, describes, and also from 

the especially Bactrian names, Oxyartes, Roxané, Spitamenes, Spitho- 

bates, etc. That no tidings of the Bactrian kingdom was known in 

ancient times is shown by Strabo’s words, which expressly state that 

Bactria only became known to the western nations by the wars of the 

Parthians.” 

‘he legend relates further that the revealed ductrine did not 

find any sympathy in Atropatene, therefore the disappointed Prophet 

preached at a far distance at the court of King Wishtaspa, and from 

there the doctrines again returned westwards, YZoroaster’s emigra- 

tion is proved by his own words in the Gatha Ushtawaiti (Yasna 

46, 1): Kam nem6i zam, kuthraé nemo ayéni, ‘* To what country shall L 

fly, whither can 1 turn?” A classical outcry which (Yasht, 22, 20) the 

soul of the dead sinner makes, when separated from the body, it wanders 

the first three nights and has terrible visions of all the sins committed 

during its life-time. The Prophet found no favour in his own country 

where the reigning house was hostile®? to him, and is called “ the 

8% Zeitschrift d, Morgenl. Gesell. 34, 715. 

83 Abhandlungen des Berliner Orientalisten Congresses, 1$82, I1., 2, 270. 
84 Comp. Justi, Zeitschiift d. Morgenl. Gesellsvh, 5), 250. 

8s Strabo, 11,11, 3 (ed. Meineke 726, 9, seq), Curtius, 4,6,3. Later authors, like 

he f&criptores Historie Auguste, Eusebios, Ammianus, have the Hephthalian and 
other analogous nations in view. 

8* Strabo, 1,2, 1; 2, 5, 12 (after Apolludoros of Artemita), 

87 Ya na, 46, 11; 48, 10. 
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wicked rulers of the land’; only his nearest relations embraced his 

doctrines,” and the divinity directs him to Wishtisps,°° who does not 

OS aa live in Bactria, but in another part of Media, for the family Spitama is 

related to the Huwogwa, to whom Wishtaspa’s* Wezir Jamiaspa 

belongs, as he was the husband of Pouruchista, the Prophet’s daughter™; 

so it is imagined that Wishtaspa, who supported the claims of his house 

Naotara to the kingdom, offered protection to the Prophet, who was 

persecuted by the Kawis. The Gathas do not mention any of the royal 

family of Kawi; even the old King Yima, from whom the Kawi were 

= descended, is counted with the sinners, from whom the Prophet wished 

Bs to be separated.®! If Wishtaspa had been king of Bactria, Zoroaster 

aw would probably have never even known of his existence, as Bactris is so 

' far distant and divided from Media by mountain passes and deserts, 

that Ibn Khurdadbih calculates the distance from Rai (Ragha) to 

Marw ut 201 Farsangs or 34 days’ march, from Marw to Balch at 118 

Farsangs, or 20 days’ march, which is about the same as the distance 

between Bombay to the borders of Assam, or from Hamburg to Naples; 

even the journey from Urmia over Shiz to Rai, Zoroaster’s later dwell- 

ing place, would mean a journey as far as from Bombay to Goa, or 

from Hamburg to Munich — and he would have had to undertake 

this journey ou pure chance, as he was not invited to go and had first 

to legitimate himself by miracles. 

‘the question is now how the connection of Wishtaspa with the 

Kawi is treated by the legend, and again how the statement in the 
Awesta compares with the history of the Median kings. The explan- 

ation is difficalt because, as might be expected, the legend has altered 

‘% according to the received bias. They were especially obliged to describe 

_ the ancient kings whom they considered as rulers of all Lran as being 

fall of glory and pertaining to Zoroaster, and even the pro-Zoroastrian 

8% Ibid. 15. 
8@ Ibid, 14. 
0 Ibid. 17. Perhaps Zoroaster’s non-in-law is a seco.d Jamaspa, the son or n phew 

of the Wezir. 

* Yasna, 35,8. Pienss. Jahrbiicher, 1897, p. 236. 
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kings are described as being devoted to a stepping-stone of the Mazdayas- 

nian religion, The Kawi dynasty, according to the early conception, 

overthrew the dynasty of the Median race Naotara. It is stated that 

the founder Kawi-Kawata was adopted by the last Naotara, Zaw, son of 

Naudhar (Naotara),°? and according tothe Shahnameh, Kobad (Kawata) 

was considered a prince sent from God ; but of Naotora’s race still live 

Tusa and Wistakhma (Tiis and Gustehem in Firdiisi), who have, however, 

lost the J:hwarend, or royal majesty.’ Easily the fall of a dynasty may 

be traced here, and Wishtaspa descended from the race of Naotara®! 

must be looked upon as the conqueror of the Kawi dynasty, whose title 

he adopts ; but, as the Awesta testifies, in spite of belonging to the Nao- 

tairyan family, he was also related, through his father Lohrasp, son of 

Kai Ogi, the son of Manus, to Kawi Pisina,®’ who ruled in Pars, and 

was a brother of Kawi Usa, the successor of Kawata. ‘The fall of the 

Kawi dynasty, which is probably in connection with the introduction 

of the Zoroastrian religion, because, as Spiegel shows, the priestly 

legend at this time is inserted into the tradition, is as much veiled as 

its commencement, The lastof the Kawi, Khusrau, weary of govern- 

ing, is said to"have abdicated at the end of his long and glorious reign, 

and in the face of energetic resistance to have resigned the kingdom 

to Wishtaspa’s father Lohrasp, and then to have been taken up to 

heaven in secret in asnow-storm.’° But the Awesta mentions a son 

of Khusrau, Akhrira,?’ who by this means was probably moved out 

of the way. ‘Ihe title Kawi lost its hostile meaning, since Wishtispa, 

as successor of the ancient kings, used it for himself; the priests 

changed io the old songs the sense of kawi “hostile king” in 

that of blind” (Pers. kdr) to the good doctrine, a meaning 

92 Jranisches Nameubuch, 395. 
9% Compare Samuel 1, 16, 14, 

9% Yasht 5,98;15, 35. West, Pahlavi Texts, V. 80. Jackson, 70, 192, 

' 95 A King Pasin of Darabgerd in Pars was conquered by the founder of the Sasanian 

dynasty ; comp. Iranisches Namenbuch, 395, 

96 Wirdusi, 1437 seq. 

97 Perhaps Akhrira (with short a), Bkr, Akriira, 
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that contradicts in a curious manner the etymological meaning 

of the word, which originally means ‘ seeing, wise” (Greek 

xoéw, Cvos-kéos, Inmo-ndov; Germ. schauen), while the Karapans, who 

are mentioned with the Kawis, the old priests of the idols (Sanskrit 

kalpa, rite, custom), are now become the “ deaf ones,” as Pers. kar 

has this meaning.” If the Kawi dynasty reigned iv Zoroaster’s honie, 

Wishtaspa may have chosen Ragha, the ancestral h>me of his race, to 

be the seat of his government, The Median great-king could not 

allow the remains of small principalities to exist; by the extension of 

his power across north-east Media and Atropatene fell the Danghupaiti 

Wishtaspa. We may, therefore, perhaps continue the connection 

further. If after the conversion of Phraortes to the Zoroastrian 

religion, when he assumed the important name of the “confessor” 

in the Median language ( fraoretd ),°° the priesthood of Ragha 

remained under Zoroaster, then under Spentodata, as a priestly 

principality, we may presume that Spitamas was at the head of 

it at the time of Kyros.! Thus, therefore, may the much-debated 

passage from Yasna 19, 18 (50 seg.) be explained: ‘‘ Who are the 

rulers? the lord of the house, the lord ofthe village, the head of the 

tribe, the prince of the country, the fifth is Zarathustra, namely, in the 

countries outside the Zarathustrian dominion. Four lords has the Zara- 

thustrian Ragha. Who are the lords? the lord of the house, the lord 

of the village, the head of the tribe, the fourth is Zarathustra.” Out- 

side Ragha, stands (according to the priests) above the prince of the 

country, the representative of the church; in Ragha itself Zoroaster 

combines the priestly dignities with those of the ruler of the land. 

— — —— 

*§ Comp. Barthélemy, Gujastak Abalish (Bibl. de 'Boole des hautes études, 69) 
Paria, 1887, p. 57. 

°° The verb war (related to the German wahr, Russian wjera, faith), from which 
Sravretad ia derived, is used at the commencement of the Zoroastrian erced, and the 

chapters Yasna 13 and 14 are culled the creed ( fraereti). 

100 Spiegel, Zeitschrifs der Morgenl, Gcaellech. 35,629, C. de Harlez, 1. c, 275. 
Marquart, Zeitschrift, d. Morgenliind. Gesellschaft, 49, 662, Abbandlungen der 
Géttinger Gos. d, Wiss, 111, 2, 127, 
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The Zoroaster in Ragha, taken as the successor to the Prophet in the 

priestly dignities, is called also Zarathushtrotema, the head Zoroaster.'°' 

This passage also settles the question where Zoroaster died. One 

asks the question, why did not Balkh become the seat of this 

priestly principality, especially as Isfendiar, Wishtaspa’s son, whose 

name Sphendadates is borne by the Magian Gaumata in Ktesias, and 

who, according to Tabari, 683, 7, receives Rai us his seat of govern- 

ment, and appears as a fighting monk and missioniry. A Parsi bock 

says that Zartusht finally returned to Bran Wéj, and western tradi- 

tions say that he was removed by a heavenly fire.'°? He most certainly 

died at his priestly seein Ragha, and the death by the sword. of 

Arjasp, that he is supposed to have suffered in Balkh, isa fable to 

Median make him appear a martyr. 

Jackson considers that Atropatene has been proved to be 

Zoroaster’s native place, but still seems inciined to the opinion of the 

Iranian and Mohammedan authors (that is to say the legend) that 

Wishtaspa ruled over Balkh, but leaves the question undecided.1°° We 

should, therefore, like to endeavour to prove that the Bactrian hypo- 

thesis is untenable, and to show what caused tradition to place the 

princes in Bactria,'°* 

The Awesta never mentions Wishtaspa in convection with Bactria, 

even the country and its capital are only once mentioned, and then 

with the adapted Awestan Pahlawi form of the name Bakhdbim 

(accusative, Wendidad1, 6), in the Pahlawi translation Bakhr, that is, 

Bakhl, from which the modern name Balkh is derived; the dh seems to 

take the place of the missing Jin the Awestan language, that has arisen 

from dhr, old Persian tr in Bakhtris, and without mentioning either 

101 Spiegel, das. 631. Mills, The Ze:d-Avesta (Sacred Books of the East, XXXL), 

Oxford, 1887, 265, Jackson 203. Comp. Preussische Jahrbucher, 88, p, 260, Among the 

Sasanians the high-priest (Maupatdn-.Vaupat) was the first man after the King, Masidi 

Kitab at-tanbih, 193, 15. 

102 Spiegel, 1,706, 707. 

103° Jackson, 171, 172, 177. 218, S25, 

10 Comp. Spiegel Zeitschrift d. Morgen]. Gesellsch. 41, 280, 

ao ee 
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_ Zarathushtra or Wishtaspa, The epithet srira (the beautiful) is still 

ah given to the town by Persian and Arabic writers (al-husnd by Tabari 

and Masidi), and its second adjective eredhvddrafsha “ with waving 

banner,”’ is thus explained, that a green silk banner waved from the 

Naubehar, which is not a Pyreum, but a Buddhist cloister, Nawa- 
wihara “the new cloister”°S The Buddhists usually placed banners 

on the Stiipas or Topes. Barmek, the ancestor of the renowned 
Barmekides, was the head of this cloister’ in the 8th century, which 

___ allows one to conjecture a unity or a syncretism of the religions. 

___ Buddhism appears in Bactria as early-as the time of Antiochos Theos 
_ (261—247), and by the 1st Century B.C. has become established there. 

_ The well-known coins of Kanishka, with the image of Buddha and of 
_ the Zoroastrian genii, show that this prince inclined towards both 
eaieiice. '07 To this time may belong the much-discussed Gaotema in 

the later Yasht 13." At this prime of Buddhism in Bactria occurred 

* : _ perhaps the promotion of Wishtaspa to Balkh (Baktra). As the Iranian 

E element felt itself confined to the eastern provinces of the former 

-__ empire, it looked for a centre of religious life; that was offered to it at 

Sa. the seat of the Greek kings, and from whence Greek culture 

_ radiated as far as India. By appealing to the defender of the founder 
___ of the religion and adversary of his enemies, one was able at the same 
_. time to raise old claims for thé possession of Bactria, which after the 

- Greek kings had again passed to non-Iranian rulers, Bactria was 

2 undoubtedly the greatest capital, and, at the time of the Achemenians, 

eae nee seat of the Satraps, which was held by tbe king’s brothers 
esate Masistes, Hystaspes, and Dareios (later king, the second 

_, i, oa 108 Garrez, Journal Asiatique, VI, 13, 179, 180, Justi, Preuissische Jahrbuecher, 
88, p. 62. Grundriss der Iran. Philol., IL, 403, A banner on the stupe is shown on a 

: ah relief in Buddha Gaya, Cunningham, Archwlological Survey, I., 9, Plate VI. 
208 Iran, Namenbuch. 64>; Al-Hamadhani (Bibl. Geograph. Arab, V .) 382, 13-824, 

rt é 10, “Yaktbi (ib, VIL) 288, 8. 
_-—s«107: Lassen, Indische Alterthumskunde 2, 1075. Spiegel, L, 1. 671 ; III., 717, Herts. 
borg, Geschichte von Hellas und Rom. Berlin, 1879 (Oncken’s Aligometzis Geschichte) 
4a eo Jackson, 177. 

103 Comp, Blochet, Revae, 1898, XXXVIII, 27, 
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of this name), and lastly Béssos (an Achzemenian, whose relationship is 

not defined). Bactria was chosen by Alexander for the wedding festi- 

vities at his marriage with Roxané, and thus became the capital of the 

immeasurable kingdom that united Asia and Europe.'°? Character- 

istic of the relationship between Buddhism and Parseeism is the legend 

of the holy cypress-tree which Gushtasp planted before the house of 

the fire Mihr-burzin, and which must have been originally a Ficus 

religiosa which appears in the Buddha legend,''° As Wishtaspa 

appears here, not in Bactria, but in Khorasan, a province of the 

Parthians, so in the Awesta he comes forward in the west, in Atropa- 

tene: according to Yasht 5, 108, berezaidhish Kawa Wishtdspa, “ the 

highly wise Kawi Wishtaspa” sacrificed at the back of the water 

Frazdinawa, and his brother Aspdyaodhé Zairiwatrish, ‘the horse 

champion Zariadres”’ at the back of the water Daitya, to Ardwi Stra 

Anahita, that she may give them the victory over Arejadaspd Waii- 

daremainish, and this also implores, but without success, for victory 

over the brothers at the Sea Wourukasha. As this last is the Caspian 

Sea (in the cosmographical and mythical Geography it also means the ~ 

ocean which flows round the Karshware Khwaniratha or the central 

portion of the world), and the Daitya flowsin Airyanem Waéjo, so 

Frazdanawa must be a river, not a lake in Segestin, as one tradition 

says, and in fact the Armenian Hrazdan, which flows by Eriwan and 

through the Sewanga or Gelam lake to the Araxes, in the province 

of Warazninik.''! In other accounts''* Wishtispa offers a sacrifice 

on the Daitya for victory over tue Hwyaona (Khionian) Arejadasja, 

and over the Hunu, from whom he liberated the religion. In the 

Gathas''* he is called Kawa Wishtaspo Yahi, *‘ the victorious,” and 

169 Curtius, 8, 4,25. 10, 3,12. | 

119 Jackson, 97. Firdusi, ed, Vullers, 1499, 75. Spiegel, Eran, Alterth. 1, 704+ 

Hoffmann, Akten Syr. Mart. 297, Lefmann, Geschichte vy. Indien (Oncken’s Allgem 

Geschichte), 794. 

111 Mose Choren. 1, 11. Indjidjeah, Geography of Old Armenia, 457 ; compare, 

§ ackson, 211. 220, 
112 Yasht 9,29; 13, 100; 17,49, 61; 19, 86. 

113 Yasna, 46, 14. 
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the sentences that somewhat point to war and shedding of blood in 

the Gathas,'’* may have reference to the downfall of the Kawi dynasty 

which was connected with the introduction of the religion. Zoroaster 

himself prays to Ardwi Sira Anahita at Airyanem Waéjé, that she will 

allow him to accomplish the king’s conversion.'' If he had been 

thinking of the king as in a far distant land, surely the Prophet would 

have waited with his prayer until he had seen the towers of Bactria. 

These citations are among some of the latest in the Awesta. As in 

the quoted 5th Yasht, Verse 130, Huwafrita occurs, which is identical 

with Behafrid, one of the last kings in the Persian lists of the Arsakides 

or Parthians, and probably Vologeses III., who is here glorified, 

because, according to the Dinkart, he had distinguished himself by the 

maintenance of the Awesta and the revival of the religion; so we 

must place the Yasht under his reign (148—190), The citation can- 

not have been interpolated, as it is necessary to the disposition of the 

Yasht. The author having praised Anahita and her rule of the world, 

firstly calls the goddess herself, who, after sacrifice in Airyanem Waéja, 

utters the wish, that Zarathushtra may be gained for the religion, and 

adds to this the prayers of the mythical kings and heroes for her favour. 

Then follows the continuation of the song of praise to the goddess, 

and her discourse with Zarathushtra, after which the figures of the 

Zoroastrian circle, the Prophet, Wishtiaspa, Zairiwairi and Arejadaspa, 

are brought forward. A third song of praise has a very interesting 

description of her personal appearance (after her idol in the temple), 

and with this introduces the prayer of sacrifice of Huwafrita, with a 

passage that seems to describe the king at the head of the Parthian 

horsemen. At this date, however, the legend had long been devel oped 

that the author, purposely or by chance, does not mention Bactria, is 

a strong proof of the correctness of his views concerning the geogra- 

phical position of Wishtispa’s kingdom. Besides which, the mention 

of the Khwyaonas and the Gelanians and Huns brings us still further 

1¢ Yasna, $1, 18, 32, 10. 44, 14. 15, 53, 8. 
115 Yasht, 6,105, Dastur Peshotan Behramjee Sanjana, The Dinkan! VI.—Bombay, 

1260 (1891), 376. Justi, Iran. Namenbuch, 139, 140, 
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down tothe time of the Sasiinians, as the Huns or Massagetes (in 

the Armenian text of Agathangelos stands the name Mazkhuth, perhaps 

the Moshians of the ancients, but in the Greek Huns) invaded the 

kingdom of Persia in the year 504; by Faustus Byzantinus (Bizanites) 

3, 6 (12, 33), appears as the leader of Honkh, the Arsakidian king of 

the Mazkhuth Sanesan, against the Armenian king, Khosrow II. 

(316—825); the Hunnian king, Urnayr, as well as Grumbates, the king 

of the Khionians, are in the train of Sapor IL. in the year 359." The 

wall of Derbend, Tshor pahak, by Prokopios tTfovp, is also called the 

‘Albanian gate or bulwark of the Huns, pahak Honats.'!” The poet of 

the Shahnameh even places Arjasp in his own time, calling him 

Paighawnizhad, “of the race of the Paighaw (Péghit),” and causing 

him to write with Paighaw characters." The Sultan Mahmud of 

Ghazna had, as did his father Sabuktegin (in 997), to fight against the 

Tatars, who had penetrated as far as Balkh, but were repulsed by him. 

These Tatars were the forerunners of the Seljiks, who certainly were 

not conquered by Mahmud till after the poet’s death, but before that 

had already vanquished many generals, and at last overthrew the 

dynasty of Ghazna. Paighaw is a town in Tatary, and a Seljtikian 

word orname, among the bearers of which are called Misa Paighaw 

(Pégli), son of Seljik (in 1030), the son of Dukak, the son of Jaghri- 

Beg, and Paighaw, a brother’s son of Miisa.'!° The wars against. 

Taran are laid in the Shahnameh in the country of the Oxus or 

Weh-rot, and, according to Firdisi, the heroes of Iran sometimes 
penetrated as far as Gulzarrium or Yaxartes, like Kyros who there. 
built the fortress of Kyreshata, and Bactria seems to be the sally-port. 

Even the legend has accounts of battles to relate that took place on 

the western side of the Caspian Sea, or in the interior of Iran; and 

"PE Ei6 Langlois, Collectiondes Histor, Armén, 2, 34a, Comp, Noldeke’s Tabari, 479, 

note. Zeitschrift d. Morgenlind. Gesellsch, 86, 686. Sitzungsber. d, Wiener Akademie 
CXXVI. (1892), 2, Wilhelm, Zeitschrift Morgenl. Ges, 42, 96 seq. 

117 Prokop. Bell, Goth. 4,8. Grundriss d. Iran, Philo]. IT,, 535. 

18 Firdusi, 1506, 187, 1537, 734. Comp, Abdulqadiri, Lexicon Shahnam., ed. Car, 
£alemann. Petropoli, 1895, p, 50, 

119 Tbn Athir, Chronic., ed, Tornberg 9, 267, 18, 312, 17. 
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a even if, as is usual with legends, quite late events had been placed in 
e ancient days, the oldest and correct opinion, that Wishtaspa’s kingdom 

lay to the south of the Caspian Sea, would still shine through. Tradition 

x 5 relates that the king’s father, Luhrasp,’*° before he removed his resi- 

= dence from Istakhr (Persepolis'*') to Balkh, made war against the 

_ Alans in the Caucasus,'” a deed, which, in the Kitab al-paikar trans- 

Hated from the Pahlawi, has been assigned to his nephew Isfendiar.'* 

A tradition preserved by Kazwini (1349) relates that Gushtisp-bin- 
ubras the Kayanian caused a great network of canals to be dug- 

stween Araz and Kur'** at Salian, the seat of the Shirwanshahs, 

whicl was destroyed by the Mongolians, 1258. Isfendiar, son of 

tis, i is thrown a prisoner into the fortress of Gumbadhan by his 

as father’®> after the Mojmilu’ttawarikh.’® This castle, as Spie- 

Spl roms, is the same as the castle of the Mulhids (Ismiailians or 

__ Assassins), Girdkoh, above the place Dihdajeb, to the west of 

- _Damaghan.’” The choice of this castle has only sense if Wishtispa 
=P ived in Media and had sent his son away from his Court to the 

ye - mountains of Tabaristan; in Bactria he would have had fortresses 

nearer at hand at his disposal. The war against Arjasp played itself 

out in Khorasan,'*® to which distance Wishtispa’s power could only 

Agi have reached, if he had, according to the fiction of the legend, ruled all 

Trin from Baktria. 

: 0 Tn the Awesta he is called with the epithet of the sun, Aurwadaspa, “ driving 
with fast horses,” his father is Oji, a name by which Ormazl is known (Aoji), whose 

_ father is Manus, called after his ancestor Manushchithra. Luhriisp means ‘' who possesses 
= on, re sd horses,” 

‘ 

7" i ey. 421 Kai Kaas reigns in Istakhr, where Gushwid of Ispahin, father of Godarz, also 

8 & Castle (Kakh). Firdusi, 7560, 1221, Tabari, 597,17 says : in Balkh, 
189 Firdusl, 1432, 2978, 

5g kOe 1983 Marquart, Zeitschr. Morgen], Gesell, 49, 639. 
48% Khanikov, Bulletin de l’Acad., 1X,, 1852, 266. Dorn, Mémoires de l'Acad., VI. 

2 os 1,549. Barbier de Meynard, Dict, Géogr. 489. 
am 72S Tacks, 118,131. Firduri, 1550, 956, 1565, 1194. 1648, 2577. 

196 Mohl, Journal Asiat., ITL, 11, 353, 1, 

ca 

i 

+ 

__ 9 Yakut, 2, 639, 17, 366, 8. Zahir ed-din, 84, 15. 18, 86, 6. 7. 11. 268, 10.11. Comp- 
- Quatremére, Histoire des Mongols de la Perse, Paris 1836, p. 278. Hintesche Zeltechrift 

~~ Morgen}. Ges. 16, 680, Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire Géogr. 228 
85 Jackson, 128, 

“iy i 
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A further statement of the legend contained in the genealogy of, 

the Kawis in Tabari’s Chronicle 1, 617, points also to Media: the sons 

of Apiwanghu'’? receive portions of the kingdom as inheritance; 

Arshan becomes king of Khizistan, Pisina of Pars, Byarshan of 

Kerman; for Usa (Kai Kais, the eldest and chief ruler) remains 

Media. How uncertain all these accounts are is shown by Wishtaspa 

being descended from Pisina, which was arranged to connect the 

Naotarides with the Kawis (Kayanides),and that Kai Kais was living 

in Balkh, while this town was supposed to be founded only by 

Luhrasp. 

yen Afrasiab, «who, according to the epos, appears as ruler of 

Turkistan and neighbour of the Emperor of China, and whose name 

and the names of his heroes are Iranian, does not come to a place in 

Turkistan during his flight, but, like the Scythians in the time of 

Kyaxares, from the Caucasus to Berda in the plain of Kur, on the Ter- 

ter,!°° where he hides in a cave, called after him Hang-i Afrasiab’® ; 

driven from there, he hid himself on the lake of Chaichasta, that is, the 

lake of Uramia, where he is taken prisoner’? and killed by Kai 

Khusrau, the predecessor of Gushtasp. Hither must Khusrau pilgrim- 

age from Pars (Istakhr) to the fire Gushnasp, to find out through 

higher suggestion the hiding place of hisenemy. By the taking of the 

fortress of Bahman, near Ardabil,!** as a youth he proved himself to 

be a worthy heir for the disputed throne, and plants the sacred fire on 

this castle which before was given over to devils and sorcerers (gods 

and priests of the heathen religion), Ardabil has been cited incorrectly. 

Firdiisi had no exact knowledge of the place. The town was probably 

only built by the Sasinian Pérdz, after whom it was called Badan 

129 Comp. Néldeke, Zeitschr. Morg. Gesell. 32, 570, 
130 Armen, Partay in fakasene or Uti; comp. Indjidjean, Armen. Geography, 341 

342, 
151 Firdusi, 1386, 2241. 2243, 

132 The same, 1391, 2317. Tabari 616, 12 (instead of bir ‘read bi-bar, at the lake 
(ghadir) Chast). 

188 Firdusi, 756, 1321, 

= 
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+ : a. _ 

sey 
ort Pérdz, as Firdiisi remarks himself.'** According to Parsee writings, 

_ Khasrau destroys the heathen temple on the lake of Chaichasta and 
oe assigns to the fire Gushnasp, that had clung to the mane of his stallion 

7: j ‘and illuminated the scene of the battle (from which it received the 

ag name “the stallion’s fire’), a seat on the mountain Asnawant, with the 

wonderful blue lake Aswast in the same province from which the town 

takes its name Chis or Chiz, Arabic Shiz, from Chaichasta or Chich- 

est. The waters of this lake, according to the Bundahishn, will be 

brought to awake the dead at the last day; and its waters form the river 

of Airyanem Waéjo, the Daitja, which corresponds!” to the Balarathos 

of Theophylaktos, where Bahram Chobin was defeated by the Romans, 

the Armenian Wararat, the preseut Sartik and Jaghati. That Kai Khus- 

rau,as Wishtaspa’s predecessor, reigned over Media or Atropatene after 

the original tradition, is shown by the scene of the legend ; but it identi 

fies Wishtaspa’snephew Bahman with ArtaxerxesI., places his daughter 

-Khomani’s (Humai) residence in al-Madain, the Parthian Ktesiphon,'”” 

and so connects that Median dynasty to the more important 

_ Acheemenians and Parthians. Already Kai Kats and Kai Khusrau 

are considered to have lived in Persepolis, from where the latter 

was to go to far distant Atropatene, just as his successor Luhrasp 

__-** Firdusi, ed. Moh], VI., 94, 89. 
' 135 Bundahishn, 41, 15. Spiegel, Eran. Alterth. 1,654; comp, G. Hoffmann, Syr, 

lirtyr. 292; Bartholomae, Grundriss d. Iran. Phil. 1,, 56, note 6. The name of the fire 
“Adhar Gushnasp (from which has arisen by the clipping of the last syllable, Adharakbsh, 
not by speaking, but by careless copying of the manuscripts), Armen, bratn Wshnasp 
{corrupted Washamb, Wnasp), Arabic nar or adhar Jusnas, seems also to be contained in 
the corrupted names in the manuscripts Bin Sis for nir(Ju)snas, at the source of the Isfidh 

ridh, Ibn Rosteh (Bibl. Geogr. Arab, VII.) 89,.19 ; Sisar in Masudi, 62, 13; Ba (nar) 

Betis, Sis. Dorn, Bulletin de l'Acad. T. VI, Nov. 1871, p. 655. 662, 666, In Arabic 
letters all these variations may have arisen from nir Jushnas, in the same manner as 
(he variation for the names Bahrim Gushnasp, B. Sis occurs, It might also be nar Shis 
Shiz), the fire of Shiz, The Ispidridh or Kizil Uzen rises to the north of Shiz, the 

river that receives the outlet of the lake, is the Sarak, an affluent of the Jaghatd, 

1396 West, Pahl, Texts, V., 161, n, 9, Theophyl. Simocatta, Histor. libri VIII, ed, I, 

Bokker, 223, 11. Sebdos, ed. Patkanean, 87,8, Rawlinson, Journ, Geogr, Soo. X., 1841, 

47.75 (with maps), Houtum-Schindler, Zeltschr, d. Gesellsob, f. Brdkunde, XVIII, 

327. 

19? Masiidi, Kit, at-tanbih 106, 4. 107, 7; comp. Abdulgidiri, Lex. v, Istakbr, 
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has to remove his residence to Balkh. Even Wishtispa is once : Z 

called an Achemenian, probably because of some reminiscence of | ae 

Dareios, son of Hystaspes, and deposits in Istakhr, in the castle ‘gs 

of writings or the archives (Diz-i Nubisht) the Awesta that has been a 
written down on parchments made of 12,000 (?) calf-skins,! This ia 

archive is also mentioned in the Dinkart, but the king is more 

correctly called Dara-i Darfiyan (Dareios III.), and he is said to have 

presented another copy to the Shapikan, that is the sacristy, where the 

priests’ robes were kept.!°? What a chaos-has arisen by dragging in 

Nebucadnezar and the doubtful figures of Darius the Mede, Daniel 

and others, can be studied at length in Tabari. 

Sesh til. sere 
ke 

rant * 

The Greek and Roman authors, whether they accept Zoroaster as a . 

Bactrian king or as a Median magian, never say that Hystaspes was 

his patron. Only Ammianus mentions him as a wise king and successor 

to Zoroaster, but means the father of Darius; and Agathias,'*#° who, as 

he says himself, repeats the Persian legend, places Zoroaster under Me 

Hystaspes, of whom he is doubtful if he be the father of Dareios or 

another, but no mention of Bactria, That king Wishtaspa or Hystas- = 

pes is always placed in Media, not in Bactria, is shown by Justinus = == 

Martyr and Lactantius, according to whom, Hystaspes was ‘‘an ancient S 

king of the Medes,” who had prophesied the great World-fire, that is, oe 

the fire Harmushtin, “ the all-destroying,” of the Bundahishn, which at | 
the last day will cleanse the earth from sin. Again, before all, from the _ 

often-quoted tale of Chares of Mytilene,'™ a companion of Alexander’s, 

in which the sons of Adonis and Aphrodite (Mithra and Anihita), * 

namely Hystaspes who ruled over Media and the country below probabl sly 

the plain of Urumia and the Araxes, Atropatene), and Zariadres, over the s 

country of the Caspian Gates (eastward of Ragha) as far as the Tanais, es. . 

138 Jackson, 97.£24, note 2. Comp. Tabari 676, 3.5. Mirkhond 1.180, 8 
139 Hyde, Vet. Pers, relig. hist. 303 seg, 8322, Barthélemy, Livre d’Arda via, see 

1887, 137,138,140. Fr, Miiller, Wiener Zeitschrift f. K.d.M. V. 1891, OSs = Sa 
140 Jackson, 248. Bee Ny 
141 Athenaios, Deipnosophistae 5752 (ed, Kaibcl 3, 267). 
142 Comp. Spiegel, Zeitschr. d, Morg. Ges, 52, 189, ta 
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therefore, over Khorasan and the plain of the Oxus. Zariadres marries 

Odatis, the daughter of the king of the Marathes Homartes (perhaps 

Homarges or Amorges) in the same way as Gushtasp, in the 

Shahnameh, wins the hand of the emperor’s daughter in Byzanz. The 

tale of Chares is older than the Awesta, excepting its most ancient parts, 

and Bactria is not to be thought of. The Marathes are otherwise not 

- mentioned, therefore it was wished to put a better known race like the 

Sarmates or the Maidtes in their place.’ But here is erroneously 

assumed that Tanais were the Don, as in Herodotus, whereas at 

Alexander’s time the Jaxartes or Orxantes was called Tanais, as it was 

thought to be in connection with the Don.’ The tradition in the 

Shahnameh lets Hystaspes take his brother’s place as being more 

important to the legend; and the wedding journey, therefore, is not 

taken to the Amyrgian Sakes, but to Byzanz, from which tbe late form 

of the tradition can be traced in Firdiisi, which has also used remini- 

scences of Xerxes’ campaign against Hellas, but has already knowledge 

of the Khazar prince Elias.’ That the latter tradition had not even 

thought of a kingdom of Baciria, is shown by the (naturally otherwise 

worthless) account that only Luhrasp founded Balch.'® The coin men- 

tioned by Jackson with the legend ‘Apooarro cannot allude to Luhrasp, 

it belongs to Kanérki, who reigned in north-western India in 78 A.D., 

but did not reside in Bactria. The representation on the coin is a man 

with a horse, and the legend answers to the Awestan Aurwadaspa, a 

surname of the genius Apim-napat.'” The reason tkat the field of 

action has been removed in the legend from Atropatene or Media and 

from Pars to Bactria may be sought in historical circumstances, 

143 Lute Holstenii note in Stephani Byz. Ethnica. Lugd. Bat. 1684, 196%, 
14#* Diodor, 18, 5, 4.Arriani Exped. Alex, 8, 39, 8. 4, 1,4. 5, 25,5. Q. Curtius 6, 6, 13, 

7, 4,6. 32, 6,12. 7.1, Comp. Niese, Geschichte d. griech. u. makedon. Staaten 115, n. 5, 

145 Comp. Rapp, Zeitschrift d, Morg. Ges. 20, 65. Spiegel, Altherth. 1, 665, Jackson 

73. Firdusi 1481, 664. 
148 Jackson 208. He has called the town al-Husni, that is the beautifal, Awestan 

srira, Tabari 1, 645, 12, 
147 A. v. Sallet, die Naohfolger Alexander’s 189. Percy Gardner, Coins of Greek 

and Scythic Kings, Pl. XXVL,7, Hoffmann, Syr. Geschichten pers] Mért.150, Aurel 

Stein, Zoroastrian Deities, London : 1887, 49, 
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When the whole of Western Iran and the remainder of India was 

under the sway of Alexander’s successors, the legends and traditions 

were placed partly in the eastern province which was still in the 

possession of the Arians, where the Greek-Bactrian kings and the 

Parthians ruled, without interfering with the religion of their vassals, — 

The Iranian tradition suffered many changes and extensions during 

the five hundred years’ sway of the Arsakides, and the Iranian princes 

endeavoured to write their names in the Book of Kings. Rustam, 

in the Awesta Sdma Keresdspa, appears as the embodiment of the 

princely house, who since the first century ruled in Sakastan (so called 

since 140 B.C., from the Sakas who settled there) and Arachosia, and 

to which the mighty Hyndopheres, one of the Magi who adored the 

child Jesus, Hyrkodes and others belonged,!* and the figure of the 

Parthian Gotarzes lives on in that of Godarz of Ispahan ; and Meher- 

dotes (Mithradates V. 107—113) in Milad, son of Gurgén (Firdusi).!9 
It is related of Yezdegerd III., that when flying before the Arabs he 

took the sacred fire from Rai and placed it at Marw.'*° The sacred 

fire Khurrah was at the wish of Zoroaster conveyed by King Wishtaspa 

from Khwarizm (Khiwa), where it had been worshipped by the 

mythical king Jamshéd (by some accounts, only by Anosharawan, 

531—579), to al-Karian in the district of Darabgerd in Pars (not, as 

the Bundahishn says, to Kabul). When the Arabs broke into the 

land, the sacred fire was divided and taken more into the interior 

partly to Pasa and partly to al-Baidha to the west of Persepolis.’ 

The fire Gushnasp was taken to Sagastan (Seistan)'*? and so the origin 

of the Kawi-dynasty was transplanted from Atropatene to that place. 

148 Comp. Grundris d. iran. Philol. II, 506, 507. 

149 Marquart, Zeitschr. d. Morgenl. Ges. 49, 634. 641. 
150 Tabari 3682, 3. Tabari transl. by Zotenberg 3, 503. 
151 Wamadhani (Bibl. Geograph. Arab, ed. J. de Goeje) 246,8, Masudi, les Prairie- 

d’or, ed. Barbier de Meynard et Pavet de Courteille 4, 75. Shahrastani, transl. by Haars 
briicker 1, 299. Hoffmann, Syrische Miartyrerakten 285. 

158 Baihakiin Yakut 3, 958, Hoffmann 297. Jackson 44.45.212. A Tribe in Seis- 
tan, the Kaiani, pretend to descend from the Kawi-dynasty : George N. Curzon, Persia 
1, 328, note. 
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Sagastin was probably conquered by Bahram II. (275—293), and 

Bahram III. (293) and Hormizd III. (457) were Saganshahs before 

they became great kings. 

By degrees the whole of the Eastern Iranian Parthian kingdom 

rose to attack the Greek powers in Western Iran, in like manner as the 

movement against the Arabic Khalifat began in Khorasan, Segestan 

and Transoxania. If we notice the names of the first Parthian kings, 

Arshaka, Frahaita, Friyapita and Mithradata, we observe they have dis- 

tinctly old Persian and Awestan forms; it’is, therefore, easy to imagine 

that the old Median language was employed artificially in the Parthian 

period, as the other dialect of the sacred literature, the Pahlawi, has 

been still used for centuries after the modern Persian language had 

been developed. 

In the Yashts, that may be placed in the times of the late 

Parthians, places in Western Iran are seldom mentioned, as Babel 

(Bavri, that is, Bavli, the Aramzean form of the name), Kwirinta, the 

district und lake of Chaichasta, and others, but the province of 

Sakastan and the basin of the Hilmand are more often mentioned and 

with many details and names of towns, rivers and mountains.°* The 

geographical chapter already mentioned, which is prefixed to the 

Wendidad or Book of the Law, seems like the letterpress to a map of 

Ariana in the time of Eratosthenes. Only atthe beginning Zoroaster’s 

home is stated to be Airyanem-waéjo, and at the end it is said, there 

might be other (besides the quoted places) regions, plains and countries, 

This very innocent religious-geographical account of the countries 

which at that time were already taken away from the Seleakidean 

dominion, probably dates from the year 129 B.C.,'°* and by the 

mistaken interpretation of the first part and of the purpose of the 

chapter, as if it had been a most ancient document about the immigra- 

tion of the Arians into Iran, it has added greatly to the mystification 

of the part that Bactria has played in the Zoroastrian religion. 

183 Yasht 10, 13, 14. 19, 66.67. 
18 Preassische Jahrbiicher 88 (1897) 62, 63, 
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Bactria was conquered by Kyros, without a kingdom of the 

Bactrians, or eyen the name of these people being mentioned with that 

of the Sakes, Masagetes, Derbikes and Dahas; according to Ktesias 

the Bactrians surrendered voluntarily. At the time of Dareios’ 

accession to the throne, when all the provinces revolted, no mention is 

made of a pretender as in Media, Persis, Susiana, Arachosia, and 

the Satrap Dadarshi of Bactria could unconcernedly leave his province to 

quell the insurrection in Margiana which belonged to Bactria. Xerxes 

could augment’*> his enormous army with Bactrian and Sakian 

warriors under his brother Hystaspes, and lead them against Hellas, 

without having to fear a hostile attack in the north-east. After 

Alexander Greek kings ruled Bactria ; when the Hephthalites (Haital 

or Yuéchi, sometimes called Huns) allied with the Tokhars des- 

troyed the Greek-Bactrian kingdom and made Balkh their capital 

(128 B.C.), the duty of defending the north-eastern frontier fell to the 

Parthians, The Sasanians vainly tried to retake Bactria under 

Bahram V. and under Pérdz. They were even obliged to pay tribute 

to the Haitiil after Pérdz’s defeat by Yu-chin or Khushnawaz (484). 

Khusrau I, gained in 557 a victory over this people, who were already 

hastening towards decay, and which was soon after wiped out by the 

Turks,’ The victory enlarged for the first time, since the days of 

Dareios III., the frontiers of the Iranian Kingdom to the Oxus and 

reminded the Persians of the heroic deeds of Kai Khusrau in the 

legend, who had conquered and killed Afrasiab, and whose figure is 

much worked up according to the pattern of his Sasanian name-sake, 

Since then the warfare that is pictured in the Shahnameh did not cease, 

until Mongolians and Tatars razed the frontier walls to the ground, 

and Iran was taken from the Persians, who had long since 

changed the religion of the old Persians for that of Islam and had 

become subjected to Turkish dynasties, : | 

155 Herod. 7, 64. 

156 Compare with F. von Richthofen, China II., 439, Vasconcellos-Abreu in Le 

Muséon T, II., No. 2; p. 165. Specht, Journal Asiat. Dez., 1883, 319 seg. Drouin, Revue 
archéol, II, 6, 142. / 
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The Parsi tradition has presented us with a portrait of the 

Prophet, and Jackson supports the view that the well-known relief of 

Tak-i-Bostan, which represents the king standing by a figure with a 

halo, receiving a ring of government from Ahuramaazda, is a Sasainian 

representation of the Zoroastrian legend, and that the Zoroaster-figure 

may more correctly be Ahuramazda.’*’ The Parsis have often used 

this so-called likeness of the Prophet as a frontispiece for religious 

works ; for example, in the edition of the Awesta in Guzarati writing 

by Bahdin Dadabhoy Kavasji, Bombay, 1240 (1871), in a lithographed 

edition of the Shahnameh, Bombay, 1846, p. 567, at the head of the 

song beginning on p. 1067 of the edition by Turner Macan. 

The relief undoubtedly represents Ardashir L., the ancestor of 

Saper III., who had the grotto decorated, in the act of receiving the 

wreath or circle of rule from Ormazd. Both figures are standing over 

Artaban Y., the last of the Parthians, who is prostrate on the ground ; 

this follows from the comparison with the first relief at Naksh-i 

Rustam,'*® where the God and the king are mounted, and in the 

inscriptions on their horses are mentioned by name, The genius 

who, with a club in his hands anda halo round his head, stands on a 

star-lotos flower'®? (an old symbol of the Sun-worshippers on account 

of its Heliotropism), is the sun-god Mithra. He appears with the same 

halo on the coins of the Turashka kings and with the inscription of his 

name,' and most prominently on the relief at Nimrod-digh, where he 

is giving his hand'®' to Antiochos I. of Kommagene, the descendant 

of the Achwmenians and Seleukides (69-34). Inthe Mihir Yasht Mithra 

stands: “holding with the hand the club, with 100 knots and 100 

187 Jackson, 288. 292. 293 (with three cuts). 

158 The seventh in Curzon’s Persia II., 125, 
189 The 8un-god of the Hindus also loves the lotos, Meghadita 40. 
160 Percy Gardner, Coins of Greek and Scythian Kings, Plate XXVI, 10; XXVIL, 

4.24, Aurel Stein, Zoroastrian Deities (Oriental and Babylonian Record, 1887) 6, 2; 
also in the excellent work on Mithra by Franz Cumont, Brussels, 1896, 186, Le Comt 
Goblet de Alviella, Ce que I'Inde doit & la Greve. Paris, 1897, 8. 30. 

161 Humann und Puchstein, Reisen iu Kleinasien, Berlin, 1890. Taf, XXVIIL., 2, 

Cumont 188, 
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blades, a powerful one, heros-down-throwing, mounted with yellow — 

brass, strong, golden, the strongest of the weapons, the most victorious 

of the weapons, before which is afraid Aéshma, the evil-thinker, the 

sinfulone, of whom are frightened all invisible devils and the Warenian ~ 
evil ones.’’!®? Likewise Sraosha carries a club’ and also Ahuramazda 

in the Sasanian sculpture. 

FERDINAND JUSTL 

162 Yasht 10, 26 ; comp. 6, 5, 

168 Wendidad 18, 30.£(71). 
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KHSHATHRA VAIRYA, 
One of the Zoroastrian Archangels. 

‘Tay Kingdom come’ is one of the petitions in the first and best 

_ prayers that we Christians as children are taught to utter at our 

_ mother’sknee. It is interesting, therefore, to find that this conception 

____ of a divine kingdom and its establishment, so familiar to us in Christ’s 

teaching, and one of the ideals of the ancient faith of Judaism, may be 
traced in a somewhat parallel manner also in Zoroastrianism. The 

conception is contained in the Avestan Khshathra Vairya, ‘the 
_Wished-for Kingdom,’ Vohu Khshathra, ‘the Good Kingdom,’ or 

_ Khshathra Ishtdish, ‘the Kingdom of Desire.’ And as the notions of 

__ an earthly and a spiritual empire blend together in the older Jewish 

- ve __ eonception an gradually become more exalted and idealized, so it 

___ seems to be possible to recognize a sort of shading between the sym- 

bolic and the material application, or interpretation, of the word 

a _khshathvra in the sense of sovereignty or kingdom and as the genius 

presiding over metals. 

a e In the court of Ahara Mazda, Khshathra Vairya stands as one of 

the Amshaspands, or Archangels, before the throne. The arrange- 
is at of this celestial council in order of rank about the Supreme 

Same as I have shown in rine fiir Religionswissenschaft 1, 368 seq., 
eters i 

Auura Mazpa 

a ee outs Manan Srenta Armarri 

; a ¥ Asa VAnIsHTA Havrvatar 

SraosHa AMERETAT = Vatrya 
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But before proceeding further with the discussion of Khshathra 

in detail, a word may be said with reference to the radical theory 

propounded by Darmesteter in his great translation of the Avesta, 

which appeared shortly before his death. This hypothesis, which 

ascribes the doctrine of the Amesba Spentas to the influence of the 

Neo-Platonic ‘Ideas,’ and regards Vohu Manah as a reflex of Philo’s 

cios Adyos (Theios Logos), and argues that parallels to the other 

Amshaspands are to be found in the Philonic Avrdpes (Dunameis) 

cannot be said to have met with favor among Avestan scholars generally. 

So much has been written on the subject by specialists—and 

that most ably—that there remains little to add but to repeat again 

that the doctrine of the Amshaspands can be shown to be at least 

a century older than Darmesteter would place the Gathas, and it is 

undoubtedly as old as Zoroaster himself. Strabo (c. B, C, 63-A. D. 

25), who lived nearly a century earlier than Plutarch, mentions 

Ameretat under the Greek form Avddaros (Anddatos), t.¢. *Audp@aroe 

(Amhrdatos), and he refers also to *Quaris (Omanés) i.e. Vohu Manah 

(see Strabo 11, p. 512c, cf. Windischmann, Andhita, p. 86, Miinchen 

1856). Asha, moreover, is not only admitted to be an equivalent 

of the Vedic rfa, but the designation as a concept is found in many 

Old Persian names under the form Arta, as well as in the Bactrian 

name ’Ogvdprns, Oxyartes, which apparently corresponds, etymologically 

at least, to Avestan Ukhshyat-ereta. See, for example, the long list of 

Arta-names in Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, pp. 81—-40, 485. The 

same is true of Vohu Manah, Vohiman, or Bahman, the name of the 

Amshaspand given to Artaxerxes, whom tradition calls the son of 

Isfendiar, that valiant hero who gave up his life in defence of the 

Zoroastrian creed. The comparatively frequent occurrence of these 

names based on the names of the Amshaspands, as I have noted in the 

Grundriss der tranischen Philologie, proves that the doctrine of the 

Amesha Spentas must have existed, and was current, at the close of 

the Achzemenian period. These names presuppose that doctrine just 

. as much as our own proper names Gabriel, Michael, and Raphael, 
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a. presuppose the Archangels of the Bible. It may be added, moreover, 

that the whole Zoroastrian system from the beginning to the end, from 

bs : _ the Gathas to the latest Raviayats, postulate the existence of the 

_ Amsbaspands as a cardinal tenet of the faith. 

~q So much of a digression was allowable by way of criticism, and 

_ we now approach our subject when we mention, *ogdépns, or Oxathres, 
asa Bactrian name in early times; for this name we know contains 

ae _ klishathra, whether the form be Hu-khshathra or Vohu-khshathra, or 

| pier The name itself, therefore, appropriately leads us back to 

e idea of the Kingdom (Khshathra) according to Zoroastrianism. 

= 2 In Avesta Khshathra Vuairya means ‘ Wished-for Kingdom,’ or 

‘Kingdom to be Desired.’ It isfound in Pahlavi as Khshatraver or 

Shatravér ; in Persian as Shuhrévar, The Sanskrit paraphrase of the 

Yasna by Neryosangh has saharévar, as a sort of transcription, or it 

: give : rdjya, svdmitva as paraphrases. Consult for example Ys. 28, 3; 

ty 10; 49, 8, 3, &e., and see Geiger, Handbuch der Awestasprache, 

‘p. 224. The Greek rendering which Plutarch gives in his list of the 

divinities that answer to the Amshaspands (Is, et Os. 47) is 

-ebvopia (eu-nomia), ‘good rule, good order,’ which corresponds precisely 
ua to Vohu Khshathra, This is all that need be said for the moment 

' eeeerrence to the form of the name. More important is the idea 

h the words convey, 

ah, " Brifly stated, this personified abstraction in its spiritual sense 
_ represents an embodiment of Ahura Mazda’s might, majesty, dominion, 
ts 1 power, or that blessed reign whose establishment on earth will 
mean the annihilation of evil and will accompany the millennium '. 

1¢ Bindahishn and the Dinkart serve to supplement the Avestan 
on this point as I have noted in my monograph on the Ancient 

he Doctrine of a Future Life (Biblical World, Chicago, 1896 ). 

+ shot Khshathra, with its various attributes, denotes the rale of 
| iazd, the kingdom of heaven hereafter, or, as is said in the 

mF ahe ; 51. 1; Ba. 30. 19-33; Dinkart 9. 81. 6; cf. also Carartelli, Mada 
peel p. 200. 
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Haptanghiaiti, ‘may we attain to thy Good Kingdom, O Ahura 

Mazda, for all enternity ’ (Ys. 41, 2 voha khshathrem toi mazda ahura 

apaémad vispdi yavé ), In the Gathas this hallowed sovereignty is 

sometimes called simply Ahshathra ‘Kingdom, Rule, Power’ ;* some- 

times it is vohw khshathra ‘the Good Kingdom,’* as opposed to ‘the 

Kingdom of the Wicked One’ (i. ¢e., Ahriman);* or it is ‘the 

Kingdom of Desire,’* ‘the Realm where the sun ‘ever) shines,’® ‘the 

Mighty Rule,’ ‘the Wished-for Sovereignty’ which belongs to 

Ahura, Asha, and Vohu Manah.® 

In general it may be said that Khshathra Vairya as an archangel 

is far more abstract than either Vohu Manah or Asha Vahishta to whom 

he ranks next in order but still vivid enough as a figure. The whole 

Zoroastrian tendency to personification is in fact remarkable, consider- 

ing its antiquity. It can but recall such later day personifications of 

abstract virtues, or the like, as are found in the early European mora- 

2 eg. Ys.3Q.7. For convenience Justi’s transcription is adopted ia this article, 
3 Cf. Ys. 3]. 22; 51.1; 48.8. See also Ys. $7.5 and Vsp. 90. 1. 
* Ys. 31.15 Peresd avat ya mainish yé dregvdite khshathrem hundaiti ‘1 ask this, 

what is the punishment for him who advanceth the Power of the Wicked.’ A note- 

worthy contrast between the sovereignty of gool and of evil rulers upon earth, will be 
found in the Dinkart, translated by Dastur Peshotan Behramjee Sanjana, VI, 422—3 ; 

vii. 466 ; viii. 468. ‘ 

5 Ys. 51. 2 ddishi madi ishtdish khshathrem, which Nerayosangh plainly renders b 

‘grant me the desired power,’ déhi mahyam vaiichitam rajyam —see Spiegel, Neriosengh’s 
Yacna, p. 219. The Pahlavi has isht pavan khutdyih, cf. Mills, Gathis, p. 343. Com- 
pare also Ys. 48. 8. 

® Lit. ‘in the sun-seeing kingdom’ (géig-dare.di kishathidi), which the gloss of 

Neryosangh (kila, siryapadeé prasddé ’sti) also refers to Paradise. On the sun in rela- 
tion to the other world, see the Great Iranian Biindahishn passage translated by Darmes- 
teter, Ze ZA. ii. 314, 

7 Ys, 31, 4 Khshathrem Aojoiighvat. 
* For example see Ys. 30. 8 mazda taibyd khshathiem ‘thy Kingdom, O, 

Mazda’ ; Ys, 32. 6 thwahmi vé mazda khshathrdi ashdicd ‘in thy Kingdom, O Mazda, 
that is, yours and Asha’s’ ; Ys. 34. 10 thwahmit mazda khshathroi a ‘in thy Kingdom 
O Mazda’ ; Ys. 48. 9 thwahmi @ hhshathroi yardi vispai ‘in thy Kingdom for alj . 
eternity’ ; Ys. 51. 4 thwa khshathraé mazda‘ through thy Kingdom, Mazda’; Ys. 30. 
8. mazda taibyo khshathrem voht& mananha voividditi ‘thy Kingdom, O Mazda, Vohu 
Manah’ (instr. as nom.) shall establish,’ cf. Bartholomae, Grundriss der iran, Philol, 
i. § 128. ; cf. also Ys, 31. 6 mazda avat khshathrem hyat hoi voha vakhshat mananha 
‘that Kingdom, O Mazda, which Vohu Manah advances for him, Furthermore, Ys. 4]. 2. 
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lity dramas, or the images that rise above the crest of that allegorical 

wave which swept over Engiand and culminated in Spenser’s Faerie 

Queene. Asaspecimen of Zoroaster’s graphic portraiture of Khshathra 

Vairya with the other Amshaspands, we may refer to Ys. 33.11. In pro- 

phetic vision the inspired seer lifts up his eyes, calling upon Khshathra 

to join with Ahura and the celestial host in hearkening to his prayer and 

granting favor to his petition: ‘May the most beneficent Ahura Mazda 

and Armaiti (Harmony) and Asha (Righteousness), that promotes the 

world,and Khshathra (Kingdom) give ear unto me and show favor to me 

at the giving of every reward.’* Somewhat similar is the plastic con- 

ception of Khshathra, as Power, joining with the other Archangels, in 

the defence of newly created man, Gaya Maretan, when assailed by the 
forces of evil: ‘And to his side came Khshathra and Vohu Manah 

ce Good Mind) and Asha (Righteousness).”'° One is almost reminded of 

___ the angels at the opening of the old morality play, Castle of Persever- 

ance, or the similar striking scene in Marlowe’s Faustus. 

- But more often, perhaps, Khshathra is passive rather than active, 

a ‘a medium rather than the agent, the sway or rule through which 

_ Ormazd ‘shall make the world regenerate according to wish," or 

again a realization of ‘the Sovereignty which Vohu Manah (Good 

Mind) shall establish for Mazda.’'* The idea of this rale of uuiversal 

weal accounts, no doubt, for the association of Khshathra with 

° Ys. 33. 11. Vé serishto ahuré mazddoscd armaitished ashemcad fradat-gasthem 

manasca voht khshathremed sracta mdi marezhdata m& add hahydicit paiti, The word 
ddd, a cardinal one in the Gathis, denotes not only ‘gift, reward, recompense,’ but 
also the final reward or retribution given at the Day of Judgment. See Geldner, 
Bezzenberger’s Beitraege, xv. 258. 

10 Ys, 30.7 ahmdicd khshathré jasat mananh@ vohii ashdcd. By ahma@i Gaya 

Maretan is meant, Notice agaia the instrumental case ishathra as nominative; see 
Caland and Geldoer in Kuhn's Zeitschrift, xxxi. 259, 323. 

11 Ys. 34. 15 khshmaka khshathra ahiira ferashém vasna haithyén dao ahiim ‘ by 
‘x _ your Kingdom, O Ahura, thou wilt make the world regenerate according to wish,’ 3 i “Compare also Ys, 30. 8—9, at mazda taibyé khshathrem . « « « at tdi vabm gyama 
«yi im ferashem kerendun ahim. 

12-Ys. 30. 8 at mazda taibyd khshathrem voh% mananha voividaiti, 
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Marezhdika, or ‘Mercy which careth for the poor.’!> The two are 

invoked side by side in the Avesta; and the great Iranian Bundabishn 

adds that ‘the function of Shahrévar is to intercede with Auharmazd in 

behalf of the poor.”"* It is this same sort of uprightness and com- 
passion that should rule in the hearts of kings as we may infer from 
incidental allusions in later Zoroastrian texts.) It is this that con- 
tributes to the good rule on earth, 

In the world of material things Khshathra Vairya has a special 

duty or charge as an Amshaspand ; it is the oversight and guardian- 

ship of metals.'° This function is recognized in the Avesta itself, 

as is shown by the pious utterance ‘we worship Khshathra Vairya, the 

Amesha Spenta; we worship the Molten Metal; we worship Mercy 

that careth for the poor.’!’ The usual explanation, and also the tra- 

ditional interpretation of Khshathra Vairya’s association with metal 

is in connection with regal wealth, or precious metals as symbolic of 

sovereignty and metallic weapons as an instrument of power. This is 

13 Yt.9. 7 marezhdikem thrayd-drightm yazamaide ‘we worship Mercy that careth 

for the poor’; cf. also Yt. 2. 2. Add perhaps the Jast line of the Ahuna Vairya 
formula : khshathremed ahurd @ im driguby6 dadat vastarem. 

14 See the passage from the Gt. Iran. Bd. translated by Darmesteter, Le Zend- 

Avesta, ii. 313, 

15 See references under Note 4 above and compare Sad Dar 3, 6 trans}. West, Sacred 

Books of the East, 24. 261. [Add also the interesting passage from the Haviyats, 
translated by Ervad E. K. Antia, Cama Memorial Volume, p. 162: ‘ The function of — 

Khshathra Vairya is to guide sovereigns on the path of justice. He is always on the 
watch that sovereigns may act with justice. Heis the friend of just rulers. A just 

ruler lives long, He is the protector of gold, silver, as well as other metals, and it is 
he who brings about an abundance of metalsin mines. It is Khshathra Vairya, who 
bestows livelihood to Derwishes in this world, and recommends them for a sublime 

place in the next world.’] 
16 Of, Gt. Iran, Bd. transl, Darmesteter, Le ZA, ii. 313 ; Sls. 13. 14, and especially 

15. 14—19, ‘metal isa counterpart of Shatvaird himself in the world ; and whosoever 

propitiates melted metals, his fame subsists in the world, and the elay of Atharmazd 
becomes his own in heaven’ (after West's translation, 8.B,2, v. 376). See also Zsp. 22. 
8, where the archangel Shatvér assigns to Zoroaster the care and keeping of metals, cf, 
Jackson, Zoroaster the Prophet, p. 47; West, S.B.Z, xlvii, 161; and Wilson, Parsé 

Religion, p. 497. 
17 Yt. 2. 7.—Khshathrem vairim ameshem spentem yasamaide, ayokhshustem yaza- 

maide, maresdikem thrayo-drightiim yazamaide. Of, also Vap. 20, 1.—vohu khshathrem 
yazamaide, khshathrem vairim yazamaide, ayokhshustem yaramaide. 
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clearly implied in the Iranian Biindahishn and elsewhere.'® Riches, 
authority, and power should go hand in hand with compassion or 

_merey and generosity. 

But, perhaps, there is even something more back of this association 

of Khshathra ‘Kingdom’ with aydkhshusta ‘Molten Metal.’ In an 

article published in Proceedings of the American Oriental Society, 1890, 

p- lviii. seg., I tried to show that the connection between the two was 
as old as the Gathas (cf. Ys. 51. 9; Ys. 30. 7 ; Ys. 32.7), and that 

according to Zoroaster’s teaching the coming of the Kingdom, /hsha- 

thra or ishshathra vairya, was to be accompanied by a fiery flood of 

‘molten metal,’ in which the wicked should be punished and the good 

purified, as described in full in the Biindahishn (Bd. 30.19). If this 

view be right, it would make clearer the connection between the 

Amshaspand as a personification, and his duties as a presiding divinity 

in charge ofthe metal kingdom. In any case, the interchange between 

the ideas is possible ; and even if it be argued that the material notion 

~ may have been old, we may still recall that Haurvatat and Ameretat 

are not only the genii presiding over waters aud plants, but in a 

spiritual sense, more particularly, they are the archangels of Saving 

Health and Immortality. For that reason, and for others, we may 

safely concede that Zoroaster’s idealizing tendency has, at all events, 

lifted this conception of Khshathra Vairya out of the domain of 

material things into the realm of the spirit, He has exalted the 

symbol of earthly sovereignty, riches, and power, if so we are to inter- 

pret it, into the dominion and empire which Ahura Mazda shall 

establish to banish evil from the world—or, to use the Prophet’s own 

words—‘ that Kingdom which beholdeth the Sun,’ which is synonymous 

with Paradise.'® 

However that may be, and whatever may be the direct or indirect 

connection between the two ideas in question, there can be no disputing 

the fact that the association of khshathra and ayah khshusta, or ‘ King- 

18 Gt. Iran. Bd, trans), Darmestcter, Le ZA, ii, 318, and of. Note 16 above, 
19 Bee Note 6 above. 

po 
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dom’ and ‘ Molten Metal’ is as demonstrable in the Gathas as in 

ayOkhsusta of the Younger Avesta (Vsp. 20. 1 ; Yt. 2. 7; Yt. 17. 20). 

In a couple of Younger Avestan passages, moreover, it is perfectly 

evident that khshuthra vairya means simply twetal (see Yt. 10.125 and 

Vd. 16. 6—both of them prose passages—cf. de Harlez, Avesta Traduit, 
p. xciii) ; and in one place in the Vendidad (Vd. 9. 9) the words are 

employed as a synonym for a metallic instrument, of knife (see also 
Kanga, Avesta Dictionary, s. v.). 

In conclusion, it may be stated again, as was stated at the outset ; 

Khshathra Vairya, ‘the Wished-for Kingdom, the Good Kingdom, the 

Kingdom of Desire,’ in Zoroaster’s teaching denotes, in a spiritual sense, 

that dominion which puts an end to evil and briugs ideal rule, whether 

it be on earth by regal power and authority, or in the realm of Ormazd, 

the kingdom of heaven ; and, secondly, in the realm of material things 

Khshathra Vairya presides over the kingdom of metals and minerals, 

which stand asa sign or symbol of power. 

A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON, 

Columbia University, New York. 



_ MEDIEVAL GREEK REFERENCES TO 
THE AVESTAN CALENDAR. 

Tse most important source for our knowledge of the Avestan 

- Calendar is undoubtedly the sacred text itself, which is supplemented 

by most helpful information furnished by the Pahlavi books. There 

are, however, other allusions to this chronological system which must 

be considered if our collection of data is to approximate completeness. 

The best known of these references are in Persian or Arabic, but while 

much attention has been given to them in the study of the ancient 

Parsi Calendar, little notice has been paid to the Byzantine accounts. 

Yet these medieval Greek accounts, too, have their importance, and as 

they are both few in number and scattered in books which are not easy 

of access, the translations of them may be of interest to the Parsi 

4 7 ‘ _ public. These translations are presented as a tribute to the memory 

of Dastur Peshotan Behramji Sanjana, one of their most distinguished 

priests and scholars, 

lt is to be noted that the earliest non-Parsi allusion to the ancient 

_ Tranian chronology is found in Quintus Curtius Rufus, a Latin historian 

of the first century A. D., who writes in his History of Alexander III, 

3,10: “ There followed the Magi 365 youths, clad in scarlet robes, 

equal in number to the days of all the year, for the year of the Persians 

is divided into so many days.’ There are no other references in the 
Latin authors to the Iranian Calendar, so far as I am aware, and the 

earliest Greek allusion known to me is the treatise of Georgios Chry- 

sokokkes, written in 1346. This author tells us of bis sources of iu- 
formation and gives us an impression of his honest wish to gain the 

troth. The text of Chrysokokkes, so far as it has been published, is 

_ foand i in Hermann Usener’s study entitled, Ad historiam astronomie 

* 
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symbola, Boun, 1876, pp. 27-37. The translation of the portion of the 

Greek text which concerns us here is as follows! :— 

« Long ago, as you know, my dearest Johannes, I pursued the 

investigation of this Persian matter before us, and had asa teacher a 

priest named Manuel, of the city of Trebizond. You, too, were often 

with me and took pleasure in what was said, and, so far from being 

averse to the acquisition of this subject, you embraced the science and 

urged me to set forth in more ordered fashion the words which had 

been spoken. Listen to me, then, as I describe the mere outlines of 

this chronology, and recollect, as faras I can, my teacher’s words. 

In the first place we must recall how this system-was brought from 

Persia and by whom it was translated into the Greek tongue. Manuel 

told me that one Chioniades had been bred in Constantinople, and had 

acquired all the sciences, but that he longed for yet another subject of 

study whereby he might get wisdom and practise the healing art with 

skill. Thus when he heard-from some friends that he would not be 

able to attain his wish unless he went to Persia, he counted all as 

naught and hasted thither as fast as he might. On the way, however, 

he stopped at Trebizond, and there associated for a considerable time 

with the Great Comnenus,? Revealing to this prince his purpose, he 

received from him the utmost consideration, and proceeded to Persia 

with much honor. Chioniades soon became skilled in the ways of the 

Persians and was made a friend of their king, whose esteem he 

enjoyed. When, however, ke was mirded to learn astronomy he 

found none to teach him, for it is a law in Persia that they who will 
-_ 

1 For further information on Chrysokokkes see Weidler, Historia astronomia, 

Witemberg, 1741, p, 285; Fabricius, Bibliotheca Greca, ed. Harless, Hamburg, 

1790-1899, iv., pp. 153—154, xii, pp. 54-57 ; Krumbachrr, Geschichte der byszantinischen 

Literatur, 2nd edition, Munich, 1897, p, 622; Usencr, p, 28. Portions of the text here 

translated have also been edited by Ismac} Boulliau, Astronomia, philolaica, Paris, 1645, 

pp. 211-214; Joseph Scaliger, De emendatione temporum, Geneva, 1629, pp, 522, 526-527 ; 
Canones Icagogice, Amsterdam, 1658, pp. 247, 249, 315; Denis Petau, De doctrina 
temporum, Antwerp, 1703, xi., p. 55. - 

2 One of the Greek emperors of Trebizond, probably Alexios II., who reigned from 

1297 to 1330. See the list of this dynasty given by Krumbacher, p. 1146, and consult 
Usener, p. 23. ' 
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“may acquire all sciences but that Persians alone may pursue astro- 

nomy. Now when he had inquired the reason for this prohibition and 

learned that an ancient prophecy prevailed among the Persians to the 

effect that their kingdom would be destroyed by Romans acquainted 

with the science of astronomy, the rudiments of which they should 

have previously learned from the Persians, he knew not how w gain 

the knowledge he desired, However, after much toil and many services 

to the king, he succeeded, though with difficulty. According to the 

royal command, Chioniades was admitted by the teachers, and shortly 

became great among the Persians and was counted worthy of their 

king’s favor. After he had acquired much wealth and gained many 

pupils he came again to Trebizond, bearing with him many books of 

the science of astronomy. These he rendered into Greek, as he thought 

best, and produced a work worthy of remembrance. There are also 

other books of the system of the lersians which he translated into 

Greek, as having in their first part detailed accounts of the chronology, 

This was the only system, however, which he rendered in Greek 

without a commentary, for he regarded it as plainer and more accurate 

than any other system, according to what my teacher said. Herein 

Manuel was correct, it would seem, since Chioniades had received it in 

this fashion—interpreted only by word of mouth by the Persians. 

This, then, is the way this system, which is called the Manual, was 

acquired, We set forth in the first place the chapters of which we 

shall discuss the interpretation below. 

« This Zezi® or method was made for longitude 72 in the district 
of Chazaria which is called Tibene.* The entire longitude from west to 

east, or from the extreme commencement of one sea to the other, is 180 

degrees. 

® Arab es Persian S25, 

+ Lagarde, Gesammelte Abhandlungen, Leipzig, 1866, p. 231, and Usener, p. 17, 

identify Tibene or Tybene with the Armenian city of Dvin or Tovin near the moderm 

Frivan (L, es Armenia, London, 1901, i., p. 201.), 
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“ The year of the Persians was determined in the time of Jasdaker- 

des Sariar.© The beginning of this year was Tuesday, the beginning 

of the months was Pharbadin. When Iasdakerdes sat upon the 

throne this year was determined in two ways, one according to their 

religion,’ which is Pasita,® or non-bissextile. In both chronologies 

there are always 365 days, and 30 days in a month, and at the end of 

Asphantar they add five epagonal® days. According to the other year 

the determination was for the occupations'® of the four seasons, and 

the commencement of the occupations, and this is called Kapisa,’ or 

bissextile. Now, each month of this, too, has thirty days, but six 

days are added at the end of the year, for when the Kapisa year comes 

round there is an additional day. When these epagonal days are 

combined, there is an extra month every hundred and twenty years. 

Therefore the excess of the solar year over the lunar year is comprised 

in this period, which is thirty days. Every 1,460 years there is an 

extra year, and the first month Pharbadin is found in its proper place, 

and the entrance of the sun into Aries occurs on the first of Pharba- 

din. Ifwe wish to calculate the Persian year, we take the years 

from the creation of the world and subtract from them 6,139, and 

the remainder is their year, reckoning from the first part of October 
with which the Persian year begins, 3 

“ The year of the Sultan Melixa,’? A decree was issued by this 

Sultan that they should date the journals by his year, according to 

the commencement of the time of his year, when the sun begins to 

5 Cf. Persian se* wt Opeo jz 

® Scaliger, Can. Isag., p. 250, argues that Chrysokokkes translated from an Arabic 
original, and that he should have said : “ This year is of two kinds’ (with intercalation 
and without). 

7 This should have been rendered, according to Scaliger, ‘‘equality.” 

$ Arab. (pi) dboiun : 

® Literally, “ furtive, stolen,” a translation of the Arabic &3 yim 

10 Rather “usage,” Arab. (flaiw| in Scaliger's opinion. 

11 Arab. (rine ) Kamat aS 

1# The famous Jalal ud-Din Malik Shah ibn Alp Arslan the Seljuk. 
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enter Aries. Moreover, the commencement of each month occurred 

when the sun passed from one sign of the zodiac to another. The 
beginning of this year was Sunday. If 6,586 be subtracted from the 

__ number of years from creation of the world, the remainder is the year 
of Melixa, . . . Therefore the beginning of the year of the Sultan 

Melixa is when the sun enters Aries, and it enters now on the thir- 

teenth of March.” 

A full translation of the text of Chrysokokkes, as it is given by 

Usener, in his book entitled Ad Historiam Astronomie Symbola, would 

_ be of little iuterest here.'* The treatise of Chrysokokkes consists 
mainly of intricate rules for the reduction of Persian dates to Greek, 

and it will be sufficient, in my judgment, to cite two passages'* which 
seem above its general level, These selections treat of the reckoning 

of months and days, and are as follows :—“ On the calculation of the 

time of the months and days of the Persians. You must know that 

inthe year 878 of the Persians their year began when the sun 

entered Aries. If then we wish to calculate the months and days of 

‘the Persians, we proceed as follows: Taking the required temporal 

period of the Persians, we subtract, according to the prescribed metliod, 

the years already mentioned, or 378. We take a quarter of the re- 

mainder, and this number comprises the days from the commencement 

of the year of the Persians until the equinox, which fulls on the 

thirteenth of the month of March, Reckoning backward the days 
which have been calculated we find in which one of our months the 

beginning of the Persian year falls. We reckon the months as having 

thirty days, aud take the days below thirty, and in this way is found 

on what day of the Greek months the day of the commencement of 

_ the Persian year falls. Furthermore, the first of the Persian year is 
the month Pharbadin. 

ae. 13 See Usener's text, pp. 30—35. The passage from Theodoros Meleteniotes ( cf. 

_ Usener, pp. 8—9, 19—21, Krumbacher, p. 623) publi-hed by Usener,}p. 18-19, is also 
_ devoted to chronological formulas. 
_-4# Usener, pp. $1, 32, 33. 
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‘“ Heample.—We subtract 378 from the 714th year of the Persians, 

and the remainder is 336, of which a quarter is 84, These are the 

days of the Persians from the beginning of their year till the equinox. 

Sixty days we give to the two months Pharabardin and Ardempeesti, 

and the remaining twenty-four to Chortat. The twenty-fourth of 

Chortat was found to coincide with the third of March. ‘Take, then, 84 

days from the beginning of the equinox. Thus the beginning ofthe 

year of the Persians is found to occur on the twentieth of December, 
for then the number is completed.”’ 

The second passage reads thus :—‘‘ On the calculation of the Per- 

sian day accerding to the required Greek month. We must observe 

on what day of the Greeks the beginning of the Persian year falls, 

and proceed from this day to the day of the required month. Adding 

the number of the days of the Greek year which have elapsed since 

the beginning of the Persian year, we divide it by thirty, and as 

many times as thirty is contained in it, so many months of the Persians 

do we count off, beginning with Pharbardin, and give the days left over 

to the following month. 

“ Heample,x—We desired to findto what month and day of the 

month of the Persians, the eighth of March corresponds in the Persian 

year 715. The beginning of the Persian year at this time has been 

found to fall on the twentieth of December, We take the number of 

days which are left in this month, that is, twelve, also thirty-one days 

of January, and twenty-eight of February, if it is not leap-year (if 

it were, we would take twenty-nine), and eight of March, total, 

seyenty-nine, Dividing this by thirty, we have a remainder of nine- 

teen. We then give the two periods of thirty days to Pharbardin and 

Artipees, and the remainder of nineteen to Chortat. In this way 

Chortat is found to have nineteen days on the eighth of March. The 

five or six epagonal days, as has been said in the section on the — 

years and months of the Persians, are placed at the end of Asphan- 

taremat,.”’ 
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The second Greek authority on the Iranian calendar is Isaakos 

Argyros,!° a Byzantine monk, who wrote about a quarter of a century 

after Chrysokokkes. He composed an explanation of the Persian 

___ chronology, from which the old scholar Fredrick Sylburg copied a 

portion. This section of the treatise of Argyros is found in Jacob 

Christmann’s edition of al-Farghani (Muhamedis Alfragant Arabis 

Chronologica et Astronomica Elementa), Frankfort, 1590, pp. 218-219. 

The translation of the passage from Argyros, which forms an interest- 

ing pendant to the account given by Chrysokokkes, is as follows :-— 

- The method of the Persian canons were drawn up by the 

a mathematicians of that country, according to the first year of lasdagerd 

_ -Sarien Mastre,'® king of the Persians, and their calculations were 

based upon the Persian year. ‘his year falls 6,139 years after the 
___ creation of the world, and begins at midday on the new moon of the 

. — Persian Pharouartes, and is calculated according to the meridian 

ia _ through the Persian city-of Tybene, which is 72 degrees distant from 

4 __ the Ntzaer Chalitat,’’ or, as the Persians say, from the extreme western 

oe “sea. According to the Persians the months are named as follows : 

an ‘Pharouartes, Artipeest, Chortat, Tyrma, Mertat, Sachriour, Mecherma, 

bs c. _ Apanma, Aderma, Dema, Pechman, Asphandarmat, and the Masiar- 

; e: _ cha,"* which the Greeks call epagonal. Among the Persians, as among 

the Egyptians, the year consists of only 365 days, and in each month of 

_ their reckoning there are thirty days and five are epagonal. It thus 

necessarily follows that the Persian year gains one day over the 

Roman, every four years, because every four years the Roman 
year has 366 days. Furthermore, every 1,460 years there is a gain of 

_ 4n entire Persian year, and once more the Persians and the Romans 
os | | 

er 

he 

nash, 2 For farther information on Argyros see Fabricius, iv., p, 155, xi,, p, 126-190, 
4 Usener, p. 24, Krambacher, p. 623, and compare Lagarde, pp. 230-232. 

 —s« 88 Argyros evidently misread «s ime ( (sio) for cont of, Gildemeleter in Usener, 
— ny? Pp 17. . 

i ioe 17 Arab. w lod l&_y5y | ym“ the islands of the blessed," whence the Arabs, following 
y, reckoned longitude, cf, Gildemeister in Usener, p. 17. 

48 Lagarde, p. 281, correctly notes that we should read Mastaracha (Arab. 43 Ane), 
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make the beginning of their years coincide, After the lapse of four 

years, however, the Persians again begin to gain one day over us, and 

so on regularly. The revolution of 1,460 years was determined at a 

point of time 307 years before the beginning of the reign of Iasdagerd, 

so that from that time the Persians again began to gain one day over 

us every four years.” 

The brief account of the Persian calendar given us by an anony- 

mous author who wrote in 1443 is of particular interest in one respect, 

It furnishes us exact equivalents for four days of the year of Yezdagird 

812 in terms of the Byzantine year 6951 which corresponds to 

1443 A. D.'9 We thus learn that in this year March eleventh corres- 

ponded to Terma seventeenth, June twelfth to Mecherma twentieth, 

September fourteenth to Dema twenty-fourth, and December twelfth 

to Farvadin eighteenth. The passage under consideration is found in 

Joseph Scaliger’s Canones Isagogicae, Paris, 1658, pp. 814-815, and in 

Denis Petau’s work De Doctrina Temporum, Paris, 1708, ii., p.218, and 

reads 2s follows : 

“ Aries was chosen, and it was found that at the end of the year 

6951 from the creation of the world and at the beginning of 6952 the 

sun commenced to enter Aries on the eleventh of the month of March 

at 8,29: 40 A.M, Then 813% years of the Persians were completed, 

and the eleventh of March was the seventeenth of the Persian month 

Terma. In the same year on the twelfth of June at 2,20: 8 P. M. 

the sun began to enter Cancer, for then 813° years of the Persians 

were completed, and the twelfth of Juve was the twentieth day of the 

Persian month Mecherma. Moreover, on the fourteenth of the fol- 

lowing September, when the year 6953 began and 6952 was completed, 

the sun commenced to enter Libra at 1, 24: 28 A. M. of the same day. 

It was then the Persian year 813, and the fourteenth day of Septem- 
—_—— 

19 To reduce Byzantine years to dates A. D., subtract 5508 from the Byzantine 

number, thus 6951—5508= 1448, cf. Ideler, //andbuch der Chronologic, Berlin, 1826, 
ii,, pp. 459-461, 

20 Scaliger corrects to 812, Consult also the rules given by Ideler, pp. 520-522, 

or the reduction of dates A. Y, to dates A, D, 
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ber was the twenty-fourth of the Persian Dema. On the twelfth of 

_ December of the same year at 7, 41: 16 A. M. the sun began to enter 

~ Capricorn. Then 814° years of the Persian were completed, and the 
os pesvetish day of December was the eighteenth of Pharouarden, the first 

Persian month. In this fashion the four seasons of the year are 

vale that is, the two equinoxes and the two solstices are chosen, 

as it is in the Persian. manual, according to the year which has been 

- deseribed above.” 
— ah, 

It is almost certain that there were several more references to the 

r ane ient Parsi system of time, These allusions are either lost or exist 

1 inedited _manuscripts. William Burton, in his Le/psana Veteris 

: e ah ngue Porsica, Lubeck, 1720, p. 6, refers to a manuscript at Lam- 

th, which has siace disappeared.®? The names of the Persian months, 

as Burtén copied them from this source, are as follows: Pharpbardin 
“ae mpeas, Chortat, Tourma, Mertat, Sarebar, Mechir, Apan, Ater, 

Nita ai,2> Mpachman, Auphantar. Fabricius, in his Bibliotheca Graeca, 

iy » pp. 147-148, 151, 152, mentions as writers on Persian chronology 

D met and Mazunates (both probably Greek translations from Persian 

Se hntio, and Astrampsychos.** Whether their work is of value 
ld be hard to say. In view of the treatises of Achmet and Astram- 

ig : 9s which have already been edited, their reliability would seem 
ar doub abtful. But the passages which I have rendered from the Greek 
0 f Chrysokokkes, Argyros, and the anonymous author seem to me to 

ewe worth the attention of that noble community who preserve 
| 1 the ancient creed of their holy prophet, Zarathushtra. 

. 
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ME ‘Benliger corrects to 818. 22 Consult also Lagarde, pp. 229-230. 
‘ snr nt is to be pronounced d, and mp is equivalent to} as in 

Seo further Krumbacher, p. 630, Usener, pp. 24-26, and the passage from the 
reek om of Samps Mpouchares (apparently Shams ucl-Din as-Samarqandi—not 
-Bukhai » of. Gildemeister in Usener, p. 16) edited by the latter scholar, p, 22. 



THE LITERAL WORDING 

OF THE GATHAS. 

These hymns, being unique, epoch making and also unrivalled in 

the richness of their historical connection, should be learned carefully 

by all Parsis, for their difficulties lie chiefly in matters of close inter-: 

pretation, there being a mass of important meaning in them which is 

not disputed among respectable scholars. One of the first, as well as 

one of the most useful duties of a close critic is to turn their conse- 

cutive words into Sanskrit. Many years ago I had completed such 

8 translation, and I contributed one chapter of it toa memorial volume 

of an importance surpassing that of most works of the kind. 

My translation of Yasna XXVIII, into Sanskrit will be found 

at page 153 of the Festgruss to the late Professor Rudolph yon Roth 

the editor of the Vedic portion of the ‘Great St. Petersburg Sanskrit 

dictionary. 

It is now several years old for it was offered upon the occasion of 

the 50th anniversary of his doctorate. It might be improved here and 

there, but it possesses unusual authority owing to the place where it 

appeared ; I having also received the special thanks of the great vedist 

for it in a letter. 

Professor Oldenberg in citing it in his Vedic Religion, (see 37 

note), remarks that it recalls an ancient Indian piece. | 

And he notes that the Avesta language is nearer to the Indian 

Sanskrit, than some of the various dialects of Greece are to each 

other. I append the Zend equivalents to two of these strophes so 

that the Parsis may see how near their ancient language is to that of 

their primeval kinsman. The chief difference to the eye is that all or 

many of the ‘S’ sounds of Sanskrit are ‘h’ in the Zend, just as so 

many of the sibilant sounds in French, Italian, etc. are ‘h’ sounds in 

Spanish. I gave a simple text omitting the accents as the latter can 
be added by any reader for himself; and, I not being in Germany at 

the moment, I could not have corrected the proof-sheets so easily. 
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The text is also simply pada, The sandhi was omitted in order to 

=" the real forms ; it can be read like the accents by every scholar 

r himself. Here are my Indian equivalents for strophe 6. 

| Bie Vasund [4] gadhi manasd dehi [he] rta-dds' dirghdyo? 
se — Rshvdis tvam ukthdis [su-]medhas Jarathushtrdya (sic) ojasvat 

— *- rabhas [ti-dam] 

A a Asmabhyam ca asura yena dveshinas® dveshdnsi tirvema. 

r ro is the original Gatha :— 

Vohii Akh mananha daidi asa-dao dar(e)gayii 

esvais tit ukhdhaiS mazda zarathustrai aojoihvat raf(e)nd, 
naibyiica ahura ya d(ai)bishvat6 dvaéSao taurvayama. 

Restrorte 7 in the Sanskrit. 

 Dehi [he] rta tdm rtim [iti kila phalam punyam] vasos 

: ky [phaldni] dptdni manasas 
_ Dehi tvam aramate Vishtdepdya (sic) isham mahyam ca 

Dds tvam [su-]medhas kshaya* ca yena vas mantrdn grau- 

——-ydma® radhodds. 

» is the Gatha :— 

idi asha tim ashim vanhéug Ryeptt mananhd 
ai didi “ dr(a)maité vistaspai aéSem maibyaca 

i, mazda khshayaci, ya vé mathra srevaéma radao, 

Is als¢ Bccetbated the Sanskrit equivalents of Yas, 44 to the Trans- 

ma of the Congress of Orientalists at Paris in 1897 which will be 
» as soon as I can in any manner secure the time, by Sanskrit 

snts for the other chapters long since standing in manuscript. 

LAWRENCE MILLS, 

Professor of Zend Philology in Oxford. 

; 

. A han do auch Voo, Sg. 
sha, sollte das Noutr. dirghdyutcam siehen, es fehlte aber dann das not- 

er vielleicht *dvishratas, 
* dmperat ‘von kshi “ verfuge” oder cin Vocativ im Sinne von “regierend.” 
* Son paren (mantrt.) ® Andere lecen sraryam d réd& [arém)} 
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A Contribution concerning Zoroastrian Angelology. 

Shakspere’s vivid image of ‘heaven’s cherubim horsed on 

the sightless, couriers of the air’ presents a picture that few 

readers of Macbeth will forget, whether or not some remote lines of the 

Psalms may possibly have suggested the simile. In general the concep- 

tion of celestial chargers is familiar elsewhere. We need only recall 

the horses that draw the chariot of the sun in all mythologies, from 

India onward, or the old Germanic conception of the steeds of the 

Valkyries. Mithra, Sraosha and Anahita have theircare inthe Avesta. 

Herodotus, or ‘is it Xenophon that alludes to this belief among the 

Persians. Dio Chrysostom ( Bor. Orat. 86) tells of Zoroaster as 

chanting the praise of the chariot of the supreme god of the universe. 

The Pablayi Bindahishn pictures the Fravashis, or guardian spirits, 

as mounted ‘on war horses’ when they fought against Ahriman at the 

beginning of the world. But the conception of the archangelic Amsha- 

spands as mounted or driving is one to which attention has not been 

called in detail, and yet the idea is old. 

‘The mere mention of the subject naturally brings at once before the 

mind the representation of the Lord God Ormazd on the Sassanian bas- 

reliefs, where the divinity is portrayed as mounted on a charger and 

presenting the crown to Ardashir. The figure is familiar to all Iranian 

students.! But this is not all. Inthe Chapter on the conversion of 

King Vishtaspa, in my ‘ Zoroaster’ (p. 65), I have given the traditional 

account of how three of the Amshaspands, or Archangels, came from 

heaven to the palace of the king as witnesses from Ormazd himself to 

1 See Ed. Thomas, ‘ Sassanian Inscriptions’ in JRAS, New Series, vol. iii., p. 269 and 
p, 267, note 3; K, D, Kiash, Ancient Persian Inscriptions, p. 121; G. Rawlinson, Zhe 

Seventh Oriental Monarchy, p. 606; Curzon, Persia, ii., 125 (the same cut being reproduced 

in my ‘Ormazd, or the Ancient Persiau Idea of God,’ in Zhe Monist, Chicago, Jan, 1899.) 
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4 tle divinely-inspired message of the prophetic priest. These three 

s heayen-sent envoys are Vohiiman, Ashayahist and the Propitious Fire 

a _ (Biirzhin- Mitro, or Spénisht, Av. Spénishta). Their glorious effulgence 

a is so great that the palace of the king seems aflame witha blinding light; 

____ the courtiers trembled and all were filled with dread (cf. Dk. 7. 4. 76; 

7.6.13; Zsp. 28. 7). This part of the narrative is further colored by the 

later Persian Zartusht Namah which graphically describes the messen- 

gers as majestic knights on horseback, in cavalier style, bristling 

with armor and clad in gfeen (Zt. N. p. 510, Wilson; so also ihe 

Dabisian, tr. Shea and Troyer, p. 257). The Zartusht Namah is late, 

but I now believe that this conception of the Archangels as mounted 

on horses, or driving, is as old as the Gathas themselves, if I rightly 

interpret a certain passage. I believe also that the Sassanian sculptor 

made no innovation, forced by art, when he represented Ormazd on 

horseback to match the figure of the king. 

The passage in the Gathas to which I allude is Ys.50. 7. The text 
in Geldner’s edition runs: 

at véyaojd zevistyétg aurvatd 

jay is porethus vahmahya yasmakahya 

mazld asa ugréig vohi mananhad 

ydis azdthd mahmai hyata avanhé 

- he three stanzas which directly precede this coniain the Prophet’s 

devout appeal to Ahura Mazda and the Amesha Spentas to bestow the 

longed-for revelation which shall guide the faithful to Paradise, to grant 

___ him their visible aid and manifest sanction (aili-~deresta Arisyd avanhd 

ss aast@istd) as well as to direct his tongue. 

The old reading for aurvald jay@is was urvatd jyditis (Sp. Wg.). 
Professor Roth with his keen insight was the first to see that at least 

_— aurvaté was the better reading (ZDMG.xxy. 219; cf. also Millst 

___—_—sC G@thas p. 590), Professor Geldner’s edition of the Avesta proves this 

to have been right as his text and manuscript variations show. The 
; __ eference is to horses, as Roth saw ; and zevistydiig aurvaté means 
<u 
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‘favorite steeds, beloved chargers.’ But in my judgment the allusion 

is not to be interpreted through the Veda alone, as Roth interpreted 

it, but rather through direct Zoroastrian tradition. The bas-relief of 

stone and the inscribed page of the later Persian book with its twisted 

letters must also be our commentary. The verse adds a new link to 

the chain of unbroken Iranian tradition. It shows us that the Pro- 

phet for the moment used not a general metaphor, but actually thought 

of these holy angels as mounted knights, or as driving, and this con- 

ception is the one that is later repeated. The rendering in this light 

would be: 

‘Your favorite steeds—the stocky, sturdy ones—lI shall yoke up by 

speeding my prayer to you, O Ahura, Mazda, Asha and Vohu Manah, 

with which (steeds) ye shall drive hither. ‘To my aid may ye come.’ 

As for details and single words, the adjective zevistyéig is rendered 

as elsewhere in accordance with the Pahlavi which connects with the 

word the idea of ‘ friendship, favor, etc., the attribute being a deriva- 

tive from a root zu-, which [ have mentioned elsewhere ; for the for- 

mation compare Skt. ydvistha. 

The special term aurvato, under consideration, is given in the Pah- 

lavi by arvand; Neriosengh’s Sanskrit version shows végéna ‘ with 

speed ’ (cf. Mills, Gathds, p. 334). There can be little doubt any longer 

that Av. awrvaita has here the meaning ‘ horses ’ ; we need only com- 

pare such passages as Ys, 67. 27 aurvaiita, Yt. 10. 42 aurvaita aspa, 

or a half dozen other instances in Justi’s Handbuch—see especially Ys, 

11-2 awrvatim yikhta ‘a yoker of swift steeds’, The Pahlavi gloss 

there explains the word as ‘war-horse’ (cf. Spiegel, Neriosengh, p. 74, 

n. 8', Note also there the presence of the verbal root yw-, in connec- 

tion with aurvant. 

The instr. jaydis (for such is the oldest and best reading) is from a 

stem jaya- akin to Skt, hay4- from hi- a root which is used specially 

of urging on horses (¢g. R. V. 3. 53. 24), and then of sending forth a 

hymn (eg. RV. 2.19. 7; 1. 184, 4). Prayers and praises shall be 
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the impulse to the divine beings to yoke their steeds. We must take 
yasmahahya objectively. 

For perethas one naturally thinks of Skt. prihéi- which Roth 

rendered ‘ breit, stiimmig’ 7.e., “broad, stocky, sturdy’—taking it as an 

attribute of the horses like ugréiig and zevistyéiig. The Pahlavi 

version, it is true, sees in the word the meaning ‘ bridge’ (vatarg). 

The variant readings of the Avestan manuscripts actually show also 

peretas—see Geldner’s footnotes. This can hardly be an allusion to 

the Chinvat Bridge; the plural and the sense speak against it, although 

attempts have been made to support both. If the ‘bridge’ notion 

be insisted on one might perhaps think of the word as being used 

metaphorically, or aijectivally, the horses being means of transferring 

from one place to another (cf. Skt. tarani-‘ transferring,’ and thea ‘raft 

boat, transport’ )—but this seems far-fetched. 

From the syntactical standpoint it remains only to add that asd and 

vohi mananhd are cases of the special usage of the instrumental fami- 

liar in the Gathas, and with y@is we must understand aurvatbis. 

At all events the interpretation of the passage in the way suggested 

above makes everything simple. Ahura Mazda and the Ameshia 

Spentas have their steeds on occasions as well as the angels of the 

Yashts or the Fravashis in the Bindahishn. ‘The Zartusht Namah 

helps to clear up the Gathis; the Sassanian bas-relief with its 

equestrian statue of Ormazd was not far astray, The picture which 

must have arisen before Zoroaster in his mind’s eye as he chanted the 

Gatha verse is clear ; the godhead and the archangels seemed mounted, 

or ready to drive to his aid, as did the Frayashis of old on their char- 

gersin the primeval war against Ahriman. The stanza itself would 
givea scene for the brushof anartist. Zoroaster, too, saw visions 

of heaven’s cherubim horsed on the sightless couriers of the air! 

A. V. WILLIAMS JACKSON, 

Columbia University, New York City, 



TRANSLITERATION AND TRANSLATION OF 
THE PAHLAVI VERSION OF YASNA XXXII, 

The Fifth Chapter of the First Gatha. 

INTRODUCTION. 

The most trustworthy MSS., containing the Pahlavi text of the Gathas, 

that still remain accessible, according to Geldner’s researches,! are those 

which he names K 5 and its cousin J 2, both written A. D, 1823, to- © 

gether with the brother MSS., Pt. 4and Mf. 4, both copied about 1780, 

from an Iranian MS. written about 1478, These latter two MSS, may 

be roughly described as second cousins, once removed, of the former 

‘two, so far as our information extends. 

The Pahlavi text for this transliteration and translation of the Gathie 

Ha XXXII, has been obtained from Spiegel’s edition, which represents 
K 5, collated with the other three MSS. And, in the foot-notes, the 

letters S, J, P, M severally represent the MSS. K5, J 2, Pt.4, Mf.4. 

When more than two of these four authorities agree in any reading, it 

is adopted, unless there be any special reason to the contrary, such as 
inconsistency with the Avesta text. 

All the explanatory Pahlavi glosses are distinguished by being en- 

closed in parentheses; and the marginal notes of the eriginal MSS., 

regarding the supposed speakers, are printed in italics, as headings to 

the stanzas, or the particular metrical lines, to which they appear to 

refer ; but when the same marginal note is repeated, with reference to 

successive stanzas or lines, the unnecessary repetitions are not given. 

The age of these marginal notes is quite uncertain, but they must have 

existed in some common ancestor of the four MSS., most probably inthe 

twelfth century; or they may have been introduced at the last real re- 

vision of the Pahlavi version, in the time of Khusré Néshirvan, probably 

about A.D. 530'. In the translation, words that are merely understood 
but inserted to complete the sense, are also printed in italics ; and when 

1 See his Avesta, Prolegomena, pp. XXIVY—XXXIV. 
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- the original Pahlavi word is quoted, its translation is often appended in 
italics, and marked as a parenthetical quotation, 

| <9 Tt should be noticed that this is only atranslation of the Pahlavi ver- 

sion, and is intended to show exactly how far the Persians understood 

- the Avesta text in Sasanian times. For an admirable French paraphrase 

of the Avesta text itself, the reader should refer to Darmesteter’s Zend- 

_ Avesta in the Annales du Musée Guimet, vol. XXI, pp. 234-242, which 

a prepared from the same authorities as I have used. 

_ As the Sidkar, Varshtmansar, and Bako Nasks were commentaries on 
“te Gathas, they might be expected to explain difficult passages ; and the 
- last two do often refer to, or quote from, the Pahlavi ersion, as may 

Bhs geen on reference to Dinkard IX, chaps. XXXII end LIV, in &, B. 
L. Bree XXXVI. 

E. W. WEST. 
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TRANSLITERATION OF PAHALVI YASNA XXXII. 

Kuvirumairo Hato BON. 

Friz gébishnth-i Zaratishtar. 

1. a, Zak! jan-i yald@’ payan khyéshih bavihfnast’, zak-i* vald) varinth 

levatd airmanih ; (zak° mozd-i? Atharmazd nafshd shédayya-c® pavan 
dend, aégh varfin® va'°-airman'!-i lak’? haydém, ashan ghal!> 

bevihtuast?*) 

b. Zak-i* vald shédaan pavan li-minishnih (aéghm4n'™ minishno 

aédino frarino cigtin Zarattshtar, zak-t Adharmazd atrvakhmanoih 

(ashan gha/ bevihunasté), 

c. Lak'® gébak yehviném (aégh, rayinidar-i lak yehviném’’); 

'Svaldshan® yakhsenuném min lekim beshinénd (aéghshan!? min”? 

lekGim lakhvar yakhsenuném). 

2, a Avo?! valdshan (shédiin) Atharmazd pavan  sardarih-i 

Vohiman6” (amatash Vohimano”® pavan tano mahman yehvint6”), 

b. Min Khshatrover bara pasukhvo gifto®® va-Aharayih-ic-i” khipo 

*Shamkhak-i névak kardo, (afosh pavan tano mahman’? yehvind, ® 

Déshishno-i Ameshdspenddn-t stid-atimanddan. 

c, aegh)Spendarmad lektim rai shapir doshém (bondag-minishnih) 

‘7ak-i land aito (a¢ghman pavan tano méhman*), 

Pasukhvo-gobishnih-i Atiharmazd. 

3. a. Aédino lektim*®® harvisp6** (min®”) shédaé havdéd (atan 

min® Ak6omano (aito) tékhmako*® (aéghtano tokhmako*® min tam@ 

aégh Akomano-c), —~ ey 

1 J, aak- 28, J, Ano, 8 Paddso. + P, M. omit ty 
5 J. Ano. 6 §.J. zak-1, 7J.P. omit i 8 §. J. shédaan 

9 §. adds o. 10 J, omits va. 11 J, adds o, 12 8. adds i, 
13 J, avo. 14 §, J. add o, 15 §. prefixes va, 13 J, aégh, 

17 P, M. bivém, 18 P, M. prefix va, 19 P, M. omit, ; 8. adds o. 

20 §, man. 21 §, J. vald, for val. 22 P, M, omit 6, pra 

23g, P. M.omité, 2+ P, M,ychvanéd, SF, 
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4 TRANSLATION OF PAHLAVI YASNA XXXII. 

ts Beginning of the Chapter relating to Kindred, 
Statement of Zaratisht. 

1. a, That life of his** is begged for Kindred, that life of his for 

Serfdom with Confederacy; (that reward of Aflharmazd’s own even 

the demons begged, for this reason, because “ we are thy serf and con- 
federate’’). 

b. The demons of his are fancying as to me (thus: “ our thought 

is as virtuous as Zaratisht”), and that joyfulness of Atharmazd (is 

. begged by them) :— 
c. “ We shall become thy testifiers (that is, we shall become thy 

promoters); we shall hold those who offend you (that is, we shall keep 

them away from yon”). . 

2. a. To those (demons) Aiharmaz/, through the influence of 
Vohitmané, (when Vohimané (“ Good thought”) became lodging in 

his body), 

b. owing to Khshatrover ( “ desirable authority” ) exclaimed in 

reply, and made even the excellent Ahariyth ( “ righteousness ”’) a 

good companion (who also became lodging in his body, 

Love of the Ameshéspends, the benejiters. 

ec. and thus he spoke) :—“*On your account we love the good 

Spendarmad (complete mindfulness), her who is ours (that is, she is 

lodging in our bodies). 
. Reply speech of Atiharmazd., 

rs 2 3. a. “ So, of all you (who) are demons (your) lineage (is) from 

Akémané (“ Evil-thought ”), (that is, your lineage is from there 

_____-where Evil-thought is also). 
"95 Tt fs just possible to read sak-l and-1 vala, “so much of his,” but the authors of 
the Pahlavi version probably supposed that Avesta aqyé bore much the same relation- 
ship to anhu as daqyu bore to danhu. 

2¢ S, omits o and va. 27 §, J. omit -ic-), 2s S, inserts va, 

20 J, adds o, 2% S, yehvuntd; J. bado, * J. insorts va, 
92 §, adds yehvandd, 33 8, J, insert man. ss &, P. M. harvisto, 
35 J, omits, a6 §, J. atAno, s7 P.M. omit, 

*8 § omits o, 
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Fraz-gobishnih-i Atiharmazd. 

6, Man-ic lekiim (shédain') kabed yezbekhiinéd, drdjandétar® va-* 
avar-minishntar (yehvineéd’*) ; 

e. Sagitininéd man min akharih-i zak’ fradivishno,® (aéghman 

Zaratishtar yehabind’), méiintano® asrdyishnih (yehabinéd) pavan 

bami VIT.° 

4, a. Man min zak! aydjishno (zak-i!' fririno-ih yekaviminéd’’ 

pavan zak-?!! kola 2 mindayamei!* mindég va-stih) ash frdéz minishno 

vardinéd (aéghash bara frévéd ; afash minishno bara avo vinis 

kardano vardinéd’*) anshita!® saritar danishno’® yehvinédo (-i'! 

diishakas). 

b. Man yemalelund zak-i!® shédaan déshido'? (aégh, mindavam pavan 

avayast-i shédaan yemalelind) ashano®' Vohfman sishd (aéghshin 

min rakhik), 

c. *°Zak-i Adharmazd * khirado nasinénd** va-ahardyth-ic (aégh, 

tapah bara vabidindfd). 

5. a. Pavan zak®> kolé 2 frévéd anshitian,?? pavan hi-zivishnth 

va-amarg-ribishnih (aégh, avo anshitéin?” yemalelined aégh: ®” Amat 

zivastano shayedo’® apa-gayéhé 1a yehyiinéd pavan ras-i land). 

6. Min lekim saritar minishno, min shédayyd haviéd,® atino 

saritar minishno, 

c. aftan® saritar kinishno va-gébishno min frdz cishédo’? (avo 

aishino aégh : Min 4no 2?) druvand (g6nak *° minédg) padokhshayth. * 

Fraz-gébishnih-i Zaratishtar. 

6. a. Kabed kénigan * kéno bevthini-ait (aégh, vindaskarin®® 

padafris vadidinai) min srido® yekavimtnéd?® {min gift yekavi- 

miinéd”° aégh) : amat valdshin asir ; (aégh, pidafras pavan zak damano 

bondak bara vabidtinafid, amat riban lakhvar avo ™ tano yehabind). 

1 §. adds o, 2 8. drdjétar. 8 §, omits va.. 4 J. adds o. 
5 J. adds-i. 6 J, fradiftar. 7 J dAdo, SP, M, aéghtan, 
® P. M. place these three words after yehabdnd. 

10 J, zak-i ; P. M. omit. 11 P.M. omit i, 12 J, adds.o, 
13 J, omits i. 14 J, var’zinéd, 15 J, mardtim ; P. addsi. 
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Further speaking of Auharmazd. 

b. ‘ Whoever, too, worships you (demons) much (becomes) more 

lying and more arrogant; 

c. and makes us go away from the consequence of that deceit, 

(that Zaratisht produced for us), which (occasions) a want of listening 

to you, in the land of the seven (regions). 

4. a. As to him who is of that assembly, (his virtue remains in the 

affairs of both the spiritual and worldly existences); his thoughts you 

further change, (that is, you quite deceive him ; you also pervert his 
mind into committing sin), and the man (who is ill-informed) becomes 

worse-informed. 

b. “ As to them who speak what is loved by the demons (that is 

they speak anything by desire of the demons), Vohimané ( ‘* Good- 

thought ” ) is abandoned by them, (that is, far from them). 

c. “ They drive away the wisdom of Aiharmazd and Righteousness 

also, (that is, they shall complete their own destruction). 

5. a. “ As to both these you deceive mankind, as to virtuous 

living and immortal progress, (that is, you speak to mankind thus : 

‘When living is desirable, there will be no absence of life in our way.’) 

b, ** Whatever is the very evil thought of you, who are the demons 

is worse thought through you. 

ce. “and your very evil deed and speech, which you proclaim (to 

others thus: as ‘owing to his), the wicked, (smiting  spirit’s) 

predominance.’ ” 
Further speaking of Zaratisht. 

6. a. Vengeance on many malicious ones is demanded (that is, 

inflicting the punishment of sinners), which is recited (which is said ¢o 

be thus) : when they are eternal (that is, they shall fully inflict punish- 

ment at the completed time, when they give back the soul to the body.) 

16 §, dahishno, 17 §, dénd-i ; J. P. M, omit. ** 8, omits i. 1° §, omits o, 

20. 5,P. M,o, 2. P, omits o 23 P, inserts va. ™ 8, inserts va, 
24 §. nasinAnd, 2 §. J. omit. 26 J, adds o. 87 P. M. omit. 
a8 8, adds o. 20 P, M, vald. so P.M. gandk, % 8, shalitdih. 

‘2 J, P. add o, 33 P, M, omit o. Ss J. ghal, 
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b. Ashkirako Amarinidaér, Afharmazd ! (aégh, pavan vinds val- 

kirfako* amar vabidunyén®) *va-zak-i pahlim akis-i pavan Vohimand® 

(mozd khavitinéd, aégh, avo min avayedo* yehabtntan*), 

ce. Pavan aé-3’ lak,® “lekim, Auharmazd! khidayih zak-i Aharayih 

imikhtagano bard khavituni-aito (amatlekim pidakhshiyih’® bondak™ 

bara yehviinéd,'* kola aish’® pavan frarinth ikés bara yehvined**), 

7.qa. Valdshin’ kénig 14 mindavam 4kas havdd zak’ zanishno 

roshan6o (aégh, padafras pavan riban’® ma cand 14 khavitind), 

b. Min’? zanishno Amakhténd (zak!* mindavam 4mikhténd zishan 
pavan ribin’® zanishno yehviinéd'®) miin sriido yekavimtinéd (aégh): 

“ Pavan zaki'® and asino (ashan gazéd.°)” . 

c. Mdn valéshin lak, Aiharmazd ! vala-c-i airikhtak!? 4kas havdéih 

(aégh, vald-c-i vinaskartar padafras khavitunih). 

8a. Valdshin shédiin, kénig vindskér zak-i Vivaghanan Yim 

sriido?°, 

b. minash?? avyo2? anshiitéan cashido® (aégh) : ‘ Landkin® bisraya 

pavan banjishno*’ vashtam inéd” (ham-dzako®* anshita*’ pavan sindk-°* 

ynasai?? bdzii-masai).” 

1 J. omits va. 2 8. omits o. 3 P, vabidtinaid, 
4 P, omits va. 5 J. P.M. omit o. 6 P.M. add o. 

7 P. hana, M, 4no. 8 §, adds i, ® P.M, prefix va. 
10 P, M, padékhshayih, 11 M. adds o. . 12 §, yehvind. 
13 §, adds 1, 14 §, J, add o. 15 J, addsi. 
16 J, adds o, 17 P, M. amat, 18 M. omits. 

19 §, friftak, J. riftak, P.M. riftako ; but the Avesta word is irikhtem, which indicates 

‘the Pahlayi term airikhtak, applied to persons ixcriminated by suffering injury while 

undergoing an ordeal. 
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b. Manifest is the accountant, O Atiharmazd ! (that shall prepare 

the account, as to sin and good works), and he who is best aware, 

who ewists in Vohiman6 ; (the reward he knows, that is, to whom it 

is necessary to give it). 

c. Through these of thine, the sovereignty of you, O Adharmazd ! 

and that of those instructed by Righteousness, is fully known; (when 

your predominance becomes quite complete, every one becomes fully 

acquainted with virtue), 

7. «a. Those who are malicious are not aware of anything elucidat- 

ing that infliction (that is, they donot know what, or how much, 

punishment is for the soul). 

b, They who explain the infliction (teach the thing which constitutes 

an infliction for their own souls), which is recited cae :—* Tn so 

much melted iron (he tortures them).”’ 

ce. Which of them is really he who is incriminated thou art aware, 

O Adharmazd ! (that is, thou knowest the punishment even of him 

who is very sinful). 

8. «. Of those demons, a malicious sinner heard Yim, sis who was 

son of Vivanhio, 

b. by whom i¢ was explained to men (thus): ‘He eats the 

meat of our people in portions (equally greedy with the lapfuls and 

armfuls of mankind *°)”’, 

#0 §, J. omit o, 2. P, M. man, a2 M, vald. a5 §, omits o. 

a §, landigAno. #5 8, nabjishno ; J, P. M, bajishno, a¢ J, adda o, 
a7 8, va-anshdtaAno; P, M marddim, as §, sind. a9 P. M. pretix va, 

80 Probably referring to the legend of King Jamshéd and the demon beggar with an 
insatiable appetite ; told in the Persian Rivdyat of Dara4b Hormazyir, folios 347-8 of 
the copy in the Bombay University Library. 
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Déshishno-i Zaratishtar. 

ce. Valdshin-ie bén (zak-i! GAsino®%-i) li (pavan Gisinigth bara 

déshido*) lak, Adharmazd! bara vijido* akhar (aégh, lak-ic, pavan 

khip® dashto). | 

Gar’zishno-i Zaratiishtar. 

9. a, Pavan dfish-Amiijishnih-i® sr6b6 (ashan) merencinid (shédain’) 

valé (min zak-i) zivishn-alimand khirado Amikhto (avo atshan), (Aito 

miin aédino yemalel tinéd’-aé:) “‘sréb6 (ashan) merenctnido?® vald.” 

b. (méanshan) bard! zak-i li ishti! avérdo'® (padmano-i'* kardo™ | 

dashto-i!5 khv4stako*-i pavan dastdbar-i li avayedo’® dashtano-i amat 

shiyedo'® dashtano, pavan zak ras shayedo* dashtano)-1 4r’ziiko* 

aito!” pavan Vohtimand,* (aégh, amat pavan frarinoih'® yakhsenund 

avayishnig). 

c. Pavan valdshin milaya-i mindgiha, Aiharmazd-i Ashavahishto,* 

avo lekfim gar’zid'’ (aégham gisanigih’® la ribik ; li-e gar’zam), 

10. a. Vald'? gabra avo dend-i® li srdb6 merencinishno yehabtind*! 

(aéghash arfibikih*? avo dén6é yehabind) minash saritar pavan® 
vénishno yemalelinto” ; 

b. gospend pavan kolA 2 az ash,” va°%-khiishédo-c ; 2’amat-ic-ash 

dahishno* avo drevandin yehabtind?? (afésh merencinishno yeha- 

bfind*’), 

c. *Amat-ic-ash vistar viyapdninid® (aéghash tapéh bard kardo, 

afésh merencinishno* yehabind®; amat-ic-ash, pavan pédakih, 

khandabgino* yehabind® avo ahartibin® aéghash ashkirako* ayo** 

khvasto**-atimand afésh merencinishno yehabint6), 

1 P.M, omiti. . 2 P.M. omit o. 3 §. J. M. déshidano, 

+ §, omits o. 5 P, adds o. 6 J, omits 1, 

7 P, M. shéda-c. 8 J. adds o, 9 M. omits o ; S, has i, 
10 J, omits. 11 J, ishto. 12 M. omits o. 

13 §, omits i ; P, M. omit o, 14 P, M. kardano. 15 P, omits o-i, 
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. Love of Zaratisht, 

c. Those, too,among (them, who thoroughly loved) my (Gathas, 

as Gathic lore) are selected afterwards by thee, O Adharmazd ! (that 

is, wre considered, even by thee, as good). 

Complaint of Zaratisht. 

9. a. Through the evil teaching of assertion, that faith is destroyed 

(by them, the demons, which the) wisdom (that is) living, taught (to 

others). There are some who would state thus : “ assertion, that faith 

is destroyed (by them),” 

b, (by whom) that property of mine is snatched away (the agree- 

ment made is maintained, which is the needful that is necessary for the 

maintenance of my highpriest, whom, when it is possible to keep, it is 

proper to maintain in that way) which is desired by Vohtimand, (that 

is, when they maintain him with propriety, ¢t is desirable). 

c. As to those words which spiritually, O Auharmazd! are Ashava- 

hishto’s if is complained to you (that my Gathic lore is not progres- 

sive ; I, too, complain). 

10. a. That man produced destruction to this word of mine, (that 

is, want of progress is produced for the religion by him) who is ealled 

very evil in his look ; 

b. at cattle with both of his eyes, and even at the sun ; also when a 

gift is presented by him to the wicked, (and destruction is produced 

thereby). 

e. Also when pasture is made a desert by him, (that is, its devasta- 

tion is accomplished, and destruction is produced thereby) ; also when, 
in publicity, jeers at the righteous are produced by him, (that is, pub- 

licly, at any one petitioning him, and destraction is produced thereby). 

16 §, J, omit o, 7 P,M.addo. % S.omiteth ™ S. ano, 
20 §, omits 1; J. has o. 71 8, adds o. 23 J.omitsth ™ J. omits, 

2% S§.omitso; P. M. gifto. % J. as, a S, 1,  6P. prefixes va. 
a5 P.M. dAashto. 2” §, omits, *©J,.P.addo. ™ Me prefixes va. 
52 J. omits 0. 3 6. adds o. %* P. M.ghal, % P, M, omit o. 
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11. a. Valdshin-ic' avo (dend-i)? li merencinishno yehabind (aégh, 

arabakih avo (dénd yehabind) min zivishn-aimandih® (yemale- 

lind aégh amat* zivastano shayedo pavan ras-i land) va-drevand havdd 

va*-pavan masih® kahinénd, vatarih-ic’? (aégh, pavan® péshipiyih? 

va-pasipdyih'® vinds vabidinand),” 

- >, Kadak-khidai, gabra néshdéd (yemalelind, aégh: ‘ Manpataino!’ 

manpat'® havdém); va-avérénd'* zak-i rékhen-ic'’ vindishno '°; (aégh 

anshiti pavan staham vakhdind,’’ aégh khvistak bari avo hamih 

yehabinéd’*). 

‘ ¢. Man zak-i vald-i'8 pihlam aharibo; Adharmazd! ash’? bara 

hinkhitind ; ash radih réshinénd-i pavan Vohiman®” (aégh, nihadako- 

i*! shapiran, pavan fraérinoth’® hinkhitind bara ramitin-i% aharmoék. 

12, a. Man résh srayénd, pahlim kdinishno avo anshutaan®® 

(sistérano’® apadman-kishishnih) ; 

b, Avo valdshin, Atharmazd zanishno gifto®?! min min zak-i** 

géspendin* merencinishno*! airvékhmanih,” yemalelind, vaezivishn- 

alimandih. 

c. Valdshin, Grehmako*! min Aharayih doshaktar, min Karapo 
(havdd ; aéghshin® khvistako*! shapir medaméunéd* aégh kar va?7- 

kirfako) ; va?’- khaidayth bavihind pavan drijishno® (pavan avarinih). 

13, a. Min khiadayih pavan Grehmako*! bavithfinéd* (aégh, padakh- 

shayih*? pavan parako bavihined) ash zak-i!® saritar bén demon pavan 

minishno, (aégh pavan aé* minishno bavihinéd* aégh: “100 bara 

yehabinam,*! va**-200 lakhvar yansedinam*.é), 

1 §. has md for ic, 2 J. omits i, 3 §. omits th. 

* J. adds o. 5 J, omits va. 6 §, masdi, 

7 §. adds i; J. omits ic. 8 §. omits o, _ 9 §. J. have a for 4, 

10 §, paspaih ; J, omits y ; P. M, pasdfip4yih. 
11 Compare Dinkard, VII. viii. 34, 35. 

18 P, M. mAnpato, 18 P, M. mésnakpato, 

14 P.M. va-shavacrind, + P, M, raékhn, 16 P, M. omit 0. 
7 §, vagdand; J. vakhdfin4/fid. 18 §, omits i. i9 P, M, omit. 
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11. a, Those, too, produce destruction for (these of) mine (that is, 
they produce want of progress for the religion) who (say that) the 
possession of life is (“ when it is possible to live in our way”), and they 
are wicked and reduce in superiority, even through iniquity (that is, 

they would commit sin in leadership and vassalage).>* 

b. To the householder, man or woman, (they speak thus: “ We are 

the over-house-owners,” and) they appropriate that acquirement ** of 

property also, (that is, they seize the person with violence, so that 

he gives up the wealth to their hoard). 

c. Whatever is his who is perfectly righteous, O Adharmazd ! (is 

fully established by him ; his liberality,) which is through Vohiman, 

they render harmful; (so that the decision of the good, settled 

through virtue, is the casting away of the apostate). 

12, a. Whoever assert that wounding is the best work for human 

beings, (the immoderate fighting of tyrants*) ; 

6. for them Atharmazd announced punishment. Also for those 

whose joyfulness and possession of life, they say, is (owing to) the 

slaughter of cattle. 

¢. Also for those who (are) Karaps, Grehmako (“Greed”) is dear 

than Righteousness (that is, wealth seems to them better than duty 

and good works), and they seek authority through falsehood, (through 

wickedness). 

13. a. Also for him who seeks authority through Greed, (that is, 

seeks predominance through a bribe), that which is very evil is in 

residence in his mind (that is, in this mind, he claims that ‘I shall 

give up 100, and I should take back 200”). 

9 §, J. dend. 2 §. omits o. 22 M. ramitund. 

23 J. addso; VP. M, add ac. % P, M. omit 1. 

%5 J. has ishno for ih. 2° 6. adds o, 87 §. omits va, 

#8 J, drijinishno, 2° §, shalitdih ; P. M, pAddkhshAyib. 
so P, M. hand, J. omite, 32 8, J. omit va. 
so J, P, M. omité, ** Compare Dinkard VII, viii. 36. 8 Ibid, 37, 
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b. Ahvan'merencinidar havdd (aégh, gas-i? tamd bara tapdhinénd), 

mun (pavan zak-i yald)? zak-ic-i Atharmazd (zanishno) * gar’zishno 

kamako*; (aégh, pavan zak shalitaih® zyash’ aito, ashan® zak avayedo,° 

amat anshita,? aévako levatd tané, ghal kdshénd). 

A ec. Man pavan aé-i!° lak' mansar gobak havdd, (aégh, péshdpai!!-i 

pavan déné havdd) valdshanash’’ payénd”’ min nikézishno-i Ahardyih ; 

(aéghash aharmok,"* min kar va-kirfako’ kardano, ghal padiraninénd.'»). 

14. a. Valé (mian'®) pavan Grehmak'* masih, bara pavan zak-i 

Kévighan" khirado, bara yehabiinéd' (min shalitaih® pavan'’® parak 

yehabiinéd’ pavan khirado-i!® valashan®° min, pavan mindavam-i*! 

shan,” kur va-kar).?° 

b. Pavan zak-i? var’javan (avarin'* danakan®*) va-fréh-dévanan®, 

(min, pavan avartnih, hanband-i*® pavan?’ babaé®® yakhsenund); va- 

amat-ic padirénd ano’? drevandin alyyarih, (ac pavan khirado-i 

valéshan yehvinéd'.) 

c. Va-amat-ic*! avo tora zanishno gifto: “ mfinash*®* zak-t** bén, 

zak-i diraésh gifto** avo® aiyyarih ’’ (ac pavan khirado-i** valdéshin 

yehvinéd*’). 

Fraz-gébishnih-t Zaratishtar. 

15. a. Anyatinishoih® rai (amat bard avo dend déné la yatind) 

bara atiibéno®? yehvind, min Kig*® va-Karapo havdd; 

1 J. adds o. 2 §. omits i, 38 J, Ano. 

+ P.M. prefix va, 5 §, omits 0. 6 P. M. pAddkhshdayih. 
7 J. ash, 8 §. J. ash. 9 P. M. mardfim. 

10 P, M, han4-i. 11 § péshvih; J. péshupai, . 12 P. M, omit ash. 
13 P, M, netraind. 14 P.M add o- 15 J. 8. pAadiranéad. 
16 P, M. omit, 17 §, Kigdno; J. Kigano. 18 §. P.M. omit. 
19 J. omitsi. 20 P.M, insert yehvdned. 21§, J.P. omit i. 22 §, adds o. 
23 P. M. have kar va kar, 248,J.addo. 2580 J. ; P.M, have dévanac ; 8, reads dina 

‘‘ decision,’ and substitutes its synonym dAdistAno, but both these words require an 
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b, They are destroying existence, (that is, they cause the complete 

ruin of yonder world), whose desire is the (oppression and) lamentation 

of those even of Afiharmaz/, (through those who are theirs ; that is, in 

that dominion which is his, itis convenient for them, when the people 

fight together, one with the other). 

c. Whoever are testifying as to this sacred text of thine (that is, are 

leading in religion), they exclude such a one from the exposition of 

Righteousness ; (that is, they hinder its apostate from performing 

daty and good works). 

14. «a. He (who) gives away greatness through Greed, has only the 

wisdom of the Kévis; ( whoever gives predominance for a bribe is, 

as regards wisdom, one of those who are blind and deaf in their 

affairs). 

b. As to those who are conspicuous (those wickedly wise ) and 

those of many demons, (a collection of which they keep at the door 

for wickedness ) ; and even when they accept the assistance of those 

wicked ones (it occurs really through their astuteness). 

ce. And also when, at the slaughter of an ox, it is said “ whoever 

be he that is about it, he who is called ‘ death-preventing ’ is for 

assistance” (it occur really through their astuteness). 

Further speaking of Zaratisht, 

15. a. Onaccount of not coming (when they do not come into 

this religion), but become heedless, they who are Kigs and Karaps ; 

additional 4n for the plural. Compare Pahl, fradivishno, for Av, divamnem, in Yas, 
XXXI, 20a, Here we might read fréh-divAndn, “‘ those of many deceits,” as a mere 
transcript of the Av. fraidiva, but the Pahlavi writer more probably thought divA was a 
mere variant ofdaévA. *°P,M, hanbandag, “fellow-servant "(?), %78, omits, 
a5 P,M. bin. 298, vald, Orit might be ‘ deceits, or frauds” (see note 26); but this 
meaning is not confirmed by the glosses, 

51 8, adds i, ‘2 P, prefixes va, ™ J omits; 8 omitsi. ™ 8S, omits o, 
55 M, omits. 56 8. J. omits ft; 8. repeats khirado-i. ” J. adds o. 

38 8, omits f; J. substitutes o. 5° §, adbdno, #0 8, Kigo; M. Kiy 
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b. aédino valdshin madam amat bevihind! (aéghshin? dend 

mindavam® ayo* nafshé yehabind?) minshin® 14 zindagih pavan 

shalitath kamak® (aéghshin’ pavan shalitéi nafshd zindagih-i 

aishan® li avayed). 

ce. Avo vald-i lak® valdshin? kolé 2 debrindifid® (avo vald-t!? 

lak asrin Khirdado!! Amir dad'?) bén zak-i Vohtimané'! demon (bén 

Garddmind".) 

16. a. Ham-aédiino, cigin pihlfim pavan faraikhii!® hishth (pavan — 

danak hashih) 4mikhtishno’® zaki dihm shae (i!” véh mard shie), 

b. Pavan shalitiih’®-i Atharmazd amat, pavan zak-i vald!9 

(damano*) zak-i li (hivishto) ashkaérako™ (yehvined*! zak-i??) pavan 

gimanigth® ; 

c. Amat -kéno'™ avo drevandin (aégh, vindskirino®’ padafras** 

vabidtinifid;, vald-i pimd khvastér (min?* avistak®® va-zand yemale- 

linéd?) ar’janigth®’ (aéghash mozd yehabind), 

1 P.M. yehaband. 2 J. adds o. 3 M. adds 7. 4 J, ghal. 

5 P, amatshan. 6 J. adds 0; P.M. omit the word. 

7 S.addso;P. M. omit this and the four following words, including zindagth-i, 

8 J, has valé va-avo lako, °S. J, debrind; P, dedrinydn, 1° J. omits {. 
11 §, omits 0. 12 J, adds o; M, prefixes va. 18 P, M. omit o. 
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b. Thus, though they petition® (that this thing be given to 

their own), whose desire is no life in their dominion, (yet, in their own 

dominion, the life of others is not necessary for them). 

c. As to him who is thine, they shall, both of them, convey him 

(attaching Khirdad and Amirdad to him who is thine) into the 

dwelling of Vohimand, (into Garédmiind, “ the supreme heaven ”’). 

16. a. So likewise, as the best in wide intellect (in wise intelli- 

gence) is the teaching which should be the deyotee’s (which should 

be the good man’s), 

b, through the authority of Adharmazd, when, at the (time) of 

his, that (disciple) of mine (becomes) revealed, (he who is) in privacy ; 

ec. when retribution is for the wicked (that is, they shall inflict 

the punishment of the sinner) ; and for hii: whose mouth is a suppli- 
cant (who recites the Avesta and Zand) there is requital (that is, they 

give him a reward). : 

Co —— 

1+ P, GArddmAn ; M omits finalo, %*° S. fardkhvo. 1¢ §. prefixes va. 
17 M, omits i. is P, M, paddkhshdyih, +* J. ano, 

20 P, M. omit o. a. J. adds o, 22 S, M. omit 4 

25 Jd. gumAnigih, at P, M. pidéfras, 2s J. négh. 

26 P, M, avistdk, 27 PP, M. add f. 

%$ Alluding probably to the begging for eternal life, mentioned in § 1.7, 
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It will be seen from this translation, that the Pahlavi translators 

had a fairly practical knowledge of the Githic dialect of the Avesta, 

Their usual mode of proceeding seems to have been, first to divide 
each metrical line into two or three phrases which they could under- 

stand ; each of these they then translated into a Pahlavi sentence, to 

which they generally appended a Pahlavi paraphrase, to make the 

meaning Clearer, for which purpose they also inserted occasionally 

some additional Pahlavi words, not expressed in the Avesta text. 

Now and then, an alternative translation is introduced by such words 

as “ there are some who would state thus :” implying either difference 

of opinion, or subsequent revision. These alternative translations are 

very rare in the Pahlavi Githas; one occurs above in § 9 a, and 

another will be found in Yasna XXIX, lle; but they are much more 

frequent in the Pahlavi Vendidad ; diferente of opinion on matters of 

ritual being more usual than on matters of doctrine. | 
As most sentences in Pahlavi can be translated in more than one 

way, the paraphrases are very useful for determining the correct 

meaning of the Pahlavi text ; but, even with their assistance, and that 

of the Avesta text, it is difficult to avoid errors in an Englsh transla- 

tion, although the meaning of nearly every word in the Pahlavi 

version is well-ascertained. 

The Avesta word Geréhmé, which occurs thrice in this chapter, is 

merely transcribed into its Pahlavi form Grehmako, and is variously 

explained by the Pahlavi glosses. In § 12c it is defined as a wish for 

‘wealth ” to be obtained by the use of unlawful authority. In § 18a 

it is explained as “ bribe given” to obtain authority for extortionate 

usury. And in § 14a it is interpreted as “a bribe accepted ”’ for 

giving such authority. In all three cases, therefore, Geréhmo was 

understood by the Pahlvi translator as a desire to obtain illicit or 

extortionate gain. The best English word for expressing this desire 

seems to be “Greed,” and this appears to agree with the probable 

etymology of the Avesta word. It was twice translated as “a 

devouring ”’ in SBE. vol. XXXVII, p. 259. 

E, W. WEST. 

~~ 2% : 



a 

AVESTA VAREMA. 

In Yasna 10, 14 of my edition I have written vdrem acuire. It 

would have been better if I had written vérema caire, although the 

difference between the two readings is only slight. According to the 

metre, vérema is trisyllabic, thus vérem-a, not vdr(e)ma. The a is the 

shortened preposition @ which serves here either as a verbal prefix or 

as a postposition: thus vdrem-d or vdrem d- stands for vdrem 4 

or vdrem d-(prefix @). The a in vdérema is analogous to that in 

nmédnay-a “in the house,” i.e. nmdéne @; but in acaire it is analogous 

to that in d-vazaiti (Jackson, An Avesta Grammar, § 239 and 18 

Note 1). In any case the stem of the word is not véreman (Justi) but 

vdra, and our form vérema in Yasna 10, 14 is not to be separated from 

vdrema in Yasht 17, 2. Some future scholar who is so fortunate as to 

solve the riddle of the difficult passage Yasht 5, 130 will probably 

identify the word vdrema which: occurs there with both the other 

instances. 

The Pahlavi Translation paraphrases vérema or vdrem in Yasna 

10, 14 by vdrém or vélém, and implies in a gloss that a portion of the 
human body is meant by the word. This véldém is found again in the 

sixth book of the Dinkard, cf. West in Sacred Books, XVIIL, p. 270, 
note 3, From the context vérém must there signify ‘heart’ and a 

gloss in one MS. actually adds the word Jo dil ‘heart’ inthe margin 

as West kindly informs me. ‘This gives the key to vdrema, and the 
Veda corroborates in this case what the Parsi tradition teaches. 

Avesta vdra answers to Skt. hrd in meaning. Now in the Veda hrd 

is conceived of (1) as'the seat of understanding. In the fine Varuna 

hymn, for example, we read in the second strophe (Rv. 5, 85, 2) 

hrisu kratum Varuno apsv agnim 

divi stryam adadhdt s6mam adrau. 

“Varuna has placed the understanding in the heart, he has placed 

Agni in the waters, the sun in heaven, and Soma on the mountain,” 
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Similarly in Yasht 17, 2 it is said of Ashi Vanuhi: uta hé dsnem khra- 

tim ava-baraité vérema “and she places natural understanding in 

their hearts (7. ¢., of the Saoshyants).” 

In the second place (2) in the Veda hrd is used in a more anato- 

mical sense as the place of the draughts of Soma that have been taken 

into the stomach. We have frequent mention of the somdso hrisu pitd- 

sah, e.g. Rv. 1, 168, 8,179, 5; also 8, 48,12. Especially interesting 

isa verse that has been constantly misunderstood. I refer to8, 2, 12:— 

hrtsu pitdso yudhyante 

durmaddso na surdydm 

tidhar na nagné jarante 

‘The soma draughts that have been quaffed contend with each other 

in the heart ( = stomach) just like people who are very drunk from 

brandy; they (the soma draughts) keep active (wakeful) like naked 

persons all the night (from cold’ ),? 

I now attempt once more to render the difficult passage, Yasna 10, 

14, varying somewhat from the Pahlavi translation. 

md mé yatha gdush drafshd 

dsitd varema caire, 

frasha frayatiu té madhd; 

verezyanuhdonhd jasertu. 

‘Do not go to my heart (i.e. stomach) too quickly like the cow as 

liquid ? (7.¢., the milk); but let thy inspiring effects reach farther ; let 

them come with a good conscience.” The good conscience of the 

haoma-drinker is the consciousness of having fulfilled a good work, 

namely, the pure ecstasy which the haoma produces in contrast to the 

wretched intoxication, the evil effects and remorse (‘‘ moralischer 

Katzenjammer’) which the other drinks produce yé aéshma haciiite 

khrvim drvé (Yas. 10, 8). | | 

K. F. GELDNER. 

1 Adhar =ritei, Naigh, 1,7. Here it designates still more precisely the cold night ; 

it afiswers to Avesta aoda¢e in Yasna 51, 12, 

2 In the same manner mém (gdm) hvdatim ‘me (the cow) when bolled’ (Yas. 11, 2) is 

equivalent to ‘my milk when boiled.’ For Avdsta see Vend. 5, 62, and Nfrangistén 57, 



VENDIDAD XVIII. 

1. ‘Denn es giebt vielerlei Leute,’ also sprach Ahura Mazda, 

“o frommer Zarathushtra ; (darum merke dir :) mit Unrecht triigt den 

Penom, wer nicht mit dem Glauben gegiirtet ist, falschlich nennt er 

sich einen Priester. Nenne ihn nicht Priester,’ also sprach Ahura 

Mazda, “o frommer Zarathustra,” 

2. Mit Unrecht fiihrt den Ungeziefer-Toter, wer nicht mit 

dem Glauben gegiirtet ist, filschlich nennt er sich einen Priester. 
Nenne ihn nicht Priester,” also sprach Ahura Mazda, ‘‘o frommer 

Zarathushtra,”’ 

3. Mit Unrecht trigt den Baum(zweig), wer nicht mit 

dem Glauben gegiirtet ist, falschlich nennt er sich einen Priester. 

Nenne ibn nicht Priester,” also sprach Ahura Mazda, “ o frommer 

Zarathushitra.” 

4. “ Zum Schaden handhabt die Geissel,' wer nicht mit dem 

Glauben gegiirtet ist, falschlich nennt er sich einen Priester. Nenne 

ihn nicht Priester,” also sprach Ahura Mazda, “o frommer 

Zarathushtra.”’ 

5. ‘ Wer die ganze Nacht iiber schlift, ohne den Yasna zu beten 

oder (die Gathis) herzusagen, ohne zu memorieren oder zu amtieren 

ohne zu lernen oder zu lehren, um den zu besiegen, der nach dem 

(ewigen) Leben trachtet*®, der nennt sich fialschlich einen Priester. 

Nenne ihn nicht Priester,” also sprach Ahura Mazda, “o frommer 
Zarathushtra,” 

1 Das sonst aspahe ashtra genannte Instrument. mairim (Adv. von mairya) ist cine 

durch den Zusammenhang gebotene BSteigerung von ainfm (= Skt. anycthi ‘fiilschlich 

ungehirig, unerlaubt’ tyl, Das akumdradar, p. 164, 2t tim asdv anyathdbhyamanyata 

‘jener trug unerlaubte Geliiste nach ihr.’) 

® Den Abriman, ‘Wachet und betet, dass ‘ihr nicht in Anfechtung fallet’ Matthius 

26, 41, 
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6. © Den sollst du Priester nennen,” also sprach Ahura Mazda, 

‘*o frommer Zarathushtra, der die ganze Nacht iiber die rechte 
Wissenschaft zu Rathe zieht, die vor der Enge bewahrt und die 

Richterbriicke weit macht,' die ein gutes Gewissen giebt, die zum 

(ewigen) Leben, die zum Asha und zum besten (Ort) im Paradies 

fiihrt.”’ 

7. Frage mich wiederum, o lauterer, mich den segensreichsten 

Schopfer, den weisesten, der die Frage am besten beantwortet ; so wird 

es dir besser ergehen, so wirst du gesegneter werden, wenn du mich 

wieder fragen wirst,” 

8. Es fragte Zarathushtra den Ahura Mazda: “ Ahura 

u. s. w. gerechter, was* ist der schleichende Verderber” ? 

9, Darauf sprach Ahura Mazda: ‘ Der falsche Glaube von einem 

Lehrer,® o Spitama Zarathushtra, der wahrend eines Zeitraums von 

drei Lenzen die heilige Schnur nicht umlegt, nicht die Gathis aufsagt, 

nicht den gnten Wassern opfert.” 

10. ‘ Und wer mir diesem Mann, wenn er in Noth gerathen ist, 

wieder zum Wohlergehen verhilft, der thut kein bessres Werk, als 

wenn er ihm die Kopfhaut aufweitete. *” 

2 “Die Briicke wird fiir den Gerechten so weit, alsdie Hohe von neun Specren betragt, 

und fir den Biésen wird sie so schmal wie die Schneide eines Rasirmessers 4 Dadistan-i- 

Dinik 21, 5. 

2Kai nom. sg. fem., weil dem Fragenden bereits die Antwort—ay gha daéna in 

9 vorschwebt. ; 

8 Auch hier ist die Grammatik ganz korrekt; P. V.: durch den Lehrer des falschen 

Glaubens; zu disya Lehrer, vgl. daéné-disé daénayds Y. 57, 23, Mit disydt ist unmittelbar 

das folgende yé@ zu verbinden. 

- # D, hy er erweist ihm eine ebenso grosse Wohlthat, als wenn er ihm die Kopfhaut 

abzige, wortlich :— seinen Kopf zu einem machte, dessen Haut aufgeweitet wird. P.V. 

post pahnd kamér hart, was wortlichin ArdA Virdf 21,2 als kamdr post pahndt vddind 

wiederkehrt. West: the skin of whose head they widen out, that is, they flay his head. 

Schon Anquetil du Perron be2og Vend. 18, 10 sowie die &hnlichen Stellen Vend. 3, 20 und 

9, 49 auf das Abziehen der Haut. Die sonderbare Woblthat, die hier dem Irrlehrer er« 
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11. “ Denn fiir einen einzigen bésen, unfrommen Irrlehrer ist 

der Gruss ein Kniestoss, fiir zwei die herausgestiickte Zunge, fiir der 

gar keiner, vier verwunschen sich selbst.'”’ 

12, ‘ Wer einem einzigen bosen, unfrommen Irrlehrer von dem 

zubereiteten Haoma giebt, oder von den Weihbroten, die fiir ein 

Liebesmahl bestimmt sind, der thut kein besserer Werk, als wenn er 

eine Horde von tausend Reitern in der Mazdagliubigen Dorfer fiihrter, 

die Miinner totete und das Vieh als Beute fortfiihrte.” 

13. ‘ Frage mich wiederum, o lauterer, mich den segensreichsten 

Schopfer, den weisesten, der die Frage am besten beantwortet ; so wird 

es dir besser ergehen, so wirst du gesegneter werden, wenn du mich 

wieder fragen wirst.” 

14, Es fragte Zarathushtra den Ahura Mazda : “ Abura ‘Masia 
segensreichster Geist, Schopfer der irdischen Wesen, gerechter! Wer. 

ist der Gerichtsbote des Sraosha, des dem Asha zugethanen, tapferen, 

der das verkérperte heilige Wort ist und dessen Waffe in Schrecken 

setzt, des dem Herren ri atigeo d Hi 

15. Darauf sprach Ahura eat Der Vogel, om da Perddersh 

(Hahn) heisst, o Spitama Zarathushtra, den die iibelredenden Menschen 

Kahrkatiis (Kikeriki) nennen. Und dieser Vogel erhebt seine Stimme 

um das zunehmende Friihroth : 

wiesen wird, sowie die grausame Procedur mit dem greisen Leichentriiger in Vend. 3, 20 

findet ihre Erkliirung durch Shdyast Ué Shdyas? 8, 6. Dort heisst es, dass wenn bei einem 
Todsiinder der Hohepriester das Kopfabachneiden befichlt, derselbe auf der Stellegerecht 

wird und von der Strafe der drei Nachte bewahrt bleibt, Ueber diese Strate der drei 
Nichte sieh West zu Bund. 30, 16 und P, V. zu Vend. 7, 136 Sp. Es handelt sich um die 
drei Niichte unmittelbar nach dem Tod vor dem Berchreiten der Richterbriicke, von 
denen dass Avestafragment aus dem HAdokht Nask handelt. 

1 Zinu dréjdo heiast wirtlich : ‘ wobei Verliingerung des Knies stattfindet’ hisw drijdo 
‘wobei Verliiagerung der Zunge stattfindet’; vgl. Vend. 13, 48, Der Sinn ist : wenn 

man einem solchen Irrlehrer begegnet, so giebt man ibm statt des Segensgrusses einen 
Fusstritt, zweien streckt man mit mehr Vorsicht nur die Zunge heraus, bei dreien unter- 
liisst man am besten jede Beleidigunge, und bei vieren ist das tiberhaupt nicht nithig 

denn vier Irrlehrer sind niemajs e'ntriichtig, sondern beschimpfen sich gegenseitig, 
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16. Stehet auf ihr Menschen, lobt das beste Asha, verwiinscht 

die Devs! Jene Bishyasta mit den langen Pfoten kommt zu euch —sie 

ist es, die die ganze irdische Welt mit einem Mal, wann die Sterne 

erwachen (am Abend) einschlifert — (mit den Worten':) ‘ Schlafe 

lang, o Mensch, deine Zeit ist noch nicht um.? ” 

17. ‘*Verschlafet® nicht die drei besten Dinge, gutgedachten 

Gedanken, gutgesprochenes Wort, gutgethanes Werk, verschlafet die 

drei schlimmsten Dinge, bésegedachten Gedanken, bosegesprochenes 

Wort, bisegethanes Werk !”” 

18. Und fir das erste Drittel der Nacht bittet mein, des Ahura 

Mazda, Feuer den Hausherrn ; 

19, Zu Hilfe‘! stehe auf, o Hausherr! Ziehe deine Kleider an, 

wasche deine Hiinde, hole Brennholz, lege es fur mich an und ziinde 

mich an reinem Brennholz mit gewaschnen Hiinden an. Es deucht 

mir, als ob der von den Devs erschaffene Azi meine Seele von dem 

Lebensfaden losreissen wolle.®” 

2¢, Und fiir das zweite Drittel der Nacht bittet mein, des Ahura 

Mazda, Feuer den Viehbauern: 

21. “Zu Hilfe, stehe auf, o Viehbauer! Ziehe deine kleider an, 

wasche deine Hiinde, hole Brennholz, lege es fiir mich an, und ziinde 

1 Diese Worte spricht die Bishyasta, die Damonin der Schliifrigkeit, am Morgen. 

2 Ueber sacaite vgl. Kuhn’s Zeitschrift 28, 301, 

8 Dies ist die Fortsetzung der Rede des Hahns, nicht der Bashyista, Ueber 

aiwithyé nom-pl, von aiwi-st vgl. Kuhn’s Zeitschrift 27, 230. 

* Par, 22 zeigt deutlich, dass avainhe gegen die P, V. zu der Rede des Feuers zu 

ziehen ist. 

& pairithna (von pairi-tan) ist das Band, das Leib und Seele verkniipft, der Lebens« 

faden, Vd. 19, 28 pasca para-iristahe mashyehe pasca frasakhtahe mashyche pasca 

pairithnem derenenti ‘nachdem der Mensch gestorben ist, nachdem der Mensch (die drei 

Nichte, wahrend deren die Seele noch in unmittelbarer Nihe des Kérpers weilen muss) 

ueberstanden hat, so schneiden sie alsdann den Lebensfaden ab,’ Yasht 8, 54 véspahe 

anheush astvaté parbit pairithnem anhradm ava hisidhy4t ‘sie wiirde der ganzen;bekérperten 

Welt die Seele yom Lebensfaden Jos schneiden’. pardéit mit Acc. = los von, weg von. 
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mich an reinem Brennholz mit gewaschnen Hinden an. Es deucht 
mir, als ob der yon den Devs erschaffene Azi meine Seele von dem 

Lebensfaden losreissen wolle.”’ 

22. Und fiir das dritte Drittel der Nacht bittet mein, des Ahura 

Mazda, Feuer den dem Asha ergebnen Sraosha: ‘‘ Zu Hilfe (komme), o 

dem Asha ergebner, schoner Sraosha! Dann legt fiir mich irgend Jemand 

in der bekorperten Welt reines Brennholz mit gewaschnen Hiinden 

an. Es deucht mir, als ob der von den Devs erschaffene Azi meine 

Seele von dem Lebensfaden losreissen wolle.” 

23. Darauf weckt der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha den Vogel 

Namens Paréddarsh, 0 Spitama Zarathushtra, den die iibelredenden 

Menschen Kahrkatés benennen. Und dieser Vogel erhebt seine 

Stimme um das zunehmende Friihroth : 

24. “Stehet auf, ihr Menschen, lobt das beste Asha, verwiinschet 

die Devs! Jene Bishyasta mit den langen Pfoten kommt zu euch — 

sie ist es, die die ganze irdische Welt mit einem Mal, wann die Sterne 

‘erwachen, einschliifert — (mit den Worten): “‘Schlafe lang, o Mensch, 

deine Zeit ist noch nicht um.” 

25. “ Verschlafet nicht die drei besten Dinge, gutgedachten 

Gedanken, gutgesprochenes Wort, gutgethanes Werk, verschlafet die 

drei schlimmsten Dinge, bosegedachten Gedanken, bisegesprochenes 

Wort, bisegethanes Werk!” 

26. Dann wird, wiihrend sie auf dem Pfuhl liegen, ein Freund 

von seinem Freund ermahnt': Stehe du auf, er treibt mich heraus. 

Wer von uns beiden zuerst aufsteht, wird gliicklich hiniiber® ins Para- 

dies gelangen. Wer von uns beiden zuerst dem Feuer des Ahura 

Mazda reines Brennholz mit gewaschenen Hiinden zubringt, dem wiin- 

schet zufrieden und freundlich das Feuer Wohlergehen : 

27. ‘‘Moge dir eine Herde Vieh und eine Schar von Sohnen zu 

Teil werden, mége dir ein wohlthiitiger Sinn und ein wohlthuendes 

Gewissen zu Teil werden, mogestduein Leben mit frohem Gewissen 

1 aoshete == Bkt, 4-ucyate, # tiber die Cinvat Briicke, 
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leben die Niichte (Tage), die du leben wirst! ”’ Dies ist der Segenswunsch 

des Feues fiir den, der ihm Brennholz bringt, trocknes, von den 

Sternen beschienenes (d. h. abgelagertes) und aus dem Wunsch nach 

Rechtschaffevheit gereinigtes.” 

28. ‘*Und wer mirdiese Vogel, Spitama Zarathushtra,— ein Pir- 

chen, Minnchen und Weibchen—einem frommen Mann aus dem lublichen 

Streben nach Rechtschaffenheit schenkt, der darf glauben, er habe ein 

Haus geschenkt mit hundert Siiulen, tausend Balken, zehntausend 

Vorhingen! und zehntausend Fenstern.” 

29. “ Und wer mir Fleisch von der Korpergrosse dieses Vogels 

Parddarsh schenkt,? den werde ich niemals ein zweites Wort fragen,5 

ich Ahura Mazda, (sondern sagen :) du darfst getrost weitergehen ins 

Paradies. ” 

30. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er seine Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte. ‘Abscheuliche, unniitze 

Druj! Du gebierst doch allein in der ganzen bekérperten Welt ohne 

Befruchtung?” 

31. Darauf erwiederte-ihm die teuflische Druj: “Dem Asha ergeb- 

ner, schoner Sraosha! Durchaus nicht gebiire ich in der ganzen bekérper- 

ten Welt ohne Befruchtung. Ich habe jederzeit vier Manner. 

32. ‘Die belegen mich ebenso, wie alle andern Manner ihren 

Samen in die Weiber legen.” 

33. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

erseine Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: ‘ Abscheuliche, unniitze 

Druj! Wer ist der erste von diesen deinen Minnern’’? 

34. Darauf erwiederte ihm die teuflische Druj: ‘Dem Asha 

ergebner, schéner Sraosha! Der ist fiirwahr der erste dieser meiner 

Manner, wenn Jemand auch nur das geringste von seinen 

Bekleidungsgegenstiinden einem frommen Mann auf dessen Bitte 

nicht aus dem léblichen Streben nach Rechtschaffenheit schenkt. 

1 Mishta stelle ich zu neupers., mishtt ‘scidenes Gewand.’ 
2 P, V. “Hinigeerkliren, dass er Fleischin dieser Grésse einem frommen Mann giebt.” 
$ An der Richterbriicke. 
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35. “Der belegt mich ebenso, wie alle andern Manner ihren Samen 

in die Weiber legen.” 

35. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdemer 

die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: “Abscheuliche, unniitze Druj! 

Was ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen ?” 

37. Darauf antwortete ihm die teuflische Druj: “ Dem Asha ergeb- 

ner, schoner Sraosha ! Folgendes ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen. Wenn 

der Mann auch nur das geringste von seinen Bekleidungsgegenstiinden 

einem frommen Mann ohne dessen Bitte aus dem léblichen Streben nach 

Rechtschaffenheit schenkt. 

38. ‘Der bringt mich ebenso um die Leibesfrucht, als ob ein vier- 

beiniger Wolf das Kind aus dem Mutterleib risse.” 

39. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: ‘“Abscheuliche, unniitze 

Druj! Wer ist der zweite von diesen deinen Miinnern ?” 

40, Darauf erwiderte ihm die teuflische Druj: ‘‘ Dem Asha 

ergebner, schoner Sraosha! Der ist fiirwahr der zweite dieser meiner 

Miinner, wenn Jemand iber den Vorderfuss hinaus eine Vorderfuss- 

linge weiter pisst.' 

41. ‘*Der belegt mich ebenso, wie alle anderen Miinner ihren 

Samen in die Weiber legen.” 

42, Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Droj, nachdem 

er die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: “ Abscheuliche, unniitze Druj! 

Was ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen ?” 

43. Darauf erwiderte ihm die teuflische Druj: ‘Dem Asha 

ergebner, schiner Sraosha! Folgendes ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen, 

Wenn der Mann, sobald er aufsteht und drei Schritte (weitergeht), 

dreimal das Ashem betet, zweimal humatandm, dreimal hukhshathré- 

temai und darauf vier Ahuna vairya hersagt und das Yerhe hdtam betet. 

* Man masste im Hocken genau zwischen die Fussspitzen pissen ; vgl. abrdhmano 
yam yas tigthan mAtrayati, Mahdbhdshya ed.Kielhorn L, 411, 22—paurea ist nach 
Pp. V. Praeposition=vor. 
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44, Der bringt mich ebenso um die Leibesfrucht, als ob ein 

vierbeiniger Wolf das Kind aus dem Mutterleib risse.”’ 

45. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: ‘“Abscheuliche, unniitze 

Druj! Wer ist der dritte dieser deiner Minner ?” 

46. Darauf erwiderteihm die teuflische Druj : Dem Asha ergeb- 

ner, schéner Sraosha! Der ist fiirwahr der dritte dieser meiner 

Miinner, wenn Jemand im Schlaf Samen vergiesst. 

47. “Der belegt mich ebenso, wie alle anderen Manner ihren 

Samen in die Weiber legen.” 

48. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: ‘‘Abscheuliche, unniitze 

Druj! Was ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen ? ” 

49. Darauf erwiderte ihm die teuflische Druj: ‘‘ Dem Asha ergeb- 

ner, schoner Sraosha! Folgendes ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen. 

Wenn der Mann, sobald er vom Schlaf erwacht ist, dreimal das Ashem 

betet, zweimal humatandm, dreimal hukhshathrétemdt, und darauf vier 

Ahuna Vairya hersagt und das Yenhe hdtdm betet. 

50. “Der bringt mich ebenso um die Leibesfrucht, als ob ein 

vierbeiniger Wolf das Kind aus dem Mutterleib risse.”’ 

51. Darauf fordert man die segensreiche Armaiti auf; “ Segens- 

reiche Armaiti: Diesen Mann tibergebe ich dir, diesen Mann gieb mir 

heraus an der Segen bringenden Auferstehung, als einen, der die Githas 

kennt, der den Yasna kennt, der die heilige Schrift studiert hat, als 

einen belehrten, geschickten, der das heilige Wort verkorpert. 

52. ‘Und man soll ihm einen Namen geben: AtredAta oder 

Atrecithra oder Atrezantu oder Atredahyu oder irgend einen mit Atre 

gebildeten.” | : 

53. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er die Keule aus der Hand gelegt hatte: “‘ Abscheuliche, unniitze Druj! 

| Wer ist der vierte yon diesen deinen Mannern?” 
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54. Darauf erwiderte ihm die teuflische Druj: “ Dem Asha 

ergebner, schoner Sraosha! Der ist furwahr der vierte von diesen 

meinen Mannern, wennein Mann nach demfunfzehnten Jahr als lieder- 

liches Weibsbild geht: ohne heilige Schnur oder das heilige Hemd.' 

55. “Nach dem vierten Schritt fahren wir Devs sogleich nachher 

allesammt? in seine Zunge und ins Fleisch, Solche sind dann im Stande 

die irdischen Geschopfe des Asha zu verderben wie die Zauberei treiben- 

den Ketzer die Geschépfe des Asha verderben konnen.” 

56. Der dem Asha ergebene Sraosha fragte die Druj, nachdem 

er die Keule ausder Hand gelegt hatte: ““Abscheuliche, unniitze Druj! 

Was ist das Mittel, es wegzubringen?”’ 

57. Darauf erwiderte ihm die teuflische Druj: “Dem Asha 

ergebner, schoner Sraosha ! Es gibt kein Mittel, es wegzubringen.” 

58. “ Wenn ein Mann nach dem fiinfzehnten Jahr als liederliches 

Weibsbild geht: ohne heilige Schnur und ohne das heilige Hemd. 

59. “So fahren wir Devs nach dem vierten Schritt sogleich 

nachher allesammt in seine Zungeund ins Fleisch, Solche sind dann 

im Stande die irdischen Geschopfe des Asha zu verderben, wie die Zau- 

berei treibenden Ketzer die Geschépfe des Asha verderben konnen.” 

60. ‘‘Frage mich wiederum, o lauterer, mich den segensreichsten 

Schépfer, den weisesten, der die Frage am besten beantwortet ; so wird 

es dir besser ergehen, so wirst du gesegneter werden, wenn du mich 

wieder fragen wirst.” 

61. Es fragte Zarathushtra u. s, w.: “Werkriankt dich, den Ahura 

Mazda mit der grossten Krankung, wer iirgert dich mit dem gréssten 

Aerger?” 

1 Das Gehen ohne das heilige Hemd oder ohne die heilige Schnur galt als ein 

Entblisst-Gehen, daher der Vergleich mit der jahika, vgl. West, Glossary unter rashdd 

dabdrishnik und Darmeseter’s Note zu der Btelle. Obige Uebersctzung wahrt die 

Grammatik. 

2 hakat, ist Skt, sdkam, 
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62. Darauf sprach Ahura Mazda: ‘Das Scortum', welches den 

Samen von Heiligen und Unheiligen, von Devaanbetern und Nichtdeva- 

anbetern, von Verdammten und Nichtverdammten zusammenkommen 

lisst, o frommer Zarathushtra,. 

63. “Kin Drittel der in Fliissen fliessendenfrischen Wasser lisst 

es durch seinen Blick absteher, o Zarathusthra. Einem Drittel der 

spriessenden schonen goldfarbigen Pflanzen raubt es ihr Wachsthum 

durch seinen Blick, o Zarathushtra. 

64. ‘* Einem Drittel der segensreichen Armati(Erde) raubt es die 

Decke durch seinen Blick, o Zarathushtra. Dem frommen Mann, der 

einen Ueberschuss’ von guten Gedanken, guten Worten und guten 

Werken hat, raubt es ein Drittel von seiner Stiirke und von seiner 

Webrkraft und von seiner Rechtschaffenheit durch seine Begegnung, 

o Zarathushitra. 

65. ‘Und ich sage dir, oSpitama Zarathushtra: diese sind tod- 

licher als die flinken Schlangen, oder als die schiidlichen Wolfe oder als 

eine die Steppe bewohnende Wolfin, wenn sie in die; Ansiedelung ein- 

bricht, oder als ein tausendlaichender Frosch, wenn er ins Wasser 

springt.” 

66. ‘ Frage mich wiederum, o lauterer, mich den segensreichsten 

Schipfer, den weisesten, der die Frage am besten beantwortet; so wird 

es dir besser ergehen, so wirst du gesegneter werden, wenn du mich 

wieder fragen wirst.”’ 

67. Es fragte Zarathushtra u. s. w. : ‘‘ Wer einer Frau, die ihr 

blasses Aussehen und ihr Unwohlsein und Blutung hat, beiwohnt, 

(den Thatbestand) wissend, im Bewusstsein (der Siinde) und mit 

Ueberlegung (der schlimmen Folgen), wahrend auch sie (den That- 

bestand) weiss und (der Siinde) sich bewusst ist und (die schlimmen 

Folgen) bedenkt. 

1 Jahi scheint hier wie lat. scortum sowohl das miinnliche wie das weibliche 

Individuum zu bezeichnen, daher yé ! 

2 Niumlich iiber die bésen Gedanken wu. s. w, 
” 
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68. ‘Was ist dafiir die Vermogensbusse, was ist dafiir die Lei- 
besstrafe, was fiir Leistungen soll er im Bewnsstein seiner Schuld noch 
dagegen aufbringen?’” 

69. Darauf sprach Ahura Mazda:—‘‘Wer einer Frau, dieibr blasses 
Aussehen und ihr Unwohlsein und Blutung hat, beiwohnt (den That- 

bestand) kennend, im Bewusstsein (der Siinde) und mit Ueberlegung 

(der schlimmen Folgen), wihrend auch sie (den Thatbestand) kennt, 

und (der Siinde) sich bewusst ist und (die schlimmen Folgen) bedenkt, 

70. ‘So soller tausend Stiick Kleinvieh schlachten und von allen 

diesen Thieren die Herzteile? mit Weihwasser dem Feuer im liblichen 

Streben nach Rechtschaffenheit darbringen, die Vorderfiisse soll er den 

guten Wassern darbringen. 

71. “Tausend Traglasten hartes, trocknes, ausgesuchtes Brenn- 

holz soll er dem Feuer in dem léblichen Streben nach Rechtschaffen- 

heit darbringen, Tausend Traglasten weiches Brennholz vom Sandel- 

baum, Benzoin, Aloe, oder Granatbaum®* oder von irgend einem der 

wohlriechenden Biiume soll er demd Feuer im léblichen Streben nach 

Rechtschaffenheit darbringen. 

72. ‘*Tausend Biischel Barsom soll er binden, tausend Weihwas- 

serspenden samt Haoma und Milch, geliiutert und abgeseiht, von einem 

heiligen Mann (Dastur) geliiutert und abgeseiht, mit einem Zusatz von 

dem Baum, der Granatbaum heisst, soll er den guten Wassern im 

léblichen Streben nach Rechtschaffenheit darbringen. 

73. ‘*Tausend Schlangen, die auf dem Bauch kriechen, soll er 

téten, zweitausend andere, tausend athmende (auf dem Land lebende) 

Frosche soll er toten, zweitausend Wasserfrosche, tausend Korner 

stehlende Ameisen soll er toten, zweitausend andere. 

1 In Gestalt ntitzlicher Werke. 

2 Die Stelle haben Haug und Darmesteter klar gestellt. Die Bedeutung von aema- 

nirdo ergiebt sich aus ShAyast 14-ShAyast 11, 4. 

® Nach Haug. 
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74.  Dreissig Stege soll er legen iiber einen Kanal, er soll 

tausend Geisselungen bekommen mit der Pferdepeitsche, zweitausend 

mit der Ruthe. 

75, “Dies ist dafiir die Vermigensbusse, dies ist dafiir die Leibes- 

strafe, das soll er im Bewusstsein seiner Schuld noch an Leistungen 

dagegen aufbringen. 

76. “Wenn er sie leistet, so wird er nach der Welt der Frommen 

abreisen, wenn er sie nicht leistet, so wird er nach der Welt der Gott- 

losen abreisen nach der aus Finsternis bestehenden, aus Finsternis: 

entstandnen, finsteren.”’ 

K. F, GELDNER. 



DAS VOLK DER KAMBOJA BEI YASKA. 

Die merkwiirdige Stellein Yaska’s Nirukta 2, 2, in welcher von 

den Kamboja die Rede ist, wurde, nachdem sie in R. Roth’s Erliu- 

terungen zum Nirukta, p- 17 f., (vgl. auch sein Buch Zur Literatur 

und Geschichte des Weda, p. 67), die wiinschenswerte Aufklirung 
nicht gefunden hatte, zuerst von A. Weber, Akademische Vorlesungen 

ueber indische Literaturgeschichte, p. 169‘—194* im wesentlichen rich- 

tig gedeutet und kurze Zeit darauf von Max Miiller, Zeitschrift der 

Deutschen Morgenlaindischen Gesellschaft, 7, 8373—877 unter Heran- 

siehung der Parallelstelle des Mahdbhdshya eingehender erortert ; auch 

ist Weber, nachdem er in den Indischen Studien, 4, 379, und in den 

Indischen Streifen, 2, 493, den Gegenstand fliichtig berthrt hatte, 

nochmals in den Indischen Studien, 13, 363, auf die beiden Stellen 

gurickgekommen. Trotzdem bleibt an Yaska’s Notiz noch einiges 

klar zu stellen, was daher im folgenden versucht werden soll. 

Der Wortlaut ist mit Hinweglassung einer verungltickten Etymo- 

logie des Namens Kamboja folgender: savatir gatikarmé kambojegu eva 
bhdsyate ... vikdram asydryesu bhdsante Sava iti, d. h. in wortlicher 

Uebersetzung : “ savatit mit der Bedeutung ‘gehen’ wird bei den Kam- 
boja gesprochen, dessen Ableitung savas spricht man beiden Arya.” 

Yaska will damit, wie allgemein anerkannt wird, sagen, dass Savati 

beiden Kamboja als Verbum gebraucht wird, wihrend die Arya nur die 

Ableitung Savas kennen. Was ist aber unter Savas zu verstehen ? Der 
Commentator des Mahabhasya, Kaiyata, bei Miiller, p. 376, deutet es 

als Nominativ von Sava “ Leiche” in Uebereinstimmung mit der abwei- 
chenden Lesart seines Textes (vikdra eva enam dry@ bhdsante), indem 

er vikdra durch jivato mridvasthd erklirt, wozu man die Bemerkungen 

von 0.A.Danielsson, Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen 

Gesellschaft, 37, 39 vergleichen mag; iihnlich der Commentator des 

Nirukta, Devarajayajvan, in Satyavrata Simaérami’s Ausgabe des 

Nirukta, Vol. 2, 161 f, Besser wird man mit Weber und Satyavrata 

Samaérami, Vol. 1, 241 an das Neutrum Savas “Kraft”? denken, dessen 

verbale Verwandte bei W.D. Whitney, Die Wurzeln u. s. w. der 

Sanskrit Sprache, p. 175 f. s. v. cit verzeichnet sind. 
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Die meisten Stellen, an welchen die Kamboja oder Kamboja sonst 

in der Sanskrit Literatur vorkommen und welche man in O, Bohtlingk’s 

und R. Roth’s Sanskrit-Worterbuch, 2, 79f.229 wbersichtlich beisam- 

men findet, rihmen ihre Pferdezucht und die Rajatarangini, 4, 166 f. 

sett sie in die Nachbarschaft der Tukhara (so die von M, A. Steinin 

den Text aufgenommene Lesart gegenitiber dem Bukhara anderer 

Handschriften und der iilteren Ausgaben, welchen Chr. Lassen in 

der Zettschrift fiir die Kunde des Morgenlandes, 2, 56 gefolgt it.) 

Danach sind sie also nordwestlich von Indien ansiissig, was durch 

ihre hiiufige Verbindung mit den Yavana, d. h. den baktrischen 

Griechen (Weber, Indische Sireifen, 2, 320 f,, 8, 353 f., Indian Anti- 

quary, 4, 244), durchaus bestiitigt wird. Dazu kommen weitere Stellen 

in der Pali-Literatur und zwar erwihnen die in D. Andersen’s 

Index to the Jataka, p.25, verzeichneten gleichfalls in erster Linie 

die Pferde und Maultiere der Kamboja, am wichtigsten aber sind die 

schon von F. Minayef, Grammaire paile traduite du russe par St. 

Guyard, p. XVII, Anm. 1 hervorgehobenen Verse (The Jataka ed, Vv. 

Fausboll, Vol. 6, 208): 

kitd patangd uraga ca bhekd hantvd kimim sujjhati makkhikd ca,| 

ete hi dhamma anariyarapd kambojakdnam vitathé bahunnam \ 

d. h. “Insekten, Schmetterlinge, Schlangen, Frésche, Wiirmer und 

Fliegen totend wird man rein: soleche verkehrte Vorschriften nicht 

arischer Art haben viele(oder die vielen) Kambojaka.”’ Hier wird also 

das Toten schiidlichen Gewiirmsals eine religidse Pflicht der Kamboja 

bezeichnet; sie waren also zweifellos Anhiinger der zoroastrischen Reli- 

gion — wie denn schon Weber Iranier in ihnen vermutete—und werden 

wir ihre Wohnsitze irgendwo in dem durch seinen Pferdereichtum 

ausgezeichneten Osten Irans (W. Geiger, Ostfiranishe Kultur im 

Altertum, p. 355) zu sucheu haben. Damit lést sich das letzte Rat- 
sel bei Yaska: sein Kamboja—Verbum ist nichts anderes als das av- 

estische savaiti oder éavaite, welches—durchaus ohne etymologischen 

Zusammenhang mit einem Skr. savati—nur in der Aussprache mit 

ihm zusammenfillt, 

ERNST KUHN. 



A FRAGMENT OF THE DINKART. 

Book IIT., Cuapr. IX. 3. 

Three years ago I attempted in the Festgruss, published at Leyden 
in honour of my esteemed master, C. de Harlez, since deceased, 

a translation’ of what is left of the earliest part of the Dinkart text, 
viz., the second question of the third book, which, like the subsequent 
questions up to the eighth inclusive, are so worm-eaten in the unique 
original MS. as to be only partly legible, and consequently very 
difficult to make any sense of. My attempt was of course based upon 
the printed text as published by the late esteemed High-Priest, the 
regretted Shams-ul-Ulama Dastur Dr, Peshotanji Behramji Sanjana, 
It seems appropriate, therefore, that the present very modest con- 
tribution to a memorial volume in honour of this laborious scholar, who 
has certainly merited well of all students of Pehlevi literature, by whom 
his name and memory will ever be held iu the highest respect, should 
take the form of a similar attempt to unravel the meaning, as far as we 
can ascertain it from so broken a context, of the following question 
proposed by the heretic or apostate, who in the present case is quoted 
by his name, as will be noted below. 

I have added but few notes to the transliteration and attempted 
translation, Several of the words which do not occur in the usual 
Pehlevi Vocabularies (West’s, de Harlez’s, Peshotan’s, etc.) will easily 

be deduced from the verbal stems or uncompounded forms of which 
they are derivatives. I have not thought it necessary to trouble the 
printer by marking a circumflex over c and ¢, as, unlike the other 
vowels, it will be understood that (unless otherwise indicated by 2, 3) 

they are always written plene (Phi, ) and 4), whether long or short. 

~ Of course, in so damaged a text it is impossible to obtain anything 
like a consecutive construction, except here and there; hence much 
of an attempt like this must be little better than guess-work, es- 
pecially in dealing with a script and a construction so obscure as 
Pehlevi. I have tried to carefully keep the relative proportions of 
the lacuna as indicated by Peshotan in his printed text. 

1 Mélanges Charles de Hares; Leite, Brill, 1896, ppAl—43. 
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Srricar Pérstro AxKvAnt. 

Parstt Akvan-i droj kartk’! 
pavan gasako*® aharmoko aigha: 

; © ya-atashano hurvarano 
balisto-i girdno va zag-i zofar 
ristak®* . . . . + wage-i 
Afdharmazd dino “Ashishhikan’ 

mas gabra-i aharibi-c 
la zag mas zavar-i min ahardibi 

akhi-i Aharibi min gabraan-i 
dino kitak va 

Atharmazd patash yashtar-i 

homanam bara . . 
kitak yékhstintto 

li pavan zag-i mas nikihito.* 

Pisoni 6.) hee Se 
- « « ~ « -ishnik zak madam 

darvandih fraz nimitano zagash 
dino . 

amukhtano va Etmishno-i Ganak 

Minoi varjito va-akhi-c Aharma- 
make! OS yémla- 
lantt va stith haidatan homand 
dahishnan-i Auharmazd 

. « . . . ahio pavan sar- 

THIRD QuESTION* or AKVAN. 

Akvan, the detestable (?) draj 
in the shape of a heretic, asked 
EMUSt.: + 2 Peary 
and fires, trees, ‘the loftiest of 

the mountains, and the deep 
mountain-gorge . . 

(of) these creatures of the caliistoes 

of Autharmazd the greatest is 

thejust man, bot ... 

the just one is not stronger on 

account of his holy nature than 
men who . . . . . inferior 

religion. Consequently were I 

a worshipper of Atharmazd (I) 
BOON. | ined uy, eee ee 

- considered inferior ; in this 
I (should be) more despised. 

ANSWER? fe Ese eee 

. + -icto proclaim this 
in impiety and this his religion. 

. . + toteach and the 

isle of Ganak Mindi worked 

and the Ahrimanic nature. . . 

said and thecreatures of Athar- 
mazd are the material world 

of good creation .. ; 
nature in the supremacy over 

2Cf, Arab. 43,5 ‘detestable’. But probably for sag, arth, ‘warlike, hostile. 

8 ps0, but more likely for x90 dahdno (‘mouth’)—‘by the mouth of a heretic’, 

8, Evidently, from the latter part of the chapter, ‘waters’ (+06 0 ey) to 
supplied. 

* al ratak, For meaning see Phi, Vend. V,1. ‘gorge between two mountains,’ de 
Harlez. 

S Litt. plural ofan adj. formed from dahishno, ‘ ‘ creation.’ 

® Litt. ‘thirdly A, asked.’ The subsequent chapters employ the substantial form 
parsishno,’ 



te 
a - 

‘J 

. yehevinit . 

.- 

awa vt. “2 Za WY. 

darth-i daman cigin martim 
va afash tano-matéano® . . 
“ atyarfh-i anshata ofgan 
gosptind : va” ribano-matadno 

phiribino . . . . ; 
va tano-mataano hfitano atvarth 

nirakth avirtar . . . . | 
-shnik val shart 

riibano avirtar pavan avoritano 
gagshano . . . t=. : 
val gospénd tano chitin sideline 
shan tano zivarih’ , 
[? ma] yenitano riménth oigin 
drijih méndavam va min drijo 
ag hele ien ai ae mahmantar * 
riménth vésh drijo yin 
martim pavan kushashno . 
Sem ee oe [ni-] rakih-i 
ribéno ra? méahmantar gis 
pavan tano vakhdinit . . 7 . 
drayindsh-i anshita zivandik 
tano hirfyishno -... 

va vitarto tano Eicaneac 
ribéno aharibi zagac-i val 
rubano pavan .. . 

yékaviminato lakhvar 
val tano néflanit va tanorimontar 

ie ribano 

arékht afash val doshahii kashit 
: . tar yémlalinem 

* * 
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living-creatures, as man; and 
hence -(beings) of corporeal es- 
sence. . .. . the assistance 
of man, as cattle; and (beings) or 
‘Spiritual essence (endowed with) 

good souls. and (those) 
of corporeal essence with good 
bodies, adornment(?), strength 
superior, -ic for man the 

soul is superior in the producing 
of jthese things . .. for 
cattle the body is superior for 
the adornment (?) of their body 

ee - to measure the 
inivariby as something diabolical 
. - andfrom the drij : 

more permanent impurity, 
abundantly the drij in man in 
the struggle . 

power on account of the soul: 
oceupies a more permanent place 
in the body. crying out 
that the good-development of 
iman’s living body . .. . 
and the dead body when the 

just soul and what unto the soul 
TR) o.,6 - . remains, 
falls back poi the body and 
the body becomes more polluted 

‘ poured (upon) the 

© mété must be, I suppose, the same as mdtak (Darmesteter, Etudes, 1.70) and mdte 
(D. K,, Vol. IV., 157, § 22, see my Médecine Masdéenne, Louvain, 1886, p. 32,n. The 
meaning seems to be ‘ mother-nature,’ essence: tano-mdtd and rdbdno-mdtd would be 

compounds, 

7 aghp5S of. Pers. 59235 ‘jewel, ornament’; but we might rather expect here and 

below 4yJafS < strength,’ ae used in the original objection (mas savér.) 
-} ¢ The MS, MM, has here vtrdshtto, 

ma 

Vg. 

J 
‘j 

'y 3 
2 ie 3 

42D 
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va.yin gospéndino, payan, kish-, 
ashno sijakih | 
va-tano yazinarih mino}-rai a 
pavan yin tano karto. . 
bie zintk drijo va-agzinik 
vato-c kamini? va anshita tano 

i min mahmano 

dri patéshith htshmorto val 
‘ [aha] rfibano 
va aharibyano™ lak pavan 
béshishno va-istarth-i . . 
: rimono zavar madam 
val mayah va atash madam val 
balisto-i girano madam val zak 

zofar-i rastak aharmok?ha kartak . 
atto la dato . . ,. .. aito 

dir min Atharmazd dino andarjo. 
Zak-i gospéndano zavar zak 

rimonth loftth . . 2. 4 « « 
dino ntraktha virdyishtto 

zakac hucarak va_ bahar-?*i 
min paityarak homandth patash 
afash. . . . . barakartarth 

vad-kashish 4! cand stih dato 

shayito bandak gas pat&shih 
. . pavanfraz birto-i val 

atashano avano  aharibano 

aharibyan'’ va afztin-i daman 
dana 

dastobarih-i Atharmazd dino 

soul and dragsitto hell . , 

. .- er. we utter, 

Andi a cattle through the strug- 
gle perishableness , . . . . 

» + + and the advancement 
(improvement) of the body 
on account of the spirit a place 
made in the body . .« « -« 
the living drfij and the. lifeless 
wind meanness (,?) and man’s 
body. . .« » « from the in- © 
dwelling drij the attack is 
estimated unto . ye 

- just men and just women, 
Thou in the distressfulness and 

stegnation (ii: 27% sedi 

impure force upon water 
and fire, upon the loftiest , of 

the mountains, upon the deep 
mountain-gorge, in heretical fa- 
shion hast made. (It is) not the 

law ., «. _. Far from the 
religion of Athurmazd is the 
doctrine, 

The strength of cattle, this pol- 
lution, non-existence, . . 

fer religion | in a pawertal 
manner sets in- order and this 

succour and advantage which is. 

from the being opposed, there-. 

9 Of. Pers. wed ‘mean, base, despicable.’ But there is also Arabic ered ‘ambush ; 

which would seem suitable here, 

10 Unsual as this distinction of gender is, I cannot see any other likely explanation, 

The form seems modelled on the Avestic fem. ashaoni, pl, ashaontg if ashavan, 

11 Lit. ‘ portion, lot, share.’ 

12 Pers. gpd ‘ attraction, allurement,’ 
18 See above. 
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va hamdatastanth-acei amurm | upon from. it: F 
akano martum patash. } accomplishment eg sttieeslans 2) 

| _ inasmuchas the —_ material 
_ Greation must be a place of sla- 
' very, anattack. ‘ 

carried forward upon fires, 
waters, holy men, holy women, 
and the excellent know/(ledge| 
of living-creatures. . . 

the priesthood of SSlieerene. 
religion and the unanimous agree- 

a ee ment of innumerable men upon 
it. | 

The name %p}9# in the superscription of the chapter seems 

written ‘ Akvind ’; but AkvAn is a well-known name of a heretic or div, 

see Justi, Iranisches Namenbuch, s. v. ‘ Akwan’ p. 12. The div Akwin 

was slain by Rustam (Shahnameh iii. 270), There was a Manichean 

leader named Akwan, who had followers called ‘Axovavira. In DK., 

Vol. V, chap. 198, § 2, \yy9» 99-4538)5 is read by Justi ‘Krisiakik 

Akwdn, i.e., ‘the Christian Akwin’ (contrary to Peshotan’s interpre- 

tation, ‘ religious guide of the apostate ruler Karisik’). Perhaps 

even the form 4 in our text may be an abbreviation or an error for 

99-4330) as above. 

As far as I am able to make out, Akwan’s objection would seem to 

be this: You say that the just man is the greatest (mas) of all 

Atharmazd’s creatures,— greater than the waters, trees, mountains, 

ete. (This claim, by the way, is implicitly made for man in general 

in a later chapter, ch. 81, § 3, where, after enumerating Auharmazd’s 

creatures, ‘atash va may’ va zamik va hurvir va gospénd. . . va 

anshita,’ praise is offered to the Creator ‘mano ash mas karto min 
kolA stihdahishnano martim’—i.e., made man greater than all 

material creatures.) But, says the heretic, the just man is no 
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stronger.or more powerful (mas zavar) than the followers of another 

religion. Were I to become a worshipper of Afiharmazd, therefore, I 
should not gain anything in esteem or otherwise. 

_ The casuist in his reply seems to point out that man’s superiority — 

literally, to use a very modern expression, quite familiar at the 

present moment, owing to recent political events,‘ sirdarship’ (sarddrih) 

—over the rest of creation is due to his soul or the intellectual part 

of his nature, which enables him to assist and develop the non-spiritual 

creatures, such as domestic animals. He then goes on to explain how 

impurity in defilement is brought upon man by the drij, especially — 

as proceeding from the dead body, both as regards man and animals, 

and how it is thence transmitted to water, fire, trees, &c., — pretty 

much. on the lines of the similar expostion in the fifth fargard of the 

Vendidad. 

L, C. CASARTELLI. 



THE IRANIAN HINDUKUSH DIALECTS 
CALLED MUNJANI AND YUDGHA. 

Although I know that many an Iranian scholar does not agree 

with me, I still believe that the fatherland of the Awesta and 

its civilisation is to be sought in the Eastern parts of Iran. If this is 

true, an exploration of the countries on the upper Oxus river and its 

tributaries will be of special importance. The inhabitants of those 

countries, the so-called Ghalchas, are no doubt a very interesting 

branch of the Iranian race, and the various dialects spoken by them 

deserve, I think, every Iranist’s attention. I had myself the oppor- 
tunity to study the Ghalcha dialects and to draw the outlines of their 

grammar from a scientific point of view.’ We can say now that we 

are sufficiently acquainted with the Pamir dialects called Wakhi, 

Shughni and Saryq-qolias wellas with the more isolated Yaghndbi, 

and we had also a general idea of the Yidghah or rather Yadghd, the 

only dialect of the Pamir group spoken south of the Hindiikush. 

But as to the dialects Munjdni (or Mungi) and Sanglichi, which are 

closely connected with Yidgha, all our knowledge consists of a very 

short list of words, and the Ishqdshami, which seems to be related to 

the Wakhi, is only known by name. That want isnow partly supplied 

by the excellent work of G, A. Grierson, ‘Specimen Translations in 

the Languages of the North-Western Frontier’, Linguistic Survey of 

India, Calcutta, 1899. We find here, on pp, 196-202, a short sketch 

of the Munjani grammar, a translation of the parable of the prodigal 

son into Munjini and a piece of folklore in the same dialect. The 

Yiidgha is treated in the same manner on pp. 205-214, and on 

pp. 219-221 we find a list of words and phrases in both dialecta. 

I shall confine myself chiefly to Munjani to give some hints regard- 

ing the place of that dialect among the Pamir group of languages. 

1 Grundriss der Iran, Philologie I, 2, pp. 288—344, 
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The result is, as we expected, that the difference between Munjani and 

Yudgha is only very slight, and that they must be taken as two 

branches of the same dialect. 

As to phonology, the soft consonants, as in all Pamir dialects and 

in Pashto, are changed into aspirants, e.g., M, wuza “ goat” =Sh, waz, 

Aw. baza; M. zhinka, Yd. zhinko “woman ”=Sh. zhin, Aw. jaim; M., 

Yd, zhia “to beat” =Aw. jan; M. ghava, Yd. ghavo “ cow” =W. ghi, 

Instead of dh for original d we have / in both dialects, as also in Pashto: 

M. lu or Ze, Yd. loh “ two” =Aw. dva; M, leghda, Yd. loghda ‘ daugh- 

ter’ =Aw, dughdar, Pashto tur; M. lera, Yd. turo “ far” =Aw. dara, 

Pashto lire. A medial ch is also softened and turned into zh, as in 

M. zhe “ from” =Yd, zhe (not ze!)=Aw. hacha, Pers. 3! The resem- 

blance of the two dialects is also seen in changing initial thr into sh in 

M. sherai, Yd. shuraz ‘‘ three ” =Aw. thrdy?, and in eliding the th of the 

medial group thr, as in M., Yd. par “son”=Aw. puthra and M. yar, 

Yd. yar “fire” =Aw. dthr-, Pashto 6r. Both dialects soften the group 

ft (Aw. pt) into vd: M. avde, Yd. avdo “seven” =Aw, hapta, Pers, =8, 

Te pronoun Ist pers. sg. is M, ze, Yd. zo=Aw, azem, Pashto za, but 

in all the other Pamir dialects waz or wiz, The pron, 2nd pers. pl. is 

in M. and in Yd. maf, but in W. saishtin Sh. tama, in Sq. tamash, in 

Ygh. shumde. | 

As to inflectiéns it may be sufficient to give a pasndione of the 

declension of a noun and of the present and past of a yerb, to show the 

close connection of the two dialects. 
Munjani. 3 Yudgha. 

Sg. Nom. tdt, ‘‘ father ” tat 

Gen. zhe-tdt-an wa-tat or zhe-tat-n 

Dat. ns-tdt-an ne-tat-n 

Abl. zhe-tat | zhe-tat-n 
Pl. Nom, tate tate 

: Gen. zhe-tdt-af °°  wastat or zhe-tat-ef 

‘Dat. ne-tat-af” * Gnostat-ef | 
Abl. zhe-tat-af  ghestat-ef. 

ee a a a oe 
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For the explanation of the terminations -an and -a/, -ef- compare 

Grundriss 1, 2, pp. 314 and 315, § 43,1, 2. The plural termination is to 

be compared, as I suggest now, to the Pashto termination -e ; it origin- 

ally belonged to nouns of feminine gender (¢.g. M. leghde, Yd. loghde 

“ daughters”), but was afterwards transferred also to such of mas- 

culine gender, 

I finally add the present and past tens¢ of the verb “ to beat.” 
Munjani. Yudgha. | Munjani. ) Yudgha. 

i duhum| deham g 1. zhiem zhim 
ie: 2. dehi |. dehe ; P es 2. sheet | shit 

Tes, 18. dehi | . dehe rh. | 3. shia’ .) ,. shio 

Pl 1. deham| deham Pl 1. zhiam zhiem 
- 42. dohaf | dehaf |r 9 2 shiaf chief 

Pres. | 3. dehat |  dehat ret. (3. chiat ahiet 
The passive construction of the past tense of transitive verbs (“ the 

horse has been beaten by the man” for ‘‘the man beat the horse”) is 

not so well preserved in Munjani and Yidgha as in other Pamir dia- 
lects (cf. Grdr. 1, 2, pp. 324 and 325, § 63), but the forms zhiet, shit and 
zhiaf, zhief can only be explained as compositions of the old past 

participle (Aw. jafa), with the pronominal suffixes of the 2nd person : 

* beaten by thee, by you’. And I quote, to show the construction, the 

following sentence : | 

Munjani: to hech-kella yu channd-men che-li-at, 

Yiidgha : to hech-kelan ya chennd-men chi-lit. 

English: ‘ Thou, any time one kid to me not (was) given by thee’ = 
‘You never gave me a kid.’ 

WILHELM GEIGER, 
Erlangen. 



SOME INSCRIPTIONS ON SASSANIAN GEMS. 

The department of Sasanian gems is only a small one in ancient 

Persian art, nevertheless, it is highly interesting, and is by no means 

unimportant. That, forinstance, Sasanian people had such long names 

as Bapdturmitrbitbag we should not know without the gems, and that 

here were such functionaries as an Eran Anbdarakpat or a Nasdn- 

andémangdrén sardér (see below), could only be learned from them. 
I have had the opportunity of studying the engraved Pahlavi stones of 

all except one of the known public collections, viz., those of the 

Royal Museum in Berlin, the British Museum, the Bibliothéque 

Nationale in Paris, the Imperial Museum at Vienna, the Royal 

Museums in Copenhagen and at the Hague, the Grandducal Library in 

Gotha (in this collection there is only one specimen, but that is a lion, 

the famous amethyst of Devonshire), and the Mayer Museum in Liver- 

pool. The collection not accessible to me was the Imperial Hermitage 

in St. Petersburg. There seems to be reason for believing that this 

collection is a large one, but the little encouraging civility of the 

director Mr. Kieseritzki towards me, made me give up the intention of 

examining the publicly exhibited gems when I walked through the 

splendid room of coins in that palace. At Florence I was not able to 
find any trace of the former collection of the Tuscanian Granddukes, 

from which Dr. A. D. Mordtmann published some specimens. 

Besides impressions of the Sasanian gems of all the above men- 

tioned accessible collections, I owe casts in wax or plaster to the kind- 

ness of many private possessors. Since I published my two papers on 

the subject (Zettschrift der Deutschen Morgenlindischen Gesellschaft, 

Vol. 44, pp. 650-678, see also Vol. 45, pp, 429-481, and Mitteilungen 

aus den Orientalischen Sammlungen der Kéniglichen Museen in Berlin, 

Vol. IV.) in the years 1890 and 1891, numerous other casts have been 

sent to me. I shall select from them some of the most interesting as 

a modest contribution to this volume, dedicated to the memory of Das- 

tur Peshotan Behramji Sanjan4, the revered high-priest ofthe Parsees, 
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1. The British Museum in 1898 acquired the following seal— 

Bust of a bearded man looking to the right; the gem is of large 

size and admirably worked out, copied in Lajard, Le Culte de Mithre, 

LXV., No. 187. 

Shahoé zt magé 2t Khur(r)akdn zt nasdn-andémangdran sardar 

‘Shahoé the Magian, the son of Khurra, the chief of the corpse- 

carriers,’ 

We learn from this gem, that the guild of the corpse-carriers had 

2 Magian as their head, a fact that is not surprising, but until now the 

title of this functionary was not known. In the Pahlavi texts 

we have for ‘dead body’ only the form nasdi, for which I have 

proposed to read nasth (Nom. adstract.) ; here we find for the first time 

the regular nas without an ending, that was to be expected. Andémdn- 

gar occurs with the meaning ‘receiving, carrying’ (see my Grundriss 

der neupersischen Etymologie, No. 596). West translates, in his Shik. 

Gum.Vig., andeman ‘ domestically serving, andemdni ‘ household 

service,’ 

One sees that this gem is of high value for more than one reason. 

2. Professor Maxwell Sommerville of the University of Pennsyl- 

vania possesses a number of Sasanian gems, of which he has kindly 

sent me impressions. It is unfortunate that the latter are not all 

decipherable without consulting the originals. Some bear the 

common inscription Apasidn al Yazdén ‘ Confidence in God,’ viz., No. 

14215, a monogram in the centre, No. 5238, a lion attacking a zebu 

from the front. Of the others I notice— 

A.—No. 13838. This fine piece has already been published by 

me in the Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenldndischen Gesellschaft, 

Vol, 44, p. 675, No. 140. 

Shahpuhr-i rabé-é' *Shahpuhr the Great, viz., the nobleman,’ a 

member of the second class of nobility in the Sasanian Empire. 

1 Tread with Dr. F, ©, Andreas this ending in Pahlavi as ¢, sec @rundrise der 
iranischen Philolegi¢, Vol. I, Part Il.) pe 109, § 49, 
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On an impression from the collection left: by the late Dr..A. D, 

Mordtmann, I find another rabd, viz.,, Barz-i raba-é Apastdn ’al 

Yazdan ‘ Barz the nobleman. Confidence in God’, (kneeling zebu with 

a human head). 
’ 

B.—No. 5118. Miir Shahpuhré Apastdn ’al Yazdan ‘ Mitr Shah- 

puhr,. Confidence in God’—a bird on a fire-altar not lighted. 

C.—No. 1744B. Tiré ‘Tir’ ; with a half circle at the beginning’ 
and end of the inscription. The inscription runs round a monogram. 

'C.—No. 1738B. This piece bears only an inscription and no 
image. The word nearest the centre is barah ‘son,’ followed by 

Apastan ‘al Yazdan. Unfortunately the names of the possessor 

and his father are not legible. 

3. For some years Professor N, Ogden Rood of Columbia Uni- 

versity in New York has provided me regularly with beautiful electro- 

types of the gems in his own possession and others which pass 

through him. These magnificent casts are the pride of my collections. 

Even two original Sasanian seals I owe to his extraordinary kindness 

(see A and B below). If I am right, King’s collection was sold to 

America, and several of Prof. Rood’s spa alege are taken from 

pieces once belonging to it. | 

A.—Recumbent lion. 

Gushnaspéndat or perhaps Gushtaspdndat (the shn or shé is a little 

injured). Thename means ‘Given to the descendant of Gushnasp, Uleeey 

to the Gushnaspanide.’ | 

5.—Head of a man en face. 

Apastén Wand (d)t ‘Confidence (in God) Wandat,’ Might this not. 

perhaps be : Apastén ’a(l) Yazd(dn)-d(4)t as a name meaning ‘ Given 

for confidence in God’? 3 | 

C.—Recumbent zebu. 

Arwand Shahpuhr-i Néwdnp(a)t(d)n idee hil , Arwand 

Shahpuhr, the son of Néwinpét.. Joyfulness.’ . 
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: Another(?) Arwand Shahpuhr was the owner of the seal in 

Zeitschr, 4, deutsch. morg. Ges; Vol, 44,'p.'660, No. 61. . 

D,—Recumbent fallow-deer. 

Warahran (N. proprs). 

E.—Head of a zebu with wings. 

M(ijtrat. . 

The same contracted form, instead of Mitrdat, is to be found on a 

seal in Paris (Justi, Tranisches Namenbuch, Mithradita No. 52), and 

below (H); a later development of Mitrét is Mildd, as J. Marquart 

has shown, ~ 7 ne 

F.—Recumbent stag. 

Ba pike. my ; 

A name formed from Bap, Pip with the suffix -ik, 

G.—Recumbent wild goat. 

Wehé zt Wakhshikén ‘Wék, the son of Wakhshik.’ 

Wék (or Wayak) may be derived from Aw, vayu- ‘ air,’ Justi in 

his Namenbuch notes a Dihgén Wik, Wakhshik belongs to Wakhsh 

(see Justi). 

H.—Head of a man. 

M(i)tr(a)t. | | 

See above under E. Prof. Rood writes me concerning this piece 
as follows. It is made of lapis lazuli and came recently from Bagdad, 

It has not at all the ordinary form, but is shaped as indicated in the 

two sketches: (which J’ cannot reproduce here), and might pass for a 

grotesque attempt at a frog. It is in my collection, and is the only 

one of the kind I have ever seen. | | 

I,—Fire-altar. 

Aturshusrdost magé ‘The Magian Aturshusrdost,’ 
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I hope that this reading is correct, The r has, as sometimes 
the shortened shape of a y ; in dost we miss one hook of the letter «. 
Aturshusr would be in Awesta Atarekhshudhra, cf. Atarecithra. 

K,.— Head of a man. 

P(é)k(7)chd(a)t (Nom. propr.). Some letters behind the head are 

illegible. 

L.—Naked Greek goddess with a bunch of grapes in one hand. 

Nitaki. Name of a woman(?) 

Compare Niutaturfarnbag on a seal in the British Museum, 

Zeitschr. d. deutsch. morg. Ges., Vol. 44, p. 655, No. 25 ; of eourse 

also Nartaki might be read. 

M.—Monogram. 

Gabréé zt magi ‘The Magian Mardoe.’ 

N.—Head of a bearded man looking to the right. 

Marsand-i magé zt Détshap(2)rchuwa(n). The inscription is 

distinctly engraved, but, as I suppose, with some faults. Mdrsand, e.g., 

clearly stands for M4raspand, and instead of zi there is wi (Widat 

would be impossible). Détshapir is Persian Détwéh, # oto. 

O,—Wild goat and crab. 

Néké; with the same meaning as shapir (Zeitft. d. sass 1 morg. 

Ges., Vol. 44, p. 669, No. 107.) 

P.—Recumbent zebu. 

Rasté ‘ right.’ 

The same inscription is to be found on some other stones, as well 

as the well-known Apastin’al Yazddn. 

4. Mr. D.Z. Noorian in New York possesses the following 
stones :-— | 

A.—Bearded head looking to the right. 
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Bar Shabaté zi Bar Nabid barah ‘ Bar Shab&, the son of Bar 

Nabéd.’ The Syrian name Bar Shaba has the Pahlavi ending @. 

B. Standing female holding up a child. 

Ohrmazdé khwat(a)h-i farsandén ‘ Hormizd, the lord of children.’ 

This is a curious inscription. Firstly, because the common 

Pahlavi form for Mod. Pers. khuddi is khwatéi, modern khudéh occurs 

in Bukhéré and Tokharistén. Hormizd is again not especially the 

protector of chidren, the Frawashis, Mithra or Ardwistira Anéhita, 

and others give children according tothe Awesta. But I do not know 

how the curious words khwat(d)h and farsandén can be’ otherwise 

read and understood. Both seem to be dialectical (farsand instead of 

farzand as well as Arab. sausanjird, Mod. Pers. wig ‘needle’ and 

others). Or does farsand belong to the same stem as Mod. Pers, dimy ? 

5, In the possession of Prof. Dr. M. Hartmann in Berlin, 

Monogram. | 

M(i)traturshamwaré zi Térachan ‘ Mitrétursh4mwir, the son of 

Térach ’. 

The name Shim is to be found on the gem in Zeitschr. d. deutsch. 

ti Ges., Vol. 45, p. 430. With Tarach compare Mod.Pers. ¢ x! 

raj. 

6. In 1894 in the possession’of Mr. A.von Butkowski-Glinka 

in Paris, 

Standing female with flowers in the hands. 

Ométdulsht. Apastan ’al Yaad in‘ Ométdukht. Confidence in God’. 

One might also read Admétdukht or Emétdukht (see Justi 

Namenbuch p. 5 : Admét), the letter being written in cursive, 

7. In the Lazarew Institute for Oriental languages in Moscou, 

Standing goat. 

Désh Warahrén (Nom, propr.). 
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8. In 1896 I received from Bagdad an impression with the 

inscription Atur Ohrmazdé, ‘ Atur Ohrmazd’ (bearded head). The 

same name is to be found on a similar stone in Berlin (No. 1017). 

9. In the possession of Mr, C. M. Trelawny Irving in London. 

Two figures, between them a tree, 

Hamawarté-i Zikin, ‘ Ham4wart, the son of Zfk’. 

The name Haméwart (Mod. Pers. 9) 9 Tr “ rival’) occurs also on a 

seal (bust of a bearded man) published by E. Thomas in the Journal of 

the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XIII, p. 417, No. 10 (perhaps even so 

Hamdwartéi Zik. . . . . . ). For Zik compare Justi, Namen- 

buch, p. 385. 

Of course forgeries have also been sent to me, ¢.g., from Calcutta 

and from Sultén4bad in Persia. Even some of the above-mentioned 

gentlemen have been deceived with forged stones. But I shall not 

make unhappy the owners by enumerating such fabrications. Gener- - 

ally they are easily detected with some practice. 

I hope that this short communication may show that the Sasanian 

gems are worthy of being collected together in one corpus. 

PAUL HORN. 



THE OLD PERSIAN LNSCRIPTIONS 
AT BEHISTAN. 

PREFACE. 

As the method of transcription in Kossowioz’s edition of the Five 

Behistan Inscriptions dates from the year 1872, it seemed to me better 
to substitute for it a more modern one, which should take account of the 

advances which have been made since then. As the old Persian 

cuneiform signs form a very imperfect system of writing, there are 

numerous uncertainties as regards the real form and pronunciation of 

many words. This slight contribution is designed for the use of 
beginners, and consideration therefore could not be taken of subtleties. 

Therefore I have, if I may say so, transcribed roughly kdra(h), ima(h) 

(H)utéina(h), aniya(h)uvd, ba(n)daka(h), abara(n), néma(n), ete., t2., I 

have added the h’s or n’s that probably still existed in the language 

when these inscriptions were engraved apon the rocks of Mount Behis- 

tan. But L have written neither Ziéra(h)kara(h), drauga(h)dis, Daraya(h) 

va (h)us, matya(h)mam, ete., nor martiya(h)—nom. plur.—or martiyd(n) 

—acc. plur.—, but only Zérakara(h), draugadis, Dérayava (h)us,matya- 

mam, martiyd, ete. Likewise the a at the end of words, which is often 

lengthened without etymological reason according to the principle of 

writing, has not been altered; or the reader will find transcribed with 

ri-vowel vrkana (cp. aw. Vehrkdna, Modern Persian Gurgdn), but not 

Artavrdiya (cp. aw. verezya). My transcription is only intended to 

give the student an idea of the problems involved in cuneiform writing, 

to decide definitely in every case which is right is still impossible; but 

I have inserted the alterations that seemed to be necessary. 

For the glossary the latest publications on the subject, especially 

Weissbach and Bang’s new edition of the text and the contributions 

scattered through various scientific journals, particularly those by 

Bartholome, Justi and Foy, have, of course, been consulted, 

PAUL HORN, 



INSCRIPTION OF DARIUS HYSTASPES. 

“ny. 
COLUMN lI. 

1,.. Adam? Diarayava(h)us’* 

330 Cae 
KSayatiya(h)° vazraka(h)*, Kéayatiya(h) 

ESAyatiyanam, KSiyatiya(h) Parsaiy*, ksayatiya(h) dahyunim’, Vistispahya 
putra(h)*, Arsimahyi® napa’, Hakimanisiya(h)™. 

2 adam pron. Ist pers. ‘1’ (Aw 
azem); acc, mam (Aw. mam), yathé 
mam kdma(h) @ha(h), {as my 
desire was,’ enclit. ma@tyamdm ‘that 
me not;’ gen. mané (Aw. mana, 

Mod. Pers. man), enclit. maty (Aw. 
mé), e.g. -A(h)uramazddmaiy, utd- 
maiy, dahydusmaty, also for the 

dative ; ablat, enclit.-ma(h) in hacd- 
ma(h) “trom me’ (Aw. -maf) ; plur. 

nom, vayam ‘we’ (Aw. vaém) ; gen 

amakham (Aw. ahmdkem, Mod, P. 
m4.) 

2 Dérayava(h)ju-, m., sg. nom, 
-a(h)ush, .gen. -a(h)aush ‘ Darius’, 

Lindner’s explanation of this name, 
published twenty-one years ago— 

tholding, possessing goods,’ Aw. 
Dérayatvohu—has _ been - recently 
confirmed by an .Aramaic-Egyptian 
papyrus in the Strassburg Library, 
dated the 14th year of King Darius, 

where the word is distinctly with 

A_ written. 

* Khshayathiya-, sb, m., sg. nom 

-a(h), gen. -ahyd, plur. nom. ace, -4, 
gen. -dndm; ‘king,’ Mod, P, shah ; 

Khshdyathiydndm  Khshdyathiya(h) 
‘the King --of Kings,’ Mod.’ P. 
shahanshéh. ‘ 

* vazruka-, adj. ‘great,’ Mod. P. 
buzurg ; nom. sg. -a(h). 

* Pérsa-, m. (1) * Persian ’(adj.), 
‘a Persian’ (subst.)—2, ‘ Persia.’ 
sg. nom.-a(h), acc.-am, loc, -aty ; 
Med, P. Péarst ‘ Parsi-Zoroastrian’ 

(the inhabitants of Persia also called 
themselves Jrdniydn ‘ Aryans’). 

° dahyu-, sb. f. ‘region, province, 
country,’ Aw. dahyu, Mod. P. dik 
‘ village’ (Pablvy, déh), Sg. nom. 
-dush (cp. Aw. uzbdzdush, GAth. 
hithdush), acc. -dum (cf, Aw. 
nasium), loc. -auvd ; pl, nom. acc. 
-dva(h), gen. -undm, loc,-ushuvd. 

7 Vishtdspa- m., sg. nom. -a(h), 
acc. -am, gen. -ahya; name of King 
Darius’ father (Aw. Vishtaspa, 
Mod. Pers. Gushtasp). pn 

* putra-, sb, m. ‘son, Aw. 
puthra, Mod. P. pusar; nom. Pg.-a(h) 

° Arshdma-, m., sg. nom, -a(h), 
gen. -ahyd; name of the grandfather 
of King Darius. ‘ 

19 napdt-, sb. m., sg. nom, -d (Aw. 

napdo) ‘grandson’; Mod. P. navada, 
ete. 

% Hakhdmanishiya-, adj., sg. 
nom. .-ah ; ‘pl. nom, @; “the Acha- 

menid2.’ 
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2, ‘Tatdy? Dfrayava(h)us kidyatiya(h): Man& pita*. Vistispa(h) 
Vistaspahya pité Arééma(h), Arsamahya pita Ariyaéramna(h)*, Ariyaéraém- 
nahya pita [Caispis,] Caispais* pita Hakamanié, 

3. Tatiy Dérayava(h)us Sdyatiya(h): osicichaie vayam 
Hakamanisiyaé tahyimahy, hac&é pruviyata(h)° Amata(h)’ amaby*, haca 
pruviyata(h) hyd amékam tanma’ KSayafiy’ aha(n). 

1 thah verb * tosay, speak,” Aw. 
rt. sanh. Pres, conj, théhy ‘thou 
mayest say,’ indic, ¢hdtiy ‘he says’ 
(both being contracted from thahdhy, 
thahatiy) ; imperf. athaham ‘1 said,’ 

athaha(h) * he said,’ athaha(n) 
‘they said.’ Passiv. pres. thahyd- 
mahy ‘we are called’ (with active 
ending), aorist. athahy ‘it was said’ 
(or perhaps athahya(h) imperf. with 
active ending). Inf. thastanaiy. 

* pitar sb. m. ‘father,’ Aw. 

pitar, Mod. P. pidar ; nom. 8g. -d. 

* Ariydrdémna-, m,, sg. nom, -a(h), 
gen. -ahyd ; name of the great-grand- 
father of King Darius (‘ making 
happy the Aryans’), 

* Caishpi-, m., gen. sg. -dish, 
Teispes. (son of Achzwmenes), 

* ava-,demonstr. pron, ‘ that,’ Aw. 
ava, Mod. P. 6. Sing. acc, avam, gen. 
avahyd, comp. avahyarddiy ; pl. nom. 
ace, avaiy, gen, avaishdm ; neut, sing 
ava(h), (Aw. avat), ava-paré * by, 
past that’ (‘he went past that’); rdd- 
in avahyarddiy (loc, sg.) ‘for this 
reason’ (adverb) ; Mod.P, -rd (bardy). 

* pruviyata(h) adverb, with hacd 
‘from early tjmes,’ from adj. pruvi- 
ya, Aw, pourvya with suffix -tah, 
comp. Aw, hvaté ‘ by himself,’ 

7 dméta-, adj.‘ proved, fit,’ nom, pl 
-d; Aw. dméta, Mod. P. dmddea (origé 

inally part. pret. from rt. mé@ and 4, 
8 1, ah‘ to be,’ with genet. ‘be- 

long to’ (khshatram amdkham taum- 
dyG dha(h) ‘ the kingdom was ‘be- 
longing to our family’). Pres. ind, 
amty ‘I am’ (Aw. abmi, Mod. P. 
-am) ; ahy'* thou art’ (Aw. ahi) ; 
astiy ‘he is’ (Aw. asti, Mod. P. ast); 
amahy ‘ we are’ (Aw. mahi); ha(n)- 
tiy ‘they are’ (Aw. henti, Mod. P.and); 
con}. ahatiy * he may be’ (Aw. Gath, 
anhait?) ; imperf, indic, dham ‘ I 
was ’ (Skr. dsam) ; dha(h) ‘ he was’; 
dha(n) ‘ they were’ Skr. dsan) ; 
middle dha(n)td ‘ they were.’ 

* taumd-, sb, f. perhaps tau(h)md, 
Aw. taokhman, Mod. P, tukhm; ‘race, 

family,’ nom.sg. .-d: yded taumd 
ahutiy ‘as long as race (i.e, man- 
kind) is (i.¢., exists), wtdtaiy 
t. md biyd(h) ‘thou mayest not 
have posterity’; gen. -dyd (Aw. 
-aydo, Skr. -dy@); VIIL. mand t. 
‘the eighth of my family,’ Ka(n)bu/ji- 
ya(h) amdkham t. * K, of our family,’ 
khshatram amakham t. dha(h) * the 
kingdom belonged to our family,’ 
amikham t, kasheiy ‘any one of oar 

f.,’ Khshathrita(h) (H)uvakhshatra- 

hyd t.* Kh. of H's f.’; abl. -dyd(A) 
(Aw, -aydt) : khshatram tya(h)- hacd 
amdkham tawndya(h)  pardbriam 
aha(h) ‘the kingdom that was taken 
away from our family.’ da 
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4. Tatiy Dirayava(h)us Kédyatiya(h): VITL mani taumiya tyaiy? 
paruvam* kédyafiyé aha(n), adam navama(h) IX duvitatranam*® vayam 

Ksayatiya amahy. 

5. atiy Dfrayava(h)us KSadyatiya(h): Vaéna* A(h)uramazdaha(h) 
adam kéyatiya(h) amiy. A(h)uramazda Esatram® mana frabara(h).° 

6. ‘Tatiy Darayava(h)nd Kéiyatiys(h): Ima’ dabyava(h) ty mand 

* tya-, relat. pron. ‘ who’ (m., f.) 

‘what,’ Skr. tya-, (nom. sg. sya), 
but Aw, only ya-; also as article eg, 

Gaumdta(h) hya(h) magush, Gau- 
mdtam tyam magum ‘G., the Magi- 
an,’ Mase. sg. nom, Aya(h), ace. 

tyam, plur. nom. tyaiy, acc. tyaty- 

patiy, gen, tyaishdm ; fem, sg, nom. 
hyd, ace. tydm, pl. nom. acc. tyd ; 

neutr, sg. nom, ace, tya(h), pl, ace, 

tyd, tydtlish, but also tyd-nd (mand 

ddtd) ‘whatever my laws (were)’ 

with shortened @ as in avadashim, 

etc. 

2 paruvam adverb ~ ‘ before,’ 

paruvamciy ; Aw. pourva. — 

> duvitdtrnam adv. ‘of old,’ cp. 
Lat, diuturnus (W. Foy). 

* vashna-, sb. m, ‘ wish, grace ’; 
instr, sg. -4‘ by thegrace (of Ahura- 

mazda)’; Aw. vasna, 

5 khshtra-, sb. n, nom, acc, sg. 
‘rule, kingdom’; Aw. khshathra, 

Mod. P. shahr ‘country’ (older), * city.’ 
khshatrapdvan-, sb, M,, nom. sg. -4 

‘satrap’; from khshatra and. rt. pd 
* protect,’ Mi 

° bar verb ‘bear, ¢éarty,’ Aw, 

tt. bar, Mod. P. baram; imperf. act. 

abaram avam (h)ubrtam ‘1 bore him 

well-supported,’ abara(h) upastam ‘he 
bore aid,’ middle abara(n)td mand 
bajim ‘they bore tribute to me’; 

with patty and d, ‘bring back,’ 
imperf, patiydbaram ‘I brought 

back’; | 

with pard ‘bear away’; dpishim 

pardbara(h) ‘the water bore it away,’ 
yathé Gaumdta(h) vitham  tydm 
amdkham naiy pardbara(h), ‘ when 
G. had not yet borne away (7.e¢,, put 

aside) our family’; part pret. 

pardbrta- : khshatram tya(h) hacd 
amakham tauméyd pardbrtam aha(h) 
“the kingdom that had been’ borne 
away from our race,’ tya(h) pardbrtam 

‘that which had been borne away’; 

with fra ‘deliver, hand over,’ 

imperf. frdbara(h) mand khshatram 
‘he handed over to me the kingdom,’ 

7 jma-,demonstr. pron. ‘this,’ Aw. 

ima,Mod.P, im-shab, im-réz, sing, acc. 

m. imam (Aw, imem), {..imdm (Aw. 
imam); plur. nom, ace. m. tmaty 

(Aw, imé), f. ima (Aw. imdo) ; neutr. 
nom. sg. ima(h), (Aw mat), acc. 

plar. ima, 
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patiydiéa(n)*, wand A(h)uramazdiha(h) adamsim’ kéayatiya(h) aham ; 
Parsah, (H)uvja(h)*, Babirus*, Aturi’, 

Mada(h)”, Armina(h)™, Katpatuka(h)*, drayahya, Sparda(h)*, Yauna’, 
Parftava(h)**, Zara(n)ka(h)**, 

Arabiiya(h)*, Mudraya(h)’, tyaiy 

2 i verb ‘go,’ Aw. rt. i,Mod.P. dy-am 
(with prefix 4), Pres. indic. aztty 
‘he goes’ (Aw, aézfi) sigmatic aorist 

ish ‘he went’ disha(m) ‘they went’ ; 

with atiy ‘ pass by, go past,’ atiy- 
Gish‘ he passed by’; 

with apariy ‘ go behind, follow,’ 
3rd plur. imperf. apariy-dya(n) : 
ima dahydva(h) tyand mand data 
ap-‘ these countries followed my 
laws,’ i.e., ‘they submitted to my 
laws’ (Bartholome reads a(h)apa- 
riydya(n) ‘they respected’ and 

compares Skr. saparydt:), perhaps 

upartyaya(n) should be read ; 
with upariy, upariy abashtam upa- 

riy-dyam ‘1 went upon the law, 
t.e., ‘L acted according to the law’; 

with niy, niy-dyam (corrected 
from epi I went away, march- 

ed off’ | 

with patiy, patiy-disha(n) mand 
‘they came be me,’ 7.¢. _—s 

stibject to me’; | 
with para, impert. paar the 

mercbedaney’ ; imperative para-idiy 
‘go, march out’ (Aw. idhf), plur 
para-tté; part. pret, eile ui nom 
plur. -@. 

- sha enclitic pronoun ‘he, it' 
(Aw. the same, Mod. P. -ash); ag. gen. 
dat. -shaiy (Aw. -shé) in adam-shaty, 
avathd-shaiy, utd-shary, tyai-shaiy, 

pasdva-shaiy ; ablat. -sha(h) in hacd 
avada-sha(h) ‘from there, away from 

it ’ (pleonastically); plur. gen, 
shim inadam-shim, avathé-shdm, 

avam-shdin,  utd-shdm, tya-shdém, 
yathd-shim, hya-shdim, 

* (H)uvja-, m. * Susiana, Mod. P. 
Chizistdn ; sg. nom. -a(h), ace, -am, 

loc. -aiy. 

* Babiru-, sg. nom. -wsh, ace. -um 

gen, (ab].) -aush, loc. -auv; ‘Babylon.’ 

° Athurd-, f., sg. nom. -d, loc.-dyd; 

* Aésyria.’ 

‘ Arabaiya-, m., sg. nom. -a(h) 

é Arabia. : 

- ' Mudréya-, m., sg, nom. -a(h), 
acc. -am, ‘ Egypt’ (Hebr. Migrayim). 

© Sparda-;m., sg. nom. -a(h)*Lydia’ 
(cp. Sardes, the capital of Lydia). 

* Yauna-, m. 

plur, nom. -d. 

*° Mada-, m; Mod. P. Mah (1) 
adj. ‘Median’ ; (2) aubst. ‘the Median ’; 
(3) ‘ Media’; sg, nom. -a(A), ace, -am, 

loc, -aty, pl.instr, -aibésh, loc, aishuvd, 

™ Apmina-, m,, sg. noth., -a(h), 
ace, -am, loc, -aiy, ‘Armenia,’ 

* Katpatuka-, m., sg. nom. -a(h) 
* Cappadocia.’ | 

* Parthava-,m., 8g, nom, -a(h) 
‘ Parthia’; Mod. P. pahlav * hero 
(originally ‘ Parthian’), 

* Zara(n)ka-, or Zra(m)ka-, m. 
sg.nom. -a(h);‘ Drangiana.’ 

‘the lTonian’; 
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Haraiva(h)*, (H)uvarazmiya(h)*,Baktris®,Suguda(h)*,Ga(n)daéra(h)*,Saka(h)°, 
Tatagus’, Hara(h)uvatis®, Maka(h)’; fraharvam*’ dahyava(h) XXIII. 

re Tatiy Darayava(h)us Eéayatiya(h) : Ima dahyava(h), tyé mana 
patiyaiga(n) vasna A(h)uramazdaiha(h) mand bad(n)aka** aha(n)ta, mana 
bajim™ abara(n)t& tyasim, hac&ma(h) afahy Kéapavi**® raucapativa* 
ava’ akunavaya(n)ta.’® 

* Haraiva-, m., sg. -a(h), 

‘ Herat ’ (Mod. P. Haré). 

* Huvérazmiya-, m., sg. nom, 
-a(h), ‘Chorasmia ;’ Aw. Hovdirizéo, 
Mod, P. Khvdrazam. 

° Bakhtrt-, f., sg. nom. -tsh, loc. 

-iyé ‘ Bactria’; Aw. Bakhdhé, Mod. 

P, Balkh. 

* Suguda-, m., sg. -a(h) ‘Sog- 
diana’; Aw. Sughdha, Mod. P. Soghd. 

5 Ga(n)déra-, m., nom. sg. -a(h). 
Name of a country near the Indus, 
Greek Gandaritis or Gandariké. 

° Saka-, m., sg. nom, -a(h) ; 
‘Scythia’; Mod, P. Sagistdn. 

7 Thatagu-, m., nom. sg. -wsh 

‘ Sattagydia,’ 
* Hara(h)uvati-, f., nom. sg. -7s8h, 

acc, -im, loc, -tyd@, ‘ Arachosia;’ Aw. 
Harahvattz, | 

” Maka-, m., sg. nom. -a(h); 
the country of Makran. 

2° fraharvam, adverb * altogether’; 
op. haruva ‘all.’ Aw. haurva. 

% ba(n)daka-, sb, m. ‘ servant,’ 
Mod. P. bandah ; sg. nom. -a(h), pl. 
nom. -@ (or fem. adj. ‘they were 
subject to me’), 

*3 Gaji-, sb. f., acc. sg.- im, * tri- 
bute,’ Mod. Pers. daz. 

*® khshap-, sb. {., acc, pl. khshapa- 

vé raucapativa ‘during nights or 
days; Aw. khshap or khshapan ; 
Mod. P. shad, 

2¢ »gucah-, sb, n. ‘day,’ Aw. raocah- 

‘light,’ Mod. P. ré6s * day’ ; sg. nom. 
rauca(h), plur. acc. rauca-pativd ‘or 
during days’ (instead of raucfpa- 

tivd as avadashim,  tyand with 

shortened a), instr.-abish. 
25 qva-, demonstr. pron. ‘that,’ 

Aw.ava-, Mod. P. @; sing. ace, avam, 

gen. avahyd, comp. avahyarddiy ; 
plur. nom, acc, avaiy, gen. avaishdm; 
neutr. sg. acc. ava(h), (Aw. avat), 
avaparad ‘ by, past that,’ (‘ he went 

past that’), 
© kar, verb ‘make’ (Aw. rt. kar, 

Mod.P.kardan), pres. conj. kunavahy, 
‘whatever thou mayest do’ (Aw. 
kerenavaht); imperat. kunautuy (Skr. 
krnétu) ‘he shall do’; imperf. act. 
akunavam ‘I made,’ akunaush * he 

made’ (with sk from the sigmatic 
aorist), akunava(n) ‘they made’ 
(Aw. kerendun), middle akunavata 
avam mathishtam ‘they made him 

chief,’ akunavaya(n)td (causative), 
‘they did’; aorist act.. akumd ‘we 
made,’ middle akutd (h)uvdi-pashi- 
yam ‘he made self-government’ : 
( Skr. dkria); part. pret. krta- 
‘made, done’ (Aw. kereta), neutr. sg. 
-am ; inf. cartanaiy (with ¢ instead’ 
of k, as Aw. cahyd ‘whose?’ near 
kahy@); perf. optat. cakhriya(h); 
kasheiy hya(h) avam khshatram 

ditam cakhriya(h) ‘somebody who 
would have made him deprived of the. 
kingdom’; with d@, imperat. pass. 
dkariya(n)tim uzmaydpatiy ‘they 
shall be. empaled’ (Skr. kriyantd@m); 
with party * guard’ (Skr, ‘ adorn, 
prepare’), pres, conj. (1st class) par¢- 
karahy or partkarah(i)dish ‘ thou 
mayest guard them,’ parikard the 
same (cp. Aw. baréhi and paydo). 

. 
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8, ‘Tatiy Darayav(h)us KSayatiya(h): A(n)tar’ ima dahyava(h) 
martiya(h)* hya(h) daustéi® aha(h) avam (h)ubrtam abaram, hya(h) 
araika(h)* dha(h)avam (h)ufrastam® aprsam. Vasnd A(h)uramazdaha(h) 
ima dahydva(h) tyana mani dati® apariyiya(n); yafisim’ hacima(h) 
atahy, avata® akunavaya(n)ta. 

9. Tatiy Darayava(h)us KSayatiya(h) : A(h)uramazda mana kéatram 
frabara(h), A(h)uramzdémaiy upastim’ abara(h), yaté*® ima(h) Kéatram 
adary.** Vasni A(h)uramazdaha(h) ima(h) Kéatram darayamiy. 

* a(n)tar prepos. with accus. | * yathd, Aw. yatha (1) adverb 
‘within,’ Aw. andare, Mod. P.andar; | ‘as,’ yathd—avathd ‘as—so, (2) 

a(n)tar ima dahydva(h) ‘within these conj. (a) ‘ when’ with indic. preter. ; 
countries,’ a(n)tar diddm ‘ within the (b) ‘beeause, yathd naiy araita(h) 

fortress,” a(n)tar im@ hamarand | dham ‘vecause I was not hostile.’ 
* within these battles.’ ) S avathd adverb ‘thus’; Aw. 

* martiya-, sb. m. ‘ man,’ Mod. P. qyatha. 
mard ; sg. nom. -a(h), acc. -am, plur, upasié, sb. f. sg. acc. -dm 

nom. acc, -d, instr. -aibish. pee mee ; Aw. upastd. 

* daushtar, sb. m, ‘friend,’ Mod. 5 ind pare iO 319 
P, déstdr; “6+ nom.-€ ; A(h) add | « when I killed.’ yatd adam Babirauv 
tuvdm d. biyé(h) § A, may be friend : f 

“gia i ; dham ‘while I was in Babylon. 
to thee,’ avaiy m@ d. (sc. biyd) ‘to ey ae ee 
ng, Son a Ca re (2) ‘until’ with indice. preter., ydtd 
pil i ? ima(h) Kkhshatram addry ‘until this 

¢ araika-y adj.,.ag: nom..m.-a(h) kingdom was held,’ ydtd adam arasam 
<3 I+) 86: yaa ‘until I arrived,’ ydtd avdstdyam 

‘hostile ;°> Aw. araéka (epithet of ‘until I put in its place.’ citd—ydtd 
the ant, not clear), Mod.P. régh ‘hate,’ ‘as long—until.’ 

ee ty d¢ Also arika may be read " dar verb ‘hold,’ Aw. rt. dar, 

Be es Aus Mod. P. déram, déshtan ; (1) ‘held, 

Ps pe me vy gi Be Mot. P. possess,’ ima(h) khshatram ddraydmiy 
ae pi Be ee punish,’ | <7 hold this kingdom,’ kdra(h) Tig- 
mes Sees oe ( dup 2 anes ram adéraya(h) ‘the army held the 
I —— him ee ee) pres. | Tigris,’ avadd addraya(h) * there he 
pei rie mayest punish, avaiy | held,’ (éc., he held that city as the 
‘ oe ty pred th seca a them with | king's officer); aor. pass. basta(h) 
‘capital punishment.” "| addriy * he was held bound,’ yétd 

with patiy * read (an inscription), ima(k) khshatram adéry * until this 

oe ee 96 ten . pate 2% kingdom was held (/.¢,, oecupied).’ 
read,’ patipredtiy *he may read.’ (2) ‘stand ground, adakaiy naty 

* déta-, sb. n, ‘law,’ Aw. ddta, | adéraya(/) ‘at that time be did not 
Mod. P. ddd; plur. nom.-@. stand his ground,’ 
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10, Tatiy Darayava(h)us Kéiyatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(h) mand krtam, 
pasiva(h) yataé Ksdyatiya(h) abavam.’* 
putra(h), amiKam taumayi, hauv paruvam ida° Ksiyatiya(h) aha(b); 
avahya Ka(n)bujiyahya brata® Bardiya(h)’ nama(n) dha(h), hamata® 
hamapita® Ka(n)bujiyabya, pasiva(h) Ka(n)bujiya(h) avam Bardiyam 
avija(n).*° Yati Ka(n)bujiya(h) Bardiyam avaja(n), karahya™ naiy azda™ 
abava(h) tya(h) Bardiya(h) avajata(h). Pasaiva(h) Ka(n)bujiya(h) Mudra- 

yam** asiyava(h).** Yata 

Ka(n)bujiya(h)* naéma(n)® Karans* 

Ka(n)bujiya(h) Mudrayam  asiyava(h), 

‘ bi verb ‘be, become,’ Aw. rt. 
bi, Mod. P. bidan ; impert. abavam 

khshdyathiya(h) ‘1 became king,’ 
abava(h) ‘he was, became,’ abava(n) 

‘they were, became’; pres. optat. 
biyd(h) ‘may he be.’ 

* Ka(n)bujiya-, m., sg. nom, 

~a(h), ace. -am, abl. -&h), gen. 
-ahyd, * Cambyses,’ 

* néman-, sb. n., ‘name,’ Aw. 

naman, Mod. P. ndm. The two forms 

we meet with are nd@dma and ndmdé, 

which oceur only after proper names 
in the meaning ‘N. N, by name,’ 
nama with masc. and neutr., ndmd 

with feminines. Nama probably is the 
ace. ndma(n). Ndmd with feminines 
may be an old Persian new formation 
on the model of the frequently 
occurring @- stems, 

* Kiiru-, m, gen. sg. -aush 

‘Cyrus.’ The length of the first ~ 

is proved by the Greek Kyros. 

° idd adverb ‘here’; Aw. idha. 

° Brdtar, sb. wm. ‘ brother’; sg. 

nom, @; Aw, brdtar, Mod. P. birddar. 

" Bardiya- (perhaps Brdiya-), 
m., sg. nom, -a(h), ace, -am ‘ Smer- 

dis’; cp. Aw. barezah ‘height,’ 

Mod. P, ddid. 
* hamdtar-, adj. sg. nom. -d 

‘having the same mother’ (instead 
of hamamétd). 

: ° hamapitar-, adj., sg. nom, -@ 

‘having the same father’ (Aw. hama 

‘the same’), 

© jan verb. ‘ smite, put to flight,’ 
Aw. jan, Mod. P. zanam, zadan. — 

Pres, imperat, jadiy ‘smite’ (Aw. 
jaidht), phar. jatd ‘smite’; impert. 
ajanam * I smote’; aja(n) ‘he smote’; 

with ava ‘kill’ (also Aw. and Pahlv.) 
impef. avdjanam ‘1 killed,’ avdja(n) 
‘he killed,’ avdjana(n) ‘they killed’ ; 
part, pret, ava-jata- : tyah Bardiya(h) 
avajata(h) ‘that B. (was) killed.’ 

11 Rdra-, sb. m., nom. sg. -a(h), 

acc. -am, instr, -d@, gen, -ahyd, 
1 ‘ army,’ 2 ‘people,’ comp. Mod. P. 

kari ‘ warrior,’ kdr-zdr * battle, field 

of battle.’ 
naiy adverb ‘not’; Aw. ndztt, 

Mod. Pers. nah or nai. 

*® azdé-, sb. f., sg. nom, -d * know- 
ledge,’ kdrahyd naiy azdd abava(h), 
‘the army had no knowledge’ ; Aw. 
azdé, Pahlyv. azd. 

18 Mudrdéya-, w., sg. nom. -a(h), 
ace, -am, ‘Egypt’ (Hebr. Micrayim), 

1* shiyu-, verb ‘go,’ set out, Aw. 

rt. shu, shavaité ‘go,’ Mod.P. shudan, 

shavam ‘ go, be’; impert. ashiyavam 

‘I went, marched,’ ashiyava(h) ‘he 
went, marched,’ ashiyava(n) ‘ they 
went, marched,’ 
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pasiva(h) kfra(h) araika(h) abava(h), pasiva(h) dranga(h)* dahyauva vasiy* 

abava(h), uta Parsaiy uti Madaiy uta aniyaé(h)uva® dahyusuva. 

11. Tatiy Darayava(h)us &éAyatiya(h): Pasiva(h) I martiya(h) Magus* 
iha(h) Gaumita(h)® nima(n). Hauv udapatata® haci Paisiya(h)uvadiya,’ 

Arakadris* nima(n) kaufa(h)’ hacd avadaésa(h),*° ViyaKnahya*' méahya 

XIV raucabis fakati” dha(h) yadiy** udapatatéa. Hauv karahya avati 

* drauga-, sb. m,, ‘lie, Aw. 

draogha, Mod. P. durégh ; sg. nom. 
-a(h), abl. -d(h). 

* vasiy adverb ‘ much,’ originally 
* according to wish,’ Mod, P. das. 

_ * aniya- pron. ‘another’ (not 
“enemy’), Aw. anya; aniya— aniya 
‘the one — the other.’ Sing. nom. 
-a(h), acc.-am, gen. -ahyd, neutr. 

aniyash-ciy; plur, nom, acc. m, f. 
-d, loc, f, -&(h) urd. 

* Magu-,sb. m, ‘the Magian’ ; 
sg. nom, -ush, ace. -wm; Mod. P. 

* Mugh, Mébad’ (Pahly. Magépat). 

* Gaumata-,m., sg. nom, -a(h), 
ace, -am; name of the false Smerdis 

(‘cowsexpert’), 
° pat, verb‘to fall, Aw. pat, 

Mod, P. u-/t-ddan; middle with ud 
‘revolt,’ imperf. wud-apatatd ‘he 
revolted ;” wd verbal prefix ‘ out’ 
(Skr. ud) with pat. 

” Paishiyd(h)juvddé-, {., sg. ace. 
-dm, gen. -iyd ; name of a city or 
region, 

* Arkadri-, sg. nom, -ish; name 

of a mountain, 

* kaufa-, sb. m., sg, nom, -a(/) 
‘mountain’; Aw. kaofa, Mod.P. kéh. 

** avadé, adverb (Aw. avadha) 
‘there’ (never ‘ thither’) ; before 

a following enclitic pronoun the 
Gis shortened, e.g. avadashim, ava- 

dashish, hacd avadasha(h) *‘ from 
there * (see sha-). 

** Viyakhna-, m., sg. gen, -ahya. 

Name of a Persian month, (according 

to Justi ‘ without ice, Mod.P. yakh). 

* thakaté, «a much discussed 

word. It occurs always in the fol- 

lowing construction: Name of a 
month in genitive, e.g., Viyakhnahya 

mahyd « (a numeral) raucabish 
thakaté @ha(h) yadiy or avathé, ete, 
The meaning evidently is ‘ it was on 
such and such a day of such a month, 

when’; but the construction is less 

clear. Literally we may translate 
‘ with x days of the month y, in the 
course (of time or the month) it was, 
when. Then thakatd would be the 

loc, sg. of a subst. f, thakati- ‘ the 
course’ (*ep, Aw, rt, sac * to pass’), 
and raucabish the instrumental of 

duration of time. If the first day of a 

month is meant, we find in the text 

ranea(h) ‘one day was in the course,” 

 vadiy conj., Aw. yézi ; (1) fit” 
always with a following conjunctive ; 
(2) ‘when,’ dha(h) yadiy udapatatd 

‘it was when he rose up. 
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adurnjiya(h): adam Bardiya(h) amiy hya(h) Karaus putra(h), Ka(n)buji- 
yahya brata. Pasiiva(h) kara(h) harnva(h)’ hamitriya(h)* abava(h), haci 

Ka(n)bujiya(h) abiy* avam asiyava(n), uta Parsa(h) uté Mada(h) uta aniya 
dahyfva(h), KSatram hauv agrbayata.® Garmapadahya® mahya IX rancabis 

takata abagh) avata Ksatram agrbayata. 

mrésiyus’ amriyata®. 

Pasiva(h) Ka(n)bujiya(h) (h)uva- 

12. Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksdyatiya(h): Aita(h)® Ksatram tya Gan- 

mita(h) hya Magné adinai*® Ka(n)bujiyam, aita(h) ksatram haca pruviyata(h) 

1 duruj verb ‘lie, tella lie,’ Aw. 

druj, Pahly. drujitan ; imperf. adu- 

rujiya(h) avathé kdrahyd or kdram. 
‘he belied the people thus,’ aduru- 

jiyasha(n) kdram ‘they belied the 
people’ ; part. pret. durukhta- ¢ not 
true, false,” neutr. hashiyam nay 
durukhtam ‘ true, not false,’ with 

rt. man ‘ to regard as a lie.’ 

2 haruva- adj., ‘ whole, entire,’ 

kdra(h) haruva(h) ‘the whole army,’ 

Aw. haurva, Mod. P. har. 

3 hamitriya-, adj. ‘rebellious,’ mase. 

sg. nom.-a(h),acc.-am,plur,nom.instr. 

-aibish, fem, plur. nom.acc.-d, ha‘away 
from’and mitra( Aw.mthra ‘contract’ ). 

* abiy, prepos. with accusative (Aw. 

aiwi, Mod.P. pref. af-rékhtan, etc.) ; 

1, ‘to, towards’ with rt. shiyu ‘go over 

to,’ rt. nt ‘lead to, rt. ish and fra 
‘send to’; 2, ‘ against’ with rt. shiyu 

‘march against,’ rt. 7sh and fra 
‘send against’; ashnaiy dham abiy 
(H)urjam ‘1 was on the march 

against or towards Susiana.’ 

° garb verb ‘seize, grasp,’ Aw. 

rt. gerew, Mod. P. giriftan. Imperf. 

indie, act. agrbayam ‘I seized (Baby- 

lon and that Nadintabaira),’ agrbd- 
ya(h) ‘he seized, agrbd@ya(n) ‘they 
seized’ ; middle agrbdyata * he seized. 

(for himself)’; pass. Fravartish 

agrbdyaté *Fravartish was_ seized.’ 

Cp. Aw. géurvdin, i.e,, *gerewdyen, 

Skr. grbhdydti ‘he seizes,’ 

* Garmapada-, m., gen, sg. -hyd. 
Name of a Persian month (‘having 
hot traces’). 

7 huvdmrshiyu-, adj., nom, sg. 
-ush, * committing suicide’ (Aw, hvd- 
merethy yu). 

S mar verb ‘ die,’ Aw. rt. mar, 

Mod, P. murdan ; imperf. (pass.) 

amriyaté ‘he died.’ @ nominal 

‘hither, unto, in’ (é@g., dyadana, 

dvahana) or verbal prefix (with rt, 
kar, rt. yas), also ava @, patiy a; Aw: 
d, (Mod. Persian dmadan, ete.) 

* aita(h), demonstr. pron. neutr* 
‘this, aita(h) khshatram ‘this 
kingdom’, Aw. aétat, 

*° di verb ‘to take away,’ Aw, rt, 

2i (2y@), Pahly. zinitan (a Median 

form oronly an Awestan transcrip- 

tion) ;imperf, act.adinam khshatram- 

shim ‘I took the kingdom from him,’ 

khshatram adind(h) ‘he seized the 
kingdom,’ adind(h) Ka(n)bujiyam utd 
Pdrsam uté@ Mddam ‘he took from 
Cambyses both Persia and Media,’ 
tyddish adind(h) ‘which he had taken 
away from them’ (cp. Aw. zndt conj. 

pres.) ;part. preter. dita-, avam khshat- 

ram ditam calkhriyd(h)* he would have 
made him deprived of the kingdom.’ 
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amikam taumiyi aha(h). Pasiva(h) Gaumiita(h) hya(h) Magus adini 

Ka(n)bujiyam, uti Pfirsam uti Madam uta aniyaé dahyava(h), hauv’ 

aiyasati® (h)uvaipasiyam® akuta, hauv Kédyatiya(h) abava(h). 

13, 'atiy Darayava(h)us ESiyatiya(h) : Naiy 4ha(h) martiya(h)* naiy 
Parsa(h) naiy Mida(h) naiy amikam taumaya kasciy,° hya(h) avam Gaumi- 

tam tyam Magom Kéatram ditam cakriyifh); kérasim haci darsam‘® 

atrsa(h) ;’ kiram vasiy avajaniyi(h) hya(h) paranam® Bardiyam adana(h).° 

Avahyaridiy kiram avajaniyi(h) matyamim”™ ksnisitiy* tya(h) adam naiy 

» hauv pron, pers, masc, and fem, 
‘that’ (Aw. Adu); fem. hauemaiy 
hashitiyé abava(h), ‘she (a land) be- 
came rebellious to me.’ 

* yas, verb (inchoative stem to 
rt, yam), Aw, the same with d ‘ seize 
upon,’ imperf, middle @yasaté: utd 
Pérsam utd Madam utd aniyd dah- 

yava(h) hauv dyasatd, ‘ he seized upon 
both Persia and Media as well as the 
other provinces ;” avam kdram ad, . 
‘he seized upon the army ’; kdram 
a .. ‘he seized upon the troops.’ 

* (h)uvdipashiya-, sb. n. ‘self- 
government’; ace, -am, akutd@* he 
practised self-government’ (7.2. s0- 
vereignty) ; ep. Aw. hvaépaithya. 

* martiya-, sb. m, ‘man,’ Mod. P, 
mard ; ag. nom. -a(h), ace, -am, plur. 

nom, acc, -@, instr.-aibish. 

* ka-, originally interrog. pron. 
‘who, what?’ (Aw. ka, Mod. P, 
kih) ; with e’y indef, pron, ‘ every, 
any.’ Kashety, (Aw, Gath, has-cit) 

hya(h) ‘any one who’ ; enclit. -kaiy 
in adakaiy (q. v.), likewise tueam ké 
hya(h) ‘thon who (wilt be king) ’— 
-kaiy and kd were originally cases, 

* darsham adv, ‘strong’y, very’ 

(atrsa(h) ‘he feared’ pati »aya(h)- 
uvd ‘protect thyself.’) 

7 tars, verb ‘ fear,’ Aw. rt. tars, 

Mod. P, tarsidan ; imperf. atrsa(h) 

‘he feared,’ airsa(n) ‘ they feared ” 
(cp. Aw. teresait?). 

S paranam, adverb ‘formerly’ ; 
ep. Skr, pur dnd ‘ former.’ 

® da, (rather rt. dan, Aw. san; 

Mod. P. dédnam) verb ‘know,’ 
imperf, act. addnd(h), (comp. Aw. 

Gath, sdnat@) ‘he knew’ (had 
known). 

*° mdtya(h) conj.‘ that not, least’; 
with conj. mdtyamim khshndsdtiy 
‘thathe might not know me,’ 
mdtya(h) maniydhy,  vikanthy 
maniyatiy, thadaydtiy. 

™ khehnis, verb ‘know’ (inchoative 

stem); conj, pres, mdtyamdm khshnd- 
sdtiy ‘ that (the people) might not 
know me,’ Mod. P, shindsam ‘I know,’ 
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Bardiya(h) amiy hya(h) Kiraus putra(h), Kasciy naiy adrsnaus* cisciy 
tastanaiy pariy® Gaumiitam, tyam Magum, yiti adam arasam.* Pasava(h, 
adam A(h)nramazdiim patiyivahaiy A(h)uramazddmaiy upastim abara(h). 
Bagayadais® mihya X raucabis takaté aha(h), avati adam hada* kamnaibis’ 
martiyaibis avam Gaumitam tyam Magum avajanam uta tyaisaiy fratama 
martiyé anusiyd dha(n)té. Sikaya(h)uvatié® nim& did&® Nisdya’ nama 
dahyfing Midaiy, avadasim** avéjanam, KSatraméim adam adinam. Vasna 
A(h)uramazdiha(h) adam ksiyatiya(h) abavam ; A(h)uramazdi ksatram 
mana fraibara(h). 

14. TAtiy Dirayava(h)ns KsAyatiya(h): Kéatram tya(h) hacd amaikam 
tanmiyii(h) parabrtam aha(h), ava(h) adam patipadam’? akunavam, adamsim 

2 darsh, verb ‘dare,’ Aw. rt. * kamna-, adj., ‘little, few’ (Aw. 

adrshnaush darsh; imperf. act. 

thastanavy ‘he dared to say,’ 

* ei- originally interrog. pron. 
‘who?’ Aw. ez ; neutr. acc. sg. c/sh- 

evy ‘anything ’; (Mod, P, c7z); enclit. 

neutr. -ciy : kash-ciy (Aw. Gatha, 

kas-eit) naty adrshnaush cish-ciy 

thastanaiy ‘any one did not dare 

to say anything,’ anéyash-ciy (Skr. 

anydceid) « something else,’ paruram- 

cy ‘ formerly also.’ See also c7td. 
* pariy prepos. with accusative 

‘against ’ (Skr. part) pariy Gaumd- 
tam ‘(any one did not dare to say 

anything) against G,’ 

* ras verb ‘arrive,’ Mod. P. 

rasidan ; imperf, arasam ‘I arrived’ 

(Mddam arasam ‘ I went to Media’) ; 
with para, ‘arrive,’ imperf. pard- 
rasam Médam ‘1 came to Media,’ 

pardrasa(h) Arminam ‘he came to 

Armenia,’ abiy Vishtdspam ‘to 

Vishtisp,’ 

° bdgayddi-, sg. gen. -aish; name 
ofa Persian month (‘the month of 

the worship of the gods’), 
° hadé prepos. ‘ with’ with instru- 

mental ; Aw, hadha, 

kamna, Mod. P. kam); instr. plur. 

-aibish ; adverb -am: kdra(h) kam- 

nam dha(h), ‘the army was small in 

number,’ 

° Stkaya(h)uvati-, {., sg, nom, 

-ish; name of a fortress in the 

district of Nisfya, 

° didd-, sb. f. ‘fortress,’ sg. nom. 

-@, ace, -dm ; not. identical to Mod. P. 
diz, dizh ‘fortress, which rather 

belongs to Aw, daéza in pairidaéza, 

10 Nisdya-, m. sg., nom, -a(h); 

name of a district in Media. 

+1 -shi- enclit, pronoun ‘he, it’ ; 
sg. acc. -shim in adam-shim (once 
neut. sc. khshatram), avadd-shim, 

ipishim (from dpish-shim), utd-shim, 

kdra-shim, khshatram-shim, pasdva- 

shim, haruva-shim ; pl. ace. -shish in 
avada-shish, 

* patipada-, adj. ‘ being in its 

place’; neutr. sg. ace. -am kshatram 

akunavam ‘T putthe kingdom (back? 

in its place,’ z.e,, ‘J restored it’; 

patipadam may also be an adverb 

patty and aceus. sg. padam from 
pad, ‘foot, ep. nipadiy). 
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“gitava* avistéyam,* yati paruvamciy avati adam akunavam. 
Ayadana® tyé Gaumita(h) hya(h) Magus viyaka(n)* adam niyatrirayam® 
karahya abiicarié® gaifamci,’ méaniyamed,*  vitaibisca,” — tyadis 
Gaumita(h) hya(h) Magus adina(h). Adam kiram gatva avastiyam 
Parsamci Midamec&é utd aniya dahyfva(h), yata paruvamciy avati 
adam tya(h) paribrtam patiyabaram, vasna A(b)uramazdaha(h) ima(h) adam 

akunavam. Adam hamataksaiy®® yata vitam™ tyém amikam gaitava avasta. 

* géthu-, sb, m., * place’; loc. sg. 
gathavé avdstdyam ‘1 put in ( its ) 
place 

® std verb ‘stay,’ Aw. st@, Mod.P. 
istddan (older éstdédan); impert. 
middle a(Ajishtataé avadd ‘there it 
(the army) stood’; with avd ‘put 
down’; imperf, avdst@yam gathavd ‘1 
put in its place’; with ny ‘com- 
mand, order,’ imperf. niyashtdyam 
(with sht instead of st) uzmaydpatiy 
dkariya(n)tdm ‘1 ordered that they 
shall be empaled.’ 

* dyadana-, sb. n., ‘place of wor- 
ship’ (not ‘ temple’), pl. ace.-d; 
from rt. yad, Aw. yaz ‘ worship’ and 
prefix d. 

* kan, verb ‘dig, Aw. rt. kan, 
Mod. Pers, kandan,—with ava: adam 
kdram ma... ka(h)uvd avdkanam ‘1 
dug down (i.e. I divided) my army 
in two parts (72); with niy: avataiy 
A(h)uramazdd nika(n)tuv ‘A, may 
destroy it to thee ;’ with v/y nominal 
or verbal prefix, ‘asunder’ (Aw. vi, 

Mod.P. gudhashtan, etc.); viyaka(n) 
‘he had destroyed’ (the places of 
worship), pres, conj. mdtya(h) vila- 
ndiy ‘thou mayest not destroy,’ 
yadiy vilandh(i)dish ‘if thou des- 
troyest them,’ 

® tréri-, verb — (reduplicated 
intensive form); with niy ‘restore,’ 
pret, niy-atrérayam ‘ Lrestored,’ comp, 

Aw. nierdraydo ‘ thou shalt restore,’ 

° abdcarish or abicarish, the 

reading being quite uncertain, There 
are plenty of interpretations (e.g. 

‘market-places, commerce’—Pahlv. 

vdcér does not allow a comparison 
with Mod.P. 6éz@r—*pasture-ground, 
resources, waterworks, liberty’), but 
none of them is convineing. 

” gatthd-, sb., f., sg. acc. -dm ‘ pos- 

session, fortune, estate’; Aw. gaethd. 

5 mdniya-, sb. n., sg. aec. ‘the 
house’ ; Mod. P. man ‘ house.’ 

” vitha-, pron, ‘all, every’ (also 
visa, a Median form in contrast to 
vispa); plur, instr, vithatbish-cd ‘and 
altogether’ (Bartholomae). 

© takhsh verb, Aw. rt. thwakhsh, 
‘be active,’ Mod. P. tubhshd ‘ en- 
ergetical’ ; 

with 4am ‘ endeavour, be active ” 

imperf, middle ham-atakhshaiy ‘1 
endeavoured,’ ham-atakhshaid mand 
vithiyad ‘he was active on the side 

of my family,’ ham-atakhsha(n)td 
‘they were active as my followers,’ 

™ vith, sb. f., ‘race, tribe, family’ 

(Aw. vis); sg, acc, -am tydm amd- 
Kkham ‘our family’, instr, vithd-patiy 
kdra(h) hya(h) dha(h) ‘the army 
that was at home (there)’, é¢., the 
army formed by the natives of the 

province, this being a principle of 
king Darius; loc, vithyd; hya(h) 
hamatakhshatd mand v. . , ‘ who was 

active on the side of my family,’ 
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yam, yaté paruvamciy avata adam hamataksaiy, vasnd A(h)uramazdaha(h) 

yata Gaumita(h) hya(h) Magus vitam tyam amaKam naiy parabara(h), 

15. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Ksayatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(b) adam akunavam, 

pasiva(h) yati ksayatiya(h) abavam. 

16. Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksayatiya(h): Yat adam Gaumitam ovat 
Magum avijanam. Pasfva(h) I  martiya(h) Atrina(h}* nama(n), 
Upadara(n)mahya’ putra(h), hauv udapatata (H)uvjaiy, karahyé avata 

ataha(h) : Adam (H)uvjaiy Ksayatiya(h) amiy. Pasaiva(h) (H)uvjiya 
hamitriya abava(n), abiy avam Atrinam asiyava(n); hauv kséyatiya(h) 

abava(h) (H)uvjaiy. Uti I martiya(h) Babiruviya(h),® Nadi(n)tabaira(h)* 

nama(n), Ainarahyi® putra(h), hauv udapataté Babirauv, kéiram 

avataé adurujiya(h) : Adam Nabukudracara(h)° amiy, hya(h) Nabunaitahya’ 

putra(h). Pasaiva(h) kira(h) hya(h) Babiruviya(h) haruva(h) abiy avam 

Nadi(n)tabairam asiyava(h), Babirus*® hamitriya(h) abava(h) ; Ksatram 

tya(h) Babirauv hanuv agrbayata. 

17. Tatiy Darayava(h)us , KSayatiya(h): Pasdiva(h) adam (karam) 
fraigayam® (H)uvjam. Hauv Atrina(h) basta(h)*® anayati’* abiy mim, 

adamsim avajanam. 

1 Atrina-, m, sg. nom, -a(h), ace, / ° Ldbiru-, sg. nom, -ush, ace, 

-am. Name of a Susian rebel; not- -um, gen, (abl.) -aush, loc. -auv; 
withstanding that the name is Per- ‘Babylon.’ 
sian, it is an abbreviation from Ata- 9 ish (Aw. the same), causative 

redada or the like with the suffix -ina. stem with fra ‘to send’; imperf. 

* Upadara(n)ma-, m, gen. sg. frdishayam ‘1 sent, frdishaya(h) 
-ahyd; name of a Susian (Ukpdtar- she want? 

ranma). 

® Bdbiruviya-, adj. (1) ‘ Babylo- vhs bakae “verb bind, if AaC as: 
nical’; (2) ‘the Babylonian’; nom. band, Mod. P. bandan) ; part. pret. 

sg. -a(h). basta-, nom. sg. -a(h), plur. -d. 

* Nadi(n)tabaira-, m, sg. nom. % ni, verb ‘conduct, lead,’ Aw. 
-a(hy; ace, -am, gen. -ahyd ‘ Nidin- rt. ni, Pahlv. nétan. Imperf. act. 

tubél’ (a Babylonian). anaya(h) ‘he led (him),’ pass. 
* Ainara-, m., gen. sg. -ahyd; anayatd ‘he was led’—perhaps it 

name of Nadintabaira’s father ; would be better to read dnaya(h) 
Babyl. ‘ Aniri.’ and dnayatd (with prefix @) ; 

° Nabukudracara-, m., sg. nom, ; : : 
-a(h) ‘Nebukadrezar’ (the Baby- with . patiy and,..2, ‘toy bring 
rosin’ Sing): forward,’ aniyahyd aspd patiy-dnayam 

7 Nabunaita-, m., sg. gen. -ahyd ‘to the other (part) I brought 

Nabuna’id’ (the last Babylonian forward horses,’ i.e. I gave them 
king). horses. 
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‘Patiy Darayava(h)us kéa yatiya(h) : Pasiva(h) adam Babirum 

annie abiy avam Nadi(n)tabairam, hya(h) Nabuk(u)dracara(h) 
agaubati.* Kira(h) hya(h) Nadi(n)tabirahyi ‘Tigrim  adiraya(h), 

avadi a(h)istata® uti abis® naviyé* Aha(h). Pasdva(h) adam Karam ma.. k- 

(h)uvé avakanam,® aniyam . . Sabirim akunavam aniyahyé asp patiyé- 

nayam., A(h)uramazdémaiy upastém abara(h), vasni A(h)uramazdaha(h) 
Tigrim viyatarayima.° Pasiva(h) avadi kiram tyam Nadi(n)tabairahya 

* gub verb, ‘speak,’ middle ‘ to 

call himself, to be called,’ Mod. P. 
guytan. Pres, indice, gaubataty 
(kdra(h) hya(h) mand naiy) ‘ the 
army which does not call itself 

mine,’ (kdram hya(h) Ddrayava(h)- 
aush khshdyathiyahyd) ‘the army 
which calls itself of Darius the 
king’; conj. gaubdtaiy (only once, 
perhaps erroneously instead of the 
indicative) ; imperf. sg. agaubata 
(hya(h) Nabukudracara(h) ) ‘who 

called himself N.,’ (hya(h) Mddaiy 
Ichsh@yathiya(h) ‘who called himself 
king in Media,’ (hya(h) Bardiya(h) 
* who called himself B.,’ imperf. pl. 
agauba(n)td Fravartaish * they 
called themselves of Fravartish (7.<. 
his followers). 

* std verb ‘stay,’ Aw. std, Mod.P. 

istddan (older éstddan); imp., 
middle a(h)ishtatd avadd ‘there 
it (the army) stood’; with ava ‘put 
down’; imperf. avdstdyam githavd 
‘I put in its place’; 

with ay ‘command, order, 

imperf, niyashtdyam (with sht in- 
stead of #/) uzmaydpatiy dkariya(n)- 
tim ‘I ordered: they shall be 
empaled.’ 

* abish, adverb ‘thereby’; as 

patish from patiy. 

* ndviyd-, sb. f, * squadron (of 
ships)’; sg. nom. -@ utd abish dha(h) 
‘and thereby was a squadron’; Aw. 

cp. navdza ‘navigator,’ Mod, P. née. 
‘boat,’ ndkhudd * shipmaster,’ 

* kan verb ‘ to dig,’ Aw, rt. kan, 
Mod, P. kandan ; 

with ava: adam kdram ma... 
kd(h)jued avdkanam ‘1 dug down 
(é.e. I divided) my army in two 

parts’ (?) ; 
with niy: avataiy yy ees 

nika(n) tuv: ‘May A(h)uramazda 
destroy it to thee’; 

with viy: viyaka(n) he had de- 
stroyed * (the places of worship), 
pres. conj, mdtya(h) vikandhy ‘thou 
mayest not destroy,” yadiy 
vikandh(ijdish ‘if thou destroyest 
them.’ 

® tar verb, Aw, rt. tar ‘cross ;’ 

with jra ‘conduct, lead’ (Skr. 

tr. tar+pra), part. pret, fratria(h) 

[dhath)] hacd yaddyd(h) * the army 
was led astray from reverence,’ 

i.e. *it broke its oath of allegi- 
ance’; 

with viy ‘cross’ (a river), viy- 
ataraydma Tigrém ‘we crossed 
the Tigris’; Mod. P. gudashtan, 
guzaram. 
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adam ajanam vasiy. Atriyadiyahya? maihyé XXVI_ raucabis takaté 
iha(h), avaté hamaranam akuma. 

19, TAtiy Darayava(h)us Ksayatiya(h) : Pasiva(h) adam Babirum aéi- 

yavam. Abiy Bibirum yati naiy upayam, Zazina(h)’ nima(n) vardanam® 

anuv*Hufratanya,° avadé hauy Nadi(n)tabaira(h), hya(h) Nabuk(u)dracara(h) 

agaubata, ais hadi kara patis® mim hamaranam cartanaiy. Pasiva(h) hamara- 

nam akuma, A(h)uramazdamaiy upastim abara(h), vasni A(h)uramazdaha(b ) 

kiram tyam Nadi(m)tabairahya adam ajanam vasiy. Aniya(h) dpiya’ 

ahyati® &pisim parabara(h). Animakahya® mihyé II raucabié takata 

iha(h), avata hamaranam akuma. 

1 Atriyddiya,-m.,, gen. sg. -ahyd ; 
name of a Persian month (‘the 

month of the worship of the fire’). 

* Zazina-, m, sg. nom, -a(h); 

name of a city near Babylon. 

® Vardana-, sb. 0., sing. nom, 

-am ‘city’ (not Mod. P. éarzan). 
[ Pers. sa12], 

ss locative anuv . prepos, with 

‘along, by’; Aw. anu. 

° Hufrdtu-, Old Persian form of 
the river Frat (Euphrates) ; loc. sg. 

-auvd (anuv) ‘along the Euphrates.’ 

° patish prepos, with accusative 
‘against’ ; Mod.P-+ pesh. ‘before, in 
front,’ is to be derived from Aw, 

paitisha * in front. 

| 

” dipi-, sb. f., ‘water’ (Aw. dp-, 
Mod. P. ab), sing. nom. Gpish in 
dpishim (from dpishshim), loc. dpiyd : 

aniya(h) dpiyd dhyatd dpishim 

pardbara(h), ‘the other (remaining 
part) was thrown into the water, the 

water bore it away.’ 

S ah rt. ‘throw’; 8rd. sing. pret, 

pass, dhyatd ‘he was thrown’ (Skr. 
asyatd). 

° andmaka-, m., gen. sg. -ahya; 
name of a Persian month (not ‘the 
nameless’ which would be the inter- 
calary month, but ‘the month of the 
nameless,’ /. e., of the Highest God— 
therefore perhaps dndémaka). 
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COLUMN II. 

1. iatiy Darayava(h)né Kéiyatiya(h): Pasiva(h) Nadi(n)tabaira(h) hada 
kamnaibis asabaribis' abiy Babirum asiyava(h). Pasiva(h) adam Babirum aéi- 
yavam: vasna A (h)nramazdaha(h) até Babirum agrbiyam, utaéavam Nadi(n)- - 
tabairam agrabayam. Pasfivath) avam Nadi(n)tabairam adam Babiranv 

avijanam. 

2. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Ksayatiya(h) : Yaté adam Babirauy aham ima 

dahyava(h) ty& hacima(h) hamitriyi abava(n): Parsa(h), (H)uvja(h) 

Miida(h)’, Atura, Mudraya(h), Partava(h),? Margné, Tatagus, Saka(h). 
3. Tatiy Dérayaya(hjus KSdyatiya(h):: I martiya(h) Martiya(h) 

nama(n), Ci(n)jcikrais* putra(h), Kuganak&® nama(n) vardanam Parsaiy, 

avada adiraya(h), hany udapatat’ (H)avjaiy, kirahyé avata afaha(h): Adam 

TImanis® amiy (H)uvjaiy KSayatiya(h). 

4. Tatiy Darayava(h)ud Kédyatiya(h) : Adakaiy’ adam agnaiy® ham 
abiy (H)uyjam. Pasfva(h) hacima(h) atrsa(n) (H)uvjiya avam Martiyam 
agrbiiya(n), hyasim matista(h)’ Aha(h), utésim avajana(n), 

5. Tatiy Darayava(h)ué Kéiyatiya(h): I martiya(h) Fravartid nama(n) 
Mada(h), hauv udapatati Madaiy, kfrahy& avata ataha(h): Adam 
Kéatrita(h)*® amiy (H)uvakstrahya** taumay&. Pasiva(h) kéra(h) Mada(h) 
hya(h) v(i)tipatiy aha(h), hacima‘h) hamitriya(h) abava(h) abiy avam 
Fravartim agiyaya(h) ; hauv kSdyatiya(h) abava(h) Madaiy. 

» asabari-, sb. m, plur. instr. * adakaiy adverb ‘then, at that 
-ibish, ‘horseman’; Pahly, asbdr; time;’ Aw. adha and katy (see ka- 
i.e., asvdr, Mod. P. savdr. above). 

S az verb ‘march’ Aw, rt. az 
‘ drive, go’); ashnazy infinitive lo- 

cative ‘ on the march,’ 
° mathista-, adj. ‘ greatest, leader,’ 

Aw. masydo ‘greater,’ Mod.P. mahts¢ 
‘worthy’; sg. som, -a(h), ace, -am. 

© Khshathrita-, m., nom. sg. 

-a(h). Name of a Median king; 
abbreviation from Xhshatraddra, or 

the like, with the suffix -ita, 

* (A)uvakhshatra-, m., 8. 

® Parthava-, w., sg. nom. -a(h) 
* Parthia’; Mod. P, pahlav ‘hero,’ 
(originally ‘ Parthian’), 

* Martya-, nom, sg. -a(h); name 
of a Susian rebel. 

* Ci(njotkhri-, mm, gen. sg. 

-dish; father of the rebel Martiya (the 
Babylonian text has Sinsakhrish), 

* Kuganakd-, {., nom. sg. -d, 

Name of a city in Persia, 

° Tmani-, m,, nom. sg. -ish; name 

of a Susian rebel (the Susian form 
of the name is Ummanish), 

gen, -ahy@ ‘Cyaxares’; the tr 
(instead of t¥) belongs to another 
dialect than kAshatra, ete, 
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6. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Ksiyatiya(h) : Kara(h) Parsa(h) até Mada(h), 

hya(h) upa* mam abha(h), hauv kamnam aha(h). Pas&ya(h) adam kiram 

fraisayam. Vidarna(h) nima(n) Parsa(h) mand ba(n)daka(h), avamsim 

matistam akunavam, avatisam ataham : Paraité, avam kéram tyam Midam 

jata, hya(h) mana naiy gaubataiy. Pasava(h) hauv Vidarna(h) hada kara 

aSiyava(h). Yata Madam pardarasa(h),? Marus*® nama(n) vardanam Midaiy, 

avadé hamaranam akunaus hadi Midaibis. Hya(h) MAdaiguva matista(h) 

tha(h), hauv adakaiy naiy adéraya(h). A(hjurmazdamaiy upastim abara(h), 

vasna A(h)uramazdiha‘h) karath) hya(h) Vidarnabya* avam karam tyam 

hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Animakahya mahyaé XXVII raucibis takata Aha(h), 

avatasim hamaranam krtam. Pasiva(h) hauv kara(h) hya(h) mand-Ka(n)- 

_pada(h)° nama dahyius Midaiy-avadi mam cita® amanaya(h),’ yitéi adam 
arasam Madam. 

7. ‘'atiy Darayava(h)us KSdyatiya(h) : Pasava(h) Dadarsis® nima(n) 
Arminiya(h) mana ba(n)daka(h), avam adam fraigayam Arminam, ayatiéaiy 

ataham : Paraidiy, kara(h) hya(h) hamitriya(h) mani naiy gaubataiy avam 

jadiy. Pasiva(h) Didarsis asiyava(h) ; yata Arminam pararasa(h) pasiva(h) 

hamitriyé hagmata, paraitaé patis Daidarsim hamaranam cartanaiy. Zuza(h) 
nima(n) Avahanam® Armaniyaiy, avadi hamaranam akunava(n). 

upd 1, prepos. with accusative ° Ka(n)pada-, m,, sg. nom.,-a(h); 

‘on with,’ upd mdm ‘with me’; 2, a district in Media (Kermanshahan) 

nominal prefix in upastd; Aw. upa, ® citd@ conj., citd—ydtd ‘as 

Mod. P. prefix da- in bdyad ‘it is long—until’: avad@ mdm améan- 
necessary” from Old P. updyatiy. aya(h) ydtéd adam arasam ‘ there he 

7 yas verb ‘arrive, Mod.P. rasi- awaited me until I arrived.’ 
dan ; imperf, Resnee I meee 7 man verb ‘expect,’ Aw, 

(Madam arasam ‘1 went to Media’); rt. man Mod. P. médndan ; imperf, 
with para, ‘ arrive, imperf. pard- 

rasam Madam ‘I came to Media,’ 
pardrasa{h} Arminam ‘he came to 
Armenia, abiy Vishtdspam ‘to Vish- 
tasp.’ 

® Maru-, sg. nom. -ush; a city in 

Media (there is a Marg between 
Kermanshahin and Holwan). 

* Vidarna-, m., sg. nom, -a(h), 

gen. -ahyd, name of one of the seven 

conspirators against the false Smerdis 
(‘ preserver’). 

Bei ig oe xiv, 

amdnaya(h) mdm citd ‘he expected 
me until [ arrived.’ 

* Dddarshi-, m., sg. nom. -ish, 

ace. -m ; name of an Armenian and of 

a Persian commander of King Darius, 
Perhaps Dddrshi, cp. Skr. dddhrshi 
‘courageous, bold.’ 

® dvahana-, sb. n., sg. nom. -am 
‘ place, village’; Armen, van ‘ market- 

town, borough’ (?), Skr, rt. vas 

‘dwell ’ and prefix @. 

es 
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A(h)urmazdimaiy upastim abara(h), vasni A(h)uramazdaha(h) kéra(h) 
hya(h) mana avam kiram tyam hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Turayabarabya’ 
mahya VIII raucabié takaté Aha(h), avatisim hamaranam krtam. 

8. ‘Titiy Dirayava(h)ué kiyatiya(h): Patiy duvitiyam hamitriya hag- 
mata paraita patié Dadarsim hamaranam cartanaiy. Tigra(h)* nama dida® 
Armaniyaiy, avadi hamaranam akunava(n), A(h)uramazdimaiy upastém 
abara(h), vasna A(h)uramazdaiha{h) kéra(h) hya(h) mana avam karam tyam 
hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Tuoravaharahya mahyi XVIII rancabis takata 
hah), ava‘isim hamaranam kriam. 

9 Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksAyatiya(h): Patiy tritivam hamitriy’ hagma- 
ti paraitA pati Diidarsim hamaranam cartanaiy. Uhyéma(h) nim dida 
Armaniyaiy, avadé hamaranam akunava(n). A(h)uramazdamaiy upastam 
abara(h), vasai A(h)uramazdaha(h) kéra(h) hya mand avam karam tyam 
hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Paigracais* mahya IX raucabi§ takatd aha(h), 
avafasam hamaranam krtam. Pasiva(h) Dfdarsid citad mim aminaya(h) 
a... yiti adam arasam Madam, 

10. Tatiy Darayava(h)us KSiyatiya(h): Pasiva(h) Va(h)umisa(h) 
nama(n) Parsa(h) mand ba(n)daka(h), avam adam friisayam Arminam, 
avatisaiy afaham: Paraidiy, kira(h) hya(h) hamitriya(h), mand naiy gau- 
bataiy, avam jadiy. Pasiva(h) Va(h)umisa(h) asiyava(h). Yata Arminam 
parfirasa(h), pasiva(h) hamitriyaé hagmata paraita patis Va(h)umisam hama- 
ranam cartanaiy, Yzitus nim& dahyiué Afurfyaé, avadi hamaranum 

akunava(n). A(h)jurmazdémaiy upastim abara(h), vasndé A(h)aramazdaha(h) 
kara(h) hya(h) mani avam kiram tyam hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Andma- 
kahya mihyi XV rancabis takaté Aha(h), avatisim hamaranam krtam. 

11. Tatiy Dirayava(h)né ksiyatiya(h): Patiy duvitiyam hamitriya 
hagmata paraitd patis Va(h)umisam hamaranam cartanaiy. Autiyfra(h)* 
nima dahyiné Arminaiy, avadié hamaranam akunava(n). A(h)uramazdémaiy 
upastim abara(h), vasni A(h)uramazdiha(h) kféra(h) hya(h) mana ayam 

karam tyam hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy, Tfravaharahya mahya . . iyamanam 
patiy, avatisim hamaranam krtam, Pasdva(h) Va(h)umisa(h) cité mim 
aminaya(h) Arminaiy, yata adam arasam Madam, 

* Thiravahara-, sb, m., gen. sg. | P. diz, dish ‘fortress,’ which rather 

-ahya ; name of a Persian month belongs to Aw. daéza in pairidaéza, 
(‘the month of the sublime spring’ ; | * Thiigraci-, gen, sg. -aish, Name 

Aw, séra and Mod. P, bahdr), of a Persian month (according to 
| Justi ‘the month of the garlic-ga- 

_ therers’: thigra, Mod. P. sir and ci- 
‘ gatherer’ Mod.P. cidan), 

® didd-, sb. f. ‘fortress,’ sg. nom. * Autiydra-,m,, nom, sg. -a(h) ; 
-d, ace, -dim ; not identical with Med. | ‘name of a district in Armenia,’ 

* Tigra-, m., sg. nom, -a(h); 
name of a fortress in Armenia, 
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12. Tatiy Darayava(h)as kéayatiya(h) : Pasiva(h) adam niyAyam hac 

Babiraus asiyavam Madam. Yata Madam pardrasam Ku(n)durus' nima(n) 

vardanam Madaiy, avada hauv Fravartis, hya(h) Madaiy Ksiyatiya(h) agan- 

bata, ai§ hada kira pati§ mim hamaranam cartanaiy. Pasiva(h) hamaranam 
akumi. A(h)urmazdimaiy upastim abara(h), vasnaé A(h)uramazdaha(h) 

kiram tyam Fravartais adam ajanam vasiy. Adukanais? mahyé XXVI 

raucabis takatai Aha(h), avaté hamaranam akumi, 

13. Tatiy Darayava(h)us KSAyatiya(h): Pasfiva(h) hauv Fravartis, hada 

kamnaibis asabfribis, amuta(h)*® Raga* naimé dahyfns Médaiy avada asiya- 

va(h). Pasiva(h) adam karam fraisayam tyaipatiy, Fravartis agrbiyata, 

anayataé abiy mim. Adamsaiy uti ndiham® uté gausa® utd (h)izuvam fraja- 

nam utisaiy casma avajam. Duvarayimaiy’ basta(h) adiriy haruvasim‘® 

kira(h) avaina(h).° Pasfiva(h) adam Hagmatinaiy”® uzmayipatiy** 

* Ku(n)duru-, nom, sg. -ush, Name 

of a city in Media, probably the 
modern Kundur near Qazwin. 

2 Adukani- gen. sg. -aish; name of 
a Persian month (according to Justi 

‘the month of canal-digging,’ Aw. 

compare ddhu -frddhana ‘ furthering 

the canals’). 

S amutha(h), adverb ‘thence’; 
Skr. amitah. 

* Raga-, f. sg. nom. -d, gen, abl. 

-dya; old name of the district of Rai. 

° nah-, sb. m. ‘nose,’ sg. ace. -am ; 

Aw, n@onhd. 

* gausha-, sb, m,, dual ace. -A, 

‘ears’; Aw. gaosha, Mod, P. gésh. 

7 duvar-, sb. m. ‘door, court’ 
Aw. dvar, Mod.P. dar ‘door’; sg. loc. 

-ayd-maiy ‘at my court.’ 

S haruva-, adj, ‘whole, entire,’ 
kdra(h) harwva(h) ‘ the whole army’; 

Aw. haurva, Mod. P. har. 

® vain verb ‘see,’ Aw. rt, vaén, 

Mod. P. bin-am; pres. conj. vaindhy 
‘thou mayest see,’ imperf. avaina(h) 
haruvashim kdra(h) ‘the whole 
people saw him.’ 

© Hagmatdna-, ~ Joe, sg. -aly, 
‘Ecbatana,’ Mod.P. Hamaddn (‘the 

place of coming together.’) 

‘t uzam-, sb. f., lit. ‘athing protrud- 
ing from the earth’ (wd and zam 
‘earth’) dc. ‘a post, pale’; sg. loc. 
uzmaydpatty avam akunavam, ‘1 
made him on a pale,’ 7.2, ‘I empaled 
him,’ dkariya(n)tdm ‘they shall be 
empaled,? 

: 
‘ 
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akunavam, uta martiyd tyaisaiy fratama anugiy’* dha(n)ta, avaiy? Hagmata- 
_ naiy a(n)tar didim fraha(n)jam.* 

14, atiy Darayava(h)ué Kédyatiya(h): I martiya(h) Citra(n)takma(h)* 
niéma(n) Asagartiya(h),° hauvmaiy hamitriya(h) abava(h), karahya avata 
ataha(h) : Adam Ksiyatiya(b) amiy Asagartaiy (H)uvakstrahyé taumaya. 
Pasfiva(h) adam kiram Pirsam uti Madam friisayam. Takmaspada(h)° 
nima(n) Mada(h) mana ba(n)daka(h) avamsim matistam akunavam,avatisim 
ataham: Paraiti, kiram tyam hamitriyam hya(h) mand naiy gaubataiy avam 
jata. Pasiva(h) Takmaspida(h) hada karé asiyava(h), hamaranam akunaué 

hada Citra(n)takmaé, A(h)uramazdimaiy upastim abara(h), vasna A(h)ura- 
mazdaha(h) kéra(h) hya(h) mana avam kiiram tyam hamitriyam aja(n), uta 
Citra(n)takmam agrbiya(h), anaya(l) abiy mim. Pasfvasaiy adam uta 
niham uté gausa frajanam, utisaiy casma avajam. Duvarayidimaiy basta(h) 
adariy, haruvasim kfra(h) avaina(h). Pasivasim Arbairiyé uzmayipatiy 

15. Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksiyatiya(h):Ima(h)tya mana krtam Madaiy. 
16. Tatiy Darayava(h)ué KSdyatiya(h). Partava(h) uta Vrkana(h)’ 

hamitriyd abava(n) utd Fravartaié aganba(n)ti. Vistispa(h) mana pita 
haw Part'avaiy dha(h) karatim avdrada(h) hamitriya(h) abava(h). Vistas- 
pa(h) hadd kdrd hya(h) anusiya(h) pariya(h). Vispa(h)uzatis nima(n) varda- 
nam Part avaiy, avadé hamaranam akunava(n). <A(h)uramazdamaiy upastdm 

abara(h), vasnd A(h)uramazddha(h) Vistdspa(h) kdram tyam hamitriyam aja(n) 

vasiy, Viyaknahya mihyd XXII raucabis takata dha(h), avatésim hamara- 
nam krtam. 

* anushiya-, sb. m,, ‘follower’ ; 
plur. nom. -@. From anuv with the 
suffix -shiya (Aw. -thya, Sky. -tya). 

® ava-, demonstr. pron. ‘ that,’ 
Aw. ava, Mod.P. 4; sing. ace. avam, 

gen. avahyd, comp. avaliyarddiy ; 
plur. nom, ace. avaiy, gen. avaishdm ; 

neutr, sg. acc, ava(h), (Aw. avaf), 
avaparad ‘by, past that’ (‘ he went 
past that’), 

* ha(nyjy verb with fra, imperf, 
jrdha(n\jam = avaiy ~Hagmatdnaiy 
a(n tar diddm ‘Vhanged them up at 
Ecbatana in the fortress,’ Skr,. rt, 
safij ‘hang’; a(n)tar seems to be a 
false restoration, Foy therefore 
proposes para(h) ‘before, Aw. pard, 

Skr. puras ‘I hanged them up in 
Ecbatana before the fortress.’ 

* Citra(n)takhma-, m,, nom, sg. 

-a(h), ace, -am, instr. -@. Name of a 
Sagartian rebel (‘strong with regard 
to the offspring,’ ocftram being 
accusative neutr., ep. Greek Tritan- 
taikhmés); Mod, P.  céhr-taham 

(Aw, Cithrat and takhma). 

® Asagartiya-, sg, nom. -a(h), 
* Sagartian.’ 

° Takhmaspdda-, ™., nom, sg. 
-a(h); name of a commander of 
King Darius (‘ having a strong 
army’; Aw. spadha, Mod. P. sipdh). 

’ Vrkdna-, m., 3g. nom, -a(h), 

‘ Hyrcania’ ; Mod. P. Gurgdn. 
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COLUMN III. 

1. Tatiy Darayava(h)us kéiyatiya(h) : Pasiva(h) adam karam Pirsam 

fraisayam abiy Vistispam hac’ Ragaya. Yata hauv kara(h) pardrasa(h) abiy 
Vistaispam, pasiva(h) Vistaspa(h) dyasati* avam kiram asiyava(h). Pati- 
gribani* nima(n). vardanam Partavaiy, avadi hamaranam akunans hadi 
ee A(h)urmazdamaiy upastiim abara(h), vasnaé A(h)urmazdaha(h) 
Vistaspa(h) avam kivam tyam hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Garmapadahya 
miihya I rauca takaté Aha(h), avatasim hamaranam krtam. 

2. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Kéayatiya(h): Pasdiva(h) dahyaéus mand 
abava(h), ima(h) tya(h) mana krtam Partavaiy. 

3. Tatiy Darayava(h)us kéiyatiya(h):Margus* nama dahyaus ,hhauvmaiy 

hasitiyé* abava(h). I martiya(h) Frada(h)° naima(n) Miargava(h), avam 

matistam akunavati, Pasiva(h) adam fraisayam Dadarsis nima(n) Parsa(h) 
mana ba(n)daka(h), Baktriya° ksatrapava, abiy avam avatasaiy ataham: Parai- 
diy, avam karam jadiy hya(h) mandnaiy gaubataiy. Pas&va(h) Dadarégis hada 

kara asiyava(h), hamaranam akunaus hada Margayaibis. A(h)uramazdamaiy 

upastém abara(h), vasni A(h)uramazdiha kara(h) hya(h) mana avam karam 

tyamhamitriyam aja(m) vasiy. Atriyddiyahya’ mahy& XXIII raucabis 
takaté dha(h), avatisim hamaranam krtam. 

4, Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksiyatiya(h) : 
abava(h), ima(h) tya(h) mand krtam Baktriya. 

3. Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksayatiya(h) : I martiya(h) Vahyazdata(h)? 
nima(n), Tarava’ nima(n) vardanam Yatiya*® nama dahydus Parsaiy, avada 

Pasiva(h) dahydius mana 

 Ayasatd, imperf. middle, rt. yas ° Frdda-, m, nom, -a(h) 
(incohative stem to rt. yam), Aw.the | Name of a rebel in Malvina 
same; with d ‘seize upon’: utd | 
Pdrsam utd Mddam uté aniyé dahyd- 
va(h) hauv dyasatd ‘he seized both 
Persia and Media as well as other 
provinces,’ avam kdram dyasatd ‘he 

seized the army.’ 
* Patigrabana-, {., nom. sg. -d ; 

| ° Bakhtri-, f., sg. nom, -ish, loc. 
_ -tyé ‘ Bactria,’ Mod. P. Balkh. 

” Atriyddiya-, m., gen. sg, -ahya ; 
name of a Persian month (‘the month 
of the worship of the fire’), 

® Vahyazdata-, m, sg. nom, 
name of a city in Parthia. 

5 Margu-, sg. nom. -wsh, ace. -wm 
‘Margiana, Merw’; Aw, Mouru. 

* hashitiya-, adj., ‘rebellious,’ sg. 
nom, +4; ha ‘away from ’ and shit? 
Skr, khshiti ‘dwelling place,’ there- 
fore, originally, ‘ one who deserts from 
his dwelling place,’ 

-a(h), ace. -am, gen, -ahyd; name of 

a Persian rebel (‘given by the best,’ 
i.e, by Hormuzd), 

? Térava-, 

of acity in Persia, 

f., sg. nom, -é@ : name 

© Yutiyd-, f., nom. sg. -@ ; name 

of a district in Persia. 
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addraya(h). Hauy duvitiyam’ udapatata Pirsaiy, karahya avafa afaha(h) : 
adam Bardiya(h) amiy hya(h) Kiraus putra(h), Pasiva(h) kfra(h) Parsa(h) 
hya(h) vifapatiy hac& yaddya(h)* fratrta(h), Hauv hacima(h) hamitriya(h) 
abava(h) abiy avam Vahyazditam asiyava(h), hauv Ksdyatiya(h) abavah 
Pfrsaiy. 7 paly PP 2> 

6. Tatiy Darayava(h)us KSayatiya(h): Pasiva(h) adam karam Pirsam 
uta Midam fréisayam, hya(h) upé mam fha(h). Artavardiya(h)* nima(n) 
Parsa(h) mana ba(n)daka(h), avamsim mafistam akunavam, hya(h) aniya(h) 
kira(h) Pirsa(h) pasé mand asiyava(h) Madam, Pasdva(h) Artavardiya(h) hadd 
kéré asiyava(h) Pirsam, Yatai Pirsam pariarasa(h), Raki* nima(n) vardanam 
Pirsaiy, avadi hauv Vahyazdita(h) hya(h) Bardiya(h) agaubata, ais hada 
kara patié Artavardiyam hamaranam cartanaiy. Pasiva(h) hamaranam 
akunava(n). A(h)uramazdimaiy upastim abara(h), vasna A(h)urmazdiha(h) 
kira(h) hya(h) mana avam kiram tyam Vahyazditahya aja(n) vasiy. Tura- 
vaharahya mahya XII rancabis fakati aha(h), avatésim hamaranam krtam, 

_ %. ‘atiy Darayava(h)né Kiyatiya(h): Pasfiva(h) hauv Vahyazdata(h) 
hada kamnaibis asabaribis amufa(h) asiyava(h) Paisiya(h)uvidim, haca avada- 
éa(h) kféram fyasati hyaéparam® ais patis Artavrdiyam hamaranam cartanaiy. 
Prga(h)° nima(n) kaufa(h), avadé hamaranam akunava(n). A(h)uramazdi- 
maiy upastim abara(h), vaind A(h)uramazdaha(h) kara(h) hya(h) maniavam 
kéram tyam Vahyazditahya aja(n) vasiy. Garmapadahya mahya VI raucabid 
fakataé hah), avafisim hamaranam kriam, uti avam Vahyazdatam 
agrbiya(n), uta martiyd tyaigaiy fratam’ anusiyé Aha(n)t& agrbaya(n). 

8. Tatiy Dirayava(h)né Esfyatiya(h): Pasiva(h) adam avam Vahyaz- 
ditam uti martiyi tyaisaiy fratamaé anuSsiyi dha(n)taé, (H)nvidaicaya(h)’ 
nima(n) vardanam Parsaiy, avadasis uzmaydpatiy akunavam. 

* duvitiya-, numeral ‘ the second,’ 
duvitiyam or mostly patiy duvitiyam 
*a second time’; perhaps duvitiya, ep. 
Skr. drittya. 

* yada-, sb, f,, ‘reverence’; sg. 
ablat. kdra(h) hacd yaddya(h) fra- 
trta(h) dha(h) ‘the army was led 
astray from reverence’; from rt, 
yad, Aw, rt. yas ‘ adore * ; originally 

yada may have had the meaning 
‘worship,’ as Mod,P. namdz originally 
meant ‘ worship’ and then ‘ obedience,” 

* Artavardiya-, m,, 9g. nom,-a(h), 

ace, -am; name of a commander of 

King Darius (‘right working’; 
Aw. ashaverezya would be Old P, 
Artavrdiya), 

* Rakhd-, f., sg, nom. -@; name 

of a city near the border of Persia and 
Susiana (Ammian has Arakha). 

* hydpara-, ady., ace. hydparam, 

from hya, and apara, ‘after this,’ 

‘afterwards,’ ‘again,’ 

* Prga-m.,nom.sg, -a(h), Name of 
a mountain in Persia; ep, the name of 
the city Purg, Arab.Jorj in Laristin, 

1" Huvddaicaya-, m., sg. nom. 
-a(h) ; name of a city in Persia, 
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9, ‘Tatiy Darayava(h)us Kéiyatiya(h): Hauv Vahyazdata(h), hya(hy 
Bardiya(h) agaubaté, hauv kiram fraisaya(h) Hara(h)uvatim, Vivana(h)* 

nima(n) Pirsa(h) manfi ba(n)daka(h), Hara(h)uvatiyé Kéatrapiva, abiy 

avam, utisim [ martiyam mafistam akunaus, avatisim ataha(h): Paraita, 

Vivanam jati, uti avam kaéram hya(h) Dirayavahaus Ksiyatiyahya gaubataiy 

Pasiva(h) hauv kfra(h) asiyava(h) tyam Vahyazdata(h) fraisaya(h) abiy 

Vivinam hamaranam cartanaiy; Kipisakinis’ nima dida, avadé hamaranam 

akunava(n). A(h)uramazdimaiy upastim abara(h), vasné A(h)uramazdaha(h) 

kira(h),hya mand avam karam tyam hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Andimakahya 

mahya XIII rancabis takataé aha(h), avatésim hamaranam krtam, 

10. Tatiy Dirayava(h)us Esayatiya(h): Patiy hyAparam hamitriyé ha- 
gmata, paraita patig Vivanam hamaranamcartanaiy, Ga(n)dutava(h)* nama 
dahyius avadi hamaranam akunava(n). A(h)uramazdimaiy upastim 
abara(h), vasnaé A(h)nramazdaha(h) kara(h) hya(h) mani avam karam tyam 

hamitriyam aja(n) vasiy. Viyaknahya mahya VII raucabis takati Aha(h), 

avatésim hamaranam krtam. 

11, Tatiy Darayava(h)us ksaéyatiya(h): Pasava(h) hauv martiya(h), 

hya(h) avahy4 karahya matista(h) aha(h), tyam Vahyazdata(h) fraisaya(h) 

abiy Vivanam, hauv matista(h) hada kamnaibis asabaribisasiyava(h). Arsada* 

nima did& Hara(h)uvatiyé avapara® atiyéis. Pasiva(h) Vivana(h) hada 

kara nipadiy tyaiy asiyava(h), avaddsim agrbéya(h), uta martiya tyaisaiy 
fratama anusiya 4ha(n)ta avaja(n). 

12. Patiy Darayava(h)us KSayatiya(h): Pasiva(h) dahyiné mana 
abavah); ima(h) tya(h) mana krtam Hara(h)uvatiya. 

gédhiima ‘wheat,’ Mod. P. gandum, 

but Aw. gantuma, Nirang, p. 39, 

1. 5 from below, Pahlv, gantum(?). 
* Arshéda-, {,, nom. sg. -d@; 

name of a fortress in Arachosia. 

* Kapishakdnj-, {., nom, sg, -ish. ° ava-,demonstr. pron. ‘ that,’ Aw. 
Name of a fortress in Arachosia, ava, Mod. Pers. 6; sing. acc. avam, 

gen. avahyd, comp. avahyarddiy ; 

plur. nom. ace. avaiy, gen. avaishdm, 

* Vivdna-, m. sg. nom, -a(h), 
acc. -am; name of a_ satrap in 

Arachosia (or perhaps Virdhana, ep. 
Aw, Vivdonhds). 

® Ga(n)dutava-, \m., nom. sg. 
-a(h); a district in Arachosia, Per- 
haps Ga(n)dumava(h), \ according to 
Justi, ‘land of wheat, comp, Skr. 

neutr. sg. acc. ava(h), (Aw. avat), 
avaparé ‘ by, past that’ (‘he went past 
that’). 
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13. ‘itiy Darayava(h)us kédyatiya(h): Yatd adam Parsaiy uta Madaiy 
aham , patiy duvitiyam Babiruviyé hamitriyé abava(n) hacima(h). I marti- 

ya(h), Araka(h)* néma(n) Arminiya(h), Halditahya* putra(h), hauv 

udapatata Babirauy. Dubila® nama dahyéué hac’ avadaéa(h) hauv udapatata, 

avafa adurujiya(h) : Adam Nabukudracara(h) amiy, hya(h) Nabunaitahya 

putra(h). Pasiva(h) kara(h) Babiruviya(h) hacdma(h) hamitriya(h) 
abava(h), abiy avam Arakam asiyava(h). Babirum hauv agrbayataé, hauy 
Ksayatiya(h) abava(h) Babirauv. 

14, Tatiy Darayava(h)né ESdyatiya(h): Pasfiva(h) adam karam fraiga- 
yam Babirum. Vi(n)dafarna* nima(n) Mada(h) mana ba(n)daka(h), avam 

mafistam akunavam, avatisimataham : Paraité,avam kéaram tyam Babirauy 

jataé, hya(h) mana naiy gaubataiy. Pasiva(h) Vi(n)dafarnaé hada kara 

asiyava(h) abiy Babirum. A(h)uramazdimaiy upastém abara(h), vasna 

A(h)uramazdiha(h) Vi(n)dafarné Bibirum agrbiya(h)........ Marga- 

zanahya mihy&i XXII raucabis fakaté aha(h), avati avam <Arakiam hya(h) 

Nabukudracara(h) agaubatd agrbdya(n), utd martiyd tyaisary fratamd anusiyd 

dha(n)td agrbdya(n)td, utd basta abava(n). Paséva(h) niyaitéyam Babirauy 

uzmaydpatiy dkriya(n)tdm, 

1 Arakha-, m., sg. nom, -a(h), ( there is a place Dubéla on the 

acc. -am; name of an Armenian Euphrates). we’ 
(Alarodian) rebel in Babylon. | | 

® Haldita-, m., sg. gen. -ahyd ; * Vi(n)dafarnah-, sg. nom. -@ 
an Armenian, | (cp. Aw. Haosravdo). Name of two 

* Dubdla-, m., sg. nom. -a(h); | men. (Aw. Vindahvarena ‘obtaining 

name of a district in Babylonia | majesty’), 
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COLUMN IV. 

1.° Tatiy Darayava(h)us EéAyatiya(h) : Ima(h) tya(h) mana krtam 
Babirauv. 

2. Tatiy Darayava(h)ns Eéiyatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(h) adam akunavam, 
vasna A(h)urmazdaha(h) aha(h) hamahyay& farda(h).* | Pasiva(h) yata 

Ksayatiya(h) abavam, adam XIX hamarani akunavam, vasnaé A(h)urmaz- 

daha(h) adamsim ajanam, uta IX KSdyatiyé agrbaiyam. I Gaumita(h) 

nima(n) Magus Aha(h), hauvy adurujiya(h) avati afaha(h): Adam 

Bardiya(h) amiy, hya(h) Kuraus putra(h). Hauv Parsam hamitriyam aku- 

naus. I Atrina(h) nféma(n) (H)uvjiya(h), hauv adurujiya(h) avata ataha(h) : 

Adam Esayafiya(h) amiy (H)uvjaiy. Hauv (H)uvjam hamitriyam akunaus 

mana. I Nadi(n)tabaira(h) nima(n), Babiruviya(h) hauv adurujiya(h) avata 

ataha(h): Adam Nabukudracara(h) amiy hya(h) Nabunaitahya putra(h). 

Hany Babirum hamitriyam akunaus. I Martiya(h) nima(n) Parsa(h) hauv 

adurujiya(h) avati ataha(h): Adam Imanis? amiy (H)uvjaiy Ksayatiya(h). 

Hauv (H)uvjam hamitriyam akunaus. I Fravartis néma(n) Mada(h), hauv 

adurnjiya(h) avata afaha(h) : Adam Kéatrita(h)’ amiy, (H)uvakstrahya 
taumiya. Hauvy Madam hamitriyamakunaus. I Citra(n)takma(h) nama(n) 

Asagartiya(h), hauv adurujiya(h) avafi afaha(h): Adam KSdyatiya(h) amiy 

Asagartaiy,(H)uvakstrahyataumiyi. HauvAsagartam hamitriyam akunaus, 

I Frida(h) nima(n) Margava(h), hauv adurujiya(h) avata afaha(h) : Adam 
Ksayafiya(h) amiy Margauv, Hauv Margum hamitriyam akunaus. I Vah- 
yazdata(h) nima(n) Parsa(h), hauy adurnjiya(h) avata afaha(h): Adam Bar- 

diya(h) amiy, hya(h) Kiraug putra(h). Hauv Parsam hamitriyam akunané. 

I Araka(h) néma(n) Arminiya(h), hauv adurujiya(h) avata afaha(h) : Adam 

Nabukudracara(h) amiy, hya(h) Nabunaitahya putra(h). Hauv Barirum 

hamitriyam akunaués. | 

* thard-, sb, f. ‘kind, — sort, 2 Imani-, ™m., nom. sg. -ish ; 
name of a Susian rebel (the Susian 
form of the name is Ummantsh,) 

manner’ ; sg. acc, -am, gen, -a(h) ; 

hamahydyd tharda(h) ‘of every 
8 sta7- ° 

kind’ ; Aw. saredha ‘kind,’ Pahlv. Khehathrita-, 1» WAT 
~a(h) ; name of a Median king; 

lei Pang et blah heoatae abbreviation from Khshathradéra-, or 
form). the like, with the suffix-tta. 
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3. ‘Mtiy Dirayava(h)us Eéaytiya(h): Imaiy IX Kaayatiya adam agrbi- 
yam a(n)tar ima hamarana. 

4. Tatiy Darayava(h)us kédyatiya(h): Dahyiva(h) ima tya hamitriya 
abava(n), draugadis* hamitriya akunané tya(h) imaiy kiram adurujiyasa(n). 
Pasiva(h) dis* A(h)uramazda mana dastayé® akunaué ; yafé mim kima(h),’ 
avafa di[s akunavam]. 

5. Tatiy Darayava(h)us kédyatiya(h): Tuvam ka KSayatiya(h) hya(h) 
aparam ahiy, hacé drauga(h) darsam patipaya(h)uva. Martiya(h) hya(h) 
draujana(h)* ahatiy avam (h)ufrastam prsé, yadiy avafa maniyahy: 
Dahyausmaiy duruva® ahatiy. 

6. Tatiy Dirayava(h)us kéayatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(h) adam akunavam, 
vasua A(h)uramazdiha(h) hamahyay’ farda(h) akunavam. Tuvam ka 
hya(h) aparam, imim dipim’ patiprsihy, tya(b) mana krtam vrnavatim®* 

fuvyim ; matya(h) duruktam maniyahy. 

7. Tatiy Darayava(h)ué Kéiyatiya(h): A(h)uramaz. .. taiyiya yata 
ima(b) hasiyam’ naiy duraktam adam akunavam hamabyiya farda(h). 

* drauga-, sb. m., ‘lie’ Aw. * draujuna-, w., sg. nom. -a(h) 

es” 

draogha, Mod, P. durégh ; sg. nom. ‘ liar,’ 
~a(h), abl. -d(h). 

2 di- enclitic pronoun ‘he,’ Aw, 
di-; pl. acc, -dish in tyddish adind 
‘which he took away from them,’ 
draugadish* the lie made them rebels,’ 
naiydish ‘not them,’ parikardh(i)dish 
‘thou mayest guard them,’ 
vikandh (i)dish ‘ thou mayest destroy,’ 
avathddish akunavam ‘thus I did to 
them.’ 

® dasta-, sb. m. ‘hand,’ Aw. 

zasta, Mod.P, dast; loc. sg. -ayd: dish 
mana d,akunaush ‘he made them 

in my hand,’ 

* kima-, sb. m., nom. sg. -a(h) 
‘wish, desire’; Aw. kdma, Mod, P, 
kam, 

® duruva-, adj,, nom. sg. f. -@ 
dahydush ‘settled’ ; Aw, drva. 

* dipi-, sb, f. ‘inscription,’ sg. 
acc, -im, loc, -iyd: ava(h) ahydya 
dipiyd naiy nipishtam ‘that has not 
been inscribed in this inscription.’ 

Elemic word, 
8 var verb ‘convince,’ Aw. rt. var 

‘believe’ Mod, P. in bdear ‘belief,’ 
giravidan ‘to believe’ ; pres, conj. 
vrnavitiy (naishim) ‘ it may not con- 
vince him,’ (¢é,¢. it may seem incredi- 

ble to him) imperat. middle vrnava- 
tam thuvdm tya(h) mand krtam 
avathd ‘it may convince thee of what 
has been done by me, thus (as I have 
narrated, it really has been’). 

* hashiya-, adj., ‘trae’; sg. nom. 

) neutr, -am, Aw. haithya. 
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8. Tatiy Darayava(h)ns kSdyatiya(h): Vasni A(h)uramazdéha(h) .. . 
maiy aniyasciy vasiy astiy krtam, ava(h) ahydya dipiyé naiy nipistam.' 

Avahyaradiy naiy nipistam méatya(h) hya(h) aparam imim dipim 
patiprsitiy, avahyd paruv tadayatiy,® tya(h) mana krtam naisim vrnavataiy 
duruktam maniyiatiy. 

9. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Ksiyatiya(h) : Tyaty paruva kSayatiya yata 
iha(n), avaisim naiy astiy krtam yata mani, vasna sain ents 
hamahyaya tarda krtam. 

10. TAatiy Darayava(h)ués KSayatiya(h):...... niram fuvam vrnava~ 
tam, tya(h) mana krtam, avafti avahyaradiy ma apagaudaya.® Yadiy imim 
ha(n)dugim* naiy apagaudayihy, karahya fahy: ee tuvam dausta® 
biya(h), utataiy taumi vasiy biya(h), uté drgam® jiva’ 

11. Tatiy Darayava(h)us KSfyatiya(h) : Yadiy imim ha(n)dugim 
apagaudayfhy, naiy tihy kirahyi: A(h)urmazdataiy jati biya{h), utitaiy 

tauma ma biya(h). 

12. Tatiy Dar ayava(h)us kSAyatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(h) adam Rub f 

hamahyaya farda(h), vasna A(h)urmazdaha(h) akunavam; Reimers 

upastim abara(h), uta aniyfé bagiha(h)* tyaiy ha(n)tiy. 

13. TAtiy DArayava(h)us KSAyatiya(h) : Avahyaridiy A(h)urmazda 
upastim abara(h) ut aniyd bagiha(h) tyaiy ha(n)tiy ; yata naiy araika(h) 

2 pis verb, with mniy ‘ write, 

Mod. P. nu-vésam, ni-vishtan (Aw. 
from the same root aiku-paesemndo) ; 
imperf. nityapisham ‘I wrote, have 

written, part. pret. ni-pishtam 
avahyé dipiyd ‘written in this 

inscription.—aparam adverb ‘ after- 
ward,’ Aw, aparem. 

® thad verb ‘appear,’ with gen. of 

the person; pres. conj. thadaydtiy 
avahyd parw ‘lest it may appear to 
him much’ (é. e, too much) ; Aw, rt. 
sad, Pahlyv. sahastan ‘ think,’? 

5 gud verb ‘hide,’ Aw. rt. gua ; 

with apa ‘ wide, 7 pres, conj. 

apagaudayadhy ‘(if) thou mayest 

hide’ as imperative m@ pereantage 
‘do not hide.’ 

* ha(n)dugd- sb, 1. ss acc, “an, 
‘edict.’ 

° daushtar-, sb. m. ‘friend,’ Mod.P. 

déstar ; sg. nom, -@ : A(h)uramazdé 
thuvim d, biyd(h) ‘ A. may be friend 
to thee, avaiy md d. biyd(h) * to 
him be not a friend.’ 

°drga-, adj. ‘long.’ Aw. 
daregha, Mod.P. dér (from transposed 
dagra, dayra); neutr,acc, -am adverb 
‘long time’ (thou mayest live), 

7 giv verb ‘live,’ Aw. rt.jiv, Pably, 
zivastan, Mod. P. zistan, Pres. conj. 

jivdhy ‘ (as long as) thou mayest live,’ 
jivd dargam * thou mayest, live long,’ 

(cp. Aw. 2 sg. conj, sat near 
paydo). 

* baga-, sb, m, ‘god,’ Aw, bagha, 

Mod. P. Bagh-ddd ; pl. nom. ;@ha(h) 

(Aw. comp. aspdonhé), instr, -aibish, — 
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iiham, naiy dranjana(h) aham, naiy zurakara(h)' dham naiy adam naimaiy 
taumi. Upariy abastim* upariyéyam naiy sakaurim* ..... huvatam zura(h)* 
akunavam,. Martiya(h) hya(h) hamataksata* mana vifiya, avam (h)ubrtam 
abaram, hya(h)...... avam (h)ufrastam aprsam. | 

14, Tatiy Darayava(h)ud KSayatiya(h): Tuvam ka kSayatiya(h) 
hya(h) aparam (ahy, ,martiya(h) hya(h) draujana(h) ahatiy, hyava. 

zirakara(h) ahatiy, avaiy ma dausta, avaiy ahifrastadiy® prsa. 

15. Tatiy Dairayava(h)us kSsfayatiya(h): Tuvam ka hya(h) aparam 
imim dipim vainihy, tyim adam niyapisam, imaiva patikara® miatya’ 

vikanihy, yiva® jivihy ava avaiy parikara.° , 

16. Tatiy Dirayava(h)us Ksiyatiya(h) : Yadiy imam dipim vainihy, 

imaivi patikara, naiydis vikanihy utamaiy yiva tauma ahatiy parikarah(i)dis, 
A(h)uramizdi fuvim dausté biyA(h),.utitaiy tauma vasiy biya(h), uta 
dargam jiva, uta tya(h) kunavahy A(h)urmazda,..... kunautuy. 

Rea? Patiy Darayava(h)us Ksdyatiya(h): Yadiy imim dipim imaiva 

patikara vainaihy, vikanih(i)dis, utimaiy yiva taumé ahatiy naiydis parika- 
rahy, A(h)uramazditaiy jati biya(h), utitaiy tauma ma biya(h), uta tya(h) 
kunavihy, avataiy A(h)uramazda nika(n)tuv. 

18. Tatiy Darayava(h)us Kéfyatiya(h): Imaiy martiya tyaiy adakay 
avad&é Aha(n)taé yaiti adam Gaumitam, tyam Magum, avijanam, hya(h) 

_* ghrakara- adj. ‘ wrong-doer,’ sg. 
nom. -a(h) naiy dham ‘I was no 
wrong-doer’ (Mod. P. zirgar). 

® dbashtd-, sb. f., ‘law’ (by no 

means the Awesta) ; acc, sg. -dm. 
* shakaurim, unknown word. 

* sirah-, sb, n., sg. acc. -a(h) 
‘wrong, injustice,” Aw. zurdé-jata, 

Mod, Pers, zr; zura(h) alunavam 
‘I did (not) wrong.’ 

* talchsh verb, Aw. rt. thwakhsh 

‘be active, Mod. P. tukhshd ‘ ener-, 

getical’; with (h)am ‘ endeavour,’ 
*be — active,’ imperf. middle 
ham-atakhshaiy ‘I endeavoured,’ 
ham-atal:hshatd mand vithiyd ‘he was 
active on the side of my family,’ 
ham-atakhsha(n)i@ ‘they were 
active as my followers,’ 

* ahifrashti-, sb. f., loc. sg. -ddzy, 

ie., @hifrashtd adiy lit. ‘sword- 
questioning,’ #.e. ‘ punishment with 

the sword’; avaty ahifrashtadiy prsd 
‘punish them with capital punishment.’ 

° patikara-, sb, m., pl, ace. -é@ 

‘ picture’ ; Mod, P. patkar. 

7 man verb * think,’ Aw. rt. man, 

Pahlv, ménitan ; pres. conj. maniydhy 
(yadiy avathd) ‘ if thus thou mayest 
think,’ mdtya(h) durukhtam maniydhy 
‘lest thou mayest think it false,’ 
durukhtam maniydtiy ‘he may think 
it false.? 

8 ydvd conj. ‘as long as’: jirdhy 
‘thou mayest live,’ taumd ahatiy * as 

long as mankind exists,’ 

* See page 236, note 16, 
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Bardiya(h) agaubati. Adakaiy imaiy martiyaé hamataksa(n)ti anusiyA mani: 

Vi(n)dafrani nima(n), Vayaspirahya* putra(h), Pirsa(h); (H)atina(h) 

nima(n), Tukrabya? putra(h) Parsa(h); Gaubraiva(h)* nima(n), Mardani- 
yahya* putra(h), Parsa(h); Vidarna(h) ndma(n), Bagabignahya’® putra(h), 

Parsa(h); Bagabuksa(h)® n&ima(n), Daduhyahya’ putra(h), Parsa(h); 

Arduomanis* nima(n), Vahukahya’ putra(h), Pairsa(h). 

19. Tiatiy Darayava(h)us Ksiyatiya(h) : Tuvam ka KSayatiya(h), hya 

aparam ahy, tyim& vidim martiyi..tya(h) Dirayava(h)aus ...... 

akunavam..... 

* Vayaspdra-, m, gen, sg. -ahya ; 
name of a Persian, 

* Thukhra-, m., gen. sg. -ahyd; 
name of a Persian (‘ the red one,’ Aw. 
sukhra, Mod. P. surkh). 

° Gaubriva-,m., nom, sg. -a(h), 
‘Gobryas’ (* having the eyebrows of 
a bull’), 

* Marduniya-, sg. gen. -ahyil 
* Mardonios,’ 

° Bagdbigna-, m., 8g. gen, 
-ahyd ; name of a Persian (according 
to Justi ‘haying splendour from 
God’), 

® Bagdbukhsha-, m., nom. sg, 
-a(h); one of the seven conspirators, 
‘Megabyzos’ (‘ redeemed by God’). 

? Ddduhya-, m,, gen. sg. -ahyd 
one of the seven conspirators against 
the false Smerdis, 

5 Ardumani-, m., sg. nom. -ish ; 

one of the seven who killed the false 
Smerdis (‘ of upright disposition’), 

° Vahuka-, m., sg. gen. -ahyd, 
Name of a Persian (from vahu 
‘good ’), 
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COLUMN V. 

1. itiy Darayava(h)ns’ kSayatiya(h): Ima(h) tya(h) adam akuna- 
vam....ma ra.... fardam.... fi Ksfyafiya(h)...vajanam...... 

dahyius hauv hacéma(h) hamitriyd abava(h). J martiya(h) ...imaima(h) 

nima(n) (H)uvjiyé, avam mat‘istam akunava(n). Pasiva(h) adam ka&ram 

Jrd@igayam (A)uxjam. Martiya(h) Gaubruva(h) nima(n) Pérga(h), mand 

ba(n)daka(h), avamsdm matistam akunavam, Pasdva(h) hauv Ganbriva(h) 

hadé Kkéra a&iyava(h) ose hamaranam akunaus hada hamitriyaibis. 

Pasfiva(h)...utasaiy marda....uta avam..imaimam agrbdya(h) uta 

anaya(h) abiy mam . Maa ... dvahanam avadasim avdjanam. 

2, Tatiy Darayava(b)us Kéayatiya(h): A... utd dahy@im A(h)ura- 
mazda mand dastayd akunaué ; vain’ A(h)nramazddha(h) yata kama(h) fha(h) 
avatadis akunavam. 

3.* Téatiy Dérayava(h)us Kk sdyatiya(h): Hya aparam imam ya .. 

hatiy, uta jivahya . 

4. Tétiy Dirayava(h)us ksdyatiya(h):.... asiyavam abiy Sakim ... 

Tigrim baratya... iy abiy darayam avam.... 4 pisa viyatara ... fjanam 

aniyam agrbdyam ...abiy mam uti, +.» Saku(n)ka nima(n),avam agrbd@yam... 

avadA aniyam matistam... 4m dha, pasiva(h)da. oe 

5. Tédity Darayava(h)us KSiyatiya(h): .... ma naiy A(h)oramazdim 

yadiy vasni A(h)uramazddha(A) ... aay 

6. Tatiy Dérayava(h)us Kk sdyatiya(h): ..A(h)uramazdim yadata.. 

uta jivahya, uta... 

* The rest of the inscription (§§ 3-6) is too much decayed to allow us to restore a 

running text. 
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ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA. 

- 160, 1. 16, read : ’AvdSaros (Anddatos), t.¢. ’AudpSaros. 

» 1.17, ,, (Amardatos) for (Amhrdatos). 

161, 1. 3, ,, postulates for postulate, 

»s J. 16, |; Geiger for Geiger. 

. 162, 1. 12, ,, but is still vivid enough as a figure. 

163,1. 1, ,, orin the images that rise upon the Crest, . . . 

» 1,18, ,, an agent for the agent. 

» N. 9,1. 2, read : merezdata. 

» N.10,1. 2, ,, Khshathra, 

. 164, 1. 8, read: Khshathra Vairya, as an Amshaspand, has a special 

duty or charge. 

165, 1. 4, read:* But, perhaps, back of this association of Khshathra 

‘Kingdom’ with ayokhshusta ‘Molten Metal,’ there is even some- 

thing more. } 

. 166, 1. 13, add: or by eternal supremacy in the realm of Ormuazd, 

. 168, n. 1, 1, 2, read: Wittenberg. 

» od 4165, ,, Astronomia philolaica. 

» oD. 1,8, ,, Antwerp, 1703, IT, p. 55, 

. 169, n. 3, read 2} and SK 5 for gs and S23. 

. 170, ll. 8, 16 and 17, read: Pharbardin (throughout) ; 

5» 1.8, 11, read Sine 

P. 171, 1. 4, read: from the creation of the world. 
' P. 

P, 

Pr, 

P. 

173, 1. 10, read: was drawn up. 

174, 1. 16, read: Antwerp for Paris; 

175, n. 24, 1. 3, add at the end:—also my article, Zu den byzantinischen 

Angaben ueber den altirdnischen Kalender, in Byzantinische Zeitschrift, 

AT, pp. 468-472. 

234, § 6, read: Darayava(h)us. 
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THE OLD PERSIAN TEXT 
ki 

OF THE 

INSCRIPTIONS AT BRHISTAN, 

A Memorial of Darius Hystaspes. 

COLUMN I. 

MI. AIMEE. AIMCO 

TEI TENE YK MH Me. Ae ei. 

em, YMMV. AMEE. 1. 

MAY TIM TAN eV ETE TI. EER, 

CCM 1 TR Y. MEINE. Va. 

€¢ AVY ADT ETT KY o.\ (il. 1—8). 

2. VMN eV. AIMEE, VI. 

Wire. \. WE. AEN. Wines. \. 

WM MER ec. \. REN VME. 1. 

MEL Ee. \. aE. MEN cil in. 

“WE Y. MEN C MEM ee. VRE. 1. 

RIAA AIR CORM ODE AAI RCO AURAL CUDA 

a iMRANI KA (il, 3—6). 

8. VE at. VENTE. VA re 

Witt, \. MWEEMCEMEN TC. VTech 1. 
a 

+ Omitted in the B. Inscriptions, 
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048 ed CO | OK 

eM NV. RACE. OV Ween. 1. 

MN re VERT. FCT TeV. Oe 1. 

WY WAVY WY. FA. ACM eA. 1. 

.+<\. (il, 6—8), 

4. MYM V. TENET Va 

Me MVfire. VW. WY. YP imei 1 

Fy lie VRE OV ANIM ei, 1. 

WE TV ROLE YY. ELEN. 

EVEL. YEW Vm Kel. 

Meyer \. (11. 9—11). 

5. WANE YL RENE R Ua 
Witt. \ TERHIA 1 MAREE 
WN NV. AKAM eV. Ee 1. WAT. 

“Win Vea. NTE YMC Lrey. 

=! \ a. 11—12). 

B.A a. VINEE. VAN. 

Te FTI. ee IE Ne ony. 
Mm YRC. VCH \. WANET. 
YVAN. WAIT. Ae Te, 1. 
Mech \. FMENE VEN. HEA. 1. 
MM a=li VME Mt. VSTi. 1. 
PCH. PENCE. RETA. e101. 



. 

coLuMN I, §§ 4-9. ili 

VIAN. MEV ETE. ENE MEAE RELATE 1, 

PVE HEE. HEME ee. 1. AL. 

FV. TEE UT. IE. BEE YEN. 

Ci Vo HEMEL A NE VME eC 

SVEN. ee el \. Wa. 13—17), 

7 YMG. VME TENE Ve. 

KWo. WYN eOe ME Ne. YET. 

ReMi K«. Vo TEKH YL Walia 

CN YY ECT. EV AYE. Fede. YY CF. (©) Pr. 

EN VEEL EY. Fey. 1. ECA. 

TW. WME 1 ARTEL ELAR Ei. 

TE M.\. wey. WAY AMEE ELI. a. 17—20). 

8. VMN Te VANE VAN ye 

WN MEE. FoI. EOCH-TE 1. WY. 
PVT VG MATE. eC WENA. 

MEY EV ENT. EEL ELE CN. 

MEW. \. AIMEE WV. RENE N., 

TEKH VME Lae. VTA. \. He 

WME. Fe. Tea. Wen \. i. 

FEU. Ve Mey. eC Nl. 1. 
WAY FN TENT IA AL AEC TENT ca. 20-20), 
BM ae. VME EK, VA At. 

Wie. MAE L YL ALA. TYE. A, 
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MEME YMA ae ine. Va. 

BEEN WW. EVE. CENA. We IV 

RNA. AMEN ECE ATED a. 

WNT. NY RT, NINE MIEN an. 21—26), 

10. YAY AEN Hae. IME TET KV ITE. 

WV Fat YMA. Be EY BENITA. 

EMEA IA A ee. ETE. 

Feit VM EL aA VA. 

WYANT. FTA ei ECE Fay 

VENT. WA. AIM Ve TE. 

CCM VTEC eae VRE. 1. 

EVEN We YH. We GONE. 

CY RIT. NET ee FEM 1. 

race Yo men VP Maeent 1. 

MEW eM. Gein 1 ELEN ie. 

YY MEM EEE Ie TN, 

MEE. Hae VEEN ie Nee en. F 

EME \. AE VES ElMec Wy \. W. 

Qe Ve AY. EGE. 1 ECE. 

oA WA TEN EME ERE MEE. 

ME \. REM VELA Vee, 

NEM Y VElEinie 1. meee 1. ein, \> RMEl. 



ee 

COLUMN i §§ 10-12. Vv 

iit 1. We. Wie Vantin \. i. 

CH MATE MA Ee ATEN. ca. 26-355. 

WYN VIMEO TEN AC 

Wit. FEM TE \. PEE ae. eae. 1. 

WE. ATTEN. ECT. ECTEN RENT. 

Win \ er aN KCI Mer. 1. 

MEVENEVTK. VR. RAI. eA. 

MENG VW TEE. Vee 1. a1. 

SVK. EEA. EOL ENO OT. 

RMN MY. TE V. EMELEGGin VL. Wl 

HA WEL aE TAAL el, 

MEW ON. Ere YVAN AN. BAY. EET CEN. 

ee TY EME. \. REM. EME. +4 

EL EMEA IO. MEE. eA. FAT. 

ETM YM MIEN. MK. 1. 

ENTLIANY. FMENE NY. He. WA. dei. 1. 

MY. ETE LRT eT. 

MAE NT YER. VTA. 

QL. a. ETEK. EY. Wed. 

MIEN L.A AEE eer 1. 

FEME Yo GE VTE MW El. 

KL. WENT. (1), 35—43), 

12. VM it. VANE TETK, VAT. 



vi THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

NYT VMN. ARTY Fae 1 AT. 

WYETH. TE TK. EVV TEC. YEEY AT. 

EW. MENT. INTL. eC, FAT. 

me FN. YMA NT, VN ae. 1. 

me \ REME VL Wea Yet 1. 

WY. KV. MENTE. ENE VW. 

WIA. AMEE. EN. WN. a. 

EVA. PET ETE ETE Pe. 

Win. \. Gerace VME. 

TEN AY AI TN MET TE 1 ca. s3 009, | 

13. Y e. AIMNEN E NK VK re. 

Ware. Rae EON TERI Hat. 

FME=NE VM. YI. ae eT. 

AY LAC EBERRON. 01 TH. 

YEW LW ninenteny. Vahl Von. 

PNY Ya EME. PAE. 

MY MERC. Yee VTEC 1. 

WenyEnv=ya\. EMEC. Elen. meme. 

eye V. ere 1. RECIPE coi. 

AMM \V. MECOCEMEN I. EMEC. 1. 

mremMe em Yimin inn 1. 

YY RE MIE MEN Tae. Ve eT Fae. 

EVEN rel. MEMO. COON ELT A. 



cotumn I, §§ 15-14. Vii 

eR WN. Hie. ETRY KE. 

WE WeHine. 1 FENN arene ny 1. 

Won 1. We. emery, 
male. \. FEMmy \. mre. \. met. 

Wainy. VR Meee. 1. WATT. 

Wh MW ne. 1. aE ie. Wel LM. 

4Y Y= TK, VIEL. EOP. 

AYES WY. WN. MEN. ee. ec. 1. 

eWEEK. WEN CHiN. 

AVY VY ENO. Yeo NT. eae VA. 

EMR. GEN. eH Kae 1 CE NY. 

Whi \. WEEN eV. WA ire 1. Tire 

EY iV. EW ere ernie. 1. eine. VEN. 

mV. RET VR ere. 

WM. \. WEN VME Mn y. 

NY RRL. VMN. MEN ECON. 1. 

VEEN. MANET Ae WA AK ite. 

Wat \. MEE. MANTECA. ak, 

RA YEA ENE. (il, 48—61). 

14 VV ie. VME EK, VT. 

MeV VATA. EN. ECA. LM. 
AW. NLA ei NREL EEN ny. 1. 
MeN. MEN. WN. REN ARTTY. TAT ATE. 



Vill THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

EW. MIWA. OO. Wer 
ESM. GT QE he 1. 
Mev \. WR ECE 1 Amt 
WECM. FY. URGE IEN YEG 1 ay. 
HR. HEN. WAI. CREO. 
MELeem \. eM ENTR 1. We MLAT 
WTR. IEICE. RITE TEM, 
WME Van Vee 1. NY. 

i \. MEV WW. MEY. 
Yemen \. meme. \. emer. 
EWM. WIT. Ge. TTEAIT 
Mm \. Rete 1 eM OL RG 
WRI. MEM. TPM. Wie. BEY 
EYL. RE CATE 1. ERE. 
MATE WATE. eI. WEI. WT 
YE YY WAY. EOWA EAE, 
AM. ee. MeN ir. 
Wem 1. RE MEN Mem. 1 EM. 
= aE ie 1. MEAT. TA. en. 
MART. TERE. TATE Ped 1, 
AY AT. GWTATENT VEY. EX 1, 
AY. Wii. WEI. Fhe. 
=) EEN. (il, 61—71). 



a 

7 

ootuun I, §$ 14-16. ix 

15. KYM eV WME TEI. A. 

VV Fe A Fe A ae NWN VFA 

VEN REM IE Ye AIK ae Hae. X. 

me yE-ny.\. Ql. 71—72). 

16. YAY WEN ye. \. AMET YE aX ¥. ANY At. 

WF N.Y. MAI. a WENN. 
deo. \. WW. MEME. F. 
VEEN. EVE ae. RTE. ECA. ATR, 
NEV ere. \. RA. CATE. RENE. 

HE ye EME EOC WEIN Ie, 

mien VE Ke. VAM ie, 1. 

Mee 1. FEMME 1. QE Khem Velen. 

mem. \. MATEY. Mee. WEN. WAT. 

NTN. KOT. HITE. AIIM ae 1. 

MEE PE Mae 1. GEN. PEE ne 1. 

ELEY TIT VEEN EEE FCT IT. 

AE Ee VARY. OE. OREN. 

MVE Vo EME. V0 nel. \. 

MENACE OL. WEY. RELA IEE. 

MVE eV. EGY RELATE EGC. FA. 

WE MAE NY. VME. OY. IMEI. 

EC TE VEL VEY. REN AAT ELA. 
* Words mutilated inthe Old Persian text are here marked by asterisks, 

2 



x THE BEHISTAN INSORIPTIONS, 

EWN. WK ee VIET VEC TE]. 

We. VME AT. ae ELEVA. 

ESNNyEN. eve Wy Ele ee. (il. 72—81). 

17- AY MEN. VME ET. VA. 

eWiie. \ REM WW. REC 

VEY ITT Me TN. TET OWI. ECE TE. 

LEENA MECN MELA NA Aen. 

QW. MEM MECN. (il. 81—83). 

18. KY MEN eV. MEL EK Ce. 
Kae. REAM Ym. Ere. 
MMe TE. MeN. Mee NY. RENN. 
APE NTN. ere VLE EY. FAV er. 
EVN. VERE. re. CENT ENTEET ee 1. 
NAA E MN, Vm. Vein. 1. 
WATE A. NV. NEA N. WeV A RCH. 
OM. WEN. RENE. MNT. EMEP. 

WEA CTEM. We Reecny, \. Weiireonyy. 
LIME NY. VAT AEE TY VIET re4 
CN TERI FCM eo MATELY. 
AN eV REI. WEEN. PEE. 1. 
m= ee LTE VHT. 
CAVE. EME 1. Wei. \. FA. 
SYA ENE eI 



COLUMN I, §§ 17-19. xi 

Wen, Yo TEE ie VRC Ee. 
CCM VW WEG Va SLOP. 1. 
MVEA. WN. MEM. CCNYETEONTL. 
mc) <i Wh in.\. (il. 83—90). 

19. KYM at. NEOTEL Ae. 

Wit. \. REM. WAN. EEK. 

Mee. Wee. MENA. 1. 

AAI AL Ano OIA AlLAcior |) DOO ieee ARMA 

TESEMECW. A. MAEGAIE NV. HELEN NTE. 

MVE Ny. 1. Ee E LM EN ENE 1. e001, 

ITEP EY Vwi. 1. Wir \. 

eC. YEMEN. FEE. WNL «€. 

WEE. NV. HEME... REMIEN. €Ny. 

SVEN Yd WET. 

White. 1. HE Wei \. Were. YE. 1. 

MHE=l WE LE REPNY Ven. 
REN WE TEeaci, 1. MPL MeCN. 

VEEN. Eat YAOI. LV. ECE. 1. 

mance VY REVEL VW MIE 

Whee VN. SV ine VEL. 

me \ MEM Y eC Elen. \. Wi. 

“TY... ai. 90—96). 

| 



xii THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

COLUMN Il. 

WME eV. MENTE. Ve. 
Ke. FEM. HEME EIEN. ein 1 
Wi. \. MEME Mee 

MEN, YW NL REE, 

MANN. ELIE CTE. EX, 

MY MAE ae NEN. EL EL 

CTT. AEM AEM. WE, 

RENEE. Vo mee enV. RE 

WEY. ME. RENEE. MeN: 

YY MEV ENTE t. MEH Vy. e (il. 1-5). ) 

2 MAN eV TIME ETR . A Rt 
KYA. TENA. AI, Me ENE. 
ATEN IY. We TE 1 FIA 4 
PMY. RCI. TEE RIMMEL At 
YE WT AEA ECHELON BEY. 
VY IEE ARN VENTE RA TEIEN. cn soy 

8. VME TeV. TIME E MK VAN Tt. 
WF. EEN Tt. WEEE VT 
TENT VS RR OY. STEED, NV. 



coLumN I, §§ 1-5. | xiii 

MW VEE EC MELE EA. 1. 
mame. 1. HATE. ENT, Ya 

Hii \. EME NMEA. WAY.€¢ 1. 
MY. WWE A. We VE. \. 

CIARA AD ALI AI ARAL (11, S—11) 

4. YM re. \. TIME TEN VA 

KYW NV. WIE NWN. Wat 1. Hi. 

CNY. Wee. MECN, \. AEM 1. € 

MW. MVE. AE Ene MN WE Ny. 

WE WN Tato. MAEM. ee. 

WAY ENT. VEN. GENIN. WE i. 
VEY a, 11—13). 

BIEN ae. VIMEO EK Vt 
Wii \. PAE ine. 1 MP ES Envir, ¥. 
emmy. Y. WY. CTE ARENT. 1. 
WITT ON EMEC PEN Ie, 
MAN. VANE Vee Lave 
ANTEC. Tei. REM 1. 
PMV. VAAN. rN. EN re VEY. 
CPM Y. ECE eV. WE. Meat ¥. 
MIEN. 1. MEPS. WK 1. 
CTE. Ae Nae VELEN A. 
NA. cn. 13—17), ii | iwi, 



Xiv THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

B. VAM it. Y AMEMCCETE, VA. 
MeN. ERE. SPENE 1. GENIA. YT. 
E41. GRMN. WA. WE. GEN. ey 
ECW. WEY. REM IE MAW. EMEP, 
NEV ATR. REY. HW. RATED. 
Y= VW AA. IE. MEW AW. WL 
We. AEC MEM rey 
TMA EC. REV EMI. WE MW. EMEP. 
EV Wy Ye. ede YE. 

ioe 1. EO. REREY. HE Y. 
SHEEN. CL. MEV. WE Vt 
WY BI ATA NEY EVE WE EATEN 
NESE. \. Witte 1. Men 1. 
YY EVE WY \. WALTER 1. CTT. ATH. 
NT ee TREAT ZEN. 
med. OE WEI. Hie TATED. 
NTE ON. GRE INN, 
mye \. VERA OY. MEA 1. 
WeMENY. HO 1. FTE EGC I TE en 
EV I. CHROMA WC TE 
Fr \. MEAT EY TEE. I EV AT. 
mT. VENA. We PEM IN... 
ded-VY EYE EEE OW BIEMIE YY HEY. 



es ———————— 

COLUMN Il, $$ 6-7. XV 

FEMEY NN. Ge. \. ETO. TERA FCAT. 1. 

Er OAK. Vee. \. TENT. Wen. 

WENA. We. Veena 1. WN. \. 

M=EN=E-Ny.\. Wim ny. \. (il. 18—29), 

7. MEN ie. VME TEAK. VAI. 
Wit. \. FEM \. AE. 1. RANT. 1. 
MEE Eae. V. YEO. FEN. eRe. 1. 
MANY VME VME EON. 1. 
MIEKA ye. VA AECIT N. RENE. 1. 
Ve MIVEV A. dre VEEN RON TRIN AIO A 
Pe ie 1. MEW. MEN ie 1. FEM. 
AIOE. MK EL eT WEN. 
WT FEIMENE 1. EME. ee CI. . 
CEN AT. V RENE YR 1. LM. 
RENAN. CONTECH V. PELE. Ve. 
WY YHA VMN. VME. 
ie \. MEN YEE NY. 1. AAA. 
RE YES MN. OV OF. 
ENV. MEE. EK. WATE. 
AL)‘ WO oA) A el 
PeMEV WY. NV. FTN. CENTRE eo Y. Feld. 
NEVE. VME EELE 1 YAY. 
HTN HY. EVEL Y. VTEFY V . IAE. 1. 



Xvi THE BEHISTAN L{NSCRIPTIONS, 

MEN eNO ey. 

VY >YyV.\. (11. 29—37). | 

8. Mie. \. PME. EMT urreetiit 

WV We. REVO. CEVA. ECE F7. 

ME MY. EEN REEVE 

WELK. EMERY. TREE Tire 1. 

VAP EY Vien, VEN \. men 

frei. \. WEN, Vo FOE CNY. WAV A. 

TE MME Mie VEEN Me. \. 

mY YEH VME Vie, 1. 

MEY. OC 1 EA. ME. EME. 

EVV VV CN AIO Wel. VEE ie 1. 

WANED TEM HEL, VIE VT. 

=V ITT EN A We MEK IIA, 

dT ELECT BENET. Yc. s7y: Naas 

BME it. VL. MENTE VAI 

WNT VRE re. VAM Teo ETRY, 

OY. EI. REVEL RENN, 

NAN NEVK INT. CONVERCIT A. TREVENTE ION. 

Ee MIA HW SV \. WEN. 
ee N MVE NIN ECW EVEN WAY EEN 

MAE Nae. OL GRE ny 1. 

MAEVE RHA WATE EMEY A. 



coLumn II, §§ 8-10. Xxvil 

{id Yo WHI Velen VERE. 1. 

WoW. Ee Reon. Me. TEE. 

WMA EVV. Wei Vom. 1. ELA. 

WEI. VEE. Te. MEN NT, 

OWE VEER. Y. FEM \. ii. 

NEVI. YEN. WN. We ATH 1 

Wess: ciel, 1. mien. WEEN. 

WN... (il. 42—49). 

10. Wit. \. AMEMCHENE Ai. 
CMe 1 REMIE 1. TEGeMe= 1 Xin. 1. 
SM ENE WA EL. EW. WP. 
EVM, VME CI. AE KL. 
Kirt 1. MEOW. REVTENO \. ETELY. 
ye YL EMVEN Re. YY. Hie 1 ney. 

Se MIE MWA MEN REM IE E47. 
YEMEN. WWE MN. ENE TENT, 
SESVMENE 1. REMIEL. Hea. ddr 
YEW AA REVTEWI BEMT RN EME. 
QW EVE Y. PEENE IO TITIAN. 
PA fal UR CLLR OA KURESALAKco LAD 
MEM. EET. WATE 1. TET. 
Wie. 1 GREW. Welly. 
VERA ED Le EEN. er yy 



XVill THE’ BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

mY. PTE. MEN. ey 1. ECE. 

WI. A. EE ee ere 1 

WV Are TY A. SVR EE. 

mY MENT. ECE VEY. 

EN >YyV.\. (ll. 49-57). 

1. AY EN ie. YPM EMO TEN VL I 

KYIV. FEV. NTE eo TCT 

YIN. EC TEA. REVERE. 

TE MCNIE WV. COM EEC. REEF Ie 1. 

MAME ye MEY VRAIN I  OeIAT, 1. 

MECH. VME. V eONEECnT 

MAMET Vo WANE Ne, Va. 

wien. 1. Weel \. TEKH WANE. 

WY YI EME. Ore VEC. Wee, 

EME WY. NAA. CCN Ren. Weld 1. 

NEVE. LV WATER EME ee 1. NLM. 

ue Yeo NECN VRE Te VE. 

RMN. COM EECA BEEN CW. FEM. 1. 

TEGQIene \. WINN. Winey. retin. 

eye NO MENIETH. L oe ATM. \. Tn “WX. 

mE l=. “NY. Whi. “Ty. (11. 57—63). 

12. AEN re. VATE equ Wara 

He. RBA IE ICI. mo 1. 



conumn IT, §§ 11-15. Xix 

een VME. KEW. \. Yn- 

WN. ei. nine. 1. FEMENE-Ny.\ 

TATE, VHT. BEET NY 1. LA. 

Nie \. MEN MY. AE. MELTS SEN. 1. 

re YMA VIMO ae. 1. APA. 

FEV im. \. Mme. \. eC \. EEN. REN. 1. 

APN V. CNEL NT REPNTEITC. RIE 
EY IEDM AAO WTIT A. MEL ITHY 
AM. \. REN. VME! 1. 

TECH. VME We 1. REN. 1 

Mheht V. MEP ESS EI. \. Wary. \. Wl 

FT. NV. EVE. VELEN. VW. 

MV. a. VEY. 1. EEN AV. Ted 1. 

m-y=lir. \. ETRY Wd are i. \. (il. 64—70). 

18. EN ire VTE TET VAI. 

eit Vo aeMe 1 ee LV MEL. 

TEEN. EI EER IEEE. 

VAX \. MECH VEL 1. HWE 1. 

NAMA AT. MEN. IK He. 

VE. HEME. MAN EMEC. CEL 

EW CTF ee EEK LAIN EY. 

ATi AKeADA ALIA MR UIRANAALLIAN ALAR Ona) ALLA (LA Ad co 

VF VW Ke ETI ECE TY. 



XX THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

SENT A Va. GEN. Wea ENT. 

WEN. ENT ate. VT TE. 

VON. Y. Lr E=SneIe iit. VATE 7. 

MAMET CN ECCT I A EME eETyN, 

FEM VW. Ve ENTE 1. 

Se RENT Te A TEC TET. ENA. 

WENT VC Kate VEL A 

MeMR eM Yeni 1 Wei 1 

CPE Tit. \. TEEN. SIT 
MQEV Welly. (il. 70—78). e ay 

14. VMN ie. VME EN VK Wes 

OMe NETO. TREN 
AW. \. MEME ie 1. CGEM 
EAT RA ETE MELE EM 
PVA CY. WITT Ie ae VTi. 
MEME 1. GEMMELL 
Wain, 1. REM \ mien. \. em 

SPM. MEME. Gen. WM 
EVA YT R AY. ATW. 
a AAAI Plea 11 LA OCS ALA 0K 
ATAALIAIACCal fa BORLA Eta UC 
CMY. MEOW. REL. MEL MA 
MY. EATEN. eat VWI. 



cotumn II, $$ 14-16, Xxi 

TAA. EIEN ae. 1. TEN. ENA. 

FE MIE LNA NE a eC. EEL. Y. 

Mane Vo ECE. VW ATE, 1. 

CNT YEN YAEL iA. 

Wit \. QE WA. WEEN. EEA. 

WAN EVV VV. EEN. ere ECA. 

WEN. \. MECN. Veet VL TCT. 

oN NV. We ENT ETA. 

MAE. VME mee VAN. 

WEMIEC Ie. VN. EN. EEC. 

ET TV. KV. CENT V. aTEN A. 

Qe NRA. ME TON. ELE Eh. 

White. \. FEF. WME ie VOTE. 

QW. EME. Meee REM EC HT.. 

MELT Ea Ve Eran. 1. 

my. <ecE-Vy. 1. (il. 73—91). 

15 VANE. VIMEO TERME VC. 

Ve. WA. Ee. EIA EEN, 

WANT. \. (1. 91—92). 

16. VMN it. VME EK, VAC. 

CNM ie 1. FELT. GEN. ELH 1. 
MERIC M. \. WE \. ei VME. 

TEST. \. ANTI. TITER, 1. 



Xxil THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

WHY. RENT. QE RENAE. 

EN EMEC A. WeE MEH EET Ae. 

WET EN NI ER Ye. EE ere 1. 

MACH Ke REI. NE RA EN. 

MATES VEC FEL Ere Venn. 

ANTEC VHA Vo WATE YIM. 

OT he. 1. Era YM. PEK 

WATE We IER LEME. 

EM ee MA EE 4. 1. 

FTCA EL VIE. SV. ELIT. 

WY. Ve MEM Iie Veo. 

EV ELEN ONY: Vai: 92-98). a Rtn? 

; rare i i i ia : : 

Tv dof ie oe ° i mi ohif ao td : hi] 

i : \ ‘4 



corumn II, § 46—ILI, § 2.° xxiii 

COLUMN III. . 

LW rei V HMEN CER LMT 
CMe 1 REM WMP EMEP. 
EMENE WY EMIT YT 
SMM MER WA ER EN CW eT, 
ye \ ME \ REVMENE VO mein \ 
STN Mee VL REMI 1 REVISE 
MEW WN. MEW EMEP Wee |. 
SVS OY HWY. TES ECT. 
SEV QE HCY. MENA. ECE. TT 
dae \. ei YER CET \ WATEY. 
Wei yihe. Vo RENN WEY. 

JE RH i. MAE WHEL FZENTMIEE. 1. 
MEW LEME yey Lee Aen, 

Wei Vo TWEET VIE ae ae VY. 

ew YY. EV CUR). WEEN. TEX 1, 
AMEN TWN EOE EEL WN Ga, esp 

gem TENCE Az. 
Wie \. RYEMTE VHGA TRY 



XXIV THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

WEE V. Wey. V. eae. VV. ENON 

REN EN. \. (ll. 9—10). 

8. MEW ite. VAS CERNE VAL. 

WV Fire VW ENE A. EA. ECT. 1. 

GE Wine. 1. Hae, Vo ele \. 

VEE ate. VENA Lire. \. -. 

EVE. WE WV. ENT VAT AT 

TEM 1. REM \. MWY. MELT. 
oy. WINE IY. aM ENE 1. HN. 

A AE LFA E Ci VAR. 

TEM. Wee). MIEN. WEAK Ht. 1. 

MECN. V. FEV ze. Vee Vi. 

EVV. WEN rt 1. ede. Mi WTEC Fe LP Aa 

eM ite 1. REMIE. TTNEN ZT. CY. 

FMELMN. WATE VFO TETE ONY VAY. 

EN LEN VINE yee. VW. 

WLM Wit. VEEN eM. VME. 

VEE. V. WANED NY VEEN. Hr, 

WET VME NW Y EMEPI YY teeny. 
EVER CCW V. Weld \. TEEN. VL. We. 

EVN are ere VW Wee. a. SLi 1. 

YEE. Wee. WENN. Cyl, 

BTV EEA a 10-19 



cotumn III, §§ 3-6, XXV 

4. Ym iit. V. AMEN TEAK, VA. 

Wirt. \. RENMEI, \. WET. 

MVE \. NYY. Ne. 1. I. EEE NY.A. 

EY EEN ye. \. (ll. 19—21). 

5. VME te. VINE TENE VACA. 

OMe. VPP eV. EEO TEN. 

em. \. MEM. \. Xen. 1 TEE. 

ECT Leen rey. YEN VACA. 1. 

AMEE Ne 1. WEN. \. WME 1. eT. 

LNA, VaR. \. RNEY. 

Eire \. MELE. WEN. W4ECN. 

MANY. VV EVEN eV. Wee. 1. ere 1. A. 

SV 1. a. EME. \. MEY. RIEVEN. 

Eure YARN ae. Vee. ei ine. \. 

ETE ENEN. VTE eC LECT. 

Wit. VME VW. \. MEN. LTE 

PVM NV WK ee VL eT 1. 

ANY MeN ae WEEN MEE eK. (i. 21—28). 

B. YM ie. VANE TEE. VAI. 

Me. HEME MA EEN FITEY. 

Wy. \. MEN. VW. NV. MELT. 

oly. Ere. 1. SATA. TT. EC. ETN. 



XXv1 THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

VESIEN Te 1. HAC. RMSE VTE. 1. 

NE NBN VTA. 1. 

MAVEN. OL Te EET. FET. 

= \. REM WHOM. Wd -l= 1. Wi. 

my \. Rem eE VME EEE ine. 1. 

eC MEI. WK TE. MEE NT. 

KW. FMEVE WW. Y. FEMME \. SA. 

MN ATES EC I. AMEE. 1. mi. 1. 

4 FEV VEE ENN. Fre NEE Te 1. 

mani. Vm. Yea VD. 

SVM. NK. WEEN ES LENeony. 1. 4 

WETCNT V. REI eV. FEMME V eON1. 

SPENT YW ECH Y WEe1. 

Wit. 1. (aie Vo We. TEKH 1. 

MANE WE VEEL. re 1. TAY. 

MEN. EME. Ae. Eee i. 

NEY. WKN. EVERY. MEE WHEY, 

a YT Va. ESV VW 

Win, \. Wee VPM IN, YON. 

ETT EET. \. cn, 28-405, 

TIENT. VANE EK, VI. 

CNN EMT HG TE EEO EN, 

AAT. OY. TETRA. VW BEF Sine, 1. 



cotumn III, §§ 6-8. — xxvii 

MECH 1. Wee \ BAMA. 

mM. Hr. MIEN. EMEC. Mel 

VM. MRE. MIN. FEV, V. WET. 

WNW AESVEN eon, \ FONE CHT. VENT. 

ihr \ REV. Fe. TEC. ie TE i. \. 

EC-V EON Vo WA ECTE VATE NVM. 

Witt. \. (RE Wien \. WEL. TEKH A. \. 

Mm ANE Ved. EME Lee 1. TCA. 

Mme. EMEP. Nae VE eae, 

Vee VW. TERN. Saeed. 1. 

OWN enein \. WY. Ear ie 1. YET. 

meV Menai V eCnLEeony 1. 

PSV 1. OE 1. WEN AV. Eee, 

EN. YW ElE I. VENT. TEENY. 

OM. V. Wate kit. VERNON VTA, 

Qe. eT. AEE I. 1. (11. 40—49). 

BW MeN ie \. AMEE YO AYA. 
Me. REM IE. WII. WIE Ee 
PRM YG YW EVEN CH. Y. 
TRL RCOLAL CaM WI Kot) -)4 Ra DALI LUC CRRCAIAR ALIAS 
mecca \. (eM niihet 1. HRe \. TEEN 7. 
ey. EMENEIY \. MIEN \. Hey 
RE ye 1. A EC TE NY. (11, 49—52), 



XXVili THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

8. Meat. VO WME TENE. VIM. 

MeV. eT. BEE TIENT. EO. 

VELEN iit. \. meaner. Vee 1. ED. 

SMW. MOM V. EEL G TET. Wi. 

TEM VHA. EE VEY. FLITE. 

HELA TEN. VAR. Met 1. 

Moe VN Vn enin 

eT TALENT. TACIT. TEAM. 

CNTY. AE. RETENTION. 

YON. GNA. WENT. EMEP. ere 1. 

AMEN EEK YI eee 1. 

ie. \. REM TE. eT YEMEN. 

MME VN VBE ee iin 1. 

KMOENINKre. VEO. WP BREMEN Y. eC. 

EVENT YEH Trt. VERE, 1. 

MN. EV. WEN. EON’. 

MAMET. YAEL ae NF. 

Wien \. meet \. Hi Y. WANET 

WYATT Ey. 

MEV. RoW Lee MT. MTC, 

NEVE. VWI Eee YAY. 

a. EVA VM We. We 

VAY FY. TEV EC EET ANTI. co. 52-60), 



cotumn III, §§ 9-11. XXix 

10. YEN. NV. MELE. VAT. 

OMe VRE eV. COCR VEE TT. 

mire. 1. eT Y. RENE. EN. 

WE MEW. YL eM EEC YT VRE Ne. 1. 
VPN E VHA V WeOCH ATE 1. 

MEN. EVER IT V. WAVE. VL. WATEY. 

WiiWii. 1. Wainy. \. Wey. 1. 

TEM. Y. MAE Ne V. EME L. €0¢1. 

“WO AV. MEW. MECN. aati. 

Ve Reon, \. Wel VEEN eV Wire ye. 

re VEN. MT. Ered. VV. 

nym. \. me \. Meine. Vo envy. 

EN Yel Een. (i. 63—68). 

N.Y WEN. VWI ENOTEK. VACA. 

OMe. \. REM TE. 1. HATE. EEN 1. 

Ere YEE. VME VW. 

CNY YW Fee. TEENY. 1. 

MEVINN YO Wee. VATE eon. 1. 

4 TE VV YAY VEC. ETI. 

ME M=Enyeyye« Vo Wee VL MEK. 

ny. \. Hinelyyiv. \. EVV. VENTE yy. 

CM \. Were VMN eM. 1. REM. 

VE \. AEH Ve \. MEN VL HiT, 



XXX THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

SNe Vee VW ele Wen. 

Qi. VMAS Me. YAN Vl. 

Wey Vey. Vo MEENA. Ar 

CEN QI We Ween \. (il. 68—74). 

12. Veit. VME EAT YAY. 

MeV. REMERON. YY. 

MEE VW. ae. IA. REE. 

EY EEN ye. ci. e259, 

138. ne iae, VANE TET VL AY. 

VM eae MCN. AMEE Ne 1. 

ETA. \. YTV ECT. FENN 1 EVA. 

TAIRA DAPDAK@a LIMA AI FARIPR RU AIAIAD OIA AKAIATAIAR LIAS 

MEE. ERI. YE. PEAY. 

MWY V. WENNER. VL HELEN 6. 1. 

RR. ECE. OREN TENT I ME arey= 1. 

EVN EN. RC. OCI. er. Y. 

MENG. ECE. OREN V. WeEN A. 1. 

MEV ANE Te VII EAT EIR. 

MVE eV Ere RELATE ECCI OL RTE, 1. 

EME EME INE CTO ENT. 

EVERIO. VME Wein 1 Went. 

MEV VL Wee Ee VMK NY. YN. 

es. YMA Eee nin Vee 1. 



EE ——————— 

— conumn III, §§ 12-14. XxXxi 

SIAR CAILAR WRI AIRA ORE mee MV EME. (ll, 75—82). 

14. YEN eV. AME EN Ve. 

Wire \. REM MIA EME ENN. 

Kr VY VELEN WIEN EN. 

WY TA ELEN TENE. 

MAARTEN. V. MEM KIN. WNEONY, 

LTE IN. ME EME. ae EA. 

LT EV EN VEN A re VECO eT. 

Wit. \. HEME VIE 1. Ci. 1. 

EMEA MoE VME ae MEIN, 

MANE Aa NEEM VEY. 

TEKH. \. MAC IH YAEL, 

LIME ANY. YMA ELEM. VW EVA Te, 

420 YEO. SN. ELI. ETN. 

MEN MIE MEW MEN, ee 1. 
FFL AEA EN WA EEN MAE 1, 
SENT A. VELEN WH eV IEE. 

S)IATIAAPIRCUIKCAIAR@ LAM MLIACCOMIAIL MOLI A MR Rian 
PTI. VN EE Win. ME ER 1. 
EAH KEN Meo. LETTE VE 1. Yo 
Rat VME CNY. \. (Il, 82—91). 



XXXii THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

COLUMN IV. 

LVM ie. VIE TET VA ie. 

WY Fiat VW FeV YEA EEN YAY. 

HE l=. eet 1—2), | 

2 WME. HMEMHERR AAT 
WF FIA. We TI ECE, 
JERHM YY. MAE RE TEL. CNT. 
ee inem. 1. WE \. REM Vein, 

YM eX. WEE. WW. ay. 
eC EVE. WA AEE. RE RHA. HTEY. 
WYLIE TT AI AEN, Gre AH. 
VOW. Qe Me TET. 
1 eM YAM. WEE WEY. 
EGE. TELAT Me VATE TM, 
CCX AM. EVEN. WEE. OG 
YEAR \. EMR. COE BIEVER. 
eA VEYT RTC. TATE ATR UAT Vite hY. 
1 (EE 1 HE YL EIT 
ie \ MEM 1 We 1 WieN 
ARAM. OV. TET OV GRE Kite 1. 



cotumn IV, §§ 1-2. XXxill 

FTE YO TEN VERON VT, 

YC 7K. TYE CEN EYEE RCW. 

PMA. Vo ETE LENKA 

EV \. MEN TY. eV. Py VEY AT. 

TENE YL MEM Vere VEL OTECT EN. 

ee ATH VCE ELIE CITT. ECVE TT. 

TY. \. TAY TEC. EDEN eV. AN. 

AMEN YATE VENA NC. 1. 

MEN. VP ON. WV. WIL. 1. 

Meir. Vo PEM. VAN. 1. 

NTE YET ONY VENA oN 1. WAT. 

RMN. VICE EST NK. VMN. YA 1. 

TEN MEN AK ENN MTEL TIN TY 41. 

MM. VANE EN. VM VE. 

NM ELE 1. NW tin 1. ee 1, 

WYATT. OY. eMYENR CoN. OV. TATOO, 1. 

IRENA, YON. MEME e 1. 

HOGTE YMA HET. VENA. 1. 

PIA 4. PFN. AAV PE 1. 

MIE SEN re. 1. AE ENTE VENTA. 

TEM MV. ECE LPI ET NT . eC1ef. 

me. V. WAV TE, VCENIA Hen. Y, 

WME TE 1. HEY. MELE TC. 1. 



XXXIV THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

PEN AY. WAY YW YI ae 1 

MER VW ZEMAPRE V eTE Y. NET. 

CE NV. CERRO VL. PATA, V. PE. 

MEN A. AMEE. HG TEN. 

MAEVE Te VEN Ie. 

VEEN VM VL. ere VATE. 

BATH. VEE \ RENE CTA eoNT. NV. 

WAY TECK. EVA. RT YET. 

YP YO Weal. Vil. 

Wary. WAY 4 YAY. LA EL EY. A. 

VEY, Velo VRE TECTIA, OV FANT. Y. 

PTE YMA AY 1 CENA on 1. 

WAT NECK. |. (ll, 2—31). 

8. VME. VANE TEE VA. 

WY. We YT ae oe. 1. 

MAN. MA EE el YEMEN YW. 1. 

4 >) EV Hy, \. (il, 31—32). 

4. VEN ye 1. MEEK VAN. 

WFAN. EGO HEN. WN. Fle 1. TE. 

miei. \. MEV. TELNAES VEN, 

RYT. WAVE, Ye. eye, TEM. 

EIN Y. MeMPrened VY Fennel. 1. 

SNK 1. m= ira, Ve \. Aen. 



cotumn IV, S$ 3-7. XXX¥V 

eM. WIR eM Wen ei 
WY. WEN. \. EVN. Na. 33—~36). 

5. MME ie. VY. AMEN CEN VN 

KY V. Weave. EN. AIM et, 1. 

re \. WEEN. 1. Wee. 1. eI ENA, 

WV. WELK. FENCE. VEY. 

EVV Tire V. EGG VPN TCR. VENT e. VT 

TE. MKENEE CN. FEVEM A. CEN. 

MRM. Yee YL AEOCATLATE. 

We \. ELATED, VENT Vc. 8510). 

B. VME ie. VWI EM EAT. VK. 

Ae AVA) A Aum OO | hel LAO OD LA 

VEN V. VERE. V. MAME He V+ 

Whee \. WELT VW. \ 

Weave -W. \. Ye \. Oe. 1. RECT. VA. 

Whine. \. ENR VFN RENEE. 1. 

at. \. Wii. VEEN. \. TEETEOE. 

EWAN. MEA. AEN 1. La. 

44 AVY EV YY Vy.  & VV EC IY + FEC. ve (il. 40—43), 

7. VEN re. VANE TEAK VA 

Wire. V. WAEL WLI. Fate firte 1. 

VFN VAT ECR TTT ET. ELATCOTATT. 



XXXV1l THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

ah Pea kA am WL (AL O10 

eC NT. VAT EV IV. cu, 43155. 

BT ENTe. V. TINE Ve. 
WV Fire. VEE. WATE TE. NY. 
Tt.” Yo MAO Kye. 3° “eee. ok n=. 

VTi. VEEN OW. Wee. Wetec, 1. 
SN Rc, Ve ARENT Ve 

HOC ELMEN rt. Te 1 RET 

WY AMEN TY. Vere VRE IY WY. 
SNR. RRM Wit. 1. We 
INN FACIE VCH Te EON EAA, 

ET VFO. \. TEETH. 1. 
SEN ATCT EN YY VTA TIE OY ca, 45-50, 

8. KYM it. 1. AMEE VI 
KY Fie A. ae Vo RKP PED. 1. NMR CALARiS 

ALT IO TN eI EN IEG, 

VTE YELENA. eA. EC, 

ERM. NMED Va VL EON. 

FTV EEY EZ WYY cn, 50-529. | 

10. VIEW, VFN EK 1. AT. 

Ve. VERE VAP EM NTN. 15 

“YY, = Ai xy, anak 7 1. suggested * Gray. 

* Jackson maniydtiy. 
® So Weissbach and Bang. Jackson tends adata (Av. dzata) or amata, 



cotumn IV, §§ 8—13. XXXVii 

EVES ely ely. \. eye. 1. YE. 1. EVEN, 
Mea Yo MEE EME 1 WA. \. 

MAA A YEN. WII. ENT 

WP WY. Ve. RAT eee. 1. EAE. 

Ce, YMA. YEA Va 

TEM ny. VAAN. Ve. eli. 

PWV. \. FN, \. EVE eV. re. 

MEN TENA WY ENE. \. (il. 52—56). 

1. VMN ae. VME ET VY. 
WT AoE ie. WAY. ECL IE. 

MA Ne Me, Ye YF VED. 

SNe \. MAEM. VENA. 1. 

Vir \. WENN We. VAY -N. 

NYT. \. (il, 57—59). 

oF TENN eV. AIMEE. 1 NT 

eV ire. Ve YF. Ye VW ire 

TE WY. Oil eaeinein 1. MEN. TEKH. 1. 

MANE Ae OY. A ECTESTY. A. WAY. 

WM Wine. \. (aE. VWs. 

WENT. Y. WE We VRAIN. FC Tiat 1. 

ENT OY (il. 59—61). 

13. PEN Ait. AMEN TEAK VAI. 

CM 1. MIE CEMENT. VANTEC THT. 



XXXVill THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

Tm. \. Maine. \. Wee \. qin 1 

WE ye Ty. VELA EY. Fae ire. Vee. VL) 

re VV. Ve VENTE. MeCN Vee 1. 

MENA ON. WCHL. Rie. a= eEy 1. 
WET. Fe. TIT. ae eae, 1. 

REN. V. WEIN. GEC, 
WY EEC. ACEI. PL GREY 
WAY AEE. VEEN Hae 1. Oty. 
CENT. WRI Wein. Wee. 

ead = a0 lA fl el =t 

MCEVE NNW. WREVEVN.N. (11. 61—67). 

14. VEN Ye. VINE EN OL YY. 

Ve PATENT EM AMON, 1. 

qr RENT Vere VEEN Ae He 1, 

NEV VCE VEEN ION HO TENN LEE: 

ME. Vena NY Ana. 1. 

MEN. VEHICLE Te, 1 REY. 

Y=. \. (il. 67—69). 

15. VME re. VANE REN. YAY. 

VEN ATEN TENN Ge RECT. 

Wyre. NO CEN SRT VBE ee, 1. 

EWN TIN AI HR) Wi, 

NEM. \ FEN in YW ene. 1 EECA. 
1 Jackson reads .,Auvatam, 



corumn IV, §§ 14—17. XXXix 

Ot | MEM ENTE WE. 
VE Tio. \ REL EENI.\. (1, 69—72), 

16. VMN. Y AMELC ETE YAY. 
Ve VEN eV WA ENTRY. 
TEV H Mt, YE. YR EEV I. \. 
TC EI K. V AIVEMH ee. 1 ATEN YW. 
mY ot EM YEA. YANN LF 
SNES HEN NK 1 MATE ir 1 a7 
TEM. YW Ye Yate. 
PV itrt. \. NYA, \. VEYE Ne. CH. 1, 
MENA. VEN OW. 1. ENTE. AEN, 1. 
PIT. TEE Ee. WE. WATLEY. 
TY Yin. ANTE ATEN, (il. 72—76). 

VME re. VME ET. VAY. 
Mee VL CEN IN. TIC. SNM, 
WEAN. RENEE. ENE 1. HT. 
WCF (FEV. GENT CEM. 
PNY AW. V. PE rt VCE ILE, \. REV. 
FEMME YAEL RTM Te VK, 

PY. \. FV Aa TV. HEN AEN Fit. 1. NY. 1. 

“YYW. NV. EVA 1. STEVI YF 1. dE CTE DT. 

er YEN ae. 1. MATE. Ae. 
Naev= \. (Il. 76—80). 



xl THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS, 

18. VMN ie \. WINE TEM, 1. ARCALL AC a = % 

WF YAGI Yael, be 
MIEN. WENT Yel Veet Y. 

MY. VPN Veet ny. 

CE PMY MEM EI A Ere ELEN Hae 1. 

mY EEN TY. Wee. Ven ye. 1. eT. 

EW Ve TTEIT ATEN. OV. TIARA, 

Rye. VME. WII eT 

VE CER MEeeiy. \. Fn Y FME== 1. 

(7a A AL aa OL UI A 

SMENE YL. WHEN. MW, WV EVE A. 

Hine ee 1. FRY FEE VET 1. 

eM. OV. BAY EIA CeO OV. TL 

SIM EVVE. NV. VAP ELTA. VT YI EY A, 

ee een 1. aR \. AMEE 1. WEL ry, 

ed ET VEER YA. Y. mM. =! 
Y=. \. (11. 80—86), 

19. WN Tt. VRE EK VAT, 
eM. RAEI. EO. AICTE. 
dX ele TREN. WEE. NCATE, 
ernment, YW Ele yc... 1. TAY. 
EY el E NK, , INE 11 Alin \ (hate to hfe (il, 86—89), 

ae 

OF ton ol eee, ee 
mh tee Pe ee Oe a ek 



coLumn LV; § 18; V, §§ 1—2. sli 

COLUMN v.. 

1 MLM ae. \. AMELIE 1. ACI. 

Wife Ve. Ae 1. WI. TAY ECVE 

WN NVA. ENN ENYA. at. 

WV Fiat VERON A TEOC IAT. EIDE. Y. 

CNY. VEEN RCH. VW. PNET. 

PV Wat. VW. Ae PEE Ny. 

TY. MET YY. WAVTECTE 1. 

REM. \. Wien. VME. VMN. 

MY NTE TONY VES E iia 1. ECT. 

TEN MN AIMEE VTE Een. 

QTY. VY TN AY ECTETA FEM. 

TEN. CEN. ETE VE. VTE. 

SVAN. WK TE. PRE TONT A. CONEY 1. 

WAVE VEC. VC CT CEI VF, 

EME... ENA. VEY. ena... 1. 

MAEVE. ENA. Wee Ve it. 1. 

YAY. NEMO N.. FITECECTT WTE. 

MK. MOTE NECN, cn. 159. 

2. VANE. VAIS TER. Ve 



slii THE BEHISTAN INSCRIPTIONS. he : 

Mie VA. GN eC TRE 
AMT. Tt ATER MEI 
CY IIE TK. A EEN. Yc. 15-18), 3 

8. mW ie, AL AMER CTENG VAY. 

WY Ware. VOGLER. Hee. ve... 4 
Ne EN EE Hei... \. (il. 18-21). 

4 WME Tae 1. AMEE VAN. 
HY We. FOE. Wee VEEN. 
IVA EV. Ee. Tae. Wee 1. 
RELA. WEN. I. REN. Aten! 1. 
MTEC, VEO AV ATE meen... 
Mee YY YANN EEE \ ECA. 
W. eh NO TE 2 ee 
A. YE, VENT en. 
me (EME Vi... (ll, 21—31). 

BYE ie. VANE TEA. VAC. 

Re ie Ee 1. 

EN. VEE Y IAE I e 1. 
WAY EVEN. \ (11. 81—84), ! 

BNE re. YAM ENO TE LA ae 
Wie. WARREN \V ciineny i... 

TEN AY ENTE OKI EA, (ll. 34—36), 

AN ADMIRER, 

“4 vir ‘Gat gs ee Be Nhe ) ye war ¢ e rd ee ~~ a 



APPENDIX II, 

FIRST SERIES 

OF THE 

SELECTIONS OF ZAD-SPARAM. 

ey ‘wyroy 2dener> --0oRWR wove eH MP 

CHAPTER I. 

SPO 948 IROO Pen ep Sore “JMD2aHD 0 

IPeMop deniqey5 ygpejds VOIP PUTED POO) ype 

2. PE Mp pS gapen )moerty LF ane ~ 

Suey ~4yyyao) ee 19O IPH I Nd 1H I 

2 PIO MODUL! 9 _y 19 PLE IROL by 0)999) 

Dend@ aiyyadkar nipishtako Cidakiha-i Zad-sparam-i Yban- 

Yiman!' Karitund. 

CHAPTER I, 

0. Shnayishno-i didair Atharmazd va-vispin Yazdano, hamak 

Yazdan-i mainédgiin yva-Yazdin-i stihan, gdbishno-i atrpato Zado- 

sparam-i Yuiban-Yimano, ae-i nimrdjé, madam gfimézishno-i spénak 

maindg génig maindg. 

1, Havdto pavan déné Angin pédiko aégh: Réshandih ajvar 

va-tarigih azir, afshino miydnako-i koli 2 @ vishadakih yehvint. 

* Perhapsfor P£yor aisinéman, * K, omits 9 



xliv E. W. West’s EpItIon oF 

Gey) ayadop wo 1DAUy! yyy) yeh 2 

249190" 6 AO ose aga 4 Janye Bay ~UNe 
yao £p yo AO 3  1PNAD 049 2) age yyy 

IEP SI INTE? HY IPED! prs spe By 

NPPyygeas yar 99) yo) fied pant iO APINGOU LF by, ada) 

WONPH WOK TY O-L“IP 0) “yy 244 HOP 

ipdany QUS IO) 4 eno Ho OPPO IPR ON 

£ O20 9IU Spo) Gps 6 Sy) by yerrg Bh hed 

Wow NI UY 14 yy) Ly sere) «ad TOO woe 

2190-9 Se Dy Swed sow 9919 sehen ayo IMEIp 

pe “ ygedsyp Bo *O0>)P-4 aw) ys ic upryrng 5 

2. Atharmazd bén rdshandéih va-Aharmané bén tarigih; va- Adharmazd 

aitoih-i Aharman madano-c-i val patkar akas, Aharmano min aitoth-i 

roshanoih-i Adharmazd 1a akds yehvintd. 3. Aharmand bén tom 

tarigih val mado, fré-tano kistano hamai sagituntd, tané-i anddzishnigo 

lala val madam yatinté, afash tai-1-i rdshandih frdzo khaditintd; 

va-gvido-géharih-i aibash rai tikhshido aégh aibash yebamtinédo, 

afash ham-angiino padash bén kamkari-aito. 4, Va-cigino pavan-ic 

tardno ham-tano, frdézo val vim6nd mado,Atharmazd lakhvar dishtano-i 

Aharmané min nafshé shatré rai, frdzo val ham-ranith mado, afash 

pavan avézako gobishno-i yatiig stardako kardo, afash lakhvar val tom 

ramitintod. 

5. Paspanih min drij raf, maindgiha bén dibarasto, maind-i 

1 The MSS, have 49)1)9@- 2 The MSS, have seen da yp 



Tue SELEoTIONS OF ZAD-SpARAM, CHAPTER I, §§ 2—9, xlv 

“SOK HE) HYHEP Jjenyy SSyo | 2y) 404) pre 

aw Sy oe w ada s smog ipo dw vv 
ya ipo Sty 4; Sapo) gop my D2 yg yee) 

a0) ss) 13) SPH Sere 1) Lye pe seedy erga? 

ay aS ya yenpn ge ope “ayers 4 5) Mp yO 

2 G94 

oe Sogorg ren» ay .) TY Opp ULI 7 

say rend» wor Hy tH RR pA IAT AIP) 5 
at I~Ueewy by » ssuyeny pyr by Soyo 

ass ee 11190 1yj<e)0 Pe Ne ey 9 

dsiman va-maya,va-zamig, va-alirvar,va-gospend, va-anshita,va-atakhsh 

bréhinido, afash 3,000 shnato dashto. 6. Abarman-ic bén tom afzar 

hamai girdo ; va-pavan sar-i 3,000 shnato lakhvar val viménd yatinté, 

pat-istado, va-draido aégh: ‘‘ Makhitinam lako, makhitunam daman-i 

lako rai shem yehabint minih, lak min Spenag Maindg havdih, 

harvisp6 pavan zag bara merencinam.” 

7. Atharmazd pasukhdinido aégh: “ La, drij! harvispé kardir 

havdih,” 

8. Va-tané Aharmané pat-istid aégh: ‘‘Baraé hacém harvispé-i 

ahi-i ast-almand val akharan-déstih-i lak, va-val déstih-i li,” 

9, Adharmazd pavan maindég-i khirdoih khazitinté aégh, zag-ico 
- EE ~2 es 

1 The MSS. again insert 404- * K. #109: 



xvi E. W:. West’s Eprvion or 

‘29 ‘sepepy a) 9@ 699919 18 PNP NORD 1 AU" 

seen rriany Od ;e98 S) yy yp) syW ny VV 10 2. HOON 

LF HEY OF “4UBAHEE NO IA EE IPIKeD® DIFF 

sydsygoy ja png qe eS) -geanbyy 2) 

woe PU ey) “oy suger) eos 

sete Frag 11 carp yor F 9 stony 

yyy yews Aor sO te HpenED Gy 

sygenimoyy yptoey by Saye) sqgnymony gop ape tgenae 
Ssaqog pdee sees 99) S295 “yy sey) yada 

p> yor Snpor sear WE we bay ow 12 2 sen 
Aharman pato-istadano tibanig pavan kardano, yédo la burin-aimand 

zamanako-i kikhshishno. 10. Afash bara ajash vidana bard val — 

aiyyarih bavihinasto, mdsh khadittnté aégh Aharmano pavan 

miyanjigih-i aéc gishandn madam 14 yegaviminéd, va-zaman aito kola 

2 khipo ham-aiyyarih rast réyinidaérih aibash aydvo; afash pavan 

3 zamano validdinto-i kolé zaman-l 3 hazirako. 11.Aharman6 madam 

yegaviminado, va-Aflharmazd khaditinté aégh, amato Aharmand 

fréstako kardano 14 shayedo, hamai amato bavihinédo lakhvar val 

nafshé bavihinasté-i tarigih vazlinédo, ac® zahar-i vésh Arai aito 

afar’jam patkar yehvinédo. 

12. Afash akhar min zamano vabidinté Ahfnavar frézo debrund, 

1 The MSS. have a4ne5 oFyydy, but burin-admand zamdnako-i, “appointed 

time of,” is a more probable reading. 

? The MBS, have eens: 

$ May be ac, ‘‘also, moreover,” or Az, “the Serpent demon of Greed’’ ( compare 

§ 26 ) or, possibly, aj, from”; but this last is rarely found, except in compounds. 



Tae SELECTIONS or ZAp-sPARAM, CHAPTER I, §§10—15. xlvii 

39 Geely 13 196 “ye 9H» Sipe ne ve 

spay aS YY ED Ngee HEP > Spy apady aS Gr 
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afash pavan Ahinavar 8 aydinako khibih numido:—13. Fratim 

aégh kola mindavam zag frariino-i Aiharmazd kam mindavam péda- 

ko, aégh amato zag frarin-i Atharmazd, kam pédako, aégh mindavam 

aito-i 14 bén kam-i Atharmazd, dzirigo min bin dahi-aito, vinag-i 

gvido gohar. 14. Dadigar dend, aégh min zag vabidinyén-i Adhar- 

mazd kam ash mozd padadahishno khvéshigo, va-valé min lA zag 

vabidinyen min Atharmazd kim ajash pihar padafrah nafshd-i min 

dené numai-aito ; kirfakogarin mozd vinaskardno padofrah va-madi- 

gano-i vahishté dishahv6 ajash. 15. Sadigar numido aégh khidayth-i 

Aftharmazd vald afziyinédo-i val daregishan, vijari-aito paitiyérako- 

aiimandih zyash numfdo aégh aito cabunino val niyazig cabunan aiyyar 

1 The MSS, have F- * Possibly adbash. 

3 The MSS. have ¢f himan, “ well-meditating.” 
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yehvinishno ; cigin akas dahishnano val anakasagano, ham- 

aedino tibanig khvistako-Ano va/ niydzigo, khvastakan radiha 

yehabinté-i nafshé. 16. Va-farhakhto dasto-i Adharmazd dimino 

aéyako val tané bén kokhshishnigo ardigo, cigin frashakardarih 

pavan dend 3 mindavam shayedo yehvuntano. 17. Aito frattm rasto- 

déndéih-i benafshd, astfiibinih-i madam gabra bin-dashtoth pavan zag 

ristako nati-barham,! aégh Afiharmazd hamak shapirih asaritarih, 

afash kam kim-i visp-frariino; Aharmand vispo-i saritarth ashapirih. 

18. Dadigar, aémédo-i mozd padadahishno-i kirfako, girano bim-i 

min pihar padafrih-i bajako, girdno tikhshidan-i pavan kirfako, 

pahrékhtan-i min vinds. 19. Sadigar, ham-alyyarih yehvintan-i 

l Nati-barham, ‘* good news, or glad tidings’; compare Pers, nai barhan and nat 

rahan. 

MWS be 
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dimin, ayévo levatédg va-min ham-aiyyaérih ham-sipihih; sipahih 

pirizih-i madam dishmané yehvinédo-i nafshé frashakardo. 

20. Pavan dené gdbishno stardo yehvint6 lakhvar val tom aif- 

dido ; Aftbarmazd dam tano-atimandiha bara val stish yehabuntd; fratiim 

isimin, va-dadigar mayi, sadigar zamigo, 4-iim afrvar, va-5-im 

gospend, 6-im anshiti. 21. Atakhsh bén vispdyehvinté, pargandago 

kidmén pavan 6 géhirako-i koli gohirak-aé darvand-i pavan madam 

yehabinté and bido; gifto yegavimiinédo, cand mizo-ac-i amat aévako 

pavan tané frédo hankhetind. 

22. 4,000 shnato dim tano-afmand va-andf-raftir yehvintd; 

khirshédo va-mih starano yegavimiinido havdéd. 23. Bén dibiaristan-i 

» Levatdg, “ accompanying.” 

* MSS. yP- $ MSS, wees * MSS. 10) wis 
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hanjishnigo pavan zamanako sar, Adharmazd nigirido aégh: * Md sido 

aito-i min yehabintan-i dim amato apdishnigo-i aribishnig han- 

jishnigo ?”” 24, Afash pavan atyyarih-i spihar Zorvan dim frézo bréhi- 

nido; va-Zérvano atanko yehvinédo, aéghash dam-t Atharmazd 

ribako kardo barf min ribakoih-i Aharman6 dim, md bun-gashtino’, 

aévako val tané, viziiyishnigo? padirako istishnigo bido havdd. 25. 

Afash far’jim-nikiriha afzir-1-i min benafshé gohar-i tarigih, mdnash 

virinako-i Zérvanigo padash padvastako, posto dydinako-i zag dago 

siyah va-atir-astar-gtin, frdzo val Aharmandé birdo, 

A 

26. Afash pavan frdézo-burishnih gifto aégh: “Pavan valdshino z2aé 

1 “ Original evolutions,” meaning Atharmazd and Aharmand, see S. B. E, 
Vol, XXIV., pp. 5, 135, 146, 234. 

2 “‘ Detrimental”; compare Pers. gazdy. 

oe " =— —_ ; 7 
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avakih-t Azo, hana-t lak bara dikhto-! khido, pavan dénd frédo 
yemitunédo ; va-yéd pavan sar-i 9000 shnato, cigin yiifto istédo ni- 

pishto, madam kardano vidani, madam vabidint6, la far’jaminido. 

_ 27. Pavan ham vidaaa Aharman min ham Zérvind bara val 

kidmon, bari val star-pahyago® yatint6; band-i Asmano pavan 

starpihyago vishido-i numiido, m@ frédo val tanhaigih hisht, nirdig 

bénddido-i* réshanino va-tirino, zivak-i Ardigo minash_tajishno-i 

kola 2-in padash, 28. Afash tirigth levatd nafshd dashtano bén 

val fismano yaitytinté. Asmin Angin yal tom hishto, aégh 

andartinog siko pavan Asmino cand 3aévako-aé ajvar star-pahyag bara 

yehamtinédo. 

1 K omits »5- 7 MSS, >. * A mis-spelling of j##@ pAyago. 

* Perhaps “communication of ; or possibly bin-gashtan-t, “ original evolution of.” 

* MBB. 0) s4xy- 

7 
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CHAPTER II. 

1. Madam én yatintd-i Aharmané val dam pavan déno angtin 

pedako aégh, birakh Fravardino, ym Atharmazd pavan nimroj, frdzo 

val vimond-i asmano mado, 2. Asman vénédo va—géharih rai angun 

bara tarsédo cigin mésh min girg lar’zédo ; Aharmand tdvishnigo 

sdjishnigo padash madam yattntd. 38. Akhar val maya mado-i azir 

zamigo nivirdo, afash tarigih gvido  mijak-aé madam burdo ; 
Aone . A ALA A ND or A A ‘ 

va-pavan iiyano-i zamigo madam yatinto, cigtin mar hamak 

axumbo min sutrako-aé madam yatinédo; va-hamako zamigo 

1 MBS. efole 

2 Compare Pers, kunbidan, “ to leap.” 
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how eh 6 wanes Wa 7 2406 WR sy He 
ben yegaviminido. 4. Zag vidarg aégh madam yatintd benafshd 

aito, ris-i val dishahvé min pavan zag-i dibirinend shédino drevan- 

dano. 

5. Akhar val airvar mado, cigiin aévako bin yehvund, mfnash 

balat cand pdi-aé, va-anazg va-apdstako va-tar shirin; afash vispé 

sardako zOr-i atrvarano bén cihar dashtano pavau nazdigih-i miyana- 

ko-i zamigo bido ; va-pavan ham-vidana bari khishko, 

6. Akhar val térig mado-i aévak-dido, ciginash balai cigin 

Gaiyédkmardo pavan bir-i mayd-i Daéitih miydnako-i zamig 

istido; afash min Géaliyékmardo rakhigih cand balai-i nafshé 

yehviintano, min-ic bfr-? mayd-i Daitih pavan ham _ padmino 

rakhig yehviinté;  va-nekeb spédo réshand~ bido cigdn 
mih, 7. Oigin  paitiyarako madam mado Afharmazd 

+ MSS, shy * MBB. add 9. 
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mang-i bang-ic karituni-aito pavan vashtamintan yehabind, va- 

pésh-i aind bang mishtano, aégh min zanishno-i vazakoin ashadakih 

kam yehviinédo; nizir va-vimar yehvanté, pavan dashin kharako 

alfdido tavratino, 

8. Pésh min frdzo madano-i val Gaiydkmardo-i adino cigin 

3-0 aé*-i Zaratikhsht balai-i yehvintd, réshand yehvintd cigin 

khirshédo, Adiharmazd. min khydéé brahinédo pavan gabra kerpo-i 

15 sdlako-i rédshandéd-i bilénd, «fash madam  shedrunédo val 

Gaiyédkmardo; afash khvdé madam atbash debrinéd-ic darandi cand 

Yat-ahi-vairy6ki-1 madam yema/eluni-aito, 9. Amato min khyvdé 

frdzo yehvinté, afash cashm madam dishto, ash khaditinto 

1 BK ay) af1, K 49321), but Jp) in Bund, iii., 18. 

® TavratAno, for tartavano, compare Pers. tartaban, “ trembling.”’ 

$ Or 3 nAi, “3 reeds” = 14 feet (see 8. B. E. XVIII, pp. 48, 0.5; 142, n, 1.) 

* So MSS., but better omit I~IHO, or transpose into SP) )-O- 

* MSS. transpose into J", but see Bund. iii., 19. 2 Corrected. from grip». 
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CHAPTER III. 

“WRHHY A119 ayy PMO FOS) NOS Soap. 2 

gehino amat tirigo bido cigtn lélyi ; pavan hamak zamig mar, 

gézdimbo, vazag, va-kabed ginako khrastarino'; caharpiano avirig 

dytinako andarino khasino* angin-isti/o havdnd ; him zamigo mado- 

mad? hiimanaiko cand sézan* tékh lA mind zyash 14 dubirishno-i khraf- 
starin padash yehvinto. 10. Madano-i apakhtarigo pavan ham- 

dvidih-i apakhtarig va-mah va-4-ino 5-4n apiakhtaran; kabed tar- 

kerpino pavan cihar va-gés-i Azo Dahiko bén vahamih-i Aniran-aé 

tojishno dishto; shkifto bido karitiinishno dregvadino-i min ashavan. 

1]. Afdtm bara val atakhsh mado, va-tarigo did }én gumikhto. 
bbb bbb bebe bbb 

CHAPTER Ill, 

1, Va-Gosh-airva, cig(in benafshd yehvind riban-itorag-i aévak-dado, 

* For 1m) esses khrafstardno. + Reptiles '' (ece the older Persian dictionaries). 

K gives also jP 4 as an alternative. ® Pers. dmad-Amad, 

* Sésan, “ needle’; MSS. lal 
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CHAPTER IV. 

wr ah We tees ek aa 

amat torag bara vidérdo, mio téra birino yatintd, cigin riban- 

ic min viddrdino tano, pavan zag himiniko gar’zishno-i vang val 

Atharmazd birdo cigtn zag-i hazdrakanako sipih, amat pavan 

akvayév madam gar’zénd. 2. Va-Atharmazd min pésh-i Gaiyok- 

mardo paspaninidan avirtar thbano bidan gimikhtako dimano rai, 

min zamig madam val asmano vazlint6. 3. Afash Gdshatrvan min 

akhar gar’zino hamai vazltinté, afash ving birdo aéghato sardarih-i 

pavan damano pavan min bara shedgtni -én ? 

PEPE EEE PE PPh 

CHAPTER IV. 

1, Dend bido balisto shalitéth-1 Aharmand, md levatd visp 
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zavaro' zyash bido bara val ahtkoinishno-i diman mado; afash bin-i 

asmaéno cand 3 aévako-aé-i val frodo rino, pavan bandago girifto 

dadih vakhdint6, dngun aégh hamako tarigo bara min réshandédih, mé 

benafshé yehvint6, bén yAtiintan-i hamaestar, dishman bén kikhshish- 

noihi-i val dadako. 2. Va-dend aito padirako frashakardarih, md 

mahisté-i draij, amat ben yatinto, avarig koli afzar, min ham bin va- 

nirik den@d yom, bén khvépishno-i frashakardirih, *zag amat dish- 

mano-i pavan bén yatiintan bandag va-lakhvar yakhsenuni-aito. 

8. Miyano dend kola kikhshishno gfmézako rdyinishnihd-i 

Aharmanéd, aégham “binyago mado pirizih, mdm shkdfto Aasmano 

1 Av. zAvare, 

2 Some word seems missing here. ‘MSS. ¢ @- 

* Probably shk&fto “split; BK, 9440, K s9eo4- 
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va-ahukinido pavan t6m va-tar, afam vakhdinté pavan drupishtoih ; 

afam ahikinido may’, afam siifto zamiko vinasido pavan tarigih, afam 

khushinido airvar, afam marginido téra, afam vimarinido Galyék- 

mardo, afam padirako vardishnano! nivirdo tiran va- apakhtarano ; 

afam vakhdintan vashtano la mind aish bén razm min Atharmazd, va- 

zamigo bara aévako gabra min aévatagih’, mé shayedo kardano? ” 

4. Afash madam shedrunédo Asto-i-vidido, levatd 1000 atizvara- 

no yasgano-i benafshdé havdéd, vimarith-i efinako otinako, aéghash vimart 
dv 5 b oD 3 fe] 

nend marginénd. 5, Giiyokmardo azshano 14 vindddo, va-cirako 

md vijir yehvunto-i barinogar Zérvano pavan bin-i bén yatintan-i 

1 Probably for wpeoreds vardishnano, ‘ those revolving ” ; apparently the signs of 

the zodiac. 

2 BK, inserts 4j., but these two strckes merely fill up the end of a line in K, 
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Aharman, aégh : “ Madam val 30 zimistin' Giiyédkmardo vad tég va- 

zag-i khaya bdjishno frdzo bréhinam.” 6. Afash pavan spihar yehvind 

pédakih pavan bakhshishno-i min kirfako bajakgarino gimézishn 

rayinishnano, afshino payan zag cim vad hanjidako-i 30-0 shnato la 

aydfto cirak. 

7. Md pavan bin angin bard yehabtind, aégh Adtharmazd 

stirako vzivandagih lecado dim, 1  nafshd-gdhariha, bara 

bén band-i rédshanino yehyiintan rai; va-Kévin margih lecado 

dim. 8. Koli 2, pavan bfin-i dim, pavan nafshd bilist 

yehvinté havdd, cigin Atharmazd pavan Galacang pavan lila 

yitintan, fn-? Jivan-ic karituni-aito, md eivdk aito zyash 

1 For Pes cimastan. 2 MSS. eroy), 

* BK are: * MSS, 1O4y1014: 
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zivandagih padash khelkuni-aito; Keévano pavan Tardziko pavan mas 

azir zamig, vad benafsh/ zohari' va-margih padash pédaktar va- 

pidakhshahtar. 9, Va-yehyinto-i kola 2 bari balisto 14, Gaiydk- 

mardo pavan nafshdé zivandagih bara kardano bido-i 80 shnato Kévano 

lakhvar val bilist-i aito Tardziko li mado. 10, Va-pavan zag gas amat 
Kéyano pavan val Tardztiko mado, Atharmazd pavan Vahig bido, 

zyash nafshdé nishivak va-aparyvézih-i Kéyano madam Atharmazd rii, 

Giiyékmardo pavan 4n-i khalakodn-ie yatind yurd* ya-madam padi- 

rako astishno, astishnoih-i zag Ahikinishno-i Ahurmano madam 

Atharmazd dimano debrinyén, 

— 

1 For adn 5 zahrih, “* venom.” 

2 MSS, ©9540!- 8 MSS, ws), 4 Tor ey bid, “endured, suff. red.” 
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CHAPTER Y. 

1, Amat ham va-ham-patiydrigo*®, ciginash dimano abikinido, 

adinosh pavan zag ham-drijanidano nafshé rabi-gaddih numiido , mé 

cigin andarino fsman yitintd, adino maindg-i Asmano aratéshtir 

himaniko-i arkand® min aydkshistino zrih padmikhtd yakhsenunéd ; 

ismivo ash pavan biir’jo dn-i stafto® drog-sakhin gifto val Aharmandé 

aégh: “Kevan amat bén yittiad havdih-ae, ato lakhvir li shed- 

ginam ;” bard nivarido’ vad amat Afharmazd piramfino Asmino 
akharan drapishtih-l-i sakhttar bara nivari/o, Ashok-ikasth karituni- 

aito, . 

2, Afash ashékano fravahar-i aratéshtarano piramino zag dru- 

pushtih, aspé-barako va-nézako-yadd, ingtin bara nivardo cigin vars 

1 MBS. yp: 7K has &¢ above fe: 3 Pers arghand. ‘K 400 0"4* 

5 Or ham-padisdrigo. ® Compare Pers, ehitaftan, ’ Compare Sans nivr- 
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madam rdéshdé ; himanakih-i zindano-pandn mifin min birtno zindano 

netrinend, va-dishman6 min andartn neflinast samanano-i birino 1a 

- shedginyén, yatinto, 

3. Pavan ham-gino-ac-i Aharmaro kiklshédo, aégh lakhvar 

val nafshdé bindago tarigih vazltinedo, afash vidarg Ja aydfto; afash 

giimdno-medamdunishnoihaé bim-i min far’j-aimandih-i 9000° shnato 

sar, va-yehvuntano-i frashakardo pavan cihar bara atshmardo. 

4, Cigin yemaleluni-aito pavan Gasano aégh: ‘ Aédtino-c 

zag kola-2 maindg val ham mad havdnd val zag-i vald 

fratim dahishno, (aégh,  kola-2 maindg val tano-i 

Galyékmardo mado havdd). 5 Mun-ic pavan zivandagih 

1 Ham-gtino-aé-i, “such a manincr thit;” 1. trinsposes iuto Syne, BIS. s4oP 

2 It may be 6x 1000 (aé-hazdr) =6000 years, the period then remaining ; or it may 

be the whole of the 9000 years agreed upon. 

8 Quoted from Pahlavi Yasna XXX, 4, in §§ 4—6. 
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CHAPTER VI. 

sewsdayp yo 6p wp aS 16 06 4 Sage yoay 1 
Atharmazd pavan hani kar, aegh: ‘ Vadash zivandago 

yakhsenunini”; min-ie pavan azivandagih Gonig-maindg pavan 

hand kir, aegh: ‘ Vadash bara yegtelinauvi”’; va-min-ic aédino 

zag aito vad val zag-i afdam len abhyano, (aégh, anshita-c-i avarig 

madam val yehamtind), 6. Va-vadotumih-i drevandano rai 

avakhshishno* bard khadituntd, aédtno vald-i aharibo pashim maind 

ganih, Adharmazd aémédo-i hamaigth. 

7. Va-dend yehviinté fratiim ardigo-i 4smino levaté Aharmané. 

PEPE PEEP EP EEE EE 

CHAPTER VI, 

}. Va-cizin dadigar val maya mado, zag ham-deni-{’ Lén dabarist. 

1 MSS. 3)4p- 2 MSS. omit Jag oP nye 5 MSS, appy ay. 

* “Penance,” In the G&athd it is varied by differcent MS3. into A0POK"#0", 

Popewe or “yrOW'##e4 ‘destruction, annihilation,” ® For Pore. bamin-t, 
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aspo-1 Galacéng, min mayatimako Tishtar; ham-dvige-i! Avrak: 

Akarituui-aito abar frdzo yehabintO pavan yom _ frédo vazlinto ; 

no pédiko cigfin avla-madan-i dim ribikih. 2. Galacang akhtar 

yehvint6é ; aito akhtar-i 4-fm bara rai, mé Tir birakh 4-dm birakh-i 

min shnato aito. 

3. Va-Tishtar yédo val atyyirih bavihinasto, afash ajash 

Vohimanéd va-Hém pavan parvanakih, va-Bir’jo-i dvino va-dvo 

pavan ham-darih, va-Ardfi Fravardo pavan padméno-dirh? levatd 

ham-gari-aito havdud. 4. Pavan 3 gerp vashto-i aito gabra 

gerpo, tori gerpo, aspO gerpo®; va-koli kerpo-aé pavan 10 lelya 

béen roshandih vanjido, afash lélyi virén pavan zanishno- i khrafs- 

farin* madam shedgfinyén, 5. Srishkino bido havdnd gvido gvido 

1 MSS, 4/49. 2 Or, perhaps, gaiih, 8 Yasht VIII, 13, 16, 18. 

+K Peele 
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rab’ tésht6' mfin mayi madam aéhanji-aito; va-pavan zag madam bara 

makhituni-hasto havédnd, vispino khrafstarano nesiad? bard min 

khasandagino min /én giligo-i zamigo ben vazlind haveénd. 

6. Akhar mainéz-i vidd, pavan mardé Aytinako, pavan zamigo 

pedako bido; réshand bilond jytinako-i mikvo-aé-f darind pavan 

riglé dishto; cigan khayi amat tano bari jumbinédo, tano pavan 

ham-zoharih frdzo raftir yehvdnédo, zag maindg-i vido ben 

ciharig vido-i andarviyig frdzo jimbinido, hamik zamigo atva- 

kardakibi vido frdzo aito, afash mayd pavan mishto aash bari val 

kustino-i zamig ramitunt6, afash zardh-f Farakhi-kardo ajash bado, 

1 Por peyoe tashtd. 

4 Trobably for 31104 kesfind, without prefix yi, see Hang’s ZXssay on Pahlavi, 

p- 105. The MBS. place the following ay before this verb. 

3 Fo K., with OF above; BK Ney Fy 
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7. Yakhsenunéd 8 aévako-i dend zamigo, afash lén bara yakh- 

senunishno 1000 cashmako khinoig, and var karittini-aito ; 1000 dvo 

khinig, minash may&é min zarih, min var madam yatinédo frdzo 

aibash réjoi-aito. 8. Va-koli var nii* va-koli dvo khani-aé rabath 

fingin cand amat asubarih-ae-i takigo, pavan aspé-aé-} Tézig, 

piramtino hamai gardédo va-tajédo? pavan 40 yém bard, aydvédo-i 

yehvinédo 1600? parasang-i akarih-i° koli parasang-¢ kamistéd 20,000 

piig.® 

9. Va-akhar khrafstarino-i yemitunto havénd, va-vish-i ajash bén 

1 MSS, NOD: 

2 So K.; BK. alters each * into _»- ‘his seems to indicate 1900 parasangs in 40 

days, which do rot give an even number of parasangs daily. The K20 Bundahish, 

XIIL, 2, Las 1700 which also give a fractional amount daily. Weshould probably read 

16CO parasangs, or 40 daily. And if we take = at=5 6 the number of hundreds 

would really be six times one=6@, The error in K, 20 has arisen from writing * for 

| Me hs 

8 For sudgu akarig-i. * A “source, feeder.” 5 Av. tac, 

6 As the foot was about 103 inches, this long parasang was 17,500 English feet, r 

nearly 34 miles, 
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zamigo bara gimikhto, zag vish bara makhituntan rai Tishtar én 

zaraih frodo yazlintd; afash Apadsh*® shédi padirako bara tajido, 

ya-fratim irdig stibih madam pard' ‘Tishtar yehvintd. 10. Afash 

madam  pati-shido® val Aflharmazd-i z6r Angin madam Tishtar 

birdo pavan khshni va-niyayishno va-shem-burishnih bara mado, 

va-z0r {ingun madam val Tishtar cand 10 aspé-i gishno, 10 adshtar-i 

giishno, 10 tori-i gishno, 10 kofé amat ramitund, va-10 rido-i niévtiko* 

amat pavan akvayév frdzo khvdhénd. 11. Afash bard stfibth bard 

rininido Apidsh shédi, afash lakhvar dashto min cashmakino-? zarah. 

' Pers. bard, ‘‘ terror.”’ * BE. woo yrs 

* Yasht VILI,, 13, 16, 18, 

* Ihid, 25, MSS, 4ePKy, which might mean “ single-streamed,” bat the original 

is Av, navaya, “ navigable.” 

8 Yasht VIIL., 21, 22. ® Av, paititish, 
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12. Afash pavan jim va-gimb-i padminigo, min fravihar-ic 

dishto khvéshkirih, cand vésh dasto may hikht, va-cand shikifttar 

pavan zanishno madam! virdninid srishkin-i cand gabra roéeshd 

va-torig rodéshd, mas va-kas, 13. Va-ben zag avar va-virano 

yehvinto t6jishno patkavishno-i Tishtar va-atakhsh-i Vizishto pavan 

haméstirih-t Apidsh; vispé-vijir dtakhsh-i Vazisht6 pavan itakhshano 

vazar bari makhitunt6, visp6-vijir bén kébarano. 

14, 10 yom shapdno vardno yehvinté, afash partdv shaditunih-i 

khrafstaran; akhar vido raninido val kandrako-i zarah-i Farikht-kardo, 

ya-val 3 bari khelkuni-hasto, afash 38 zarah ajash bido, karituni-aito 

1 So MSS., bat it should probably be Jey avar, ‘‘a cloud,” (see § 13), and not 

avar= madam, “upon, down.” Tishtar ‘‘ made the cloud rain.” 

7 Partév, “ darting, spurting.” MSS, y vive: 
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Puitig' va-Kamirido*® va-Géhino-bin.> 15. Min valdéshino Puitigo 

benafshé mayi-f sir atto, minash pur avakir* padash yehvinédo; 

afash band-i pir va-avakir padvast val mih, afash hamai vardishno, 

pavan lili yituntano frédo vazltiintan, an-i mih padash pédikoi-aito. 

16. Va-Farikhd-kardo pavan kfistako-i nimrdéjé pavan Albtr’s fraézo 

yegavimiinédo, afash PAitigo ham-simano yegaviminédo, afash miyano 

var-i Satavés, min band val Satavés, min kistako-i:nimréjé. 17. Va- 

zarah bén khvéshkfrih, va-mih, min vardishno-i koli Airano, bén 

afziyishno va-kihishno pir avakir havdd; gajak dinbag min levino-i 

mah 2 frézo tajénd, bén Satavés minishto yakhsenund; aévako 

1 se Piitig in Bd, XII, 7-10; Av. Piitika, 2 N44 Kamrid, ibid, 7,18 

. Ny40u, ibid, * Compare Sans. ava-kr. 

* BK. Yow, K Tare, 6° MSS, +: 
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lala 4hang, aévako fréd-dhang ; pavan zag-i lala-Ahang yehvinédo pir, 

pavan zag-i frddo-dhang yekhvinédo avakir. 18. Va-Satavés var 

aito benafshad va-pahliko-i zarah-i Farakhi-kardo, mdé aydéshdasarih 

stavarih-i min dariydvo-i sir, amat ben val Farikhi-kardo hamii 

vazlinedo, pavan vido-i rabi-i buland-1, lakhvir makhitunedo; vad 

zag-i roshano pavan dagyiih ben val Farakhit-kardo cashmakano-i 

Aredyistr vazlinédo. 19. Gvido min dené 4,* zarah-i kas. 

20. Afash akhar, tajinidomin Albtir’zo, min apikhtar kanarako, 2 

riido-i va°-Arvand aito va-Diglito (tajo-i val® riido val fréd yehvundan) 

va- Veh val® riido val khir avla-madin yehvint6 ; pavan 2 srubé sakhto 

1 So MSS. but Bd, XIII, 13 has 3)4y, compare Pers. Shanjidan ; the two dots are 
easily corrupted into a circumflex. 

2 The MSS. have ier, by some old transposition of letters. 

* The MSS, have $y- * The ocean and the three seas mentioned in § 14, 

5 Va means “ both” here. 6 For FS} vald, 
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bari val zarah vazlint6. 21. Akhar min valdshano 18 rido-i rab min 

ham Albir’zo bara yatind havind ; dend 20 riido, minshino bin khan 

pavan Albir’zo, ben zamigo frodo vazlind va-ben Khvaniras® 

yehamtand. 

22. Akhar 2 cashm-i zarah bard val zamigo sharittni-hasto-i 

karituni-aito Cécasto (var-i li sarmiko vido yakhsenunédo, 

miinash pavan bir-¢ yetibinédo atiro-i Guishnaspo-i pirdizgar), 

va-dadigar Sdévar min kolA stavarih bari kistino ramitunyén, 

va-nafshé sttragvar roshand piko yakhsenunédo, mé& anddzako 

himanako-i cashm aito, min koli dardih va-kola rimanoih 

bara val kistino ramitunédo ; afash zéfarih rai bara val bin 

1 The MSS, have 18- 

2? BK, inserts ag)a4499 & dp khvéshk4rih, K, inserts ayo 4ag omy akhvdéshkarih. 

® The MSS. have 3) for 9° + MSS. 14¢@- 

* MSS. Her) TOL - * MSS. yy. 
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CHAPTER VII. 
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la aydvoi-aito, m@ bén val zardh vazliinédo; afash pavan nazdigih 

yetibtinédo atiro-i sidigo mado Bur’sino Mitro. 

23, Wa-dend yehabinté dadigar ardigo-i levatd maya. 

Sie a ale bic Dic ie bac Dic De Sic Sie ie bac Dat Dic 

CHAPTER VII. 

1, Va-cigtn sadigar val zamigo mad, zyash padirako ham 

zamigo bari nivardo, cigin pavan shkastano zivaginidan-i zamig, 

madam ristan-i Albir’z-i zamig kanirako-i dvino’, kdéfino-i miyéno 

gardakih-i zamigo madam yitinédo pavan mar-i 2244. 2. Afash 

zamigo padash va5-ham-band va-nivarishnig, afash airvarino madam 

royishno vakhshishno, afash gdspendino ajash parvarishno, afash 

anshiitdano ajash rabi sido-i aiyyarih yehvinto. 

1 MSS: syy- 

2 Possibly for #Pey avarig, but doubtful. 5’ Va means ‘* both ” here. 
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8, Angin pédiko aégh, pésh min aibijado val dim madano, 

pavan 1000 shnato gobir-i kéfo bén zamig yehabintd yegaviminido, 

nimeisht cigin paitiyirako bari zamigo mado, pavan vazandago bari 

nishto, madam zamigo madam yat(nté cigtin dirakhto himiniko, tako 

val madam vakhshido, afash rishako val azir. +4. Rishako-i kédfino 

aévako val tané bari vidiri-hast, pavan ham-bandih bari niviri-uito, 

afash ris yidarg-i mayi; azir val madam, padash bari yehabini- 

hasto, aéghash mayi pa/ash angin himinik tajénd cigin khino 

ben rakin, min hamik tano val dil, zohar-i nihin-i yakhsenund. 

5. Va-pavan 600’ shnat-ic kidmén hamiko kéfin-i gvid min Albar'zo 

far'jamig bido havydd. 6. Albir’zo vad 800 shnat hamii® ristd ; 

1 This 600 is more likely than the 18 in Ind. Bd. VIII, 5; XII, 1; although this 18 

is confirmed by Iran, Bd, IX, XIX, 

* BK, omits haméi 
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pavan 200 shnato vad val star pihyago, pavan 200 shnato vad 

val mih pihyag, va-200 shnat vad val khirshédo pihyag, 200 shnato 

vad val ismin rist6. 7. Akhar Albiir’zo Aparsénd kof6 méh, cigtin 

Avar-réyishn-ic k6fé karituni-aito, minash bin pavan Sagistiéno afash 

sar pavan val Pars val Cinistino. 

8. Dend-c pédak, aégh :—Akhar min varano-i rabi-i pavan bin-i 

dim, bari mfshtano-i vido maya val zarih, zamigo pavan 7 pirako an- 

dag-aé-i azvar, cigin ham-tano zamig, akhar min varino, pavan a¢évdzo 

va-vado ziviko zivako bara sedgtni-aito. 9. Pirako-aé bara, cand né- 

makoaé hamik zamigo, min miyinak, va-Sagistano-i hind piramun 

pavan 6 parako ; bard Sagistin hand padmino karituni-hasto-i késhvar, 

1 For 3y4y hAvand. 
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pavan zag cim pavan késh aévako min tané pédiko yehvinto. 10. 

Miyano Khvaniras-i min Pars miyinako aito, va-zag 6 késhvar avisar 

hamanik. 11. Bahar-aé min zarih-i Farikhd-kardo piramun zag 

gashto, miyano zag 6 késhvar; zag kistako-i nimrdéj zarih va-véshako 

bari vakhdinté, zag-i apakhtarigo kéf-? bfir’zo bard rist6é, aégh vad, 

aévako min tané, gvido yehvinand va-apédiko.® 

12. Dend yehviinédo sadigar ardigo madam zamigo. 

ie oat Dae De Sac aac ee Me Dae ee Dic Dac Me Se 

CHAPTER VIII. 

1, Cigtn cahirim val adrvar mado, zyash pavan ham adrvar 

padirako kikhshi-aito, md zag afrvar bari khishko, Amfrdado, 

1 MSS. 1$4v9IN- * MSS, 1fIKY14- > MSS. 14e or: 
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minash afrvar stish dakhshako madam vakhdint6, afash khirdo 

bara kisto, afash levatd Tishtarigo maya-i vardnigo bard gimikhto. 

2. Akhar min varino hamako zamigo vakhshishno-giin pédaki-hasto, 

va 10,000 sardako-i midakvar va-100,000 levatd sardako ingin 

vakhshid havénd cigin min kolA ginako Aytinako; afash zag 

10,000 sardako bara? avdzo-dirishnih-i 10,000 vimirth padristo. 

3. Akharv min zag 100,000 sardako atirvar tékhm madam 

vakhdainto, min hamih-i tékhm vandé-i harvisp-t6khm, miyino-i 

zarah-i Fara4kht-kardo, bari yehabinté, minash hamik  sardako 

aurvarino ajash hamii vakbshénd. 4, Afash Sénd marivo 

1 MSS, yehip- 2 This cipher usually means 1,000, but sce Bd. IX, 4. 

3 BK inserts 14ee) x. “ MSS: pbs. 5 For 8 pavan, 

© MSS, qb, but see Bd. IX, 4, 7 MSS. 3y4y4)- 
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isiyishno padash yakhsenunédo ; amatash bén frézo fravdvedo, adinosh 

tékhm-i khishko val mayi avsinédo, puvan virano lakhvar val zamig 

virini-aito. 

5. Afash pavan nazdigih zag van6 bara yehabiinté Hém-i spédd, 

haméstirih-i zarmiino, zivandaggar-i murdakin, anoshakgar-i 

zivandagin. 

6. Dend yehvinté tasim ardig madam airvarino. 

PEPE PEP PP PPP Prt 

CHAPTER IX, 

1. Cigfin 5-im val géspend mado, zyash pavan ham gdspend 

padirako kikhshido, va-ham cigin térig-i aévakdido-f bara vidérdo, 

min zag ciginih ciharako-i atirvarig dishto, 55'  sardako-i 

' Soin Bd, X,1; XIV,1; XXVII, 2; but here the MSS, have Se yys 57. 
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jurdii va-12 sardako-i atrvar-i béshaz min anim anim vakhshido havénd 

cigfin vénind aévak aévako aégh min kadir andim, bén Dimdido 

pédiko. 2. Va kola atirvar min andim-é vakhshido afziyinédo-i zag 

andim, cigin zag-i gifto aégh; tamd tori val zamig maze bard fash 

dado, akhar jurdaé JAlA rist6, galolag’ va-shamag, altin? va-mashtiko’; 

cigin shamag, mazg ciharako rai, benafshé mas aito-i afziyiniko-i 

mazg. 38. Va-zag-ic yemaleluni-aito aegh min khino gaduko mas 

(cigin ds benafshéd khtno aito) aito-i atrvarigo-i val dirést ciharih-i 

khiino aiyyirtar. 4, Va-zag-i yemaleluni-aito aégh min vinigo miish® 

miin donako karituni-aito, va-gfnako-i shamagah yehvinté, tané 

vinig rai. 5. Va-zag-ic-i yemalelini-aito aégh min sishin sipandino® 

1 Perhaps for Pers, ghallah. * Pers. alum, or arzan. 

"Pers, mashf, or mashang. ¢ MSS. wd. 5 Pers.mash, 

6 MSS ypGreoy 4b, but some herbs (like rue) are meant, as shown by the context, 
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béshazinéd, va-gdéspendino sishig vimirih rii. 6. Dend, miyin-i dil 

bino, Avishan-i Vohiman6 bar’ avdz-istishnih-i zag-i Akémanéd gand, 

va-zag-i min shatakino va-dsagino rii ajash. 

7. Akhar, tékhm rdéshanih, dén zér min tokhm madam 

vakhdfinté-i téri bido, ajash debrinyén, réshanih val mih yézaté 

avaspirdo ; pavan gis padash tamd zag tokhm pavan réshandih-f mah 

barf paliido, afash pavan kabed ciharakoiha bard virdsto, afash jinvar- 

afiménd bari kardo. 8. Min tamd frazo val Airfin-véjé brihinido, 

fratim 2 téri yikhtako, va-zegar va-nekeb; akhar avirig sardakoiha 

vad val biindagih-i 282 sardak; va-zamigo cand 2 parasang 

daranik-i akraé pédiko yehvintO havaénd. 9 Céharpdano 

pavan zamig frdzo sagitint6 havdénd, va-mihigin bén may’ 
ee ne ———— —_—— —- ——— ee 

1 Pers, shatah, * Compare Pers, Asa. 
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shndévido hayaénd, mirvin andarvako vajido havénd; 22 pavan han- 

gim-i khish-khvarih ham-doshagido dv-dahiin ajash bido, va-dpisith 

va-zerkhinishno. 

10. Dédkano, zyashin bakhshishno angfin:—Fratim, khelkuni- 

hasto val 3-i aito, ceharpiino-i zamigo-riibishno, mdahigo-i maya- 

shndvishno, miiry-i andarvago-vdjishno, 11. Akhar, val 5 Ayfitnakano, 

aito céharpiyag-i girdo-simbo, va-ddganako-simbo, panjo-cang, 

va-miiry, va-mahigo, minshin manishto bén 5 ziviko-i karituni-aito 

avig, va-khanig, khayinoig, va-farakhi-raftar, carag-ar’janig. 12 

Avig mahig, va-koli-aé stér, va-géspend, va-dad, ya-kalba, marty-i 

bén may’ yehviinédo ; khanoig shamir,’ va-mishko va-avarigo hamako 

1 MSS. ay essey)- 2 Compare Pers, kh4yah, “ egg,” 

c 8 Arab, sammir, “the sable”; see §$ 18, 14. 21, 

ae . 
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siriko-manishnino ribishnino; khayinig haimdg-gin mirvano; 

farikhi-raftir vido-i rai jasto va-hamdkinin-ic ; carag-ar’jinigino kolA 

md pavan ramako carako yakhsenuni-aito. 

13. Afash akhar bara val babaréno khelkunté, cigin girdo- 

simbinino aévako, hamiko aspé karituni-aito ,; va-dékanako-simboino 

kabed, cigiin atishtar va-téra, mésh va-biiz, avarig dékdnako-stimbo- 

fin ; 5-cang kalba, khargésh, va-mishko, samir avirig; akhar miriy, 

akhay mahig. 14. Afash akhar bari val sardako khelkuntd, cigin 

aspO 8 sardako, khamara' 2 sardako, tdra 10 sardako, mésh 5 sardako 

va-biizo 5 sardako, kalbA 10, khargésh 5, samfir 8, mdshko 8, 

1 Or it may stand for »e gam/4, “ the camel"; see § 17, 
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mury 1]0, va-mahig 10; aito mfin khikén rai afshmirdo, va-pédiko 

hamin apédiko hamin kidmon, 282 sardako; levatd sardako ben 

sardako-1 1000 iytinako. 

15. Mirvano pavan 8 ristako? bari yehabind, va-min zag-i 

rabitarin vad zag-i kicakotar dngfin bara vilinidd cigin gabré mtn 

jardié hamii zerkhinédo, va-fratfim stavar-sang frdzo parkénédo, 

va-akhar zag-t miyinako, akhar zag-i ktico, 

16. Va-min ham sardakothé cigtin pavan Dim-dido ddkino 

alishmirdo, afam bén nipig-i Tokhm-afshmirishnih-i hangardigo 

nipishto (dené marik*® hangardigo-aé) aito-i numiai-aito, 

madam  sardako-i aspino, fratim Tézigo, afshino rad 

1 MSS. Jeseas- 2 Compare Pers. rishtah. 

3 Chald. m4ré, *‘ lord,” or m4/é, “ full,”” both of which end with aleph ; the addition 

of the Pahl. suflix £ to a Semitic final aleph is incorrect, but not uncommon, 

vw Es SS 2 
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spét6 zardo-gésh, va-dadigar Pirsig, va-astar, va-khamara, va-gér 

va-asp-i dvig, va-avirigo. 17. Afishtir madakvar 2, dashto, 
k6fé-i 2-kinako-k6fé. 18. Bén sardako-? téri spétd va-hashgiin 
sikhar va-zardo, siyah va-pésago, va-gdvazano, g&id-mésh, 

va-alshtir-gid-palang, va-tdri-mihig, va-avarigo. 19. Bén 

mésh zag-t dimbo-afimand va-zag-? adimbo, va-mésh-i tagal-iz ° 

va-kirishko-i, cigdnash kéfé-khabayih, srubd-i raba, va-pavan-ic 

parkth shiyado, birako yehvinto-i Manfshcihar. 20. Bén bfzo 

kharbiz, Tdzigo, vartgo,® tibi,’, pdzino. 21. Bén samir kaékdm-t 

spéto, va-siyah samiir, sinjdvo, va-khaz, va-avirigo. 22. Mishko-t 

n@fako aévako bish mfishko( min bish zihar vashtam(nédo, afash 

1 MSS, Jagys- 2 MSS. jong. 

* For aby tugal-ic ; compare Pers, tughal, ‘‘ sheepfold,’’ 

* Kurishk in Bd, XIV, 15. * Compare Arab. farih, * Pera, barah 
7 Chald, taby4, ‘‘ the gazelle.” 5 Pers, pazan, 
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padash 14 yemitfinédo, va-pavan zag-i mas s(idoth yehabfint-hasto 

aégh bésh vashtam(inado, bara val ziharth-i damino kam yehamtinado), 

aévako mfishk-aé-i ginako-i styah, min valéshano mfin gar’zako-f khar 

cigin gar’zako-i mako!-i kéfoigo karitunt-aito-i bén kistako-i dartydvo 

vésh yehviinédo) frdzo gazido ayifto’; ham ben val val khurishno 

ramitunédo, min vashtamfinéd, adinosh gar’zako bén tano yehviinédo, 

amat zag gar’zako zag hangdm-i jasto, ham-bandaggdno-i gar’zako 

padash madam mézédo, va-min zag vimarth dakyé bara yehvinédo. 

23. Bén mirvan 2 gvid-ctharako bard yehabinté min avarig, va- 

in-i atto séné-mirv va-shébako,® mun pimd vunt-i kaka yakhsenund, 

pavangéspendshirm in pistano parvarend bécino.° 

24. Va-dend yehvinédo 5-im ardigo pavan gospend. 

‘ Pers. magh. 2 Compare Pers. yibidan, 3 Pers, shaban, 

* Pers, bun, or bin. ® Compare Pers. bacagan. 

E. W. WEST, 
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